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IVAN KONEVSKOY (1877-1901): 
A RECONSTRUCTION OF INTEGRAL IDENTITY 

Abstract 

This thesis builds upon renewed interest in I. I. Konevskoy (pseudonym of I. I. 
Oreus), in particular in the Soviet-Russian publication, Literaturnoe Nasledstvo. The 
thesis attempts, however, to break the comparative/associative mould of studies relating 
to Konevskoy heretofore. Indeed, it draws extensively upon unpublished materials, 
including reading lists compiled by Konevskoy from 1893-1901, to reconstruct his 
identity as an individual poet-thinker of Solovevian disposition. 

Part One analyzes response to Konevskoy in the contemporary literary context 
and finds that both important accounts by admirers (principally V. Ya. Bryusov) and 
detractors (Z. N. Gippius) were obscured by personal interests and the polarized politics of 
the aesthetic/religious Modernist debate. With the support of other views voiced by A. 
Blok, S. Makovsky and Konevskoy himself (in polemic with LN. Gippius and in an 
unpublished essay on early Modernism), Part One also begins to challenge these accounts 
and to distinguish Konevskoy's individualistic search for a positive metaphysics in answer 
to the contemporary crisis of faith. 

Part Two scrutinizes the young Oreus' early endeavours to vindicate faith in the 

modern age and identifies their impetus in the mixture of spirituality and educational 
independence which typified his upbringing. It describes the early stages of the dialectical 

exploration of man's interrelationship with the universe which characterizes this 

vindicatory process. It examines his first attempt to combat contemporary scepticism 
through Kantian rational faith in individual moral consciousness (1893-5), his recognition 
of Dostoevsky's demand for objective faith in an integral universe in Bratýa Karamazovy 
(1895), and his early, chequered exploration of Solov'evian "unitotality" as a possible 
basis for satisfying that demand (1896-7). 

Part Three moves that Konevskoy's increasingly polyphonous poetry did not 
indicate metaphysical disaffection. It acknowledges Konevskoy's successive frustrations 

with the impersonalism of the unitotal "Absolute" (1898), with the moral ideals of 
Solov'evian philosophy, "Godmanhood" and "true sexual love" (1898-99), and with his 

own excessive claims for a lesser Solov'evian ideal, "true patriotism", as an alternative to 
love. It argues, however, that ultimately Konevskoy was approaching a positive answer to 
his doubts upon realizing that "true patriotism" was the basis for "true love", and that he 
died in 1901 as a Solov'evian (not a Nietzschean) "poet-prophet" of cultural 
enlightenment and a forerunner of the "second generation" of Russian Symbolists. 



No part of this thesis has previously been submitted for a degree in this or any 
other university. The thesis conforms with the word limit set out in the Degree 
Regulations. 

The copyright of this thesis rests with the author. No quotation from it should be 

published without his prior consent and information from it should be 

acknowledged. 
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PREFACE 

I was guided by George Chapman's aim in translating Homer when I began my 
study of Konevskoy in October 1990: "with poesie to open poesie". It seemed that a 
bilingual, annotated edition of this neglected poet-thinker's verse was the best way both 
for me to explore his work myself, and also to revive his fortunes as an individual writer of 
merit among a wider readership. I pursued this aim for the next two years. During this 
time, prevented from doing research in Moscow by the situation in Russia and the abrupt 
discontinuation of the British Council exchange with the Soviet Union, I produced 
metrical translations of the bulk of Konevskoy's verse, and, with the limited sources 
available to me, a poem by poem commentary. 

After much planning, a private arrangement eventually allowed me to go to 
Moscow at the beginning of my third year of research (October 1992). 1 quickly realized 
that, although the previous two years had been a thorough apprenticeship, the rich 
materials which I had discovered in Konevskoy's archive made a change of approach 
inevitable. Konevskoy's meticulously kept catalogue of reading (1894-1901) and 
notebooks offered a unique opportunity to trace with unprecedented specificity the 
influences and stimuli underlying his verse. I undertook to concentrate wholly upon the 

commentary, and conceived of a work in the style of V1. Markov's study of K. D. 
Bal'mont: Kommentar zu den Dichtungen von KD. Bal'mont. I followed up extensive 
sources and a significantly more detailed commentary took shape upon my return to 
Durham in April 1993. 

In following in Konevskoy's footsteps, however, I found that certain patterns 
emerged in his reading and interests that became increasingly difficult to ignore. Names 

recurred: among others, 1. Kant, I. A. Panaev, J. M. Guyau, F. M. Dostoevsky, A. 
Volynsky, Carl Du Prel, Plato, F. Nietzsche, and, most prominently, VI. S. Solov'ev. 
These figures, primarily thinkers, stood out among Konevskoy's many literary interests, 
including Romanticism and Modernism, home-grown and foreign. I saw that his reading of 
these thinkers was often painstakingly systematic and interrelated; that his essays, many 
unpublished, testified to his sustained efforts to understand and assimilate their thought. 
Moreover, it became clear that these philosophical interests deeply informed his writings 
on literature, music and visual art. 

My objective being a reconstruction of Konevskoy's integral identity, I recognized 
that it was better to paint this first attempt at a complete portrait of the poet with the 
broad brush strokes that a study of these essential philosophical pursuits invited. The 

commentary, by its very nature an impressionistic mosaic of specialist information, came 
to seem to be the natural sequel to such a work, and I left it to produce the thesis in its 
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present form. It is my hope, however, that with the growing interest in Konevskoy, which 
the present work will perhaps further encourage, I will indeed be able to return in time to 
the translations and commentary and to produce a separate edition to complement the 
material in this thesis. 

It is, therefore, upon the thought-centred version of the thesis that I have been 

working since late 1993 to the present, when by force of circumstance I have completed it 

while undertaking a teaching qualification. 

Where I consulted works read by Konevskoy in languages other than English and 
Russian, I endeavoured to use the poet's own translations of them or to compare English 

translations of them with his original sources. 

ABBREVIATIONS 

ed. khr.: edinitsa khraneniya. 
Es: Entsiklopedicheski slovar' St. Petersburg, Brokgaus i Efron, 1890-1907. y5 
E259: denotes I. I. Konevskoy's archive, housed at the Central (now Russian) State 

Archive of Literature and Art, Moscow. 
GBL: Otdel Rukopisey Gosudarstvennoy (now Rossiyskoy Gosudarstvennoy) Biblioteki 

im. V. I. Lenina, Moscow. 
L.: Leningrad. 
Ln: Literaturnoe nasledstvo. 
M.: Moscow. 
Mi: Mir iskusstva. 
Mid: Konevskoy, I. I., Mechty i dumy Ivana Ivanovicha Konevskogo, St. Petersburg, Tip. 

E. Evdokimova, 1900. 

op.: opis'. 
Russ. lit. XX v.: Russkaya literatura XX veka, (ed. Vengerov, S. A. ), Moscow, Mir, 1914- 

18. 

SELk: Solov'ev, VI. S., Hadimir Solovev. Stikhot-voreniya. Estetika. Literaturnaya 

Kritika, Moscow, "Kniga", 1990. 

Sip: Konevskoy, I. I., Stikhi i proza, Moscow, " Skorpion", 1904. 

Sob. soch.: Sobranie sochineniy. 
Sock: Sochineniya. 

SPb.: St. Petersburg. 

Spkis: Spiski prochitannykh knig i statey: E259, op. 1, ed. khr. 6. 

Sv: Severnyy vestnik. 
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TsGALI (now RGALI): Tsentral'nyy (now Rossiyskiy) Gosudarstvennyy Arkhiv 
Literatury i Iskusstva, Moscow. 
Ve: Vesmik evropy. 
Vfip: Voprosyfilosofii i psikhologii. 
Zk.: Zapisnaya knizhka. 

A NOTE ON TRANSLITERATION 

The "British" system is used (where, of course, some variants of vowel sounds are 
possible. I have rendered the Russian V as V; 'ibi' and TY as ly'; 'io' as 'yu'; and 'W as 'yal). 
Personal names ending -bffi/-i4A are given in simplified anglicized form (e. g. Dostoevsky, 

not Dostoevskiy) in the main text. The full form is used in transliterated titles, however. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Vyacheslav Ivanov's last word on Symbolism was a short entry in the 
Enciclopedia Italiana written in 1936. It was therefore not only the concluding statement 
by one who had been occupied by Symbolism as a poet and theoretician for some four 
decades, but also an objective attempt to reduce this complex literary-philosophical 

phenomenon to its absolute essentials. Notably, of the Russian branch of Symbolism, 
Ivanov was to observe: 

B POCCH14, C HOBOIO H03Tl4qeCKOIO BeCTbIO BJIOKa H bejioro Hc nepBblMH (PH. FIOCO(PCKIINIII 
mcciie)wBaHMIM14 0 Haqajiax C14MBOJlH3Ma, HaCTyfiaeT nopa apoxafluiero OC 03HaHHH ero A. ý'XOBHWX 
3aAaq, HBHBEiieecji PaCUBeTOM ILIKOAhl, yXe 3aflBHBiiief4 o ce6e niieqAo[O 3HaqHTe. TlbHbIX rmMTe. wti. cpe)iti 
KOTOPbIX HaII60JIbLtIelO ciiaBO10 HOJlb3OBaju4cbMepeXKOBCK14f4, baJlbMOHT, ARHeHCK14f4, CO. qOl'y6, BPIOCOB 

ti oco6oe allumaHue 3aCAY. AllBaIOTKOHet7ciCUCI, F[IHII14YC, B0.101UHH, baJITPYLiiafiTHC. 1 

The essential object of this thesis is to attempt to establish the true identity of one 
of the poets whom Ivanov retrospectively considered to merit "particular attention" for 

their pivotal role in the development of Russian Symbolism: Ivan Ivanovich Konevskoy 

(pseudonym of I. I. Oreus, 1877-1901). 

I 

Notably, Vyacheslav Ivanov himself felt intimidated by the complexity of 
Konevskoy's literary legacy on first encountering it in February 1904. On receiving the 

posthumous "Skorpion" edition of Konevskoy's work, Stikhi i proza, from its editor, 
Valery Bryusov, Ivanov responded: 

Cep)ieqHoe criaci46o 3a < 
... 

> )101)0f'Of4 TOMMK KOHeBCKOrO- MeM BjieqeT - HO H fiyraeT TPYAHOCTbIO 

TOHKOfA 3aaaqi4 - Hani4caTb B CBOIO oqepe)lb qTO-HI46yAb 0 Hem. Ero 14CKaHH, 9 H nocTtuFeHjjjq 

lipeACTaBAHIOTCH MHe flO. FlHbIM14 FJIY60KOFO 3HaqeHHq, a eFO )tyiueBHblf4 06JI14K CTHX14fiHO-3aFaAoqHbl. M H 

RpeKpaCHbIM. Cest une rMlation, 3TOT TOMMK: lieCTb M ciiaBa <<CKOPHI40HY>>. 2 

Significantly, Ivanov's tentatively planned review was never to be written, a fact 

that perhaps bears further testimony to the difficulties that Konevskoy's poetry presents. 

Ivanov's reticence certainly stands as a warning and an incentive to us as we 

embark upon our attempt to elucidate the intrinsic qualities of Konevskoy's 

poeticidentity. Indeed, it puts us on our guard as we turn to Soviet-Russian studies of 

Ilvanov, V. I., "Simbolismo. Sirnvolizm", Sob. soch., Brussels, 1974, Vol. 11, p. 667. Italics mine. 
Translated from the Italian by 0. Deschartes (who inaccurately renders Ivanov's transliteration 
"Konevskoj" back into Russian as "Konevskiy"). 
2Ln 85, p. 447. 



Konevskoy and find the degree to which they have remained locked within the orbit of a 
contemporary debate which was less reluctant to pass judgement upon the poet than 
Ivanov. 3 

Konevskoy's star has perhaps most notably risen as a result of new studies on 
Valery Bryusov, who was the younger poet's friend and correspondent and championed 
his posthumous reputation in the contemporary literary arena. V. Dmitriev published five 
abridged letters from Bryusov to Konevskoy in 1979.4 In 1983 Konevskoy's name was 
again associated with that of Bryusov in a short article regarding the latter's visit to his 

grave and the poem that the occasion inspired. 5These were merely the prelude, however, 
to the most recent and comprehensive documentary publication relating to Konevskoy to 
date: the full correspondence with Bryusov. The correspondence, which comprises 62 
letters, appeared in Literaturnoe nasledstvo in 1991 with an introductory article by AN. 
Lavrov and extensive annotations and appendices by Lavrov, V. Ya. Morderer and A. E. 
Parnis. 6 

Russian "blokovedenie" has also played an important role in advancing the 
rediscovery of Konevskoy. 7Articles by V. Ya. Morderer ("Blok i Ivan Konevskoy") and 
N. L. Stepanov ("Ivan Konevskoy. Poet mysli") appeared in a volume of Liferaturnoe 

nasledstvo devoted to Blok in 1987 and represented the most comprehensive 
introduction to the poet prior to the publication of the Bryusov correspondence. ' 

I. G. Yampolsky has made further contributions to the epistolary record. Indeed, in 
publishing two letters from Konevskoy to VI. V. Gippius with introduction and 

3We focus primarily upon the Soviet-Russian response as critical interest in Konevskoy in the West has so 
far remained minimal. To my knowledge only three short articles specifically devoted to Konevskoy have 
been published: Pyman, A., "A forerunner of Russian Modernism: Ivan Konevskoy", Scottish Slavonic 
Review, No. 14,1990 pp. 5-19; Grossman, J. D., "Ivan Konevskoi: Bogatyr of Russian Symbolism", The 
Silver Age in Russian Literature. Selected Papers from the Fourth World Congress for Soviet and East 
European Studies, Harrogate, 1990, St. Martin's Press, 1992, pp. 1-10 and "Neo-Kantianism, Pantheism, 
and the Ego", Studies in East European Thought, 47,1995, pp. 179-193. Moreover, the latter article, 
evidently the first of a projected series, came to my notice only after the completion of the present work. 
4Dmitriev, V., "lvanu Ivanovichu Oreusu (Konevskoinu)", V Bryusov i literatura kontsa XLV--)X veka, 
Stavropol', 1979, pp. 139-142. 
5Parnis, A. E. /Timenchik, R., "Epizod iz zhizni Valeriya Bryusova", Daugava, 1983, No. 5, pp. 113-16. 
6Lavrov, AN., Morderer, V. Ya., Parnis, A. E., "Perepiska s Iv. Konevskim (1898-1901)", Ln 98 (i), pp. 
424-554. 
7An interest possibly initiated by Z. N. Mints, who gave an unpublished paper on Konevskoy, "0 zabytom 
poete, I. Konevskom", at the I All Union (III) Conference "Tvorchestvo A. Bloka i russkaya kul'tura XX 
veka" held in Tartu in 1975. See the report on the conference proceedings in Voprosy literatury, 1975, 
No. 9, p. 309. 
8Morderer, V. Ya., "Blok i Ivan Konevskoy", Ln 92 (iv), pp. 151-78. Stepanov, N. L., "Ivan Konevskov. 
Poet mysli", Ibid., pp. 179-202. Stepanov's article, which appears as a supplement to Morderer's, is in fact 
a posthumous publication prepared by A. E. Parnis. Originally it had been intended to serve as an 
introduction to an unrealized "Biblioteka poeta" edition of Konevskoy's work in preparation in the 1930's. 
For a brief history of this abortive edition, see Parnis' introduction to the article in Ln 92 (iv). Stepanov's 
work is now in a private collection and inaccessible to the author of the present work. Further fragments 
are, however, published in Ln 98 (i) (see p. 440). 
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annotations in 1979, he was a pioneer of the renewed interest in the poet. 9 More recently, 
in 1989, Yampol'sky published the letters of A. L. Miropol'sky-Lang, an associate and 
friend of Bryusov, to Konevskoy. 10 

In the opening pages of her article "Blok i Ivan Konevskoy", V. Ya. Morderer 

observes: 

KOHeBCKOfi H3BecTeH TOJIbKO KaK HOW, 14MR KOTOPOrO HP1406PeJIO CTai5HJlbHoe meCTO B onpe)iejieHHo. Ni 
J114TepaTYPHOM PRAY: B KOMMeHTapi4, gx, a peAe -B OGWHX 0630pax Cl4MBO--IIICTCKOfi H0331411 KOHua XIX 

- Haqajia XX B. (FIP14 He3HaliliTeJlbHbIX Bapiiaumax OCHOBHbIX i4meH - BPIOCOB, baJlbN10HT, M14HCWifi, 3. 
t'nnni4Yc, Mepe. )zKKOBCKlifl, q). CO. TIOIFY6 H Ap. ) HeH3meHHembim ocTaeTCH YCTOHqHBoe CoqeTaHHe B PRAY 
PaHHHX <<PYCCKHX jeKaAeHTOB>> - <<A. 106POJ11060B, 14. KOHeBCKOfl>>. " 

Certainly the publications listed above have cumulatively contributed to ensuring 
that Konevskoy now enjoys a greater status in the study of fin-de-siecle Russian 
literature. He can no longer be conveniently bracketed (in an essentially erroneous 
association with that other early casualty of Russian Modernism and archetypal Decadent, 
Aleksandr Dobrolyubov) as a minor figure of unfulfilled promise to be automatically 
relegated to the footnotes. 

However, it will have been noted that the majority of studies to the present have 

either been associative or comparative. Morderer's article, in addition to treating its main 
theme, is devoted to re-establishing Konevskoy's significance within the broader field of 
Russian literature. Her study is a valuable bibliographical source of response and 

references to Konevskoy both within the contemporary context and subsequently, which 
draws the following conclusion: 

... TBOpqeCTBO KOHeBCKOPO 
fipe)ICTaeT KaK o6iiacTb cxwueHUR F103Tl4qeCKIIX CHCTeM CTOJIb HecxoXl4X B 

CBoefi pa3J]HqHOCTi4 aBTOPOB, RPH3Haiowi4x CBOIO CBq3b C H14M, ero fIO)ICHY)lHoe B. IHHHme, 

HCTOPHKO-KYJ]bTypHoe B03)tefiCTB14e erO TBOpqeCKOf4 JlHqHOCTH. 12 

This observation, although in itself of interest and wholly justified, in a sense 
betrays the essential inadequacy of the new studies of Konevskoy. While they have 

undoubtedly stressed the importance of Konevskoy for an interesting variety of his 

contemporaries and near contemporaries, they have lost sight of the poet himself. He has 

been seen through the prism of contemporary response and association which has 

obscured his essential identity. Concentration on those qualities in Konevskoy's writings 

and personality which acted upon specific persons has promoted a perception and 

9Yampol'sky, I. G., "Ivan Konevskoy. Pis'ma k VIN. Gippiusu", Ezhegodnik rukopisnogo otdela 
Pushkinskogo, Doma na 1977 god, 1979, pp. 79-98. 
lOYampol'sky, I. G., "Pis'ma A. Miropol'skogo k 1. Konevskomu", Pamyatniki kul'tury. Novye otkrytiya. 
Ezhegodnik 1988,1989, pp. 19-32. 
1 lLn 92 (iv), p. 152. 
121bid., p. 156. 
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interpretation of him at least indirectly coloured by their personal thought, values and 
priorities. In particular, the two main studies in Literaturnoe nasledst-vo which discuss 
Konevskoy in some detail necessarily examine him in comparative terms, with reference to 
Bryusov and Blok. For example, even though AN. Lavrov's interesting and well- 
documented article on Bryusov and Konevskoy explores certain distinctions between the 
two poets which emerge in their correspondence, the context of his analysis demands that 
it remains locked in a purely comparative mould. The information which emerges about 
Konevskoy is used to set certain qualities in Bryusov in relief 

It cannot be denied that existing knowledge of Bryusov and Blok has been 
supplemented by this comparative method and V. Ya. Morderer's observation regarding 
the variety of poets whom Konevskoy influenced makes clear that the possibilities for 
further studies of this nature are far from exhausted. However, it is the view of the present 
work that a systematic reconstruction of Konevskoy's true identity is now imperative if 
further investigation into where he stood in relation to his contemporaries in the complex 
literary arena of the Russian "Silver Age" is to be as fruitful as it might. 

It 

Part One of our study shows why such a reconstruction is imperative. It is 
concerned with deconstructing the contemporary critical response to Konevskoy and 
elucidating his own view of where he stood in relation to Modernism. Firstly it attempts to 

excavate the various strata of received opinion of the poet in order to establish the way in 
which it actually projects his identity. Chapter One focuses exclusively upon Valery 
Bryusov, with whom Konevskoy's name is so closely associated, and whose canonical 
appraisal of the poet, "Mudroe ditya", has evaded systematic scrutiny. The analysis finds 

that although Bryusov's account undoubtedly offers valuable insights into Konevskoy, his 

overall definition of the poet reflects the priorities of his own artistic agenda. The chapter 

shows how Bryusov was at a crucial point in the genesis of his own poetic voice and 

aesthetic Lehensphilosophie in the late 1890's. In these conditions it was what he 

perceived as the spontaneity and authenticity of Konevskoy's creative persona that 

principally impressed itself upon him. He remained essentially indifferent to the 

metaphysical world-view of the poet and systematically minimized its presence in 

"Mudroe ditya". 

Chapter Two considers the degree to which "Mudroe ditya" was a product of the 
burgeoning contemporary Symbolist debate, and it therefore scrutinizes opinion of 
Konevskoy in the broader literary context. It finds that as Z. N. Gippius crusaded against 
"Decadence" at the turn of the century in the name of the Merezhkovskys' "neo- 

Christianity", she numbered Konevskoy among the "Decadents" by association with 
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Brysuov and Aleksandr Dobrolyubov. The chapter proceeds to show how Bryusov used 
his obituary-tribute to Konevskoy ("Mudroe ditya") as a means to counterattack this 
offensive against the "new art" and thus encouraged the association of the dead poet with 
the "Decadent" pole of the movement. The analysis proposes that this explains Bryusov's 
highly selective references to metaphysics in "Mudroe ditya". These, it contends, were 
orchestrated to impart an impression of theoretical credibility to the aesthetic cause in the 
face of Gippius' attacks, while in no sense revealing the true nature of Konevskoy's 
complex metaphysics. The chapter concludes by showing how this distortional polarity of 
opinion regarding Konevskoy set the precedent for later critiques of his literary legacy. 

Chapter Three constructs the case for the reassessment of the poet with the 
support of voices that dissented against the categorizations of the contemporary debate. It 
notes Aleksandr Blok's defence of Konevskoy's general poetic integrity in the immediate 
conditions of the debate, and Sergey Makovsky's later thesis that it was precisely 
Konevskoy's thought which that debate neglected and obscured. The chapter finds 
corroboration for this thesis in Konevskoy's own brief contribution to the debate, "Ob 
otpevanii novoy russkoy poezii" (1901), a polemic with Z. N. Gippius which notably also 
sets Konevskoy apart from the "Decadents" he idiosyncratically defends. Finally, the 
chapter rests its case by identifying certain modifications in the views of those actually 
responsible for the polarized opinion on Konevskoy in the contemporary debate which 
belie its categorizations and admit his individuality as a poet and thinker. 

Chapter Four expands upon the findings of Chapter Three by exploring 
Konevskoy's stance in relation to early Modernism in his unpublished essay 
Stikhotvornaya lirika v sovremennoy Rossii (1897). The analysis not only shows that the 
essay further confounds contemporary opinion of the poet, but that it also offers a basis 
for the reconstruction of identity in the remainder of the thesis. The chapter reveals one 
who, while he appreciated the spiritual needs of many new writers, did not share what he 

perceived as the spiritual and metaphysical impotency of their assault upon materialist 
hegemony. H. Oreus, the personality behind "Ivan Konevskoy" worked systematically 
towards his own positive goal of vindicating faith metaphysically, and he identified 

principally with the Russian school of metaphysical poet-thinkers represented by such 
figures as F. I. Tyutchev, F. M. Dostoevsky and VI. S. Solov'ev. 

Part Two of the thesis attempts to reconstruct the specific processes contributing 
to Oreus' interest in and endeavours to formulate a vindicatory metaphysics. This section 
of the thesis begins, in Chapter Five, by reconsidering the possibility that the profound 
faith and conservative values of Oreus'father, Lt-General I. I. Oreus, may have had a more 
seminal influence upon him than that admitted by V. Bryusov. The chapter contends that 

the Lt-General's intense belief in the spirituality and immortality of the individual 

personality on the one hand, and positive Orthodox cosmology on the other, set an ideal 
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standard for Oreus in his bid to construct a positive "metaphysical faith" for the modem 
age. Indeed, it was the need to reconcile both the individual and the whole, the spiritual 
and the temporal life, in the face of scepticism that set Oreus upon a dialectical path to 
formulating his later metaphysics of integral universality. 

Chapter Six examines Oreus' unpublished poem of winter 1893-4, Latyn'i algebra, 
vsya istoriya v datakh. The analysis shows how this critique of contemporary education, 
influenced by V. V. Rozanov's tract Sumerki prosveshcheniya, bears testimony to the 
marriage of strong cultural identity and individual initiative that Oreus' own upbringing 
instilled in his metaphysical pursuits, fostering a spirit of continuity yet also of progress. 
The chapter also finds the poem to be indicative of the ethical idealism that was the first 
fruit of those pursuits. 

Chapter Seven identifies I. A. Panaev, a family friend, as the principal source of 
Oreus' growing sense of the need to vindicate faith in the modem age and his interest in 
Kantian philosophy as a means to do so. The chapter reveals how Panaev generally shared 
the cultural and social ethos of his friend, Lt-General Oreus, but that he had also worked 
for his cousin I. I. Panaev's radical journal, Sovremennik, and was acutely aware of 
progressive Russian thought. Panaev's attempt to answer it in his book on German 
idealism, Raziskateli istiny (which was well-known to Oreus), used the postulates of 
Kantian ethics as a basis for steadying the shaken pillars of his faith in God, free will and 
immortality. The chapter demonstrates how the morality of individual self-perfection 
which Panaev's subscription to Kantian idealism yielded was pivotal to Oreus, early essay 
and profession de foi, Duma, serdtse i razmakhi (1893 -4). 

Chapter Eight reveals how, far from being definitive, this idealist position was in 
fact but the beginning of Oreus' dialectical development. The chapter retraces the impact 

that Dostoevsky's Bratýa Karamazovy had upon Oreus in 1895. It proposes that the 

maximalism of Ivan Karamazov's demand for an objective proof of personal immortality. 

and his "rebellion" against the seeming meaninglessness and injustice of temporal being, 

precipitated a metaphysical crisis in the Kantian Oreus. Dostoevsky had no need for 

Kantian postulates in his answer to Ivan - the starets Zosima's mystical vision of universal 
integrity and love. The analysis suggests that Oreus now aspired to find an objective 

metaphysics that was equally positive - admitting the positive synthesis of the individual 

and the objective universe. 
Chapter Nine identifies V1. Solov'ev's article "Pervyy shag k polozhitel'noy 

estetike" and critiques on A. K. Tolstoy and F. I. Tyutchev as exercising a pivotal influence 

upon Oreus in late 1895-96, leading to a new direction in his development. The chapter 

attempts to read these articles from Oreus' perspective and to capture the sense of 

reassurance and growing confidence that one in his position might have experienced as he 
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assimilated their arguments for an aesthetically intuited universalitjý or "unifolalitv" 
(vseedinstvo). 

Conversely, Chapters Nine and Ten address problems occasioned by Oreus' 
premature acceptance that these aesthetic articles were the definitive solution to his 
metaphysical doubts rather than the promise of a solution. Chapter Ten examines 
Solov'ev's articles "Krasota v prirode" and "Obshchiy smysl iskusstva" and Oreus' reaction 
to them in order to demonstrate the limitations of his essentially Dostoevskian 
understanding of the philosopher's position. The chapter finds that Oreus focussed 
disproportionately upon the intuition of an all-embracing, harmonious First Principle in 
nature and failed to appreciate the true complexities of the Solov'evian metaphysics of the 
Absolute,, complexities which were crucial to understanding the philosopher's call for a 
new form of "art". The analysis shows how Oreus did not understand and address 
Solov'ev's seemingly paradoxical insistence that the unitotal "Idea" involved processes and 
that in nature it had a chaotic ground. The Chapter concludes by noting how the 
metaphysically unqualified aesthetic articles themselves helped to obscure this issue, as 
did Oreus' indiscriminate reading of seemingly confirmatory Modernist poetry at this time. 

Chapter Eleven identifies the critical force that provoked Oreus to question this 
unqualified subscription to the aesthetic of mystical intuition, Akim Volynsky, resident 
critic of the journal Severnyy vestnik. The chapter traces the growing impact of Volynsky's 
"philosophical criticism" of the early Modernists upon Oreus' attitude to his own 
metaphysically limited aestheticism. More particularly, it proposes that it was Volynsky's 

critique of Vladimir Solov'ev's metaphysics of the Absolute that compelled Oreus to seek 
the clarification that would give new impetus to his dialectical development. 

Chapter Twelve, the first of Part Three of this thesis, describes how Oreus found 

metaphysical definition in Solov'ev's tract Kritika otvIechennykh nachal, which contained 
a systematic exposition of the metaphysics of the Absolute. This was to be the basis for a 
new, essentially Solov'evian dialectic in Oreus' development which is the subject of Part 
Three. It undertakes to retrace the stages of this dialectic in a series of chapters (Thirteen 

to Seventeen) which alternately state the case for and against continued Solov'evian 
influence. In doing so these chapters reveal how the self-questioning, perplexed side of 
Oreus' increasingly polyphonous poetry, upon which contemporary criticism tended to 
focus, was in fact counteracted by a body of previously neglected work that indicates 

positive continuity and development. 
The logic of Solov'ev's "Critique" - that the Absolute, to be such, must not only 

exist in itself in a state of eternal perfection, but also in a state of "beconling" - facilitated a 
new understanding of "chaos" and "process" in Solov'evian aesthetics and cosmology that 
Oreus celebrated in his nature poetry of 1897-98. Chapter Thirteen proposes, however, 

that in itself the dialectical logic of the Absolute could not satisfy Oreus indefinitely and 
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that it was ultimately incidental to his further development. The chapter finds support for 
this contemporary critical interpretation of Oreus' poetic odyssey in his own philosophical 
writings of 1898. The analysis finds that these indicate a growing sense that the passive 
contemplation of the macrocosmic processes of Absolute "becoming" could not 
accommodate the needs of the individual personality. 

Chapter Fourteen focusses upon Oreus' largely untreated "love poetry" of 1898-99 
in which it discerns the influence of Vladimir Solov'ev's aesthetic o love as expounded in 
his articles "Zhiznennaya drama Platona" and "Smysl lyubvi". The chapter argues the case 
for Oreus' ongoing, positive development in its discussion of his subscription to the 
Solov'evian ideal of "true sexual love", which identified the individual personality as the 
pivotal creative force in the realization of the Absolute Idea. 

Chapter Fifteen resumes the argument against the sustained, positive influence of 
Solov'evian metaphysics. The chapter draws attention to the vein of uncertainty running 
throughout Oreus' "love poetry" and argues that as a celebration of a remote ideal it was 
bound to lose its momentum and end in failure. The analysis finds that a polemic with 
sympathizers of the student unrest at Petersburg University in early 1899, which Oreus 
initially disdained, in time forced him to acknowledge the remoteness of his own ideals. 
The chapter reconstructs the sense of despondency and frustration that emerged in Oreus' 

poetry of 1899 as a consequence of this acknowledgement. It identifies a militant 
solipsism as the issue of this process of disillusionment and argues that the poetic 
theorization to which Oreus devoted himself almost exclusively in 1900-1901 was 
indicative of the ultimate primacy of this maximalist aesthetic. 

Chapters Sixteen and Seventeen undertake to dispute this conclusion by identifying 
another unrecognized Solov'evian theme in Oreus' poetry which vouches for the positive 
continuity of his development: the poet as instigator of "true patriotism" - the cultural 
integration of individual and society. Chapter Sixteen traces Oreus' growing interest in this 
ideal and the power invested in the poet - as a visionary exponent of the Absolute - to 
bring about its realization. The chapter turns firstly to Oreus' depiction of a Varangian 

poet-warrior in "S Konevtsa" and evocation of the Russian epos in W rody 1 rody", both 

poems of 1898. It argues that these "atavistic" works evoked an idealized past in order to 
inspire change in the present and future in the style of the historical poetry of A. K. 

Tolstoy, who exemplified the Solov'evian "poet-patriot". The analysis continues to find 

that although Oreus' interest in this genre was quickly muted in 1898 by his metaphysical 

entanglements and preoccupation with the love ideal, it re-emerged strongly in "atavistic" 

poems of 1899. The chapter argues that this renewed interest in the form in fact 

represented a reactionary attempt to champion one Solov'evian ideal - the power of poetry 
to transform cultural reality, as an alternative to another - the theurgic love ideal. The 

analysis establishes that Oreus' solipsism of 1899 was in fact a final bid to sustain his 
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disproportionate claims for the transfigurative power of poetry -a call for the 
poeticization of reality in defiance of the unrealizable love ideal. 

Chapter Seventeen reconstructs the processes of Oreus' realization in 1900-1901 
that the Solov'evian love ideal was the ultimate objective of "true patriotism" and that it 

was the proper task of the poet-prophet of cultural change to serve that ideal. The 

chapter shows how the intensified poetic theorization of Oreus' final year was not in fact 
indicative of his abandonment of the love ideal but his increased interest in the poet's role 
as its exponent. The analysis reveals that his insistence upon the poet's "sovereignty" in 
this late theorization was consonant with Solov'ev's definition of the poet-prophet's task in 
his article "Znachenie poezii v proizvedeniyakh Pushkina" and not an assertion of 
solipsism. The chapter concludes with a systematic evaluation of the poems of Oreus' last 

year which were almost entirely neglected by contemporary criticism. It finds the re- 
emergence of the cultural and historical ideal in these works indicative of Oreus' final 

acceptance of his "task" as a Solovevian "poet-prophet". 
The objective of Chapter Eighteen, the concluding chapter of this thesis , is to 

subject its findings to one final, definitive test. The chapter considers Valery Bryusov's 

claim that Nietzsche exerted an increasingly dominant influence upon Oreus. The chapter 

certainly acknowledges Nietzsche's importance for Oreus and finds Nietzschean ideas in a 

series of his poems. However, it also draws upon Oreus, unpublished writings on 
Nietzschean philosophy to show that he interpreted the German philosopher's doctrines of 
the will to power and eternal recurrence from a positive Solovevian perspective. 

The primary objective of this thesis is, of course, to re-establish who IL Oreus 

was, and it scrupulously avoids entangling itself in comparative or associative study. 
However, on the basis of the overall findings of its reconstruction of integral identity, the 

concluding chapter also allows itself briefly to suggest Oreus' proper place in the Russian 

literary context. It argues that as one who fused past ideals and modern concerns in a 
broadly Solov'evian metaphysical credo Oreus is a vital link between the tradition of 
Russian poet-thinkers of the nineteenth century and the "second" generation of Modernists 

to come, in particular Aleksandr Blok, Andrey Bely and Vyacheslav Ivanov. It is to be 

hoped that the reconstruction of Oreus' identity attempted in this thesis will now provide a 

valuable basis for studying "Ivan Konevskoy" in relation to these precursors, 

contemporaries and successors in the Russian literary arena and thus contribute to a 

greater understanding of the overall complexity of the Russian "Silver Age". 
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CHAPTER ONE 

Valery Bryusov and Ivan Konevskoy. 
'Mudroe ditya': epitome of Bryusov's personal artistic ideal. 

IIYC, Tb Xy)IOAW14K 1'OTOBI4TCH K HOABHI'y A143H14, KaK IIPOPOK. flycTi� cTaHeT OH paHbiiie 

V. Ya. Bryusov. 0 iskusstve. 

N. I. Petrovskaya, in reminiscences that bear testimony to the complex variety of 
perspectives which confront the scholar of the Russian "Silver Age", suggests where our 
search for Ivan Konevskoy's identity in that vibrant cultural context must begin: 

O(pmuepbi, aABOKaTbl, paDKHpeBlUme CHeKyJlflHTbi, MOAHbie aKTepbl H T. 11. - BCH )Ta Heql4CTb, IIHTaBLLiaflcii 
rHoem 3noxii nepe)i 1905 rwom < 

... 
> 6bljia yBepeHa, qTO BPIOCOB eCT 3acaxapeHHbie 4maAKH, 110 HOliam 

PbICKaeT HO Kjia)i6HmeHCKHM CKiienam, a mem, KaK (PaBH, HrpaeT C K03aMll Ha Hecyl-LlecTBylowmX 
MOCKOBCKHX naaGmmax!... CJIOBO <<MeTP0110. lb>> Bbl3blBaJI0 Heme)tjieHHO liplifITHefluipo accouHauHlo 
HbIIUHoro pa330JIoqeHHoFO Ka6aKa, H e)iBa jim KTO-HI46y)lb H3 H14X Maji, qTO Ha 3aiiiiem ABOpe AToro 
cAaAOCTHOFO <<MeTPOF10Afl>> B ABYX maneHbKHX KOMHaTKax IOTHTCH HaCTOIIMHH- PYCCKHH A14TepaTypHbIH 
Ojimmn, me KyeTCfl cama. 9 YTOHqeHHaJi Hawa KYJIbTypa. KTO 3HaJl Torm timeHa IIG. KOHeach-o.? o, 

, 
4O6pOJM6OBa, baJlTpyiiiafIT14ca, Tex caMbIX BepHbIX copa6OTHHKOB bplOCOBa < 

... 
>KTO 14X 3Haii? ' 

As Petrovskaya intimates, Valery Bryusov orchestrated the publication of the 

posthumous "Skorpion" edition of Konevskoy's work, Stikhi i proza (M., 1904), which 

effectively guaranteed this poet's right to a place in the Russian Modernist 

constellation. Bryusov, moreover, not only conceived of the edition and edited it, but 
further set his personal stamp on the book by contributing his seminal interpretative 

article "Mudroe ditya" to its foreword. ' Indeed, Bryusov was not simply the executor 

of Konevskoy's artistic legacy; he had also cultivated relatively close relations with the 

younger poet in the last two years of his life. Stikhi i proza was more than a literary 

memorial, it was a personal tribute on Bryusov's part. ' 

It is primarily in view of his artistic and personal relations with Konevskoy 

that Bryusov has been considered the most qualified judge of this poet's vision. "Mudroe 

I Ln 85, pp. 775-6. My italics. 
2 This work first appeared as an obituary in Mi in 1901 and was subsequently republished under the title 
"Mudroe ditya", with some minor, but interesting, textual variations, on three future occasions. For a list 

of the article's various manifestations see Bryusov, Sob. soch., VI, p. 608 or Ln 92 (iv), p. 172. Also see 
below, note 46. 
3 Notably, both N. I. Petrovskaya and Bryusov's sister, N. Ya. Bryusova, recalled that after Konevskoy's 
death he did not have any genuine friends. See Ln 85, p. 779 and Ln 98 (i), p. 553 respectively. 
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ditya" quickly assumed an almost canonical status that has not lost its validity in 
intervening years. 

Indeed, three years after the appearance of Stikhi i proza, the critic, N. Poyarkov, 
conceded: 

MHe KaxeTCq, qTO XOf)O1HO pa306paTbCq B )IlieBH14Ke-KHi4re KOHeBCKOrO NioAeT TO. -IbKO TO IIIUO, 
KOTOpoe 6JI143KO Ma. 110 TaK paHO yracLuero 1103Ta. Ba. )iKHo, qTO6bl OHO C-11biwam erO 3ambwl-m, 
ROHmmano ero uejit4. fJO3T0MY 6OJIee YAO6HbIM jq CqHTaio RPHBeCTH HeKOTOpbie Niecra 113 cTaTbit 
<<MyApoe AHTP> Baiiepiifi bpiocoBa. 4 

Poyarkov's confidence in Bryusov as one best placed to appreciate the 

subtleties and complexities of Konevskoy's writing has been perpetuated to the 

present. AN. Lavrov, judging "Mudroe ditya" in comparison with later evaluations of 
Konevskoy, states: 

Bce 1103AWALUM J114TepaTOpbl o6pawanil BHmmaHHe 6oAbLuefi qaCTbIO Ha OT)le. IbHbie, acrieKTbl TBOpqeCTBa 
KOHeBCKOrO H GbIJIH maJI0 BOCfIPHHMqHBbl K Cr'O flOjTjjqeCKOh JIMHOCTH BO Bcef4 ee crloAMA 

COBOKYHHOCTti. B 3TOM OTHOweHHH bplOCOB OCTaricg e)IHHCTBeHHbIM m4caTenem, OC03HaBIHHM meCTO 14 

3Ha, ieiii, ie KOHeBCKOrO B 14CTOP1414 PYCCKOf4 RW31414, cymeBiui4m YIOCI'HrHyTb erO HeHOBTOpliMblfl 
5 

uejiOCTHblfi o6pal 

There is no doubt that Bryusov is a pivotal figure for any study of Konevskoy. 

However, in a work concerned specifically with that poet's integral identity, it is 

necessary to ask whether we can actually share such unequivocal confidence in "Mudroe 

ditya". Perhaps it is the most comprehensive analysis of Konevskoy in contemporary 

criticism, but in itself this does not, of course, vouch for unquestionable accuracy. 
"Mudroe ditya" is indisputably closer to the truth about Konevskoy than the popular 

vision of Bryusov that so infuriated Petrovskaya, for example. However, does not the 

greater subtlety of possible deviations from the truth in the essay make it all the more 
imperative now to subject it to fresh scrutiny? Indeed, a re-examination of the precise 

nature and extent of Bryusov's personal and literary relations with Konevskoy 

catalogued in his diaries and recently published correspondence with the poet and his 

father suggests that the underlying criteria and objectives of the analysis in "Mudroe 

ditya" were highly conditional. 
Konevskoy's father, Lt-General I. I. Oreus (1830-1909), always bemused by the 

'new art' which had so engrossed his son, ceded pre-eminence to Bryusov in judging the 

poet's literar persona on receiving "Mudroe ditya" in September 1901. ' However, in an Y 

earlier letter he had wondered: 

4 Poyarkov, Nik., "Ivan Konevskoy", Poety nashikh dney. Kriticheskie etyudy. M., 1907, p. 17. 
5 Ln 98 (i), p. 439. 
6 See Ln 98 (i), p. 536. 
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Bbl 14MeJIM C CbIHOM M014M CHOIlleHl4JI HPel4MYlUeCrBeHHO Ha JiliTepaTYPHOR rlO'qBe. HP 3HalO, 3HaKONI . 111 
BaM GbIJI BHYTPeHH14fi CrpOfl erO J11411HOCr, 4.7 

Bryusov significantly responded in a letter which makes clear that he doubted his 
personal authority to compile Stikhi iproza as originally conceived - 

MHe npe)jcTaBJljieTcn, 'qTO, Kpome TUJaTeJlbHO co6paMbix ero CrMXOB (KOHelIHO 6CeX) M Kpome ero 
GraTeR (TOxe, aymaio, BCeX), Ty)ia AMAMI BOATm ero FIOPTPeT, CBe)IeHl4fl XOTb 6el'Jlble 0 eM AH3HH. 
O'qePK14 erO )ýYilm m ero nw3mi, CAeJlaHHble TeMM, KTO JlllqHO erO 3Haj-1 < 

... 
> KOHe4HO, Hý'ýUO . 1ý1 

3TO - peiiiaTb liMeHHo Bam, HO MHe Ka)KeTcg, ITO Hooftummo XOTb TaKOfJ RN300 aOi-OBO[)HTb 3a 
HerO 14M HeAoCKUMHoe. 

-9 cywy y; Ke no ce6e. R He 3tiaio eao wa3filL, -8 
aaýEe lie malo, 

CKO. dbKo 6biao emy moytio Aem. Il 60 -MHe eCMb waaHoe wemHue, Heo6xol)u-MOCMb )-3HaMb 
3MO. 8 

Indeed, in his next letter to Lt-General Oreus, evidently exercised by the 
implications of his confession of limited insight in the preceding one, Bryusov was to 
exclaim: 

boxe MOA! KaK yiipeKaelUb Tenepb Ce6fl, 'ITO He MCKan, He )OHBaing aaAe c M3JIHWHefI 
Ha30f4JI14BOGTbIO BCTpei 14 6ecea c Banim CbIHOM. NX 6bIJIO TaK majio! HO Beai, jymajmb, 'ITO 

Bnepe)uiA143H09 

Bryusov, who had already written 'Mudroe ditya", regretted just how imperfect 
his knowledge of Konevskoy actually was. The present chapter will explore how 
Bryusov's attitude to, and preoccupation with, Konevskoy was indeed limited, being 

primarily determined by the relevance of that poet to his own artistic genesis. Chapter two 
will proceed to show how, as a corollary of this deeply personalized perspective on 
Konevskoy, "Mudroe ditya" was a defence of Bryusov's artistic principles and interests in 
the wider contemporary literary debate, the principles of one who considered himself to be 

the undisputed 'leader' of the Decadent 'movement', not necessarily those of the poet in 
question. 

I 

On the publication in December 1899 of Mechty i Amy, Konevskoy's first and 

only individual collection of verse published in his lifetime, Bryusov noted in his diary: 

OpeyC HaneqaTaii <<MeqTbl H IyMbl>> < 
... 

> IIo33uio Opeyca cqumalO 019HOCt U3 

3ameqameAbueCLuiUX Ha py6e; Ke 196YX CMOAeMUCI. 10 

71bid., p. 534. 
81bid., p. 537. Italics concluding citation are mine. 
91bid., p. 538. 
1OBryusov, V. Ya., Dnevniki, p. 78. Italics mine. 
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This is an entry as pregnant with implication as it is laconic, and to evaluate 
"Mudroe ditya" as a study of Konevskoy's integral identity it is clearly essential in the first 
instance to establish precisely what quality in his poetry served to imprint itself so 
profoundly on Bryusov. 

In the latter half of the 1890's Bryusov's artistic principles were still at a 
formative stage in their development. After the artistic crisis which followed the 
publication of his second book, Me eum esse (1897), " three years elapsed before his 
third collection, Tertia Vigilia, appeared. However, during this period of silence 
Bryusov was far from inactive, devoting himself to a conscientious refinement of his 

philosophy of poetry. This need for definition finds expression in his first exclusively 
theoretical work, the tract 0 iskusstve (1899). 12 Initially prompted by L. N. Tolstoy's 
Chto takoe isk-usstvo? (1897-98), 0 iskussive quickly became a pretext for defining his 

own creative principles and poetic voice. Indeed, in its final form Bryusov evidently 
considered it a long overdue and definitive profession of his artistic credo: 

MHOM o6Wl4X HacTpoeHmf4, MHOM B3FJTfUOB Ha mi4p 14 Ha )KI43Hb cmeHl4JI"cb B )IYIue moefi; 6bicrpo 
craHOB14JI14Cb AJIJI MeHJI r[POWJIbIM, M OCY)KAeHHbIM FIPOII]JlblM, C60PHHK14 MOMX CTMxoB. Ho AyMalO, 'ITO 

MHe He ITMeTCH OTKa3blBaTbC. H OT Tex CyACAeHHR, KOTOPIble R M3JIOAY 3, aecb. Bce gmo Y'We 
pewetio a, 7, ff Meliff. 13 

In the article Bryusov developed his belief in the primacy of the individual 

personality. The soul, he maintained, is a monadic microcosm of the universe. In order to 

explore that universe authentically it is imperative that the individual artist understands 
firstly that it is his representation and reality with which he converses; in other words, he 

must assert his integrity and free himself from the dictates of externality: IIý 

KTo aep3aeT 6blTb XY)IOZ,, -HHKOM, AOJIXeH Hafm4 ce6ji, CTaTb caml4m C, 06olo. He MHorMC MOrYT 

CKa3aT1b He JUMBO: <<31TO - J& < 
... 

> XYAOAHMKY Heo6xo)li4mo OCMeJI14T]bC-, 9 14 CHflTb C ce6,9 < ... > 

jimmy. Heo6xo)liimo OCBo6O)lHTIbGfl OT Bcero 'qy)KOFO, XOTJI 6bl To 6blJT14 3aBeTbl BejiliKm 

Y'qHTeiief4. l4 

This entails a preparatory process of isolation, meditation and purgation which, 

once achieved, must be sustained in perpetuity. 

flyGTb XY)IOXH14K rOTOBHTCH K 110)IBHry )KH3HH, KaK TIPOPOK. flycrb cTajieT oH paHbWe MyaPbi. lf. 15 

"See, for example, Bryusov's letter to Vladimir Gippius of 29 January 1897: Litvin, E., Tyat' pisem 
Bryusova k Vladimiru Gippiusu" in V Bryusov i literatura kontsa XIX-XXveka, p. 126. 
12AIthough published in 1899, Bryusov completed work on the pamphlet on August 13,1898. See 
Dnevnik-i, p. 47. 
13Bryusov, Sob. soch., VI, p. 43. Italics mine. 
141bid. 
151bid. Italics mine. 
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Bryusov proceeded to explain, however, that art is not only the instrument of 
an endless process of soul-elucidation. In the latter part of his tract he turned his attention 
to the probem of the monadic soul's yearning to communicate with others - 

B jejiOBeqeCKOF4 XH3HH RCHO TIPORBJIIIIOTCJI i(Ba 3aKOHaý cTpemjieHiie K coBepweHcrBOBaHHio H AaA-ja 
o6ujeHmji < ... > Mi4p ecrb moc npeacTaMeHme < ... > H3 3TOrO 0)114HOlleCTBa aywa crpaCrHO rlOpblBa(TCif 
K o6wemno. B e)114HeHI414 c apyroio aiiii Hee 611axeHCrBO. 14 e)jmeme B03MOXHO. 16 

In its true form, Bryusov contended, art could be the miraculous medium through 
which such unity becomes possible. Indeed, summing up his views on art in its present 
state he concluded: 

HCKYCCrBO 3aneliaTaeBaeT Ailil 3CMiTH )IyLUy XYAOXHIM, OHO Y)IOBJIeTBOPqeT )IBOfiHoft xaýKje. 
o6LUeHl4JI. BCTyr[14Tb B exiHeme c )jpyFl4MI4 14 OTKpblTb nepea JPýTHMM Taýhiy CBOefl J11411HOCrH; camoro 
XY)IOAI, HHKa 14CKYCGrBO BeAeT K CaMOr[03HaHI410.17 

This view of art as a means of communication, which Bryusov perceived himself 
to share with Tolstoy, was in fact the original impetus for writing 0 iskusst-Ve. However, 
there was clearly a tension present in this formulation of the artist's communicative 
activity in the context of the finished essay. Bryusov insisted on the free nature of true 
art; he consistently exhorted the reader and spectator to judge it as an active principle 
divorced from all external influence. His statement that equally the artist uses his art 
as an instrument of communication was contradictory, presupposing an 'audience', 

an external recipient, consciousness of which would inevitably influence both the 
artistic process and the finished work. Indeed what Bryusov had formulated in 0 
iskusst-ve was not the definitive statement of his artistic principles that he wanted it to 
be. In fact, he had identified the essential problem he would have to address if he was to 

establish his own voice as a poet in accordance with his vision of the authentic artist - 
the necessity to resolve the innate tension existing between the two incompatible 
impulses that had shaped his career thus far. For while Bryusov had always advocated 
that art was an expression of individuality, at the inception of his artistic life he had 

courted recognition as a poet by reaction. Bryusov was acutely aware that he had 

adopted a'mask'which, while being wholly contrary to his principle of individuality in and 
through art, obliged him to perform for an audience as it had become crucial to his 
identity as a poet. It was this need to affirm an inauthentic sense of being through 

external reaction that prompted Bryusov's continuing concern with the power of art to 

communicate, to make an impression. His predicament is reflected in a letter to Ivan 

Bunin of 1899: 

161bid., p. 52. 
171bid., p. 53. 
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OqeHb MHOFO 3Ha'IHT, C KaKOA maCKOA Ha ., ime BbIWAM Mbl B iiepBblfl pa3 K MIMM. Mbi NiHoro IAýem, 
He ROTOMY qTO6bI XOTe: in oGmaHyTb, a J111111b ROTOMY, 'ITO Hmo coxpaHMTb OltHaAcibi FIPRHRTý'10 maCKý. 
HaAo! JJIOAH He JIIOGHT, qTO15bi ee Hapyinaim, 14 He iierKO 3TO. M 

J9 CTHCHYT TOA Koneefi, B KOTOPOA 
CTOIO, HAY BHCpe)l, KaK jiowa)tb C HamaMMKamit Ho eCTb BO MHe uO KpafmOt Niepe C03HaHHe 
n030PHOCTII 3Toro. A MbIcqefi M COIIYBCTB14fi CBOHX He GyAeT MHe CTbl)IHO H14 nepeA Kem. " 

The ideal of the 'autonomous' artist Bryusov had formulated in his tract, while 
a possibility for the future, was unrealizable for him personally in the present. His 
dismissal there of his early collections, while partly reflecting his philosophy that the 
artist must incessantly advance to sustain the authenticity of the artistic process, also 
suggests a need to escape the preconceived notions of the premeditated identity which 
he had paraded at the inception of his career to attain recognition. But Bryusov had not 
experienced the 'initiation process' of isolation, meditation and purgation, that early, 
preparatory acquisition of 'wisdom' that he prescribed in theory to be essential to the 
self-becoming of the artist. The need to impress himself upon externality still had a 
precedence which he could not expunge from his creative philosophy. 

However, if 0 iskusstve was flawed, Bryusov was soon to encounter one 
whose poetry he perceived as affirming the possible realization of his ideal of artistic 
integrity. Four months after completing the tract, during a brief visit to Petersburg in 
December 1898, Bryusov commented in his diary upon a poetry reading held at Fyodor 
Sologub's flat: 

CaMbIM 3ameqaTeJlbHbIM Gbljl() qTeHHe Opeyca, H60 OH npeKpaCHb1f4 flO3T. 19 

Within three years Bryusov's perspective on the nature of art was clarified. In 

what was to be his next theoretical tract, "Istiny" (1901), in dismissing the need for 

the artist to consider the communicative power of art in the process of creativity, he 

resolved the dichotomy in himself that had constricted the freedom and full formation 

of his poetic voice: 

Kor)ia-TO 11 HamicaA KHMFY <<O HCKYCCTBe>>. Teriepb R BnOJIHe fIP143Haio ee AYX, HO He pa3)ie: iqio 
MHorm ee mbic: iefi. 19 RpHlUeJ] KO Wrimay, qTO UeAb TBopqeCTBa He o6iiieHile, a TOJIbKO 

caMOY)IOBjieTBOPeHiie < ... > no3m moopum, qmo6bi camomy ce6e YJICHUMb caou 
ayAfbI U 

00.17HeHUH, 6036ecmu ux ic onpeae, 7eHHOCMU < 
... 

> IITO 6y)ieT nociie C03, aaHI1,9 CTliXOTBOPeHHJi, AO 

)ipyroe aejio. OHO MO. XeT IIOCJIYXHTb H AJIq o6meHM. 9. 143 3Toro ewe t4 ewe pa3 crie)iyeT, qTO Bce 
20 

NCTHHHbie C03)iaHHJi MCKYCCTBa PaBHOLIeHHbl . 

18 
Ln 84 (i), p. 446. 

19 
Bryusov, Dnevniki, p. 57. 

20 Bryusov, Sob. soch., VI, p. 60. Italics mine. The article, the full title of which is "Istiny. (Nachala i 

nameki)", was first published in the "Skorpion" almanac Severnye tsvety in 1901. 
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Konevskoy's poetry was a factor in determining this significant shift of emphasis in 
Bryusov's artistic credo. 

When sending a copy of 0 iskusstve requested by P. P. Pertsov in 1902, Bryusov 
forewarned him that he no longer considered the views it contained representative 
of his position. He restated his dismissal of the artist's obligation to employ art as an 
active medium for communication, referring Pertsov to the more recent "Istiny". 
Significantly, on writing this letter, he also felt prompted to transcribe it in part on the 
concluding pages of his personal copy of 0 iskusstve. Moreover, on concluding this 
transcription, he appended a note for his own reference. 

Cm. eiue cmaMb10 0 Ifi. KOHe6CKO-M 
mo HeHyxHoii HpaBae B MI4P HCK. 1901 m 1902 F. 21 

Bryusov directed himself to his obituary for Konevskoy published in Mir 
iskusstva in 1901. Evidently, in it he had 'enshrined' the quality in Konevskoy's 

poetry that had played a role in convincing him to redefine his own poetic philosophy. 
There, in terms that indeed echo the arguments voiced in "Istiny", we read: 

KOHeBCKOfi BOBce He 6blJl jumpaToPOM B Aylue, OH cwam 6blJl Ami yeamHemifl, xm OTWeJlblimecrBa- 
KaxeTal, B TaKOM OTwejibHMeCFBe OH r1P0BeA BCIO cBoio paHH1010 IOHOCFb < ... > 4JIH Hero 11033MR 
6bma Tem camibim, qem ii )Ioji)KHa 6bITb 110 cBoef4 cyiuHocTw. yociietmem a, 7ff camooo no3ma eeo 
ay. m u vy6cm6owuaci < ... > Ero R03314H - AHeBHIiK; y Hero COBCeM HeT nO3M Hnm 6aima)j, On tie 
yme. q nacaMb Ha 0 KOM, KpoAte KaK o ce6e, aa U HU 193H KOOO, KaK MO. /7bKO a, 7H ce6'ff 
< 

... 
> lCOlie6CKOCL 

. 3a6omu, 7cH ne o mom, nmo6bi e2o noimm, a Ymo6bi nOHJ[Mb camow 
ce6ff. 22 

Thus it was the authenticity of Konevskoy's poetic voice in itself, the voice of the 

artist who truly had attained 'wisdom in youth' through the rigorous process of self- 
becoming, that Bryusov found to be exemplary in him. Konevskoy's poetry was the 

actualization of that very quality in art that Bryusov himself aspired to attain. 
The exact nature of the example that Bryusov believed Konevskoy to set and the 

degree to which it played a role in moulding his attitude to his own creativity is reflected 
in greater detail in his correspondence with the younger poet and references to him in 
his diary. 

The correspondence certainly yielded Bryusov many deep insights into the 

exacting demands that Konevskoy made on himself as a poet. 23 But that Bryusov was 

especially attentive to the conscientious exactitude of Konevskoy's understanding and 

treatment of the poetic voice is perhaps most apparent in his attitude to the younger 

211bid., p. 580. italics mine. 
22Bryusov, "Mudroe ditya. (Pamyati Iv. Konevskogo)", Mi, 190 1, No. 8-9, p. 137. Italics mine. 
23See, for example, Konevskoy's letter of January 1900, which, indicative of his acute consciousness of 
the dynamics of his creativity and the tone of his poetic voice, Bryusov evidently considered of particular 
note, subsequently citing it in the annotations to Stikhi i proza: Ln 98 (i), p. 4781Sip, p. 243. 
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poet's criticisms of his work. I-Es exchange with Konevskoy regarding Tertia Vigilia 
(1900) 

, is particularly revealing in this respect. Bryusov's personal conviction that this 
collection marked a 'perfecting' of his craft finds assertion in a letter to M. V. Samygin 
of July 1900: 

Tenepb Ji B014CTHHY AOCTAIF TOFO, 0 IleM TBep)114JI C )IeTCTB& MHe - ao eAy6ulibi aywu uch: penflo - 
He Hy; KHbI HuKaKue npaiqemcmeuff, He HywHbi qumame, 7u. MHe 6ce pamo. Holiu, vaelrle Bbi 
6cio c(io6oay, aapye-myio 3mu-m C03HaHue-m. HeTpy)lHo 6blTb Bblwe HacmeLLIeK, HO Ha)lo c7aTb 
Bblme BceX BOCTOPFOB 14 BbIlUe BCeX y6exAeHHfl - CBOMX H llyxtix. TojlbKO Tof'Aa MOXHo 6blTb 
TBOPUOM. )I HauieA C6010 6bCoMy. 24 

Clearly Bryusov considered himself to have realized something of the artistic 
authenticity that he had idealized in 0 iskusstve. That he associated this process of self- 
realization and 'authentication' with Konevskoy is evident in a letter inviting the younger 
poet to complete a critical assessment of Tertia Vigifia left unfinished after their meeting 
in Petersburg in early November 1900: 

Ecim 6y)IeT y Bac CBO6O)jHble noinaGa, He oTKa)KHTeCb HaRMCaTb mHe o momx cTmxaX TO, 4TO He 
11PI4111JIOCb mHe ycjibiLuaTb: 3TO, KOHeqHO, YF[PeKH H oGyAcAeHMfl, m. e. tiau6oiee -vo6onbimuoe., ye. oo 

-H MOOY ILCKaMb. A ewe jiyqme: < ... > npme3xafiTe B MOCKBY; 3AeCb ocTajiocb ewe MHoro, vro Bbi 
He <<OCMOTPeJIH>> N He oueHi4j-i, 4.25 

In the critical response that Konevskoy sent Bryusov his personal preferences 
were clearly those works in which he discerned a treatment of themes consistent with 
his world-view. But the general thrust of his analysis was in no sense determined by 

this criterion; it was less an examination of content than the authenticity of poetic 
expression and, more particularly, identity. With a directness of language that 

suggests attempted impartiality, he prescribed what he understood to be the limits of 
Bryusov's poetic persona. He commended poems that he judged to be consistent with 
Bryusov's personal poetic palette - the broad sweep of the heroic, the inner passion of 
the erotic and intensely introspective meditation. Experimentation in all other genres 

was summarily judged derivative and forced. 26 

This letter elicited a response from Bryusov that is fraught with tension, a 

confusion of counterattack and veiled submission of'defeat' which clearly indicates that it 

was the observations regarding poetic identity in Konevskoy's critique that interested 

him principally. It opens with a defence of his right to an unprescribed diversity of 

experience, authentic whether or not cast in the Bal'montian mould that Konevskoy 

discerned in one of his works: 

24Ln 98 (i), p. 405. Italics mine. 
251bid., p. 517. Italics mine. 
26See letter to Bryusov of 20 November 1900: Ln 98 (i), pp. 517-19. 
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Hoqb, (-,, rpatiHoe Geccn-tme upv co3HaHMU B03MOXHOCTH, BepHee - "meRHo warompji C, 03HaHHIO 
B03MOXHOCTH. XOPOIIJO KaqaTbCfl Ila KaKl4X-TO Kpbt. 'Ibf[X, KOTOpble, itomepAcmatm Ra Boae. TO. "iLKO 
KaqaTbCfl 14 CMOTPeTb Ha o6naKa. Bbl CKa)KeTe, qTO WO BaJibMOHTOBLI114Ha. 27 

Indeed, it appears that Bryusov judges Konevskoy's assessment of Tertia Vigilia 
to be flawed due to a failure on his part to locate the genuine identity of the poet, being 
the assessment of an autonomous reader, who, external to the writer, is of no 
consequence to him: 

, 
ja BeAb Tenepb B camom )tejie HOqb, qaC Hoq", HaqaJI0 T14Wl4Hbl. Bbl He npaBbl o mom cTt4xax. To eCTb 
Bbi oqeHb XOPOWO Hani4caim, r[peKpacHaii CTaTbfl ii Kow-mo xapaKTepH3yeT "eO6blKHOBeHHO meTKO It 

I'Jly6OKo. Koro-TO 
- He mem, ium Affillb MeHfl, KaK Bbi ce6e flpe)ICTaBHJIH. MoAeT 6blTb, Ji TaKOR It 

,q 
28 

jiyqwe, )ia 3TO He '. 

However, in view of Bryusov's above-cited letter to Samygin, " what follows 

is paradoxical, marking a sudden 'reversion to type'. The letter makes clear that the 
incorrectness of Konevskoy's attempt to define Bryusov's integral identity is in fact due 

to the deliberate absence of integral identity in the collection. Bryusov informs 
Konevskoy that externality compels him to adopt a myriad of the very disingenuous 

masks that he had told Samygin he had now escaped: 

Bbl C: 1141HKOM MOHM CYlOBaM BePHTe. AH Be)lb He fipo BaJ]bMOHTa ni4ca: i, 'ITO BeCb OH JIOACb, - IIPO CeC)Ji. 

Kaic MO., Wco nbima, 7cff 0060PUMb npaeay, HuKn2o nuKo, -aa MHe He eepu, 7: Ko, -aa ., 7. -a. 7- 
C 30 
j iYepum. B gmoAi AipiumeAbHOCMb aceCt WU3Ha - -moe 1. 

In rejecting Konevskoy's critique of his poetic identity, in this letter Bryusov 

indirectly indicates its efficacy. His explanation of the impetus underlying his creativity, 

the centrality of the 'mask', while in part defiant, is more an appeal for 'clemency' as the 

ambiguous language in which it is couched suggests. It was not a defence of 

conviction. Bryusov is in dispute with himself here, feeling that in Tertia Vigilia he had 

not in fact succeeded in meeting the ideal standard of artistic authenticity that he 

believed Konevskoy's poetry and criticism to embody, as intimated in the concluding 
line of the letter: 

qacTo o Bac meqTaio. 
Bbl mofi caMblf4 qIO614Mblf4 R03T B M14pe. 06blKHOBeHHO TaKmX TIMCeM He 

FIOCbljiato. 
31 

11 

27 
Ibid., p. 522. 

28 
Ibid. 

29 See above, P. 18. 
30 

Ibid. Italics mine. 
31 

Ibid. 
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The degree to which Konevskoy was intertwined with the processes of Bryusov's 
own poetic self-definition, a gauge by which authenticity was 'quantifiable', is apparent in 
his immediate response to the younger poet's death in a letter to A. Shesterkina of 15 
August 1901: 

Ymep 14B. KOHeBCKOfl-0peyC... YTOHYJI, KynaHCb B p. Aa, B JHýARHAHH. MeHfl aaBHO HHqei'O TaK He 
nopaxam. DTO xy)Ke Bcex mom cemefiHbix 6eaCTBT4A, ý)TO )KeCToqe BCerO, qTo n riepeApf. i 3a ., ieTO. Ymep 14B. KOHeBCKOf4, Ha KOTOporo R HamiucH 6ojibtije, qeM Ha BCeX )ipyrHx ROJTOB BmecTe. flycrb GbI 
ymep baJIbMOHT, ba: [TpyiuafiTHC, He I'OBOPR yxe 0 MHHCKOM 14 MepeXKOBCKOM... HO He OH! He OH! Hoica OH 6bi, 7 wu6,6bi., 7o MO; KHo nucaMb, 3HaH, YMD OH npo, tfmem, nou-mem u oi(eHuM. Tenepbmalf020 Hem. Tenepb a cooex meopliecnwe ff anO. 17He OdUHOh-. BYAYT BOCTOPrIl H 6yjeT 
GpaHb, HO HeT KPHTHKH, KOTOI)ON R Bepmji 6bl, H14KOFO, KTO flOHi4maJ] 6bl MON CTHX" AO KOHua. H 6e3 
Opeyca y; Ke no, 7oauHa meHH caxooo. Bdpyo ace cma. /70 HeHY; KHbI-m, He pewalOCb HII 3a 32 YMO npUHRMbCq. 

Significantly, it is only having lamented the loss of Konevskoy in relation to 
himseýf, making explicit the pivotal role he foresaw for this poet in his continued artistic 
development, that Bryusov exclaims: 

A emy GbIjio 22 rom! OH TOJIbKO HalfflHaji, Hameqai nyTH, 3aK. Tta)IbIBan q)YHaameHT (0! HO 
rpaHAII03HOMY njmy). 14 BOT xpama He 6y)ieT - O)jH14 KaMH14,04HII qepTeKH, HYCTb]Hfl MePTBan H 

33 
He6eca Ha)I Hai 

The emphasis in this letter to Shesterkina intimates a further factor which must be 
considered in approaching "Mudroe ditya": Bryusov clearly considered the specific 
philosophical preoccupations of Konevskoy's poetry to be of less consequence than the 

general creative ethos that so attracted him. Although he allowed that Konevskoy's 
thematic interests were symptomatic of a "grand plan", with his bias towards the creative 
process in itself he always refused to countenance the possibility that for the other poet 
himself this plan was absolutely definitive, not merely an embryonic vision. 

An exchange in the initial stage of the correspondence illustrates clearly that 

the two poets subscribed to essentially different perspectives on life. In his third letter to 
Konevskoy dated 15 March 1899 Bryusov observed: 

Bbl JUO6HTe ocyýuaTb, aa ripe)K)le Bcero nmy xeiiaHHoro. BO Bcem HB KaxAom mmre eCTb, nepe)i 
liem AOJIXH0 11peK. FlOH14TbCq. E)iHHCTBeHHbIfi xpam, )IOCTORMA MOY114TBbI, - naHTeOH, xpaM Bcem 6OFam, 

AH10 14 HOW, 11 XP14CTY, ii AAOH14CY, m itemOHam. fl mo6mo m cTapl4Ka Fomepa, ii YTOHqeHHOrO 
Beprimmi, PeTOP14Ky BMKTOpa FIOFO 14 HamepeHHble HameKM Majuiapm, ý. ECTb Bblciuee, FAe Bce pa3JIHIIHq 
mepKHYT, Bce tipe)ieJ]bl npl4MHPqIOTCH. Pa3Be ocyýKmTb He cTpaUlHO, Maji, 'ITO OTBePFHYToe yAe BHe 
Hac. Bea nio&ji Ae OH, COMaBLLIHA, flOqeMy Ac-e He MOFY FlIO61ITb R. Xoqy, qTO6bl MHe He 6bl. -10 
IIYX)IbIM - HHqero < ... > Bepio, LITO TOJIbKO TaKoe <<11>> - AOCTOAHO CBoero IIOKJIOHeHi4fl. H ewe BePYIO, 

qTO K Hemy IIPHAYT Bce. 34 

32 Ln 85, pp. 546-7. Italics mine. 
33 Ibid. Bryusov was incorrect. Konevskoy was 23 when he died. 
34 Ln 98 (i), p. 454. 
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Three days later Konevskoy responded: 

rj, y60K0 C014YBGTBYIO TOMY <<flaHTe)0HY>>, Ha KOTOpblfJ Bbl YKa3biBaeTe, HO He NIOPY Bce, qTO Bbl 
ynommiam, J1106HTb KaK 6oxecrBeHHoe cornacme meAczy crpeweHmem M OCYf-UeCTBjieHii(-Ni. KaK 
KpaCOTY. J110614Tb Bcex )IJTJq MeHR HerlpeKpaCJibIX MOry pa3Be TOJIbKO IIPOHMKaji 14X GBOHM, IIVýK3bl. Nl oX 
Ha, 3Ha, qeHmio, CMbICJIOM, BHyTpeHHHM ycrpoeHi4em. jq mory MX nPOCFPOHTb KaK O6pa3LIbl 
HeACOBepineHcTBa, BHYTf)eHH14X pa3mmact4k, - 'ITO M BIbIflOJIHRIO B cy)lji[uefi HX KPHTliKe - TaK XOTb B 
HeKOTOPOlk mepe, coo6ujaio i4m o6pa, 3 m noao6Me, H03BORRIOWlift MHe CMOTf)eTb m Ha HHX He KaK Ha 
BfIOJIHe <<BHeUJHee>> - qyx)loe, H3BepMyToe H3 M14POBOfi AWHx. He mato, viixtio J-111 F[PlIX0, JHTb K 
Batuemy o6pa3y 3peHHji, M He YHMTOxaeT J114 OH Bejil4KOfi CNJIbI oTTeHKa 14 pa3AmeHHji. 35 

It is not appropriate to analyze the specifics of these letters in depth here, but 
simply to draw attention in juxtaposing them to their thinly veiled general Implication. 

Bryusov's pluralistic pantheon was constructed upon a supposition that everything 
is ultimately one and thus of equal value. This view, however, was less the fruit of a 
categorical metaphysical system in the terms of which the processes of creatiVity and 
thought could be explained, than a simple pretext to celebrate them indiscriminately. 

Konevskoy, while sympathetic, clearly judges Bryusov's pluralistic principle from 
the perspective of one who subscribes to an integral philosophical system which 
advocates the objective reality of a higher order of Truth and Beauty in the terms of which 
not all works of art enjoy equal validity. Konevskoy was engaged by the content of art and 
thought in addition to the processes of creativity. 

This divergence of vision did not immediately serve to impede or influence 
the development of the correspondence. It did not subsequently become a forum for 

philosophical disputation. A systematic exposition of philosophical credos is absent as 
the correspondence finds its primary impetus in a mutually voracious and eclectic interest 
in literature in general, and the 'new art' in particular. It is principally an exchange of poets 
rather than thinkers. Yet while the above-cited letters did not set a precedent and the 

generality of discussion cloaked the distinctions in the poets' positions, it was inevitable 

that their philosophical differences found indirect expression in a muted subtext. 
Although theme was not the primary factor to be considered in judging the 

authenticity of a work of art, a corollary of Bryusov's principle of artistic freedom and 
dynamism was the demand that the genuine artist continually strive to enrich his range of 
vision and diversity of experience. While Konevskoy's poetry met Bryusov's expectations 
fully in terms of the authenticity of poetic voice, he was increasingly disturbed by a 

growing awareness of thematic repetition. On 7 June 1899, having surveyed two exercise 
books of Konevskoy's poetry, he felt prompted to write of the new materials they 

contained: 

351bid., p. 455-6. 
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MeHee HpaBHTCfl MHe BTOpafl TeTpaJb, rAe AfHO.? oe nOOMOPUrrte. 17bHO, HHOe He BbICTynae-1, qel'KO. 36 

In a letter written on 19 November of that year, the growing duality in 
Bryusov's appreciation of Konevskoy's work finds fuller expression: 

... B006me BCe 3TH CT14xm Balum, OqeHL, Bamij. 3TO XOPOUIO, M60 ji Bawy rlOJ3111O A106.110, HO NIHe 
XOTe. fiocb 6bl, qTO6bl ii Bbi 14 APYFme fmcam HmeHHO TO, qTO JI H14KaK He mor Gbi ýK. JaTb. AAR meH. 9 
BeqHO Heoximaffloe H HOTOMY BeqHo GJIMKoe. " 

Despite Bryusov's repeated exhortations to diversify, as the 
correspondence developed Konevskoy's increasingly discursive letters not only confirmed 
the force of his personality, but an equivalent confidence in the constructs of his 
integral world-view. The exclusivity of poetic identity that Bryusov perceived in 
Konevskoy and that impressed him so profoundly was inseparably harnessed to, and, in 
his view, progressively tramelled by, the dictates of a delimiting metaphysics. 

The growing dichotomy in Bryusov's perception of Konevskoy is further reflected 
in his accounts of meetings with him in person and the fact that ultimately his relations 

with him cooled. Significantly, while not necessarily unsympathetic to separate ideas in 

themselves, Bryusov considered the integrity of Konevskoy's world-view indicative not 

of maturity, but the opposite - of unrealized potential for growth, a need for experience. 
Bryusov was deeply conscious of Konevskoy's relative youth, as almost all references 
to him in his diary testify. Perhaps most revealing in this respect is an entry of 21 

September 1899: 

, 
jBe Hemim GbIA B MOCKBe Opeyc. FlepBbie )jHH Mbl Hf)OBO)114JIH C H14M Hanpo: ieT, 'ITO GbIAO 14 

TOMHTe. FlbHO < 
... > HenPI4,9THeflwaq ero qepTa - 143. FIHI-UHqq )IOKTOpaJlbHOCTb, yqmTejibHOCTb peqH - HO 

38 
JM0 OM 10HOCMU. OH yBepeHHo rOBOP14T H peiumTeJlbHO )taxe 0 TOM, qTO, 3HaeT FlOBePXHOCTHO. 

In his own fori-native experience Bryusov had previously been attracted by 

specific philosophical systems. The influence of Liebnitz informed 0 iskusstve, for 

example. However, he had, of course, come to view the subscription to any one given 

monistic conception as incompatible with art, a position reflected in the pluralistic 

Lebensphilosophie he developed, designed to maximize individual artistic freedom. " 

In the light of his own personal development as an artist and conviction that pluralism is 

the only credible perspective on life, Bryusov viewed Konevskoy's present doctrinaire 

formulation of his principles symptomatic of a phase that he was passing through to 

be disassociated from his potential as apoet. 

36 Ln 98 (i), p. 463. Italics mine. 
37 Ibid., p. 475. See also Dnevniki, p. 63. 
38 Bryusov, Dnevniki, p. 76. See also p. 63 and p. 70. 
39 See, for example, Bryusov's views on philosophy in relation to art in a diary entry of 29 January 1898: 

Dnevniki, p. 33. 
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Bryusov's personal relations with Konevskoy can be described as a process of 
magnetic attraction and repulsion, It is significant that although Bryusov earnestly 
requested Konevskoy's views on his new collection, during his visit to Petersburg he had 
confided in his diary: 

Ha BTOPOÜ JeHb 6b12 y OPeYC; a. OH HaX0)1I4TC. 9 B &YPHOM nepi4o)le )KI43H14 M HP- 14HTepeCCH. 40 

The exchange over Tertia Vigifia which followed marked what was fated to be a 
permanent watershed in their relations. It is possible that Bryusov considered that for 
the present he had successfully assimilated the qualities in Konevskoy that he found 

exemplary, reinforcing the new views which he voiced in "Istiny". Yet this had proven 
a painful and exacting exercise. Although Bryusov's deep involvement in the compilation 
of Severnye tsvety at this time possibly explains his retraction from Konevskoy to an 
extent, during the last six months of the younger poet's life he was to curtail his 

correspondence with him dramatically. He wrote to him on only three further occasions. 
The two extant letters of that period are concerned with the almanac and business-like 
in tone. Moreover, on 12 June 1901, contemplating the prospect of a visit by 
Konevskoy to Moscow that was in fact never to be made, Bryusov remarked to A. 
Shesterkina that among other prosaic events in his currently uninspiring life- 

E, aeT B MOCKBY Opeyc-KOHeBCKOfi; 3TOT MeHR pa3blWeT. 41 

Ironically Shesterkina was the very correspondent in whom he would confide 
his desperation on hearing of Konevskoy's death two months later. 

ifi 

Bryusov always championed the following aspiration, expressed aphoristically in a 

work of 1907 that is itself addressed to the poet. 

F)blTb MO)KeT, Bce B )KI43HI4 JIMLIlb CpeaCrBO 
AAR RPKO-r[eBy-ql4X Crl4XOB, 
14 Tbl c 6ecrie4aJTbHOrO )IeTcTBa 
HwH co, 4eTaHI411 CJIOB. 42 

40Bryusov, Dnevniki, p. 95. 
41Ln 85, p. 636. 
42"Poetu" in Bryusov's collection Vse napevy (1gog), Sob. soch., 1, p. 447. 
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It is arguable as to whether Bryusov personally ever attained this ideal, but, as we 
have seen, he certainly regarded Konevskoy as one embodying it, one who from childhood 
had sought those combinations of words which poeticize life. 

Consonant with this emphasis upon creative dynamism in itself, in the foreword 
to Tertia Vigilia, Bryusov advised any potential critic of the'new art'that. 

HOFIbITKH ycraHOBHTb B HOBOfi noami He3b16iiembie mAeaJIbI 14 MATH o61ume mepKH JJlfl OUeHKH - 
)JORAMI iiory6l4Tb ee cNibicii. To 6blJ-lo 6bl JIMUlb CNIeHOI-4 Omm y3 Ha HOBbie. Kymi4p KpacoTbl CTOJIb 
xe 6e; 3)tytueH, KaK KYM14P flOJlb3bL43 

While "Mudroe ditya" necessarily examined the thematic concerns of Konevskoy's 

poetry to an extent, we have established that in approaching Bryusov's analysis there it is 
imperative to suppose that it is informed by the dynamics of his philosophy of poetry and 
consequently subject to possible limitation and particularity of emphasis. Bryusov's 

analysis of theme in "Mudroe ditya" is in no sense deliberately inaccurate, many of his 
insights are valuable in themselves; but we can suppose that he orchestrated those insights 
in the essay as a whole in a fashion designed to avoid categorizations which he 

perceived to be potentially damaging to Konevskoy's profile as an artist. 
"Mudroe ditya" states that all Konevskoy's poetry constitutes juvenilia. This is 

consistent with Bryusov's opinion that the doctrinaire maximalism of his world-view was 
indicative of its incomplete nature. It marks Bryusov's intention to minimize the 
importance of Konevskoy's integral philosophical system. He chose a quotation that 

would attest that this poetry was not written with reference to a particular 
understanding of the world, but a series of unanswered questions- 

BcH ero nepBaR Ttw3mji, ero juvenilia, KOTopof4 cyx-AeHo 6blJIO ocTaTbCii eal4HGTBeHHbIM o6pa3om ero 

TBOP'qeCTBa, - ecTb oxmAaHme, ripe)IBKYIEeH14e, BORPOC. 
Ky)ja X HeCyCb, apoxaiwift, 06Ha)KeHHblk, 

, Kl4M? 44 Kpy)KaCb KaK J114Cr Haa omyTom M, 4pC 

In proceeding to establish the motivation for posing these questions, Bryusov 

finds that Konevskoy, although significantly more philosophical in his treatment of the 

problem that he shares with his Modernist contemporaries, is, like them, primarily 
driven by the need to attain 'freedom and power: 

fka06HO BCeM CB014M CBepCrHliKam, aeuejifim HoBoro 14CKYCGTBa, KOWBCKWý MCKaji ABYX BeIllek 

CB060, jbl 14 ClUbL45 

431bid., p. 589. 
44Sip, p. xii. 
45Sip, p. xiii. 
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It is in the active quest for these qualities - in themselves unqualified states of 
being alone - that "Mudroe ditya" identifies a thematic unity in Konevskoy's poetry, the 
principle that explains his otherwise paradoxical attraction to and repulsion from his 
genealogy, the natural world and the body. These phenomena, the article suggests, simply 
constitute the backdrop to a discussion in which the existential dynamics of individual 
empowerment and emancipation set the agenda. In "Mudroe ditya" Bryusov thus 
maximizes the sense of motion and fluidity prized by him in art and diminishes the 
presence of systematic thought in Konevskoy's poetry. He does not address the 
possibility that Konevskoy's aesthetic quest to transcend the present bounds of 
perception had a distinct metaphysical basis and objective. Careful to disassociate 
himself from what he terms Konevskoy's 'extremely idealist' views, he only intimates that 
Konevskoy understood life in terms of a higher cosmological order by examining the 
poet's assertion that 'spirit' is essence and consequently discussing his views on the 
corporeal life, the potential transmigration of souls and immortality. The system of 
which these thematic strands in Konevskoy's poetry were evidently a part remains 
essentially untreated, sketched, phantasmal. In Bryusov's opinion they were incidental 
to the process of creativity, the real force in Konevskoy's poetry. Truth, Bryusov 
intimates, might have been Oreus' aspiration, but art was his reality. 

Equally indicative of Bryusov's intention to safeguard what he saw as the 
dynamism of Konevskoy's poetry from categorical definition is his apparent reluctance 
to contextualize the poet by identifying his influences, artistic or otherwise. He refers 
directly to an epigraph drawn from Schopenhauer alone. 

A final, much later article Bryusov devoted to Konevskoy, "Ivan Konevskoy 
(1877-1901)", indicates why he personally considered it desirable to deflect interest from 
the integral thematic content and influences underlying the poetry in "Mudroe ditya" in 
the way that we have suggested. Written for S. A. Vengerov's Russkaya literatura XX 
Veka in 1917, its almost encyclopaedic context obliged Bryusov to expand his analysis of 
theme and to address the question of influence more directly than in "Mudroe ditya". 
Bryusov's previous thesis that Konevskoy's creativity found its impetus inTreedom and 
power'is notably absent. It is substituted by a new formulation of the analysis of theme 
in "Mudroe ditya" with its centre of gravity now firmly fixed in the domain of philosophy 
and gnosiology: 

B<... > flOOT141leCKOM mmWco3epijaHm4 KOHeBCKOro oqeHb onpeaeneHHO CKa3blBaeTCH BJ114HH"e ero 

IlTeHl4fi, - oco6eHHo ero 3aHJIT14A HemeIJKOf4 ýwiocoýmefi, c ee, r[OC7FOIIHHbIM BjieqeHi4eM K BOFIPOcam 

rHOCeOJIOI'MeCKiim. KaHT,, IJJOIIeHray3p m H14LIWe TIO)ICKa. 3ajTm worme H3 TeX pa. 3, aymmfi, icomopbie 

ica3a3aCb A'oiie6cKoAy eoo co6cm6etmbi. mu . 3a6emtibima aymamU. 46 

46Bryusov, "Ivan Konevskoy (1877-1901)", Rusv- lit 
-ýXv., Vol. 111, bk. viii, p. 160. Italics mine. 

Though this essay incorporates only select and radically reworked elements of "Mudroe dItya" It 
has been included in lists of the article's variants (see Bryusov, Sob. soch., VI, p. 608 & Morderer, Ln 92 
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In "Mudroe ditya" Bryusov had not wanted to compromise his abiding vision of 
Konevskoy's creative dynamism by addressing the complex question of his metaphysical 
influences. Indeed, even in the later essay for Venegerov he notably found it impossible to 
refrain from reaffirming the exclusivity of Konevskoy's mind and the profoundly original 
quality it imparted to the processes of his creativity: 

CHJIbHblfi, 3aMKHYTblk B ce6e xapaKTep, 110pblBbl KOTOPOrO KOHeBCKOfi cTapmcq FlOAql4HHTb CBOHNI 
TeopeTuqeCK14M y6exAeHmqm, - fipmaBaJI TaKoe xe, e)IMHCTBo ero <<me'4Tam>>. Jra BbiiepKaHHOcTb 
B3rjiHAOB, ROAXOAOB K BOIJPOGaM, ii )IaeT riiaBHOe CBoeo6pa. 3He nO33MM KOHeBCKOro- B Heft He 
ROBTOPRIOTCH FOTOBbie <<KJ114IUe>> H3 CF14XOB APYTHX 1103TOB, TaK KaK KOHeBGKOf4 Ha BGe HmeJl CBOfl 
OTBff, Kax)loe Mlefflie, Kaxzoe IIYBCTBO mor oupeaejillTb c cBoefl TOqKM 3pefflfli < 

... 
>K NI V3e 

KOHeBCKOFO BFIOJIHe ROAXOART c-jioBa F: )apaTbIHCKOrO, qTO y ee jima - <<He o6wee Bbipa-*, ̂eH"e>>. 47 

In this chapter we have established that Valery Bryusov viewed Ivan Konevskoy's 
poetry from a highly personalized perspective which maximized the importance of certain 
features of the younger poet's work to the detriment of other, clearly pivotal qualities. In 
the next chapter we will examine how Bryusov's interpretation was further influenced by 
his involvement in the wider literary debate of the time. 

(iv), p. 172). However, it should be noted that it neither bears the title of the original work, nor resembles 
it in tone, form or, indeed, intent. Significantly, in addition to discussing specific influences, it also 
includes a section devoted to the poet's biography, the implications of both of which will be examined in 

subsequent chapters of the present work. 
47Bryusov, "Ivan Konevskoy (1877-1901)", Russ. lit. XYv., Vol. 111, bk. viii, p. 162. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

'Mudroe ditya': 'scion' of polarized contemporary debate. 

DTO - HeMOPOBbie )teTI4, KOTopbie aaxe mrpaTb He J1106HT M He 14WYT HrpyiijeK < 
... 

>H Bce mi 
CKYqHO, Ge)iHbim, He)ioJIYOBeqHbIM )teTHM, BCe 14M RPOTMBHO, Bce He 110 HIM B Te peAKme NIHHý'Tbl, KOrja 
OH14 B)tpyr B3riiHHYT Ha ce6ii 14 pa3BeceiiJiTCJi 15e3MbICJ]eHHO COGOIO, - Ham OTHOCIlTbCJI K HIINI oe3 
3JI06bl, a CO CHHCXOAHTejibHOfi paAOCTbIO, KaK K yJlbl6Ke GOAbHO170 pe6eHKa: BeAb HeAo: lro eNl-\ ... 

Z. N. Gippius. "Torzhest-vo v chest' smerti. 'AI'ma. ' Tragediya Minskogo". 

OH 6bIJI 1114TJi, OH 6b1J1 Hai4BeH, KaK MI4J1b1f4 peGeHOK < 
... > 14 f1P14 BCeM TOM OH Gblli MY, 1peLl. 

V. Ya. Bryusov. "Mudroe ditya. (Pamyati Iv. Konevskogo)". 

The reserve, concision and logicality which typify Bryusov's critical method and 

exposition, distinguishing it from the aestheticized, impressionistic style that was 

commonly employed in Modernist circles, are present in "Mudroe ditya". 1 Though there 

are elements of the article which clearly reflect the sentiments of one who knew 
Konevskoy personally, emotive declamations, overt subjectivism and tendentiousness 

are kept to a minimum, particularly in its definitive variant for Stikhi iproza. 2 

Yet, as Bryusov made clear in the foreword to his anthology of criticism 
Dalekie i blizkie (1912), 3 he himself judged the very quality conferring unity and 

value on this diverse body of critical analysis to be its contemporaneiry. It was a unique 

record of immediate response: 

Mm oueHKH - 3TO oueHKH HalljeFO BpemeHI4 < 
... 

>, 14 XOTH Gbi 6y)iywafl KPHTHKa < ... > i4meiia 
B03MO)'KHOCTb 6blTb 6ojiee OCBeAomjieHHOf4 H 6ojiee o6ieKTIIBHOf4, Hama HYXHblM BO MHOFOM 143meHl4Tb 

14X 14JI14 BOBce HX OTBePFHYTb, - BCe Ae 3a 3THM14 CY)K)teHl4JiMI4 ocTaHeTCH 14X Matieme: FOJlo(--a 
COBpemeHHHKa 0 H03Tax elO AHef4.4 

As "Mudroe ditya" was the product of the conditions in which it was written, it is 

necessary to ask whether it does not also reflect something of the 'politics' and 

preoccupations of the contemporary literary milieu at large. This chapter will show that, 

indeed, while the objectives of Bryusov the littirateur were less overt in his maturer 

criticism, the foreword to Stikhi i proza does bear the imprint of topicality. The 

I See D. Maksimov's discussion of Bryusov's critical method: Bryusov, Sob. soch., VI, p. 8. 
21t is possible that Bryusov also felt constrained by Konevskoy's father who exhorted him to maintain 
impartiality: Ln 98 (i), p. 538. 
3"Mudroe ditya" was included in this compendium. It appeared there with a postscript of 1910 regarding 

the difficulties of the poet's prosody and minor omissions and additions in the text itself. See Bryusov, Sob. 

soch., VI, pp. 242-249. 
4Bryusov, Sob. soch., VI, p. 192. 
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chapter traces carefully orchestrated subtextual motifs in "Mudroe ditya" which had 
broad implications and resonance within the arena of contemporary literary debate, a 
debate in which Bry-usov occupied and defended a particular position - de facto 
steersman at the helm of "Skorpion". 

I 

An examination of "Mudroe ditya" as a reflection of the contemporary context 
necessarily draws us out into that literary arena to establish the body of opinion which It 
was designed to address. 

In fact,, it was only on its republication in Stikhi i proza, which elicited a small 
body of mixed reviews, that " Mudroe ditya" was heeded in its own right in print. Indeed, 
for reviewers of the mainstream press, the fact that Stikhi i proza was published by 
"Skorpion" under Bryusov's personal stewardship was the principal object of interest, 

notably allowing immediate and unconditional inferences to be made regarding the 
actual content of the book. 

N. Mat. Sokolov, writing for Russkiy vestnik, sought immediately to detract 
interest from the book's authorship, focusing attention upon those responsible for its 

posthumous publication: 

ABTOp KOHeBCKOfl 3a ý)Ty KH14FY He OTBeTql4K. Ero yAe HeT B AIMIX. DTO )Ipy3bfl 14 IIOK. IOHH14KII 
co6pajiH ero CTHXM 14 HK06bl (PHAOCO(pCKme cTaTbl4, OTMeTl4JI14 Bapi4aHTbl m CHa6)IHJIH KHtiry TaK 

Ha3blBaeMbIM ylqeHblm anuapaHCOM. 
aTO HX MAO, - OH14 HB OTBeTe. 5 

In Obrazovanie, N. P. Asheshov observed: 

B xpaM TBOpqeCTBa 14. KOHeBCKOr'O BBOAHT Hac He KTO MHOA, KaK cam Banepim bplOCOB, HanticaBIUMA 
ripumcnMe, flOCBJ]weHHoe <<my)tpomy )il4T. 9TI4>>, KaK Ha3blBaeT aBTOP ROKOAHoro n03M. 6 

While Sokolov's review, pandering to popular preconceptions, merely continued 
to expound what he considered self-evident - namely that the book typified the previously 

unencountered form of 'stupidity' deliberately promulgated by the "Skorpion" 

publishing house, 7 Asheshov's article is of interest to us here. Although equally 

5Sokolov, N. Mat., "Ivan Konevskoy. Stikhi i proza", Russkiy vestnik, 1904, No. 6, p. 739. 
6Asheshov, Nik., "Ivan Konevskoy. Stikhi i proza", Obrazovanie, 1904, No. 3, sect. 111, p. 135. 
7Sokolov had a personal interest in writing this wholly unsympathetic review. One of those acknowledged 
for his services in preparing the posthumous edition was the reviewer's namesake, N. Mik. Sokolov, a 
personal friend of the deceased. Concluding his article, the reviewer sought to forestall any potential 
confusion of identity. 

It should be noted that in recent years I. G. Yampol'sky confused the Sokolovs in the introduction 
to his publication of Konevskoy's letters to VL Gippius (Ezhegodnik rukopisnogo otde, la Pushkinskogo 
Doma. 1977., p. 86). 
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unsympathetic and, ultimately, disparaging, this refutation was a considered response, 
not an immediate reflex dismissal. The critic deconstructs "Mudroe ditya", isolating 
and citing those aspects of the analysis he considers signify the general tenets of the 
Modernist school that Bryusov was widely perceived to lead. This deconstruction, an 
interesting reflection of how the essay was read in the contemporary context, serves as a 
potential exposition of the topically contentious subtext of the original obituary. 

Significantly, Asheshov immediately focuses on Bryusov's assertion that 
Konevskoy sought "freedom and power". 8 This kernel of contentiousness identified, he 
notably continues to observe that the manner in which Bryusov expanded upon this 
assertion was evidently not entirely accidental: 

TaKHM oGpa30M, 3a)taqa HOBOA fIO33HH H. KOHeBCKOFO COCTOfIJIO B TOM, mex)iy npOqtjM, qTO()bl 
OCBO6O)IHTbCJl OT <<3aKOHOB BOCHPHRTHII 14 MbILLijieHHJi>> 14 <QaB14CHMOCTH )iyxa OT TeAa>>. bbl'l'b moAeT, 
F. BPIOCOB qTO-Jlm6O HaCOqHHHJI TYT? HeT! H cam llOKOf4Hblfi nOx CTaBlIA, Harpimep, B 3acjiyry 
Apyromy mo)iepHHCTY, AiieKcaH)Ipy jO6f)OJ11060BY, TO, qTO OH <<3a)iyman OTpeLUIlTbCH KaK OT 
me, 7eCHbIX ene', tam3eHUCL, RMIC u om ymcmaeHHbIx n0HHMUCL>>-9 

In drawing attention to the fact that a latent pattern was discernible in the text of 
"Mudroe ditya" in which Bryusov echoed Konevskoy, attributing to him qualities that 
he had himself attributed to Aleksandr Dobrolyubov, Asheshov attempts to place the 

essay and its subject in a Decadent context seemingly absent in "Mudroe ditya" itself. 

Moreover, by detecting a link between Konevskoy and Aleksandr Dobrolyubov in the 

article, the nature of that context was instantly definable by association. Aleksandr 

Dobrolyubov's name alone had powerful connotations in the contemporary literary 

milieu. It was 'mythologized' in his lifetime, synonymous with the popular conception 

of the arch-decadent shrouded in the opium cloud of an aestheticism which excluded 

reality, was iconoclastic, wilfully obscurantist and neurasthenically morbid. The 

'legend' was further complicated and enhanced after Dobrolyubov's abandonment of 
Petersburg society in 1898, reputedly for a wandering life of ascetic atonement among 
the narod. 

As E. V. Ivanova observes, viewing Dobrolyubov from the objective perspective 

of one writing today: 

)IOC)POJM60B-HO3T CTa. i AePTBOA C06CTBeHHOfi Norpaqmm. XePTBOA HOTOMY, 'ITO AaA-e cpeim 

CHMBO. fll4CTOB maJIO KTO, Kpome B. BPIOCOBa, 14. Opeyca-KOHeBCKoro 11 OTqacTi4 A. be-ioro, O6HapyAHji 

AeACTBIlTenbHoe 3HaKOMCTBO c ero amamm Toqiio no mojiqaAHBOfl )iorOBOPeHHOCTH emy CALM 

HaBcer4a OTKa3aHO B npaBe 6blTb F103TOM. 10 

8An assertion which it is perhaps worth recalling here was absent in Bryusov's later essay for Vengerov of 
1917. 
9Asheshov, "Ivan Konevskoy. Stikbi i proza", Obrazovanie, 1904, No. 3, sect. Ill, p. 135. 
101vanova, E. V., "Odin iz'temnykh'viziterov", Prometey, 1980, No. 12, p. 303. 
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It was indeed Bryusov and Konevskoy who meticulously orchestrated the 
"Skorpion" edition of Dobrolyubov's verse in 1900. Konevskoy (who never met 
Dobrolyubov) contributed the foreword to it that Asheshov now cited from Stikhi i 
proza where it had been republished. II Significantly, in the wake of the edition of 1900, 
Dobrolyubov's reputation not only compromised appreciation of his literary merits but also 
the identity and credentials of his sympathizers. His Decadent reputation was a powerful 
weapon in the hands of detractors, among whom the overtly anti-Modernist elements 
of the popular press were not alone. As Ivanova's observations suggest, certain 
factions within Modernism were deeply critical of Dobrolyubov, a disapprobation which 
would extend to Konevskoy by association. Indeed, the emphasis on "freedom and 
power" and the possible subtextual connection with Dobrolyubov in "Mudroe ditya" 

were not directed at the readership of Obrazovanie in 1904 but intended for the 
benefit of an audience more sensitive to the interplay of ideas in the article than Asheshov. 
Three years on Asheshov had inadvertently stumbled across echoes of the article's earlier 
function when it appeared as an obituary. Indeed, it was not entirely inappropriate that he 

concluded his assessment of Konevskoy's poetry with the remark: 

O)jHHM CROBOM, qeiiyxa, B KOTOpOf4 pa3o6paTbCA MO)KeT TOJI]bKO mo)lepHi4cT, ocBo60)lmBlHmRcA OT 

3aKOHOB BOCHP14JITIM, MbILUJIeHHH, 
_VMGrBeHHbIX 

TtOHRTHf4 H T. )1.12 

Other members of the Modernist fraternity had in fact felt themselves qualified 
to unravel the meaning and implication of Konevskoy's poetry within his lifetime; yet, 

coupling it, as Asheshov was now doing, with that of Bryusov's other protege, 
Dobrolyubov, they had anathematized it. The contentious terminology and subtextual 

element of "Mudroe ditya" was originally aimed precisely at these 'enemies within'. 
Bryusov had used Konevskoy's writings on Dobrolyubov, not necessarily accurately, to 
identify these poets as credible kindred fighters for the brand of artistic freedom that he 

sought to defend in the Modernist debate as the true ideal of the'new art'. 

H 

To understand the objectives of Bryusov's subtext in "Mudroe ditya" it is therefore 

necessary to turn to the period preceding the essay's first appearance as an obituary in the 

Modernist j ournal Mir iskusstva. 

I lKonevskoy, I., "K issledovaniyu lichnosti Aleksandra Dobrolyubova", Aleksandr Dobrolyubov; 

Sobranie stikhov; Predisloviya Iv. Konevskogo i Valeriya Bryusova. M., Skorpion, 1900, pp. 3-7. See also 
Sip, pp. 196-98. 
12Asheshov, "Ivan Konevskoy. Stikhi i proza", Obrazovanie, 1904, No. 3, sect. 111, p. 137. 
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Ivan Konevskoy's description of Jules Laforgue's brief appearance in the French 
literary arena was one which, as Bryusov was to note, ironically became appropriate 
to himself 

_OH iipomeji]bKHYJI B CaMbIf4 POKOBOfi qaC, K0rJa llepBb1f4 OTPIIA HCKaTeiief4 CMeHMCq HOBbIM14.13 

Konevskoy's own premature death on 8 July 1901 certainly occurred at a 
'fateful' hour in the development of Russian Modernism. He drowned as the previously 
underdeveloped Modernist school of criticism burgeoned in journals established by and 
for Modernists and directed its gaze inwards. 

Indeed, in terms of the perceived image of Modernism, it is possible to assert 
that, paradoxically, the very arbitrariness of its development in the 1890's engendered a 
greater semblance of cohesion than it would ever enjoy following its 'consolidation' as 
a credible cultural entity. Initially Modernism gained momentum and attention in the 
public domain through a process of reaction and misrepresentation by external forces. 
The barometer of literary and cultural event, the established organs of the press and 
tolstye zhurnaly, even of persuasions customarily at variance, reacted in concert to 
the essentially disparate manifestations of this new phenomenon. They were 
considered symptomatic of one and same recently imported social ailment - 
'Decadence'. This indiscriminate diagnosis, applicable to all early Modernists despite their 

profound differences, focused upon their common negation of the established intellectual 

order, their apparently collective 'no'. Moreover, the categorization, typical in the 
Russian literary landscape which was traditionally divided into distinct ideological 

camps, was either actively espoused or allowed to pass publicly unchallenged by the 

actual proponents of Modernist positions and compounded an impression of unity. 
The fact that Severnyy vestnik was the only prominent journal that sympathized 

with Modernism in its nascent state compelled writers of essentially different persuasion 
to appear together in its covers. Apparent unity was further pronounced by the 
juxtaposition of their uniformly 'nonconformist' work and the blander, more conventional 
fare that the journal published in order to sustain its readership. Moreover, while the 
'neo-idealism' of Akim Volynsky, the journal's resident critic-ideologue, allowed him to 
identify with and publish certain Modernists, he ensured that his critical monopoly was 

absolute and confined them principally to the sphere of poetry and fictional prose, their 

own and translated. 
In this context opportunities and resources for independent critical expression 

in maximalist Decadent circles were limited to often privately published pamphlet- 

manifestos. Less controversial figures did secure the sporadic publication of more 

13Sip, p. 177. Bryusov noted the parallel in the postscript of 19 10 appended to "Mudroe ditya" in Dalekie i 
blizkie. See Bryusov, Sob. soch., VI, p. 248, 
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general and accessible works of criticism in the wider press. However, in the critical 
sphere all elements were unified in the face of a common opposition and Internalized 
debate was not an immediately relevant priority. 

However, with the establishment of its 'own'journals and, by extension, critical 
apparatus, certain elements within the loose Modernist fraternity embraced the possibility 
this offered to disrobe themselves of the indiscriminate mantle of Decadence that had 
obscured their distinct positions throughout the 1890's. As Modernism came 
increasingly to be positively assimilated on its own terms rather than through the 
distortional, negative image imposed on it from without, these positions became the 
object of a correspondingly intensified scrutiny. Attention shifted from collective 
negation to the variety of affirmation propagated within Modernist circles. Disparate 

groupings sought to assert the pre-eminence of their respective credos. 
The Modernist debate that ensued, now conducted publicly, generated a new, 

ever more complex terminology of definition and categorization. The constituent 
elements of a movement that had derived impetus through image and reaction at its 
inception, now manipulated image and reaction in this process of redefinition. 

A prominent instigator of this process was Z. N. Gippius. Bryusov, whose 
particular sensitivity to the twists and turns of the Merezhkovskys' conversation was 
symptomatic of the undercurrents of tension in his relations with them, confided in his 
diary in December 1901: 

flpOROBe)lb Hf)OTHB )IeKa)ieHTOB OC06eRHO BCex iiopaxaeT y 311HOqKH. OHa cama rOBOPHT, qTO B 

fleTef)6yprCKOM YHHBePCHTeTe (Ha iieKUHU j. C. ) OAHH CTY)ieHT CKa3an en: <<KaK 
6O. FlbHO jTO CjibiwaTb 

IlMeHHO 113 BaLumx YCT>>. Ho OHII npOTIIB ZleKaAeHTCTBa, OHM 3a peinin403HOM. 
14 

As this entry suggests, while Z. N. Gippius was still perceived as 'Decadence 

personified' in the wider public arena, in a series of calculated and public gestures, 

together with her spouse, D. S. Merezhkovsky, she now proceded to crusade against 
'Decadence'. using it as a vehicle to accentuate and propagandize the relative merits of 

their position - the call for a renewed religious consciousness. 
Gippius' contribution to this systematic publicity campaign first found 

expression in print in what was effectively her debut as a critic: her critique in Mir 

iskusstva of N. M. Minsky's drama, ffma. Tragediya iz sovremennoy zhizni (SPb-, 
1900). 15 

The evaluation of this work in particular presented Gippius with a pretext to 

examine the state of contemporary Russian literature in general. In a clear allusion at the 

beginning of her article to the rise and predominance of Western materialism in 

14 Bryusov, Dnevniki, p. 109. 
15 Gippius, Z. N., "Torzhestvo v chest' smerti. 'AI'ma. 'Tragediya Minskogo", Mi, 1900, No. No. 17-18, sect. 
11, pp. 85-94. 
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contemporary culture, Gippius insinuates that man, transfixed by life's baubles, by 
inventions and exhibitions, has become blind to the fundamental purpose and meaning of 
life itself, that which she terms "daily bread". Literature, ideally its vehicle, has 
consequently diminished in stature. While liberalism occupies the high ground of this 
contemporary "pseudo-literature", being at least concerned with the ephemeral 
"questions" of the day, Decadence, too, is a corollary of the degeneration of materialist 
man. 

On the one hand playfully stopping to wonder whether 'Decadence' actually 
exists, its reputation being wholly incommensurate with its negligible literary output, but 
on the other referring specifically to Bryusov, Dobrolyubov and Bal'mont, Gippius 
proceeds to opine: 

... i3oo6me y AeKajeHTOB, HHAHBHayajiHC-rOB 14 JCTeTOB, He TO. IbKO HeT HOBOrO, HO mAe 110AHoe 
3aGBeHme CTaporo, CTapofi, 6eCC03HaTeAbHOfl MY)IPOCT14. OHH Y6HJ114 MbIC. qb COBeptijeHHO OTKPOBeHHO, 
Ge3 CTbua, HO He 3ameHMA14 ee <<BOripocamii>>, KaK Am6epaAbl, a OCTaAHCb TaK, HH C qem. 

16 

The implication here is that Decadence is the direct issue and most finite 
manifestation of materialism. While the liberals' minds remain exercised at least by its 
shadow, the Decadents have blatantly and shamelessly killed 'thought'. Decadence, 
Gippius insinuates, is the apotheosis of nihilistic sensualism. Championed by those who 
have accepted the absolute authority of materialist epistemology, it is a desperate 
abandonment to the inauthentic 'freedom' of an exclusively subjective aesthetics of 
immediate irrational perception. Consequently there is, can be, no belief or value system 
for the Decadent - only the individual consciousness subsisting within a world which 
exists exclusively through and for poignancy of sensation. Continuing, Gippius argues 
that the Decadent is inevitably confronted in this subjective sphere of aestheticized life 
by an intrinsic contradiction which results in sterility and stasis: 

, 
)TO 

- HeMOPOBbie )ieTH, KOTOpbie itaxe HrpaTb He J1106)iT H He 14WYT tijFpyiueK. 14X Hac: iaAAeHHH, NX 

')CTeTl4Ka He jaeT MM HMKaKOfi OTpaJ[bl, 1460 OHII He 3HalOT HM JIPOIUAOYO, H14 6y)iytjjeyo, a TOjibKO 
6o. iee ieM KpaTKIIA - HecyWeCTBYIOM14f4 - HaCTORWMA momeHT. 14 Bce 14M CKYqHO, 6eAHbl. Nl. 

He)IOJIrOBetlHbIM )teTJIM, Bce Hm FIPOTMBHO, Bce He flO Him B Te PeAKHe MNHYTbl, Koraa OHH Bllpyr 

B3F. ilfIHYT Ha ce6a ii pa3BecejiHTCq 6e3MbiciieHHo C06010, - Ha)io OTHOC14Tbcfl K H14M 6e3 3.106bl, a co 
17 

CHHCXO)IHTe. flbHOf4 pa)IOCTbIO, KaK K YJlbl6Ke 6OAbHOfO pe6eHKa: BeAb HeAOJIFO emy... 

In its ultimate form, Gippius intimates, Decadent freedom is affirmed through 

uncritical negation of a distinct, autonomous objective sphere, which, discriminated as 

such, is delimiting. Yet by the very fact of his existence the living individual confirms a 

reality. If he negates the empirical and the rational and all that is contingent on them 

as delimiting, at least unconsciously he must assert the presence of some 'other' 

16 Ibid., p. 87. 
17 Ibid. 
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domain of being. However, Decadent self-affirmation is, of course, totally dependent 
on sensual subjectivism, which the Decadent becomes subconsciously aware is 
insensible to this non-phenomenal 'other'. Thus, while negating the spatial and 
temporal world as a reality, the Decadent yearns to experience this 'other' which must be, 
but is not present to the perception, the 'unknowable'. Tormented by this paradox, 
suspended in a state of ennui and melancholy presentiment in the phenomenal world, 
the Decadent's desire for a tyrannous freedom with effaces all except self ultimately 
manifests itself in an escapist cult of death. " 

A response to the "Skorpion" edition of Aleksandr Dobrolyubov's poetry, 
Sobranie stikhov (1900), which Konevskoy introduced, Gippius' next critical article, 
"Kritika Iyubvi", 19 proceeded to focus exclusively upon Decadence. Here, refining the 
idiosyncratic critical techniques that would soon become synonymous with the 

pseudonym Anton Krainiy, Gippius literally extricates Decadence from the literary 

context and examines it in relation to the common condition of modem man: the isolation 

of the individual. 

Gippius considers the negative reaction of contemporary society to Decadence 

symptomatic of the collective 'deafness' that she identifies at the heart of the modem 

malaise. Languishing in their own isolation, people are insensible to what Decadence 

trully signifies, unable to confront the possibility that it might ironically merely be an 

extension of their own condition: 

MOAeT 6blTb, 3TO flf)OCTO IIOKIIHYTblfi Pe6eHOK, KOTOPOrO He CJlbliuaT? 
'o 

Indeed, according to Gippius, there are no Decadents, Decadent poetry is not 
literature. Referring to Dobrolyubov's verse, she observes: 

CTHX14 elO, KOHeqHo, - He CTMX14, He J114TepaTypa, OHH 14 OTHoiueHl4H K JINTepaType, K 14CKYC(, -FBY, 

H14KaKOrO He HmelOT. bblAO 6bl cmel]IHO KPHT14KOBaTb 14X, CYAHTb, - XBaJI14Tb Ilim 6paHmTb. 9MO 
npocmo icpuiru 'lle. liooe, leclcoa ayUlU, ICOMOPOCL 603bHO maic-; Ke, /calf. U Hauiect 6bmaem 
60.17bHO. 21 

Gippius strips Decadence of its literary credentials altogether in this essay, 

exceeding her critique of it in her earlier article. While she had intimated in "Torzhestvo v 

chest' smerti" what she states openly here, she had been coerced by the context of her 

first critique to discuss Decadence as a literary phenomenon, projecting itself as a 

18 See Gippius' concluding thoughts on Decadence in "Torzhestvo v chest' smerti. 'AI'ma. ' Tragediya 
Minskogo", also p. 87. 
19 Gippius, Z. N., "Kritika lyubvi. Dekadenty-poety", MI, 1901, No. 1, pp. 28-34.1 Quote the reprint of the 

article in Gippius'Literaturniy dnevnik (1899-1907) published under the pseudonym Anton Krainiy, SPb-, 

1908/ Munich, 1970, pp. 45-63. 
20 

Ibid., p. 52. 
21 

Ibid., p. 56. Italics mine. 
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distinct genre with an equivalent aesthetic programme. In "Kritika lyubvi" there is no 
allusion to a consciously conceived dogma specific to Decadence. Viewed from the non- 
literary perspective, exclusively as an extension of humanity's common dilemma, 
Gippius indirectly refutes the contention that the Decadent's formulation of and 
subscription to the credo of absolute freedom is a free and conscious choice to celebrate 
individuality through aesthetic subjectivism. This is a confusion of cause and effect. 
The Decadent's aesthetic posture is simply an incidental expression, the adjunct of a 
pre-existent individualism; he is, to begin with, unconscious of anything above or 
beyond his isolation. Correspondingly, his poetry does not serve any credible aesthetic 
'need', being in reality simply the increasingly raucous, attention-seeking 'cockerel cry' of 
one desperate but clearly unable to transcend this isolation consciously, not a celebraton 
of it. 

It is from this angle that Gippius treats the "Skorpion" edition of Dobrolyubov's 

work. Gippius intimates that the rise of individualism in humanity is attributable to 
historical conditions that have blinkered it, yielding a metaphysical impasse. In the 

materialist epoch with its attendant scepticism, contemporary man has lost God; but he 

cannot live without God, he is not an irreligious creature. However, historical 
Christianity, exclusively spiritual, with its foundation in a life-denying asceticism 
alone, can no longer satisfy man in the post-materialist world. He needs a religion that 
is life-affirming and consequently unifies the many, the 'spirit' and the 'flesh', in the name 
of the One. Yet locked in a vicious circle of the animalistic or ascetic isolation that is 

necessarily engendered by these antithetical historical positions, the possibility of 

such a metaphysics remains merely a dim presentiment to individual men, incapable 

of conceiving of it consciously and collectively. This is the predicament of the so-called 
'Decadent' Dobrolyubov which is actually relevant to modem man in general: 

B 1015PO. F[106OBe, HeCOMHeHHO, KaK B MHOrHX H MHorHX Tefiepb, xtua CMYTHaq xax)ia )TOf4 HOBOfl, 

M 14 q 14 fl MR il Hel43BeCTHOf4 H Heoftomimofl PeJ]HrMH He OTpeqeHI4, q OT XH3HH, a OCBfl eH IPH T14 ee, xax)ia 
CBOGOAHOrO oupaB)IaHl4fl 14 flJIOT14 ii )iyxa paBHO - ROTOMY qTO BCJiKHf4 143 Hac - IIJIOTb m )tyx paBHO. 

, 
406f)O. FlIO60B He XOTeii CB060)lbl )lJlfl O)iHoro )iyxa 14JIM )JAR OjHOf4 flJIOTM, KaK 14 Mbl He XOTHm. Be)lb 

He XOTHM Mbl HH CBOGO)Ibl )iyxa - cmepTH, H14 CB060)lbl TIAOT14 - A14BOTHOCT14.22 

Indeed, Dobrolyubov, who progressively looked to the freedom of the spirit alone, 

was, Gippius maintains, dimly aware that there is something other that spiritual freedom 

excludes: 

HO He CB06o)tHa HaLua CB06o)ia 
M MbI ymHpaem, 'ITO-TO 6e3yMHO WGH. 

23 

22 
Ibid., pp. 58-9. 

23 Ibid., p. 59. It should be noted that Gippius seriously misquotes the final lines of the first poem in 
Dobrolyubov's cycle "Tri stikhotvoreniya", which actually run: 
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However, Gippius continues, Dobrolyubov could not project his consciousness 
beyond the confines of the isolation he sought to overcome, he could not objectify what 
it was he loved senselessly, and accordingly could not choose. He had to appeal to 
others: 

KTO mo. &, eT HAb 3HaeT )ipyroe - CKaxH, o6ijertm! " 

Others did not hear his cry, however, confined within their own solitary cells. It 
went unanswered, and he abandoned literature and society. Such a blind and lonely 
struggle is inevitably resolved either in sensual animality or in the 'divine death' of 
asceticism and Dobrolyubov ultimately surrendered to the latter. Having found God 
alone, for himself alone, he stands before the face of God in a contemplative stasis that 
negates life in all its permutations. This, in Gippius' opinion, is the ultimate issue of 
Dobrolyubov's Decadent freedom. 

Significantly, earlier in her article Gippius had felt prompted briefly to 
associate Ivan Konevskoy with Dobrolyubov and, by extension, the Decadent 

predicament she outlined in the two articles we have examined: 

110 < 
... 

> Hpe)IHCJIOBHIO, MyqHTeJlbHOMY, YPOAAHBOMY - HO H jeTCK14 AaJIKOMY, COBeptueHHO 
Her[OHJITHOMY, - y3HalO B KOHeBCKOM dYX06HOOo 6pama JO6pOJllO6OBa, TaKoro-)Ke 6eAHoro qeflOBeKa 
Hawi4x miefi, KOTOpblfl xoqeT H He MOAceT BbICKa3aTb ce6li, qejiOBeKa B OTqafiHbH, tiort46moinero, 
OAHoro 143 Tex, KorO He C. flblwaT. 25 

It was from this image of the Decadent that Bryusov attempted to defend his 
dynamic vision of the 'new art' in "Mudroe ditya". 

III 

Z. N. Gippius was acutely aware of the power that the projected image, the ethos 

surrounding a writer or literary coterie had in determining the level of public interest in 

that writer or group in the contemporary public consciousness. The nature of the 

reaction, positive or otherwise, was initially secondary to the reaction in itself Gippius 

herself was no stranger to courting 'controversy' through the manipulation of image. 

Indeed, the degree to which the simplicity and sincerity of Gippius' own highly spiritual 

verse has been clouded and compromised by the image of her famous lorgnette and 

FIYCTb HeCBO6Oja Hawa CBo6o)ta, 
Ho mbi ymitpaem, - 'ITO-TO 6e3YMH0 J1106,9. 

(Dobrolyubov, Soch., p. 27). 
24 Gippius, Z. N., Literaturniy dnevnik (1899-1907), p 
Dobrolyubov's cycle "Tri stikhotvoreniya". 
25 Ibid., pp. 55-6. Italics mine. 

60. The quotation is from the second poem of 
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the delicacy of a skin that could tolerate no other colour than virginal white bears 
testimony to the power and resonance of the aura in which she enswathed herself at the 
turn of the century. 

Gippius' heightened awareness of the importance of public reaction is manifest 
in the carefully orchestrated attack on Decadence contained in the articles discussed 
above. Gippius mocked at the blustering defamation and censure of the Decadents in 
the established press, knowing that the terms in which it defined them afforded them a 
sense of importance, impetus and a potentially sympathetic audience through controversy. 
In her 'vilification' of Decadence she subverted the mechanics of conventional 
critical response, her attack implicit beneath a ironic veneer of pity which was intended 
to minimize the power of the antagonistic Decadent 'image' to elicit potential reaction. 

Gippius' message and the manner in which she conveyed it evidently did not 
pass unnoticed in the wider public domain. It certainly left an impression on the 
reviewer of the "Skorpion" edition of Dobrolyubov's verse for the journal Literaturnyy 
vestnik, A. M. Lovyagin. He not only cited biographical details from the portrayal of 
Dobrolyubov contained in Gippius' "Kritika lyubvi", but was additionally moved to 
note: 

... 
ABTOP [Dobrolyubov] cam Am OPY)KHe B PYKH CBOHM KPHTHKam, KOTOPbIM, qTOGbl Bblcmefft, ero, 

CT014T AMIllb Bbl6paTb HeCKOJIbKO y)tallHbIX Bbl)lep)KeK < ... > Ho Mbl Honpo6yem OTHeCTHCb K Hemy 
cepbe3HO. Mbl Bepi4m r-xe Ftifinmyc (<<KpmTHKa JM6BI4>>, <<MHP HCCKYCTBa>>, 1901, No. 1), qTo A. q. 

, 
4o6f)ojw6OB - Rf)OCTO HecqaCTHbif4,14MYWHA H OAHHOKHA B CBOIIX HCKaHl4flX qejiOBeK, qTO B 

CT14XOTBOPeHmnx erO Bblpa)KaeTCH MCKpeHHflfl MyKa, XOTH 6bl OT <<Ha)lpblBa GeccwiHji>>. 26 

More importantly, the style and indisputable power of Gippius'proselytism 
had already found converts within the immediate sphere of Russian Decadence itself, 

which possibly presaged further losses to its cause if her views were widely publicized. 
In early 1900, V1. Gippius (1876-1941), Z. N. Gippius' second cousin, had perturbed 

and disappointed the Decadent circles in which he had been unequivocally accepted as a 

member with his negative reviews for Mir iskusstva of the anthology Kniga razdumiy 
(in which he had categorically refused to participate, ftirthermore) and Konevskoy's 

Mechty i dumy. " 

That these short reviews were more than they appeared to be at first glance, in 

reality being an initiation into the Merezhkovskys' school of thought, and as such a 

26 Lovyagin, A. M., "Aleksandr Dobrolyubov. Sobranie stikhov", Literaturnyy vestnik, 1901, Vol. 1, bk. 111, 

p. 45 1. 
27 Kniga razdumiy (SPb., 1899) was conceived by K. D. Bal'mont. In addition to his own, it included works 
by Bryusov, Konevskoy and the artist-poet Modest Dumov. Gippius' reviews, signed 'V', appeared in 

tandem in Mi, 1900, No. 5-6, sect. 11, pp. 107-8. For a general synopsis of VI. Gippius' relations with 
Oreus, to be examined more specifically in the course of this thesis, see: Yampol'sky, I. G., "Ivan 
Konevskoy. Pis'ma k VI. V. Gippiusu", Ezhegodnik rukopisnogo otdela Pushkinskogo Doma. 1977, L., 
1979, pp. 79-98. 
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prelude to Z. N. Gippius' own sorties against Decadence with their play on images of the 
pitiful feebleness of abandoned children and raw schoolboys, is perhaps apparent in the 
language in which the review of Mechty i Dumy concludes: 

, jo6po, h, -eiiaTeJ]bHa, 9 KPHTHKa B jlyquuem (, -iytiae moxeT fIP143HaTb 3a <<MeqTamti ii lymam">> 11 BUNIII 
28 noao6HbIMH C60PHHKaMM 3HaqeHme yqeHHqeCK14X pa6OT, BbIHOAHeHHbIX Hey)IOBjieTBOPHTe. IbHO. 

Certainly, reflecting later on his public rejection of the Decadent coterie in an 
unpublished autobiographical piece for S. A. Vengerov, 0 samom sebe, V1. Gippius 
noted the substantial role the Merezhkovskys' influence played in prompting it: 

, 
406PO. 1106OBa Meprjim, a meHR cHaqa: ia 6yPHO KPeCTMJ114, a HOTOM TO)Ke Mepr: 114 B CBoeH BC11HO11 
60pb6e C J114TepaTYPOR, 11OKa 19 He Haqaji <<OTPeKaTbCfl OT )IeKa)IeHTCTBa>> < 

... > rpyGo pa3oLue. icfl c 
Opeycom (KOHeBCKHM), KOTOPb1A MeHH TaK HeAHO J11061411. (O)IHH 113 MOMX CMePTHb1X rpeXOB. Bce 113-3a 
Toro Ae <<OTpeqeHHJV>). 

29 

Zinaida Gippius' attack on Decadence clearly had implications that Valery 
Bryusov could not ignore. In his view the Merezhkovskys' advocation of a new 
religious consciousness constituted the reimposition of a yoke on art, a perverse irony 
considering all that they had done to release it from the tyranny of the Realist 
constructs of Russian Populism. Having breathed life into the 'new art', they now 
stifled it, denied its existence. Notably, it was in the wake of Gippius' articles that 
Bryusov felt compelled to publish "Istiny", the first full statement of his position 
since 0 iskusstve, in which he vigorously pleaded the validity of all truths in art and the 
primacy of his Lebensphilosophie. 

That Bryusov was at least in part stimulated to make this open statement of his 

position by Gippius'proselytism is strongly suggested by his forceful treatment and pithy 
expression of the content of "Istiny" in a poem addressed to her, dated December 1901. " 

This poem was the direct fruit of personal conversations with Gippius during the 
Merezhkovskys' visit to Moscow in that month with the express purpose of propounding 
their new credo and recruiting new converts. From diary entries at this time it is evident 
that one potential disciple they had targeted was Bryusov himself, a bastion of the 'new 

art' in Moscow, whose submission to their cause would have constituted a crucial 
triumph. " 

28 Mi, 1900, No. 5-6, sect. 11, p. 107. 
29 Yampol'sky, I. G., "Ivan Konevskoy. Pis'ma k VI. V. Gippiusu", p. 85. See this publication for the letter 
that Konevskoy wrote to Gippius in response to his review, effectively ending their relationship (pp. 94- 
98). 
30 Bryusov, "Z. N. Gippius", Sob. soch., VI, p. 354. First published in Urbi et Orbi (1903). 
31 See Bryusov, Dnevniki, pp. 108-113. On Friday 7 December 1901, parting company, Merezhkovsky 

clapped Bryusov on the shoulder and remarked to a sceptical Yu. P. Bartenev: 
BOT OH ewe Kociiem HO OH nepefueT K Ha. Ni. (p. I 11). 
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Notably, in the intervening period between "Istiny" and the poem "Z. N. 
Gippius", Bryusov wrote his obituary to Ivan Konevskoy, the prototype of "Mudroe 
ditya". 

In this obituary Bryusov intended to reaffirm the credibility, restate the vision 
and voice his confidence in the future of the 'new art', in the name of which the 
double 'sacrifice' of Dobrolyubov and Konevskoy had not been in vain. That the article 
had a greater relevance than its specific function as an obituary is particulary evident in 
the language in which Bryusov couched its conclusion, exclusive to this original 
version. There he appears indirectly to condemn Gippius' patronizing attitude towards 
the less senior members of the Modernist fraternity, in whom she perceived the petulant 
callowness of schoolboys: 

Ha caMbIX nepBbIX AHflX CBOero pa3BHTHH, moRoAaR PYCCKafl WaMfl HOTepnAa ABYX TaKmx AenTe: lefl, 
KaK A. lo6pojiio6OB H 14B. KOHeBCKofi. Biipoqem, cy)ib6a HOBoro HCKYCCTBa y. ýrce He 3aBHCmT OT 
OT)teJlbHbIX JIMU. OHO rlOf4)IeT CBOIIM rlyTeM, KTO-6bl HH pa6OTaJ4 Ha Hero. Te maAbILU11, KOTOpbie B 
CepbIX KYPTKax POGKO BXO)IJIT Tenepb B HepBbie Kiiaccbi nepeaenaMbIx rHMHa3l4H-, yxe rlOKOleHme, 
KOTOpoe YBMAHT erO TOpAeCTBO. 

32 

Viewed from this perspective, the title chosen for the obituary also assumes 
additional weight. Bryusov had termed Konevskoy "mudroe ditya" in his lifetime. " 
As has been shown, for Bryusov personally this definition of Konevskoy signified his 

preparedness for creativity as one who had nurtured the exclusivity and originality of his 
individual personality and attained a premature wisdom. Yet here, in the wake of Z. N. 
Gippius' portrayal of A. M. Dobrolyubov as an abandoned infant and description of 
Konevskoy's writing as childishly pitiful, the term 'mudroe ditya' assumed a new 
significance and deeper resonance. Indeed, in the opening paragraph of the obituary, 
Bryusov maintains: 

bbITb MO)KeT, cpeAH COBpemeRHbIX ROWOB MOAHO yKa3aTb 6oAee )iapOB14TbIX, T. e. 6ojiee o)iapeHHbIX 
CTHXHfiHOf4 MOWbIO TBOPleCTBa, HO HeT liH o)moyo, o6ijamiomeyo TaKOfl JIOAYOTOBKOh K CBoemy Amy, 
TaKHM Bceo6-bem. IIIOWHM 3HaHHem FIHTepaTypbl, TaKHM FlOHHmaHHem 3aAall HOBOYO MCKYCCTBa. 

34 

Notably, Bryusov recorded that during a conversation over breakfast on the same day, asked 
whether a non Christian salvation was possible, Merezhkovsky responded: 

- MOAHO, 6bITb moxeT, HO Tpy)mo. A YAC RPOTIIB XpHCTa - HeB03MOAfflO. IIOCMOTP14Te, KaKOA 

mop "a AeKa)ieHTOB: 106PO. 11060B, KOHeBCKOA, apJIHX! DTO 3HameHHe. (ibid., p. I 10). 
32 Bryusov, "Mudroe ditya. (Pamyati Iv. Konevskogo)", Mi, 1901, No. No. 8-9, p. 139. Notably, Konevskoy 
himself had also privately reacted against the 'school boy' label in a letter to Bryusov of 20 November 1900 

and the accompanying "answer to Z. N. Gippius": Rokovoy sonet novykh dush: see Ln 98 (i), pp. 520-21. 
33 See, for example, Lt-General Oreus' letter of gratitude for the obituary (Ln 98 (i), p. 536) and Bryusov's 
sketch 0 Oreuse, written on the reverse of a draft of his second letter to Konevskoy of 26 January 1899, 

where he states: 
My)ipoe AHTII, BOT ero Tiyqiuee onpejeAeHme. (ibid., pp. 550-1). 

34 Bryusov, "Mudroe ditya. (Pamyati Iv. Konevskogo)", Mi, 1901, No. No. 8-9, p. 137. 
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In this first version of "Mudroe ditya" the terms in which Bryusov elected to 
phrase his contention that the guiding principle in Konevskoy's poetry was the quest to 
attain freedom is also indicative of the broader implication of the obituary: 

HOA06HO Bcem CBOHM CBePCTH14Kam, )ieHTejlHM HOBOrO HCKYCCTBa, KOHeBCKOf4 CTpeMli. ICH K CBO(-)Ole 
C 35 mooplecnwa u ityacmaoeaHU 1. 

This more explicit and specific definition of freedom in terms of the creative 
experience reinforces the view that in his treatment of theme in "Mudroe ditya" Bryusov 
was primarily concerned with the processes of free creativity which he considered 
exemplified in Konevskoy's verse. It was of paramount importance to demonstrate the 
dynamism of this process in the face of Gippius' allegations that the 'new art' was 
paralyzed by the sterile finality of its principles. 

Bryusov's selective treatment of Konevskoy's philosophical system in the obituray 
is also consistent with the view that this was a response to the Merezhkovskys. In 
addition to fostering a sense of unified purpose, in echoing Konevskoy on Dobrolyubov's 
interest in expanding the threshold of sensibility Bryusov was able to give the impression 

of a conscious attitude to art which belied Gippius' claim that Decadence was 
intellectually bankrupt. The only other place in which he disturbed the fluidity of his 

account of Konevskoy's flight to creative freedom, allowing the implied complexities 
of the poet's thought to surface, was significantly in connection with his attitude to the 
"Flesh", the rights of which Gippius had defended against Decadent 'asceticism': 

'IT06bi Gbljia XM3Rb, HeO6XO)114MO, IIT06bI nJIOTb, KaK 3men, KoAoAa B fIRTY . 114qHOCTb; o6pa3bi ti 3BYK14, 
BCH TOJlrua BeiueCTBeHHOPO 6blTMJI - ripeKpacHbl; 6e3 HHX Mbl CB060AHbl, HO 6e3XH3HeHHbl, 6e3pa)IOCTHbl; 

36 HMH COMaeTCH KpaCOTa. 

Bryusov ensured that he presented the 'new art' embodied in Konevskoy's poetry 

as a dynamic, life-affirming creative force. In the attainment of freedom, it did not 

substitute any abstract realm of eternal non-being for life. It actively embraced life, 

which was pivotal to Decadent creativity. 
Although Bryusov excluded more overtly topical references to the 'new art' and 

Konevskoy's position in relation to it and its proponents from "Mudroe ditya" in 

subsequent versions of the article, in essence the text remained unaltered. It was thus 

that three years later Nik. Asheshov perceived the potential subtextual association with 

Aleksandr Dobrolyubov that had a deeper resonance in the context in which the essay 

was conceived. 

35 
Ibid., p. 138. Italics mine. 

36 
Ibid., p. 139. 
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Konevskoy's poetry had served as crucial evidence for Bryusov in his defence of 
an artistic system charged with ultimately being a celebration of blind enslavement 
and death. In the immediate context in which it was written as an obituary, "Mudroe 
ditya" helped give credence to Bryusov's plea of 'not guilty. As such it was an 
appropriate, but not necessarily truly representative, tribute to one of those accused. 

IV 

During the Merezhkovskys' stay in Moscow in December 1901, Bryusov noted in 
his diary: 

3HHOIlKa CTbl)IH. ria meHH. 

- MHe KaXeTCH, qTO Bbl YCHOKotimcb. B Bac eCTb camoe xyatijee - CaMOAOBOJbCTBO. Au 
Bac 

Bce peuieHO H YfICHeHO. 
C 60JIbHOA roAOBbl )ia Ha 3)101)OBYIO! 37 

The ideological inflexibility of which both sides in this contemporary debate 

alleged the other to be guilty resulted in a polarized critical treatment of Decadence that 
in turn obscured the integral identity of Ivan Ivanovich Konevskoy. In the wake of 
the immediate exchange between Bryusov and Z. N. Gippius critical appreciations 
of Konevskoy of a Modernist persuasion reflected the extremes of opinion. 

A review of Stikhi i proza in the journal Sem ýa signed S. Krymsky" paralleled 
"Mudroe ditya". The essential character of Konevskoy's poetry projected in the article 
proceeds from Bryusov's emphasis on its dynamism, engendered by the poet's acute 
sensitivity to life: 

Ayiiia KOHeBCKOFO 6bi. ria OTKpblTa H )IOCTY1IHa iiiiii BceX TpelleTaHHf4 14 BOJIHeH1Ü4 ýK113HH, OHa 

AaA)ia. uaW14pI4Hbl «110. F1HooGpa3bfl», OHa Aeiajia 06HRTb BeCb MI4p, CO Bcemi4 ero IIYBCTBami4, mbiciiiimm 
39 

H omymeHI4HM14. 

Interestingly, the author of the review found what he perceived to be an attempt 
by Bryusov to describe the evolution of Konevskoy's system of thought in "Mudroe 

ditya" necessarily flawed: 

IlepexoAH K (PIIJIOCOýHtl n033mi KOHeBCKOFO, C. qeAyeT ripexAe Bcero FIP14MHP14TbCq C Te. m. qTO Bb[BecTm 
40 

KaKHe-HH6yAb npoqHbie KaTeropmecKme )iaHHbie xiii xapaKTepmCTHKil erO B3rjlnAOB Ha -NIllp He. 11)3, q. 

37 
Bryusov, Dnevniki, p. I 10. 

38 Krymsky, S. (pseudonym of S. G. Kara-Murza (1878-1956), see Ln 92 (iv), p 
"Neizvestnyy poet", Sem ýa, 1904, No. 6, pp. 101- 12. 
39 

Ibid., p. 10. 
40 

Ibid., p. 11. 

174 and Ln 98 (i), p. 549), 
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Bryusov, however, sent copies of the review both to Vyacheslav Ivanov and 
Konevskoy's father, General Oreus. There were specific reasons for his doing so. 
Krymsky had drawn parallels between the poetical styles of Bryusov, Ivanov and 
Konevskoy, extolling them as a refreshing presence in the stagnant realm of Russian 
prosody. In concluding his article he had quoted extensively from the biographical sketch 
of Konevskoy which appeared attributed to a near relation in Stikhi i proza, but was in 
fact written by his father. 41 Yet the fact that Bryusov sent them the review suggests also 
that he was evidently unperturbed by Krymsky's criticism of "Mudroe ditya". Indeed, 
the nature of his reservations regarding Bryusov's critique in fact marked its success, 
"Mudroe ditya" was, of course, not designed systematically to promote Konevskoy's 
world-view, but rather its dissolution in a discussion focused on creative 
dynamism. Krymsky's reaction was the desired one. He was, furthermore, to continue his 
analysis in a manner which echoed "Mudroe ditya" rather than questioned its validity: 

B TIPOJOII)KeHlle Bcex cBoi4x Heiojiri4x iHefi r[O3T 6bIJI BO BjiacTi4 PU2WMbfl; el-0 BellHo CTopOA-14J1a 
MblCJlb, TBOP'qCCK14f4 llOpblB, co3epuaTeiibHbie HacrpoeHmi. 

14 oH oT)iaBajicii BO BiiacTib 3T14X HacTpoeHliü c 6e33aBeTHOCT1b10 'q14CFOFO, Hal4BH0r0 414T31T14, 
Bb1pa314Tb AC B CTPOlýHOfi ci4cTeme cBoe mi4poco3epuaHi4e OH, K HecqaCTbl0, iie ycneit. 42 

Other writers who developed Bryusov's basic premise were N. Poyarkov and N. O. 
Lerner. Poyarkov's above-mentioned short synopsis of Konevskoy's work in his book 
Poety nashikh dney (1907) had relied heavily on "Mudroe ditya" and concluded by 

citing it almost in its entirety. 43 It was Bryusov's unwavering opinion of Konevskoy's 

poetry that had converted Lerner, a Pushkinist and occasional contributor to Vesy, who 
had initially disparaged it. Bryusov also played an instrumental role in the publication of 
the article Lerner wrote which marked that conversion. It is interesting as a 
development of the ideas contained in "Mudroe ditya" to their logical conclusion. 
Like Krymsky, Lerner extols the active principle in Konevskoy's poetry. He perceives in 

it a love of life which ultimately effaces all sense of the poet's contemplative abstraction 

and solitude and is comparable with that of Pushkin: 

floc, jTe cBeTjioi-o, rapmOHMeCKOI'O BeIIHOM IOHOIUM flyfuKmHa, KOHeBCKOA - camoe paaocrHoe, camoe 
60)lf)Oe ABJIeHl4e B Haiiief4 iiHTepaType. He c. Tia6e, 9 B CBOCM MOlyJeM TIOJIeTe, OH B14JI CBOH rIOMbICJ]14 

<<TaK pe3BO H 6e3yMHO>>. 44 

41Bryusov sent the article to Ivanov together with a letter of mid February 1904 (Ln 85, pp. 446-7 and Ln 
92 (iv), p. 174). Oreus senior thanked Bryusov for sending him this sympathetic appreciation of his son's 
work in his last letter to him dated II February 1904 (Ln 98 (i), p. 549). 
42Krymsky, "Neizvestnyy poet", Sem ýa, 1904, No. 6, p. 11. 
43 See above, p. 2. 
44Lerner, N. O., "Ivan Konevskoy", Kniga o russkikh poetakh poslednego desyatiletiya. SPb., 1909, p. 
123. The article appeared together with "Mudroe ditya" in a third, abridged variant. For Bryusov's 

exchange with Lerner over Konevskoy, see Bryusov, Dnevniki, p. 105 and 107, Ln 92 (iv), p. 153 and 173, 
Ln 98 (i), p. 437 and 443. 
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On the other hand, A. A. Sniirnov, in his review of Stikhi i proza, "Poet 
bezplotiya", 41 essentially develops Z. N. Gippius'view of Konevskoy as being irredeemably 
Decadent. At the beginning of his article Smirnov concurs with Bryusov's opinion that 
Konevskoy's verse is taut with a profound consciousness and sincerity which instill his 
poetry with unique authenticity and power. The critic continues to observe, however, that 
enclosed in this sphere of enhanced consciousness Konevskoy was necessarily isolated 
in his mystical enlightenment. To attain and sustain this level of consciousness he had 
developed specific innate intellectual faculties in himself that resulted in the diminution, if 
not total obsolescence, of other qualities, indispensable in the human domain. The 
cultivation of supersensory powers, which became almost intuitive, elemental in him, 
resulted in a negation of the "Flesh". In language redolent of Zinaida Gippius' analysis of 
the Decadent negation of reality, Smimov states: 

MOAIHO KpaTKO H nonHo o6o3HaiHTb 6ojie3Hb KOHeBCKOFO ABYMJf cjioBami4. oTpmaHiie RJIOTH. 
OTpmuaHl4e MOM, a cj-[eAoBaTeJlbHO 14 BCef4 BOo6iue JIMHOH-, peaJ'[bHOH )KH3HI4 - riiaBHb]H MOTHB erO 
TBOP'IeGFBa_46 

Konevskoy, Smirnov continues, was alienated from his own humanity and the 
realm of humanity in general. Paradoxically, in acquiring his acute insight into life, he 
denied himself the possibility of living life. Engendered by the untenability of his position, 
a sense of semi-conscious malaise was increasingly interwoven among the affirmations 
of life's beauty and joy in Konevskoy's verse. 

Smirnov judges, moreover, that like the Dobrolyubov portrayed in "Kritika 
lyubvi", Konevskoy was so abstracted from the sphere of normal relations that he could 
not consciously conceive of the paradox afflicting him. He was incapable of resolving 
it, remaining locked within its delimiting parameters. Indeed, on concluding his analysis, 
Smirnov speculates on the possible future development of Konevskoy's creativity if he 
had lived: 

Ecim 6bi KOHeBCKOA He rionl6 TparmecKofi cMepTbIO, wo 6bIJlo 61bl G H14M )IMblue? Hamea im 6bl 

OH mofi, 6ojiee pa)IOCTHblfl 14CXO)l CB014M flPOTMBOpe'qlUm? MOAmO C yBepeHHOCribio cKa3aTb: HeT < 
... 

> 

HeO)KRAaHHO PaHHJIq CMepTb ePD He YAHBJIqeT, He B03myiuaeT. 3ameTHO, KaK TBOpqeCFBo KOHeBcKOro 

ciTa6eeT B uocaeame )iBa roja ero )KI43HI4. OH COBepuma CBOA MaRbIfi Kpyr, 14 COBePIIIHTb APYFOA, 
6ojiee BeJIHKMfl, emy He 6bino AaHo. 47 

P. P. Pertsov, who witnessed the exchange of conflicting parties from the 
Merezhkovsky's perspective, recalled that, like Dobrolyubov: 

45Smimov, A. A., "Poet bezplotiya", Mi, 1904, No. 4. 
461bid, p. 82. 
471bid., p. 83. 
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KOHeBCKOÜ Boo6iiie ýqyA(Äajicq iiioaefi, xffl 0)1I4HO'qK0f4 li, B CBOefi CaMOY110eHHOCTi4, BMI4M0,60, RJICJI 

BGHKOFO COHPI4K0(MOBeH1411 c BHeWHI4M14 MMPOM, KOTOPMÜ mor pa3614Tb kM14 XOTq 6b1 Ha)IIIOMI4Tb 

creKjio er0 pffOpTbI, rje OH yKpblBaJ1C31, ROJO6H0 i-keBCKOMY FOMYHKYJIY-48 

48Pertsov, P. P., Literaturnye vospominaniya 1890-1902 gg., M. /L., 1933, p. 244. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

The case for reassessment. 

MoxeT 6biTib, KOHeBCKOfi 6oJ]btiie MbICJIMTejib, liem now? 

S. Makovsky. Na Parnase "Serebryanogo veka". 

A. A. Smirnov's article, "Poet bezplotiya", inadvertently identifies the common 
casualty of both poles in the contemporary critical treatment of Konevskoy. Having 
identified what he saw as the paradoxical gulf between Konevskoy's artistic sensitivity 
to life and life itself, Smimov asked: 

-KaK B03MO)KHO coriiacoBaTb TaKY10 JlaOBb K )KH3HI4 C OTpewffi4em OT flAOT14? 'IMO we 
cocmaeum aiH Heoo cooepwaHue WU. 3HU? l 

He then continued: 

To, 'ITO OH Ha3ibiBaeT <<pa3ymom>> HPHPOJbl 11 X143HI4, TO, WO <<Bce B HeR Taf4HOfl BeceiiHT>>. <<HHITO 
He japyeT, HO BCe CYJIHT>>. 3TOT XOJIO)lHbIH, MePTBeHHbIH Pa3yM, 3Ta FIORbITKa jmajieKTHKI4 pa3peLLIHTb 

WMBOA paxia)i e)jBa JIH KOFO Y)JOBjimOpim Ha)lo avmaTb, 'ITO 14 KOHeBCKOfi KaK H14 cTapailai 
y6e)IHTb ce6a, BCe )Ke i4HofAa jicHo comaBail BCIO npmpa'IHOCTb TaKoro yCfIOKoeHii, 9 < ... > Pa3yM, 

MY)IPOCTb TIPHPO)Ibl He M0)KeT yTeIU14Tb, He MO)KeT OTBeTl4Tb JlaOBbIO. 2 

Smirnov's untroubled dismissal of the dialectical metaphysics that he identified as 
the linchpin of Konevskoy's understanding of art and life, although perhaps justified in the 

context of the contemporary debate, clearly defines the serious limitations of that debate in 

retrospect. Was the distinct world-view to which Smirnov alludes really of so little 

consequence to Konevskoy himself7 This is the question which our attempt to reconstruct 
Konevskoy's integral identity must now address. 

I 

Although the dissenting voices are few, the case for such a reassessment that can 
be constructed with their support is not unconvincing. 

Amid the conditions of the alpha-omega contemporary debate Aleksandr Blok 

was to look again at Konevskoy, focusing on qualities in his legacy that belled the 

polarized critical categorization of the poet. Indeed, it is probable that Blok's decision to 

review the second edition of Al Nfiropolsky's poem Lestvitsa, which was dedicated to 

Konevskoy, was in part prompted by the pretext it gave him to discuss the cultural and 

I Smirnov, A., "Poet bezplotiya", Ah, 1904, p. 83. 
21bid. Smimov cites Konevskoy's poem of 1898 "Do i posle" (Mid, p. 80ISip, p. 38). 
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historical vision he perceived in the latter's work as signifying the transition ftom 
Decadence to Symbolism in Russian poetry: 

KaK Gy)ITO Briepßbie )io6biBaTeJib pybl OMYT1411 Ha (, Boef4 jionaTe POLLHYIO FAMHY, poaHiie ReCKH, 11, 
110, WB FOAOBY, 3aMeTHJ1, B KaKOfi cTpaHe OH paGOTaeT, Kyaa OH 01IHTb B03Bpai, H. i(-, ii. yflAil, Ka3a. iocb - Ge3BO3BpaTHO, B 1'JIYGL COGCTBeHHOfi )lyll114.14BaH KOHeBCK0f1 kimeHHO «Ha NIHr H Tem - Ha BeK» 
B)IOXHYJI B ce6ii 3ariax poaHofi FAHHLI H 3arjifi)iejiCH Ha pa3MP-Phl )iaJILHHX paCT0i1H142.3 

Although Blok deemed the capacity for development in Konevskoy's poetry to be 
subconscious and he discussed it in the black and white terms of the Decadent- 
Symbolist divide, his sensitivity to its possibly revelatory content is clear here. 

Furthermore, although Blok unfortunately never produced the systematic critique 
of Konevskoy's poetry that he had hoped to publish in Novyy put', 4 he did intimate that he 
considered this poet to have been misrepresented by critical and ideological 

categorizations. In his article of the following year, "0 sovremennoy kritike" (1907), 
he associated Konevskoy's name with what he perceived to be the natural flux and 
flexibility of a Symbolist collective of indivduals which defied critical labels: 

COBpemeHHble C14MBOJIIICTbl MMYT TIPOCTOTbl, TorO BeTpa, KOTOPbIf4 TaK JIIOG"JI HOKOAHbm KOHeBCKOfl, 

340POBorO Tpy)ia 14 BOJIhHbIX AYM < 
... 

> CTP014Tb HO JTOMY IIOBO)ly KaKl4e-HH6yAb TeOPIIH H 

flpe)IJIO)KeHHJI, MHe KaxeTCH 6ecnjio)iHo, nOTOMY qTO 3)10[)OBbIf4 (PaKT - Hannuo-5 

However, Blok's remained a lone and unheeded voice within the context of 
the immediate Symbolist debate; he was scarcely able to defend his own artistic integrity 
from its categorizations, let alone to champion that of the deceased Konevskoy. ' 

Significantly, it was only some fifty years after that debate had concluded that 
Konevskoy's friend Sergey Makovsky could more objectively and specifically identify 
the essential flaw of its distorted portrayal of the poet. ' 

Makovsky vividly recalled attending Konevskoy's "Tuesdays", where the host 

transmitted the profundity of his appreciation of, and reverence for, poetry: 

3 Blok, A. A., "A. L. Miropolskiy. Ved'ma. Lestvitsa", Zolotoe runo, 1906, No. 1, p. 149. 
4 See Blok's letter to P. P. Pertsov voicing this intention: Ln 92 (iv), p. 158. 
5 Blok, A. A., Sob. soch., vol. 5, p. 207. 
6 However, it is necessary to note that in addition to examining the question of Blok and Konevskoy in 
broader terms, V. Ya. Morderer's "Blok i Ivan Konevskoy" (Ln 92 (iv), pp. 151-78) also catalogues a 
number of unpublished, fragmentary and anecdotal responses of later poets to Konevskoy which, while 
not pertinent to the immediate debate, could be construed as indirectly reacting against its terms, adding 
an extra dimension to our discussion of the case for reassessment. 
7A student of the natural sciences at the University of St. Petersburg who, like Konevskoy, attended 
professor A. I. Vvedensky's lectures on philosophy in preference to those of his own discipline and 
whose extra-curricula pursuits included a fledgling career as poet and art critic, Sergey Konstantinovich 
Makovsky (1877-1962) subsequently became editor of the journal Apollon (1909-1917). His vivid 
reminiscences of Konevskoy, "Ivan Konevskoy (Oreus) (1877-190 1)", were included in his memoirs, Na 

Parnase "Serebryanogo veka". Munich, 1962, pp. 179-194. 
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OH BOcropxeHHO J110614JI CrIAll, CB014 14 llyxiie, 3ame6biBaiia, rOBOPMA HaH3yCFb o)uiy 3a Apyroff 
MFIOMIMBIUMCR eMy GTPOýbl 143 PYCCK14X MO)IePHHCFOB < 

... 
>m HHo(7rpaHljeB < 

... 
> TaKag JTýOBb K 

CJIOBy (He K CB014M CF14XOTBOPHbIM y)laqam, aK r[03314H BOo6uje) cama no ce6e BejTliKJ4H )Iap. 8 

Yet he continued to observe: 
Ho eu(e 6ocmopKetinee oT)IaBajicii OH YM03peHM10, C03epuaTeJlbHOMY pa. 3jyMI410, c )ieTcrBa TfIHYJICfl 
B mmýWlTqMKme Opm YM y Hero 6biji npRpoaHo-ciieKYJIflT14BHbM; MHOrMX M PYCCKliX li 
3aTia, aHoeBpOnef4CKMX Mb]CJIHTeiiefi, yxe B BoceMHa)waTb AeT, OH 3Haii OTleTJ]14BO. BCKOpe HameTmjica 
14 co6CTBeHHblfi ero ý14JTOC04CK142 flyTb: K OTBjiejeHHOfi pomaHT14Ke, OKpameHHOfi MHcTtiqecKl4M 
Bce6oxi, tem. 

KaK H waAeio, qmo He 3anacaA mooaa we 6ecea c nam o <<camom emetio-m>0 

Makovsky then raised the question that was evidently foremost in his mind after 
half a century: 

MoxeT 6blTb, KOHeBCKOf4 6ojibuieMbICJIIlTeJTb, qem iio3T? 10 

It is significant that Makovskoy could not answer the very question he felt 

compelled to pose. In proceeding to identify the unflagging force of Konevskoy's 

personality as his most memorable quality, Makovsky implied that this question was 
in fact ultimately irrelevant. Neither poetry nor thought could have total precedence in 
the creativity of a personality of such integrity. However, the fact that Makovsky asked 
this question perhaps suggests that he perceived an imbalance in the contemporary critical 
treatment of qualities that, inextricably bound, were both essential to Konevskoy's 
integral personality. Although Konevskoy's poetry was not intended to be a direct 

exposition of his philosophical system, being a mediation of thought and feeling, 
Makovsky evidently felt that to emphasize it alone was to compromise the integrity of his 

personality, his thought receding into the background. Indeed, if he recognized that 
the neglect of Konevskoy's thought was comprehensible in the atmosphere that reigned 
in the literary arena at the turn of the century, the inadequacy of Bryusov's creativity- 

centred appreciation of the poet evidently struck Makovsky forcibly from a retrospective 

vantage point of five decades: 

F)PfOCOB o3ariiaBl4JI cBoio cTaTbIO 0 KOHeBCKOM - <<MY)IpOe AMTv>. HaraicaHa OHa Cep)leqHO H 

)la), Ke HeO)KHAaHHO IqYTKO )Ijiji bpiocoBa, HO Bce )Ke HeaocraTOjHO CK&-w F)PIOCOB (6 me ooabi,, 

6npove, w, voo, 7o 7u 6bIMb utiame? ), HacKojilbKO 3Ta <<myapocTb>> KOHeBCKOrO - Y)114Bl4TeJlbHO 3peiiag 

H ojiepe)IHBiuaq CBoe BpeMR MYAPOCTb, HaCKOJTbKO OH HHTYHT14BHO ocTep, nomai4w BAOXHOBeHeH B 

CB014X MbICJI. HX 0 JllffepaTYP4ý, -7)CTeTl4Ke ii coBpemeHHOM 434J10COýCKOM C03HaHI41i (He rOBOPJi Y)K 06 

o6wefi ePO HaqHTaHHOCTl4 H'TOHqaflLuem MaHim ýpaHUY'3CKOfi T1033HO. " 

8Makovsky, "Ivan Konevskoy (Oreus) (1877-1901)", Na Parnase "Serebryanogo veka", p. 179. 
91bid., p. 180. Italics mine. 
101bid. 
II Ibid., p. 183. Italics mine. 
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II 

With the benefit of hindsight Sergey Makovsky found: 

0 KOHeBCKOM HMKaKl4MM CJIOBaMH He cKaxeiub jiyquie, liem ero co6CrBeHHbIMM-12 

Certainly the inclination of both Blok and Makovsky to question contemporary 
critical misrepresentation of Konevskoy's identity perhaps finds its most compelling 
justification in that poet's own fleeting contribution to the very debate which would define 
him after his death in the terms of its delimiting polarity of vision. 

Not without evident satisfaction, the review for Russkoe bogatsvo of the 
"Skorpion" almanac Severnye tsvety for 1901 observed- 

0 TOM, 'qTO B Heapax pocmficKoro )IeKa)IeHTcrBa H)IeT KaKaii-To rjiyxag 6opb6a H Heilallbl, 
CBHAeTeJlbCrByff < 

... > GFaTbll r. KOHeBCKOrO <<06 OTneBaHl4H HOBOýf PYCCKOIý fIO33HH>>. 13 

Shortly after this review was published, his voice heard but briefly in the incipient 
internal dispute detected by N. K. Mikhailovsky's journal, Ivan Konevskoy was dead. This 

single article does not, therefore, constitute any systematic exposition of his 

philosophical system or attendant artistic credo in relation to the debate. Yet his general 
views on the creative impetus of the 'new art' there do permit us precisely to infer the 
distinct metaphysical nature of his position. 

Notably, Konevskoy's polemical essay was, as the reviewer continued to 

explain with relish, a response to Z. N. Gippius' "Torzhestvo v chest' smerti" with its 
dismissal of contemporary Western European literature and, more particularly, 
Russian Decadence. In view of its theme it might perhaps seem that a defence of the 'new 

art'in the manner of Bryusov's arguments in "Mudroe ditya" could be expected. However, 

even before we turn to the article itself, the history of its publication is of interest in this 

respect. 
Having sent Bryusov the article for consideration, in a letter of 30 January 

1901, Konevskoy requested that he return it if he did not find it suitable for 

publication. Konevskoy intended personally to bring it, and an addendum in response to 

"Kritika Iyubvi", to the notice of Z. N. Gippius. 14 

Bryusov's next letter to Konevskoy (18 February 190 1) makes clear that he had 

both rejected and returned the article, but that a letter from P. P. Pertsov now made its 

publication desirable, if not imperative. Konevskoy had fulfilled his intention- 

121bid., p. 183. 
BUnsigned review, "Sevemye Tsvety na 1901 god", Russkoe bogatsvo, 1901, No. 5, sect. 11, p. 82. 
14See Ln 98 (i), p. 525. 
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fleplJOB IllilUff MHe- 41polieii craTbIO Opeyca <<OTneBaHi4e>>; OH Cam npmCj-[aji ee c <<, aoGaB-IeHl, ieNl>> 
HeMCrOBO-flPOCTHbIX <<TIOHOCHbIX CJIOB>> < ... > Ho cTaTb, 9 3ameqaTejibHa- 14 Mepe)KKOBCKHe H J9 pa, 6HO 
eio nAeHeHbI (FIPH BCeM Hecoriiacw4). 193blK KOCEO, 93blqeH, MbIMb - 6e3YMHa, HO (-, HJla 14 NleTKOCrb 
14GKM'qHTeJlbWL fl Bceraa HaaejijiU Ha Opeyca, He KaK no3Ta>>. 

He npe)il]O'qTeTe ju4 BbI HaneqaTaTb B <<CeB<epHbIX> LIBeT<ax>>> aTo <<OTneBaHHe>> BMH-. TO 
cTaTbl4 0 Jlaýopre? TaK KaK craT]bJi 0 Jlaoopre moxe-r 6blTb HaneiaTaHa ii rioxe, qepe3 roa. a 
o0neBaHiie>> 14Meff 14 3HaqeHme AJIJI MHHYTbl, Mao, IlTo6bl OTBer 6blJl CKa3aH, KOPaa He -3amo. iK. ia 
pe'qb, Ha KOTOPYIO OH OTBeiaeT. He TaK jH? 15 

Clearly the criteria by which Bryusov judged the article publishable or not first and 
foremost reflected his sensitivity to the politics of the current debate. Ffis new resolve to 
include it in Severnye tsvety was principally contingent on the Merezhkovskys' captivation 
with it. 

Bryusov realized that it was now highly expedient to ensure the publication of 
a critique that had made a profound impression on the neo-Christian Merezhkovskys 

regardless of its content. Indeed, on receiving the article for the second time, Bryusov 
found that Konevskoy had not included the addendum which had evidently made an 
impact on the Merezhkovskys, but with which he was still wholly unfamiliar. He 
demanded it with an air of urgency which is evidently indicative of one on campaign, 
content to employ any tactic to score a hit against his opponents. 

Mbl 11ORYUJIM A)TileBaHi4e>>- Ho me xe r[pi46aBJIeHHbie <<FIOHOC[ibie moBa>>? F'Ae TO, 'ITO npH6aBjieHO 
nocne craTbm ee o A. M. 4<o6poJI1O6OBe>? 16 

In their study "Bryusov 1 Vesy", K. M. Azadovsky and D. E. Maksimov observe of 
the opening years of the century: 

MOCKOBCKHe <<AeKaJCHTbP> PeAKO npm6eraill4 B Ty ROPY K OTBAeqeHHOMY TeOpeTH3HWBaHH10, Tem 
6oRee ITO RPOTHBOnocraBl4Tb <<HeoxpmcFHaHaM>> OH14 morim riiaBHbIM o6pa3om J114Wb ITPHHUHF[bl GBOel-O 

Xy, aO)KeCTBeHHOrO TBOPleCFBa 14 cBoio qHcFo iii4TepaTYPHY10 opi4effaumo. 17 

It was the fact that, while the Decadents' purely aesthetic arguments left the 

Merezhkovskys unmoved, Konevskoy's theoretical defence of the aesthetic position 
had arrested their attention that now qualified it in Bryusov's eyes to serve as a response 

on behalf of Decadence, not that he unequivocally agreed with it himself Indeed, the 
idiosyncratic theory that had provoked the Merezhkovskys' interest in the article 
differentiated its author from those whose art it championed. This included Bryusov, a 
fact indicated not only by his original reluctance to publish the critique but to praise it 

151bid. See also: Pertsov, P. P., Literaturnye vospominaniya (1890-1902 gg. ), M. / L., 193 3, pp. 245-6. 
16Ln 98 (i), p. 527. 
17Ln 85, p. 258. 
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himself He was interested principally in creating an impression by publishing "Ob 
otpevanii novoy russkoy poezii". 

On addressing Z. N. Gippius' allegation that thought is "dead" in Decadent 
creativity, Konevskoy acknowledges in his article that many contemporary poets are 
indeed neglectful of philosophical concepts in their art and shows the creative 
processes of their work to be a celebration of the intensity of instantaneous subjective 
experience. This assessment seems to be consistent with the essential thrust of Bryusov's 
essay "Istiny", which was also published in Severn e tsvety for 1901: Y 

qTO BO MHe ecTb, TO liCT14HHo. He qeJIOBeK 
I- mepa BeLuefl, a MFHOBeHme. HC'1'14HHO TO, qTO LIPMMa io ji, 11PI43HalO Tefiepb, cerwim, B 3TO MrHOBeHMe. 8 

However, on continuing his analysis, Konevskoy does not defend this position per 
se, but proceeds to answer Gippius' demand for philosophical justification by examining 
the implications of this creative principle from a philosophical perspective. He defines 

creative processes in terms of a broadly sketched metaphysical system which he allows 
is not consciously conceived of by the artists in question. In this he departs radically 
from Bryusov's position and actually gravitates towards his opponent's. 

Even as he discusses contemporary poets in their own terms the distinction 
is discernible. Although Konevskoy identifies the momentary instant of experience to 
be of paramount importance to their creativity, he notes that this does not preclude the 

emergence of a pattern, of constancy in their poetry: 

HeJlb3.9 He OTMeTHTb - 14 cammmi4 1103Tamm WO qBCTBeHHo C03HaeTCq, - qTo eCJ114 TOYO 3a[IPOCHT 14X 

HIM 14 F[14qHOCTb, "m eCTb HOJ]Ha, 9 B03MO)KHOCTb COC[)e)lOToql4BaTbCfl CI)e)IH CB014X npe)tcTaBjieHHf4 14 Ha 

Tex M3 HMX, KOTOpbie C03)ialOTCJI CaMbIM qaCTbIM, IIOBTOPRIOLLIHMC. 9,3Haql4T, He m3memmoLummcii oGpa3om, 
Y)Iep)KHBaTb B ce6e Bce O)IH14 14 Te Ae MeqTbl 14 BOCTOPF14. 

" 

This passage marks a point of departure for the respective notions of Bryusov and 
Konevskoy on the aesthetics of the instant. For Bryusov the individual personality in 

itself was of primary importance. Konevskoy's specific interest in the will of the 

individual artist in the above-cited passage is the prelude to his contention that that 

personality is an emanation in the temporal sphere of its eternal nature - and as such the 

instrument of its eternal will. For Bryusov this was tantamount to an abrogation of the 

free will of the individual personality. 
In "Istiny", discussing the possible range of feeling accessible to man, Bryusov 

does perceive a duality between higher and lower orders of experience: 

18 Bryusov, Sob. soch., VI, p. 6 1. 
19 Konevskoy, I. I., "Ob otpevanii novoy russkoy poezii", Severnye tsvety na 1901 g., M., "Skorpion", p. 
184. The article also appears as an appendix to the Berkeley Slavic Specialities reprint of Mechty i dumy 

(Berkeley, 1989), p. 215. 
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EC, Tb )iBa nopfljjKa IIYBCTB: GoAee nOBePXHOCTHbie m 6o: iee r: [y6OKHe, KaK Gbl BHetUHOCTb H Y. 1)15b 
)IYWII. 20 

However, in positing the existence of such "deeper" feelings Bryusov 
scrupulously limits the discussion within the internalized bounds of what is known to 
the individual. He is not concerned with justifying or rationalizing his statement that 
they exist or with examining their implication. 

Konevskoy's approach to this subject inverts Bryusov's. His perspective on the 
significance of the instant in creativity is that of the philosopher who seeks meaning. 
Konevskoy proceeds to explain that the artist's eternal or absolute nature can only 'be' 
through a process of its definition in a phenomenal, temporal and spatial sphere. It can 
only actualize itself in relation to that which, while of its absolute self, is not itself. If it 
does not it returns to its original state, its indifferent eternal essence. The act of 
creativity in the given instant is thus the heightened realization of the will of the artist's 
eternal nature in which the artist himself, the temporal self, is merely instrumental: 

21 BCHKHA TBOPeU oGpa30B, )tejiafl CBoe BpemeHHoe AeJlO, TBOPHT BOAIO CBoef4 BeqHOA MOHa)lbl, UHHHUbl. 

Thus, while the creativity of the contemporary poets is the expression of a positive 
process in perpetual motion which bears no relation to the sterility and tedium, the 

vapidness of Decadence as portrayed by Zinaida Gippius, this process is qualified in 

terms of metaphysical principles which, in Konevskoy's view, these artists themselves do 

not understand. Indeed, he concludes his analysis by stating: 

TaKOB, BO BCJqKOM cjiyqae, TOT 3aMblceJl, KOTOPbIH CAfYMHO YY19Un7, CH MHOFHM COBpemeHHbim HOAam, 
22 

MOM UHCMUHKM, KOTOpblf4 HM BHyiuaeT J110GOBb 14 B03POmeHHe HacToqwero mHra . 

As we have noted, Konevskoy does not expand his ideas sufficiently in "Ob 

otpevanii novoy russkoy poezii" to permit us to infer the precise nature of his 

philosophical system. In what was primarily an analysis of the creative act, only a sketchy 
impression of that system emerges in which much is treated cursorily or by implication. 

Yet the article does clearly confirm that he had formulated and subscribed to an 

integral world-view which, profoundly informing his thought and creativity, existed in 

its own right, exclusive of the qualities imposed upon it in the conditions of the 

contemporary debate. Indeed, it is notable that in the article, defying the later critical 

disregard of that world-view, he defined the creativity of Z. N. Gippius and V. Bryusov in 

20 Bryusov, Sob. soch., VI, p. 59. 
21 Konevskoy, L, "Ob otpevann novoy russkoy poezii", p. 185/216. 
22 Ibid. Italics mine. 
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its terms. 23 In the addendum to the piece, moreover, this poet-thinker made clear that his 
interest in Dobrolyubov's poetry, with which he has been so disproportionately associated, 
was highly conditional, intimating the degree to which it was incidental to a wider 
metaphysical agenda. 24 

Finally, in stating the case for reassessment it is worth noting that the testimony of 
Blok, Makovsky and "Ob otpevanii. novoy russkoy poezii" is further corroborated by the 
fact that the sheer integrity of Konevskoy's vision evidently came to haunt those same 
critics who used his name in the contemporary debate for their purposes and caused 
cracks to emerge in their arguments in time. Having on the one hand perpetuated the 
image of Konevskoy's maximalist Decadence and associations with Dobrolyubov in his 
reminiscences, on the other P. P. Pertsov felt compelled to add: 

-, IeHGFBHTeJlbHO, B HeM6bIJI0 'ITO-TO, "ITO He IIO3BOJljieT ero 3a6blTb, - KaK 3TO CKa, 3ajiocb mY MeHii 
B CpaBHHTeJlbHO He)jaBH0 HanMCaHHOM CTMXOTBOpeHM14 (1926 r. ): 

Tbl npo6blJl C Hamm JTMLUb MF`HOBeHMe 
TOT KpaTKIlfi, npe)lpaCGBeTHblf4 MMF, 
A BCe MHe CHMTCR, KaK BHAeHme, 
TBOfl RPKHfi 1OHOlUeGKMf4 J-IMK. 

11 Bce eTomuib 3ara)lKOf4 crpaHHOIO 
Tbl B )IajibHem cympaKe FOAOB, 
FlOB14T 3aBecoio TymaHHOIO 
E)iBa HaneqaTJIeHHbIX CROB. 

HO BePIO: Bce cy)jb6oh orbqToe 
BepHelUlb Tbl Ham CROJIHa - KOraa 
CBOIO paCKPOeT rjiy6b 3aKJIJITYIO 
Te6, q yHemaJI BO)ja_25 

In his retrospective appreciation of 1917, Valery Bryusov also found himself 

compelled to loosen his grip on Konevskoy, acknowledging the fact that if the poet was 

associated with the "Skorpion" circle, he remained an anomalous presence in its midst 
and, indeed, generally: 

Kor, aa, B 1899 r., cTaii copraHH3OBaTbCff <<CKOprll4OH>>, KOHeBCKOfi 61biji exiffl)ýYIIIHO FlpfiHRT B KPYI' 

ero yqacTHHKOB, KaK ecreCTWMIA, Hew6exmik- meH rpyFlflbL TaK CJIY"114JIOCb, 'ITO HB. KOHeBCKOfl, 

6 o6Wev npeacmacmetiUU, BOlUeJl B cocraB KPY)KKa <<MOGKOBCK14X CIIMBOJI14CrOB>>, COTPYAHMKOB 

<<CeBepHbIX UBeTOB>>. 

MeACAY TeM HeJlb3fl CKa. 3aT]b, IlTo6bI TaKaii fl)YTIFIKWBKa BlIOJIHe OTBeqajia BHYTPeHH14NI 

ycTpemjieHl4flM camoro KOHeBCKOrO < 
... 

> 116. Kotie6cK. od mimoum u oqeHb AMOM-M pemumeAbliO 

om. liu-qa3c, q om tiac. He TIPHMbIKaJl K TOMY Heo-xpHcriiaHCKOMY )lBmxeHM10 B PYCCKOM mo)lepHH3Mf., 

BO)ueM KOTOPOrO BCKope BCTYF[14JI J. Mepe)KKOBCK14f4 < 
... 

> MB. KOHeBCKOfl 6blJl B ropa; 3, ao 60JIbiHeft 

cTeneHI4 HaCTf)oeH M14CT14qHO, HeXeJI14 BeCb MOCKOBCK14f4 KPY)KOK < 
... 

>B KaKom 6bl TO HH 6blJIO 

23 Ibid., p. 186/217. 
24See Ln 98 (i), p. 529. 
25Pertsov, P. P., Literaturnye vospominaniya (1890-1902 gg. ), pp. 247-8. 
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CMbIMe, ýopmyjia <<HCKYCC7rBO ARR HCKYCGrBa>> 6bljia aim KOHeBCKOrO HerfpHe. Nl. ie. ma H jaýKe 
H(ýGrepnHMEL26 

It is to the systematic reconstruction of the distorted and fragmented identity of 
this distinct poet-metaphysician and mystic that the present work will now turn. 

26Bryusov, "Ivan Konevskoy (1877-1901)", Russ. Lit. XYv., Vol. 111, bk. viii, pp. 150-1. Italics m1ne. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

Stikhotvornaya firika v sovremennoy Rossin 
An individual perspective on the contemporary crisis of faith 

Hejib3, q 3a6blTb, HO 14 Hejib; 3. q TIOBTOPHT]b. 

VI. S. Solov'ev. "Poeziya gr. A. K. Tolstogo". 

We have established that Ivan Konevskoy's identity was obscured by his perceived 
associations within the contemporary context and we have constructed a case for 
approaching him as an individual in relation to early Modernism as a broad cultural 
force. It is to Ivan Ivanovich Oreus' essay Stikhotvornaya lirika v sovremenno Rossiil Y 
that we now turn to establish the essential rubric determining that individual stance, the 
detailed analysis of which will comprise the remainder of this thesis. 

In view of the centrality of the 'child' in contemporary criticism of Konevskoy, it 
seems appropropriate that our analysis of Stikhotvomcrya lirika v sovremenno Rossii Y 
should focus firstly upon the child's-eye view of the zeitgeist, relating the purported 
childhood experiences of an acquaintance, which appears in the opening pages of the 
essay. Oreus introduces us to a typical child, fascinated, for example, by why it rains or 
snows, by thunder, where bread comes from, the flora and fauna of foreign climes. 
However, with a sense of inevitability the essay proceeds to chart the first ingenuous 
burgeonings of this child's consciousness of things that lie beyond that which is 
immediately explicable: 

If. 259, op. 3, ed. kh. 5. Dated 2 Dec. 1896 - 1897. The archive includes both an autographed Ms. and a 
transcription by N. Ya. Bryusova, Bryusov's sister. The opening pages of the essay, entitled "Na Rassvete", 
appear in Sip (pp. 125-136. See also "Ot izdateley", pp. v-vi and "Primechaniya. Il. Proza", pp. 245-6). 

In the first instance the essay (the principal subjects of which were N. M. Minsky, K. M. Fofanov, 
F. Sologub, A. Dobrolyubov, K. D. Bal'mont, D. S. Merezhkovsky and VI. Solov'ev) was conceived as a 
paper to be read at the "Literaturno-Myslitel'nyy Kruzhok" which Oreus had joined on entering the 
Department of Classics of the Historical-Philological Faculty at the University of St. Petersburg in 
September 1896. He presented it on 17 February 1897 (see Z. k. No. 4: E259, op. 1, ed. khr. 17,1.63 ob. - 
64, where Oreus lists it among other papers read to the circle. See also later lists in Spkis, L259, op. 1, 
ed. khr. 6: 1.35 and 1.48 ob. For reminiscences of Oreus' participation in the circle, where his aesthetic 
interests were not always favourably received, see Ln 98 (i), p. 535 and Ln 92 (iv), p. 183). 

It is possible that Oreus aspired to publish the work -a mock title-page for which appears in Z. k. 
No. 5 (L259, op. 1, ed. kh. 18,1.29ob. ) among descriptive travel notes of summer 1897 and is significantly 
attributed to "Ivan Konevetskiy" - an early variant of the pseudonym he would, of course, ultimately adopt, 
and the earliest indication that he intended to do so (although the Konevets had long excited his 
imagination). This discussion of the pseudonym is an appropriate place also to note what has perhaps 
already become apparent: that henceforth we will refer to the subject of our study by his real name. This 
seems only correct in a work concerned specifically with true identity, particularly in view of the brevity 

with which the pseudonym (which apparently did not entirely satisfy Oreus, see Ln 92 (i,, ), p. 177 ) was 
ultimately used. 
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HO BOT C-JlyqtiJIOCb emy HHoraa raflAeTb HOqblO Ha He6o, 14 TOraa y HerO flB . -tuacb OXOTa cnpaui"BaTb, 
CKOJIbKO Ha He6e 3Be3)1,14 MOXHO AH KaK-HIIGY)lb 10 H14X )io6paTbCH. 2 

The child suddenly discovers, however, that his seemingly simple questions no 
longer find resolution in the answers that the adults, to whom he naturally turns, venture. 
Rather, he finds that he is suddenly and unwittingly faced by that clash between 
materialist-scientific realism and the Christian faith that typified the latter decades of the 
nineteenth century. 

Ha 3TO PO)114TeJIH eMy OTBeqajii4, '-ITO 3Be3)1 3THX COCIIIiTaTb fleJlb3fl, qTO UX IIMCAY KOHua HeT, ii qTO 
'3TO Bce - Or'POMHbie mapbl, TaKHe Aý. e, KaK HaLua 3eMJlii, a ao6paTbCJi 10 HHX To)Ke BO BeK HeAb3. q 
6y)ieT, HOTOMY IqTO A0 HNX MHJIJIHOHbl Bef)CT; - qTO cyweCTBYIOT, fipmia, B03)IYUIHbie mapbl, TOAKO H 
Ha HHX HHKorJta He Y)JaCTCH A0 3Be3)1 B3jieTeTb, HOTOMY qTO yAýe 3a 70 BePCT HaA 3eN'l. Flefi anum 
HeqeM, BOMYXY HeT. A BOT B KH14. XKax Ro <<3aKOHY BOX1410>>, KOTOpble TOxe KaK-GYATO BCe Gpa. -imcb 
06'bHCHHTb, I-OBOPHjloCb, qTO 6blJIM CB, 9Tble, Ha He6O ACHBbIM14 B3,9Tbie, " qTO IHCYC XP14CTOC Ha He6o 
B03Heccfl. 3 

Oreus continues to describe how ironically the child's initial perplexity in the face 

of this contradiction is temporarily dispelled on confronting the ultimate conundrum, 
death. Although the child is instinctively distressed at the funeral of a relative, adult 
indifference to his questions and the religious rites introduce him to the paradoxical 

certainty of an age of resignation: 

Ha fiaHi4xiviaX, KOTOpble e)Ke)lHeBHO BOJ]HoBaJI14, Tporami 14 HCTOMJIHJIH Ayllly maJlbqHKa, Bce BpeMH 
B03HOCHJ114Cb flpOIUeHN)i K bory, Kacaioijji4ecq yqaCT14 FIOKOfIHHKa nociie cmepTH. flpe)ijiaraTb CTapini4m 
BOHPOCbl 0 TOM, Hanpmmep, me Teflepb IIOKOAHHK ?- peuil4TeJlbHO C6HBaJIOCb B Rpe)ICTaBJIeHI414 maAbq"Ka 

iia qTO-TO CMeUlHOe, Hal4BHOe < 
... 

> HO OTHoweHI41O K 3TOMY )KHBOMY C06blTI41O cmepTi4, yx 
OKOHqaTeJ]bHO CKa3aAOCb Ayiue pe6eHKa, HaCKOJIbKO 3aTBep)KHBaeMble HOHqTHq H3 KH14)KeK Fio <<3aKOHY 
BO)KHIO>> K )KH3HH HBJIq[OTCH qem-TO rIOCTOPOHH14M, B cqeT He 14)IYWHM. C 3TOR CTOf)OHbl, OAHWY1 

CJIOBOM, emy CBeTy o)Kti)iaTb 6blAO HeCBOACTBeHHO; OT JT14X cft OTpeLLiaA ero cambi"- yrpiombiH xojio)i 
OTIIY)K)ieHi4fl. 4 

However, Oreus proceeds to relate how this resolution of the problem proves 

notably short-lived. For if the simple, yet profound questions of the child were effectively 

quashed in his waking state, the sense of an abyssal 'beyond' came progressively to haunt 

him in a terrifying manner in the untramelled life of his subconsciousness: 

H BOT, Korja OH 6b1J1 Y)Ke B 0, aHOM H3 m. iaALui4X KiiaCCOB r14MHa31414, HaiaJ114 Ha Her0 HaX0J1I4Tb 110 

HoqaM KaKHe-TO CTpaHHble ripmna)1K14. OH JIO)KI4J1C31 B IIOCTeJib, er0 HaqI4Hajia o)iojieBaTL apemOTa, qJleHbl 

m. iie. riki -H BHe3af[HO, CTPHXHYB c ce6n tioilyCOH, OH BCKaKI4Baji B OTOPO[leJIOM yAace. B TOT Mkir. 

Kona C03Hame TaeT, HemeeT TO B o)iHom meCTe Tejia, TO B ApyrOM, 14 MffKO, HeCJlblWHO CK0J1b3klwb B 

Ge3lUly, meAbKOM noqy)ii4jicfl emy )ipyrofi p0K0B0f4 06M0POK - OGMOPOK 6e3b[CXOIIHb1f4: TeMHb1f4 HaMblB 

3aB. Tia)lbIBaeT HaBeK14, HaBeK14... 14 Kaxjafl )KI4. fIKa CY)lOPOACHO HaTnHyjiacb, Bce cywe(, -rBo B0301114.10. 

2Stikhotvornaya lirika v sovremennoy Rossii, f. 259, op. 3, ed. kh. 5,1.11. 
31bid. 
41bid., 1.12-13. 
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)KH3HI4 - Hpqe, 3BOHqee, ropfiqee! H OH f]YCKajicn meTaTbCJI 110 KOMHaTe C W14POKO-PaCKpblTbl%lll 
r: inamii ... 

5 

Having quoted K. M. FofanoV6 to illustrate the wider significance of this child's 
experience, Oreus proceeds to examine its underlying implications. He finds that it is 
symptomatic of the consequences of contemporary empirical and positivist thought for 
man's perspective on reality in general, but, more particularly, on the life of the 
individual personality: 

IleM BbILuAa XH3Hb 143 xtimi4qeCKOro allaJI143a TOqHOA HaYK14, ee peTOPT 14 Ttv. Tiefi? qTO 
c,, i, a. iocb c 

o6pa30m ee 11 o6pa30M C03HaHI4, q qejiOBeqeCKOyo nociie )TOrO )KeCTOKOFO f)a3MO3AeHI4, q, pa3MOia. ieHl4H? Bce HpeBpaTHJIOCb B HeMbie, 6e3(popmeHHbie KJly6bl HBjieH H 1-4, pacceHBalOLUHXCR Ha TepfllOmmi B 
HeyJIOBHMOCT14 MOJIeKyJlbl 14 aTOMbl. 7 

Indeed, in this atmosphere the perennial problem of psycho-physiological dualism 
is, Oreus intimates, popularly considered to have been resolved in favour of the 
physiological materialists: 

Omo c-uyqaiiHoe COlleTaH14e JTIIX MrJ1HCTblX KJIYGOB, OAHO CUe]IJICHHe KaKklX-TO Hel43BeCTHblX BejiHqMH, 
Ha3biBaembix otiiyweH141iM14 14 flpe)ICTaBjieHHHM14, Ha 143BeCTHOM IIPOTH)KeH1414 BpemeH[4 GOACe HAH MeHee 
f10X0A14X Apyr Ha )ipyra - BOT mapeB0 CBH3H0f4 14 LieJILHOf4 JIHIIHOCT14, ee HKO Ghl Hepa3)te. 111)HOI'0 
COCTaBa. 8 

Oreus observes how the life of the 'personality' is considered to be terminated with 
absolute finality upon the secession of organic functions in 'death'. Consciousness, the by- 

product of sensible exchange between a given organism and its environinent, ends with 
the dissolution and mergence of the former with the latter, the two being 
indistinguishable in the final analysis: 

YAe B TeqeHme Bcefi Ac-143HM KpynHIllIbI H3 POR Mblcjim ee [JlHqHOCT14] H qyBCTB, pa3 CTOJIKHYBIII14Cb C 

BOMYXOM OKpyxaiomef4 Cpe)lbl, 143 KOTOPOI'O OrPOMHoe KOJil4qeCTBO i4X BbllijjiO, cHOBa iipiio6waioTcq K 

Hemy, B3clMeH yAeTyql4BUli4xcq e)KemHHYTHO [IOIIOJIH.. qIOT ee HOBble HaHOCbl, IIOKa HaKOHeU B momeHT, 

Ha3blBaeMblf4 cmepTbIO, He 060PBeTCH 3TOT OGMeH 14 He 11PI40611114TCq K OKPYAcaiomefi cpeae BHAHman 

cpe)ia ero - HbUlb TeiiecHoro arrpeIaTa. 9 

Indeed, Oreus continues, the prevailing philosophy admits the possibility of an 
'afterlife' in the impersonal domain of the genus alone. While certain externally 

conditioned aspects of individual personality defined as "character" and "temperament" 

do find continuity beyond death in children, these too are in time effaced: 

51bid., 1.13. 
60reus parallels Fofanov's poem "Labirint" (1893) with the child's experience: lbid, 1.13-13ob. 
71bid. 
81bid. 
91bid. 
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... iioc. -ie cmepTm xe ee ý)TOT <<xapaKTep>> rAe-HH6yAb B cia6om 110)10614H OfIHTb 13CII-Ibli3ael' B ROTONICTBe 
jimuoc, rm- Ho ii Fio)io6me WO moxeT ocTaTbCJi no)toGHem OflqTb-TaKli 

. 114LUb Ha camom OrpaHHqeHHO. Nl 
IIPOTH)KeHl4H BpeMeHm. Ewe HeCKO: 1bKO IlOKO. ieHHf4 H OHO yAe OKOHqaTe. IbHO TN'CKHeeT. Hey3HaBaemo ii 
Hepa3JIHql4MO Gojiee B HOBbIX KOM6HHauwqx )iyi-ueBHbIX 14,114 TejieCHbIX qepT. 10 

However, Oreus makes clear that in his opinion the ultimate implication of 
modem thinking, of which the forerunning are in fact simply permutations, is its inability 
to determine positively the nature of the 'infinite'. It can only define the infinite 
negatively, abstractly, in a form which, taken to its logical conclusions, is tantamount to 
nothing. Oreus intimates that, despite the pretensions of positivism, modem thinking is 
concerned only with relative truth, not 'unconditional' truth. The given'object'is but part 
of an immeasurable phenomenal flux or process for which the only possible definition is 
an abstract 'everything' or 'all'. This is an attempt to define the infinite in its crudest sense 
- merely as that which is not finite in quantitative terms. Naturally, Oreus opines, this 
abstract principle fails to mask the 'unknown' modem man has attempted to expunge 
from his understanding and definition of reality: 

HHqeFO Hel43MeHHO, Bce B14)10143meHfieTC, 9, H Hllqero qaCTHoe He tipe6biBaeT. Ilpe6biBael' TO. JbKO KaKoe-TO 
mepTBOe OTBAeqeHMe, KaKoe-TO <<Bce>>; HO BbICTaBJIHeTC, 9 yýKe KaK Haii6oiiee BePORTHoe npeAnojiO)KeHHe, 
qTO H 3TO <<Bce>> J114Wb omia MeqTa: H14qerO He FIP14XO)IHTCH MbICJ114Tb HOA 3THM <<Bce>>: OHO CBO)IHI'Cfl 
FIPOCTO K HOHRTIM <<HHqTO>>. " 

Oreus then concludes his reflections on the child's experience by noting that it is 

no wonder that the child is terrified by the abyssal 'night' which ultimately underlies the 

mechanistic world-view of his times: 

HOqb10 TOtlHO ocoGeHHO CTpaWHO owywaTb ce6n B aTOM mi4pe: cam Be)lb OH HpeACTaBAReT 143 ce6ii 

BellHyl0, f1P0H143bIBaiomyio XOJIOJOM HOllb, f[O)IOGHYIO TOf4, KOTOpaii Aojima HaCTYHI4TL rioc. ie 

HCTOmeHHH C0J1HeqHOI'0 CBM H Tenjia. B3ameH cojiHua OCBeWeHa OHa ji14wb MepTBeHHo Gej1b1. m ra30M 

mexaHi4qeCKOFO MI4P0C03epuaHMfl. 14 KaK JIOHRTHa CMepTeJ1bHaii 60H3Hb TOM maJlbqI4Ka rioipyAaTbCH 

CpeA14 3T0f4 HoqH B 6e3CO3HaTeJ1bHOCTb, B OGMOPOKe cHa! Tii. ýt, -Ko ftpellBKywaTb (5e3B03BpaTH0e CAHHHHe 

C JTI4M iiejiflHbIM mpaKOM ... 
12 

The objective of the present chapter is to ascertain in what way Oreus himself 

actually related to the predicament of this 'child of his time' which was so central to the 

emergence of Modernism and the diverse strategies that it devised to confront the 

"abyss". 

I 

101bid., 1.13ob. -14. 
11 Ibid., 1.14. 
121bid. 
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The general topicality of StikhoNomaya hrika v sovremennoy Rossii is 
exemplified in the terms in which Oreus subsequently describes the achievements of the 
poets Nfinsky, Fofanov, Sologub, Dobrolyubov and Bal'mont: 

Mbl crapajimcb aaTb flOJIHYIO KapTHHy CKa3aBiumxcii 3a nociie)uime 5- 10 ReT FIOPbIBOB PYCCKOfi 
f[0331414 K YTOjieHI410 CaMbIX 3aBeTHbIX 3aflpOCOB qejiOBeqecTBa, K yfTpa: 3)jjieHM10 6e3, AYMHOFO 3aKJlifTllji. 
HajiOXeHHOrO HaYKOfl Ha o6naCTb Haiumx ra)iaffl4k 0 BeqHbIX HaiaiiaX BceneHHOf4 m0 Ha3HaqeHHH 
Hainero CyWeCTBa- CBOAJI B OAHO pa--36pocaHHbie B npeabUyiijem 1431(oxeHil" 3ameqaHlIfl, NIOýKHO 
CKa3aTb, 14TO B KwafiCKOA creHe, KOTOPOIO 3amKHyjia HaC HayKa, mHoro (: AejlaHo 11PO60RH: aep3KO 
3arJTJiHYJIH K HaM HOBble o6aflTeJlbHbie rOPH30HTbI, XJIbIHYJIH KaKi4e-To AHKme BOJIHbl B 
pacnjiaHI4j)OBaHHbie TeppliTOP1414 HopmaJlbHOA iiay'qHOF4 )KI43HI4 < 

... 
>He ycneBafOT caMbie HopmaJlbHbie 143 

Hatinix r[POCBeTi4Tejiefi - qepHbiiueBCK,, fi, nticapeB, H. K. MHxakJIOBCK14fi < 
... 

> OTnpa3, aHoBaTb F[pa3, aHHK 
HayqHOf4 opraHwaijim xwm, ycraHOB14T]b HOBbie 14 TI)e3Bbie Haqajia o6iLiecrBeHHOFO 6jiaronojiyqm. 

KaK yxe MUM BO Bcex KoHuax Pycm qyBcTByioTcji KaKme-To Ge3yMHbie KOjibixaHM )WLLI. 13 

Such views, redolent to some extent in image and tone of D. S. Merezhkovsky's 0 
prichinakh upadka io novykh techeniyakh sovremennoy russkoy literatury or the writings 
of Akim Volynsky, were typical of their time. 14 Indeed, it was in part because of this that 
Bryusov considered that much of this early self-initiation by the future Konevskoy into the 
Modernist fold was outmoded and he almost completely excluded it from Stikhi 1 proza. 15 
Moreover, Bryusov was also aware that certain opinions stated in the essay regarding 
specific poets were no longer held by its author at the time of his death. Oreus praised 
Bal'mont's contribution to Russian prosody, for example, a view which in later marginalia 
he emphatically disclaimed. 16 

yet, whatever the justification for omitting this essay from Stikhi i proza in the 
immediate context, a re-reading of it now proves that, in addition to the general, 
derivative and subsequently disclaimed material, it offers invaluable insights into Oreus' 

individual approach to the zeitgeist which engaged the whole array of early Russian 
Modernists. It transpires that the overall tendency of this forgotten work, the introductory 

and incidental passages that frame the bulk of its content, reveal that it was not in fact 

written specifically about its Modernist subjects. Although it is true that Oreus is highly 

sensitive to the implications of contemporary poetry and exhibits a definite affinity to, and 

empathy towards, its essential trends, he writes less in the manner of one seeking to voice 

unconditional esteem for its proponents, than that of one who drafts them into his service 

131bid., 1.43. 
140reus read Merezhkovsky's seminal tract in early 1896: Spkis, L 259, op. 1, ed. khr. 6,1.7 ob. For 
Oreus in relation to Volynsky, see below, Chapter Eleven. 
15 See Sip, p. v. 
16See Ln 98 (i), p. 483. There was also the fact that the essay, for reasons that we will address presenth , 
had high hopes for D. S. Merezhkovsky's poetry. Bryusov was no doubt not only sensitive to Oreus' own 
later modification of this opinion, but also the confusing resonance that this could have had in the 

conditions of a contemporary debate in which he portrayed himself as Konevskoy's confHre and 

champion. There were numerous other pieces that Bryusov could select that would better serve the task of 

conveying Konevskoy's individual stance as he perceived it to have been and now wanted to project it 

without such complications. 
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to illustrate the constructive qualities of his own world-view. He advocates their worth to 
the extent that they exemplify a growing and healthy, but as yet misapplied realization of 
man's dilemma. Their individual explorations of the problem are essentially alien to his 
own. Indeed, the definitive idea of the essay is to judge and define them not only in terms 
of the present, but also the past andfuture. They are viewed from the perspective of one 
whose own ideas were informed by his consciousness of a much broader literary- 
philosophical 'tradition', in relation to which he gauged their significance. 

The kernel of the tradition with which Oreus in fact identifies himself in his essay 
is identified in the excerpt that Bryusov actually included in Stikhi i proza, "Na rassvete", 
the principal subject of which is F. M. Dostoevsky. There, concluding an appraisal of 
Bratýa Karamazovy, Oreus observes: 

MellTamm 3THM14 JOCToeBCK14f4 )iaJ1eK0 OCTaBi4A 3a COGOfi 14CTOP1411eCK14f4 MOMeHT 14 no)iGiyuja. q ro, (i, ro 
CJlblWliTCH CKB03b COH J1I4IHL HeKOTOPMM )lyLuam C CaM0r0 He)iaBHer0 BpemeH14 B Ei3pone. Y Hac 3aT0 OH 
flBi4jicn npeeMHI4KOM 3a6bITblX 14JIM HeiiioGi4mblX B ei-0 BpeMfl maccof4 PYCCKOFO oGiueCTBa Beiii4qafiiiiiix 
Hawi4x HO3T14qeCK14X AYW - HYMKUHa, Tiom, teaa, om', tacmu - A., ieKce. H To., 7cmo2o. 17 

Thus Oreus equated Dostoevsky with the Russian school of poet-lyricists, with 
Pushkin, Tyutchev and A. K. Tolstoy. These names in turn, moreover, had a specific 
resonance for Oreus. For his understanding of Dostoevsky and heightened interest in 
Tyutchev and A. K. Tolstoy were both determined, as the present work will reveal in 
detail, by Hadimir Sergeevich Solovev. In the context of Stikhotvornaya lirika v 
sovremennoy Rossii this association is perhaps most apparent from its conclusion where 
Oreus identifies Solov'ev as the 'herald' of thefuture of Russian poetry. Indeed, in an 

essay which was in fact far from uncritical, Oreus highest praise is reserved for the 

philosopher-poet: 

Enim Gbl Mbl B3HJ1I4Ch 0603peTb BCP, IIPOHBJ1eHI4H 3T14X 3HaMeH14f4 Gy)iywero B PYCCKOÜ YMCTBeHHOfi 14 

AI4TepaTYPHOfi AH3H14, TO mbi, ripeA)ie i3cer0, yKuajim Glbl, KOHeqHO, Ha BCIO MLICJlklTeJ1bHYIO 

)leRTeJ1bHOCTb Ha3BaHH0r0 TOAWO qTO 4)14J10co(pa, GexriOPH0 Beii14qafiiiiero 143 PYCCKHX MblCJIHTeJ1ef4, )la 

HB o6mem COCTam coBpemeHHblx eBponef4CK14X (PIVIOCO(POB Ge3 COMMHI4fl 3aHi4maiomero OAHO 143 

nCpBblX mecT. Ho paCCMOTpeHi4e TaKOI'0 jiBjieH14fl, KOHet1H0, Tpe6oBajio Gbl caMOCTOllTeiibH0r0 OqepKa. 18 

Solov'ev was unquestionably one of those elect few in modem Europe whom 
Oreus perceived to be privy to the mystery comprehended by Dostoevsky and his 

predecessors. 
Two questions immediately arise on establishing the identity of this 'tradition' to 

which Oreus defers in his discussion of Modernism. Firstly, how were these figures 

affiliated in his mind? Secondly, in what way did he consider them (and, by extension, 

17Sip, p. 129. 
18Stikhotvornaya lirika v sovremennoy Rossii, L259, op. 3, ed. khr. 5,1.50. 
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himself) to differ from the Modernists? We can establish the qualities which Oreus 
considered Dostoevsky to have in common with Pushkin, Ty-utchev and A. K. Tolstoy by 
comparing his references to one and the other in his essay. Describing the group of 
Russian poet-lyricists to which Dostoevsky's 'predecessors' belong, Oreus observes- 

H. M. M14HCK14f4 - TiepBblfi B POCC1414 TIO B03pacry co3HaTeJlbHblft F[POB03BeCTH14K CKOP614 iiamem 
OTRYWHHH OT 3aBffHOk Wýtmbi jWxa- npexHi4e jiyiiume PYCCKme JIMPHKH - TmieB, A. Toilcrofi, 
ý)ff, HOROHM41, FueHmLueB-KYTY30B, KOHelIHO, maim Ty Xe GKOp6b, HO aAq IiUX 31110 ObLIO 
epe. meHfiff-M 3amemienuem aymemooo 3epKam, ona ne o6yc. 17o6-lue(t-zacb iiaccuRHoo 
oKoAao6aHHOCMbIO nepea cwmopumemom nayKU; y HUX 67biAa camocmoqMeAbuaq, no 
m6epaaff 6epa a caepxyyecnweHHbICL XUP, u ona-mo coxpaHH. 17a a nux o6wua ao6pbia 

cmpou ayxa. 14jim GBOC)OUHble, CTMX14AHble TtaHTel4CTbl, KaK TIOTleB H fl)CT, HJ114 143,9LUHbie 
npHmmpi4Teju4 naHTel4CTH'-IeCKHX mellTaHi4k c mellTami4 xpi4cTmaHCKOrO HHAMM)Iyajimma, KaK A. 
ToncTok - noqmu ace onu o6pe, 7u mup 6 neco6eputenHoCL, no cmpowim u ue., 7bnou 
eapmonuu c eautium namajom cyweeo. 19 

This undiminished faith in the positive nature of the infinite 'unknown' which defies 
Materialist hegemony Oreus also finds typifies Dostoevsky's vision. Bratýa Karamazovy 

is, he maintains, pregnant with Zosima's intuition of ultimate universal harmony not 
dissimilar to that beheld by such poet-mystics as Tyutchev and A. K. Tolstoy- 

My)lpblM IIPOHHKHOBeHl4eM B rpoma)iy M14POBbIX BOAH OTOT cTapeu Y1114T 0 Henpepb]BHOfi CBHM Bcex 

CyWeAC7FB B ee JIOHe, 0 Hepa. 3)lejibHofi 3aBl4Cl4MOCF14 JAX apyr OT )Ipyra < 
... 

>PYKOBO)IRWHfi HaneB )ipambi 

o <<Kapama3OBbIX>>, 3TO - 6iiarOBeCTHC KPOBHOro coma mexjy xpmcTviaHo-r[naTOHOBCK14M Pueajiom 

crpemjieHHR K He6ecHofi po)lme wim AeqTej-[bHOf4 J1106BI4 K JM)1,9M m nePB06blTHOfi, )ieTGKOA 

)Ki43Hepa, aoCTblo. 20 

Ore-us also referred to Dostoevsky's story Son smeshnogo cheloveka with its acute 

sense of the importance of faith in a positive universality for modern man. 21 

That, in addition to the faith of the poets and Dostoevsky, Oreus had the 
Solov'evian definition of faith in mind as he wrote his essay is perhaps most succinctly 
illustrated by the terms he uses there to emphasize L. N. Tolstoy's purely moral 

understanding of it: 

191bid., 1.14ob. Italics mine. Oreus opens this brief description of earlier manifestations of the Russian 
lyrical tradition with a note regarding the exceptional, elevated position occupied by Pushkin, the 

qualities of which demand a more detailed expostion than is possible in the context of his essay. He 

continues by singling out Baratynsky and Lermontov as the negative pole of the tradition. Oreus thus 

effectively divides these Russian poets into three distinct sets. It is worth noting that this formula in itself 

well exemplifies VI. Solov'ev's potential influence, inviting strong parallels with the structure and, in 

part, the substance of a discussion of Russian poetry in the opening chapters of his article "Poeziya gr. 
A. K. Tolstogo". There, he too distinguishes three groupings, of which Pushkin alone constitutes the first, 

Baratynsky and Lermontov the second, Tyutchev and A. K. Tolstoy the third. Cf. Solov'ev, VI. S., "Poeziya 

gr. A. K. Tolstogo", SELk, pp. 298-301. 
20Sip, p. 128. 
2'For references to the story in Stikhotvornaya hrika, see Sip., p. 127 &129. For passages from it 

transcribed by Oreus, see: Kniga materialov. Vyderzhky iz sochineniy raznykh avtorov. Chast'll, L259, 

op. 1, ed. khr. 5, L. 32-35 & 180. 
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TaK, HaKOHeU, mor-yqHM HOC14TeleM 3HePFIIH BHOBb 6bijia o6pereHa <<Bepa>> - Bepa B )iejlo, bien 
entendu, He Bepa - <<8eWeCL o6,7uqeHue iie6uau-mbjx>) - M14CTMeCKaR IJYTKOCrb, yKpeflJl, 91OWaqCg 10 
He3bl6JIeMOA yBepeHHOCTH B cBepxqyBcTBeHHOM. 22 

It was with these exact Pauline words (Heb. 11: 1) that Solov'ev characterized the 
'faith' underlying the objective idealism of his most extensive epistemological work, 
Kritika otvlechennykh nachal. Oreus was reading this exposition of the Solov'evian 
metaphysics of the Absolute, which was fated to play a seminal role In his development, 
precisely as he wrote Stikhotvornaya hrika v sovremenno 23 y Rossfi. 

Il 

The pattern that we have established in Stikhotvornaya hrika v sovremennoy 
Rossii is that of an underlying appeal to an idealfaith. This has obvious implications if we 
now turn again to the question of where Oreus stood in relation to the child of the time 
whose experience set the tone of the essay's analysis of Modernism. Clearly Oreus himseýf 
did not directly identify with this experience. He was fascinated by the child's dilemma, 
but from a discreet distance. This, more particularly, was the same stance that he assumed 
in relation to the early Modernists who, in his opinion, in many respects shared the child's 
unresolved perplexity. Indeed, in his essay Oreus seeks to show how ultimately the 
"upsurge of the soul" in these writers is painfully suppressed by their own susceptibility to 
materialist claims to describe reality definitively. On concluding his appraisal of Minsky, 
Fofanov, Sologub, Dobrolyubov and Bal'mont, for example, he observes: 

Be; 3, ae - TO xe KPOBHOe nocrHxeHme ABOACTBeHHOfl npiipo)lbi mHpa, 60pb6bl Crf)OfiHOCTH, 
3aKOHOMepHocri4, e)IHHCrBa, C HHCrl4HKaMI4 MHO-ACeC7FBeHHOCT14 - 6e. 3'IIIHCrBOM, flf)0143BOJIOM, XOTH 6bl 

11POCTOfl )KI43Hepa)locribio, m 6ecciume coriiaGliTb 3TO TIPOTHBOpellme mex)ly a)lom )IemOHMecKOfi 
HeYAOBJIeTBOPeHHOCrH H paem allreJlbCKOki rapMOH14m BCIOJY B 3TOR JIHPHKe - 6mbicxoýmaji CKOp6b - 
qaCrblO OT 3TOFO FIPOTHBOpe'11411, qacrblO HPOCTO OT CJIMIIIKOM CMYTHOro ewe np03peHHfl 
6OXeCTBeHHor, o EamcrBa B mmpe JfBjieHiifi. Ho, B KoHUe KOHLIOB, Bce upe)icTaBHTeJim Tofi xe 
JIMPHK14 )KePTBYIOT 2KH3HepaaoCTbIO, )KePTBYIOT J]l4llHOf4 BOneR CBOeMy coe)114HeHM10 c e)IHHbIM 
Ha, qanom CyWel-0.24 

These writers, Oreus intimates, cannot surmount materialist dualism and they 

suppress any intuition of the possibility of positive synthesis within a reality they accept is 
irresolvably bifurcated. Their search for resolution is dictated by the 'choice' between the 

two negatives modern thought offers - between the sensual but ultimately meaningless life 

of the phenomenal sphere or the uniform nothingness of the 'unknown' infinite. The 

22Sip, p. 13 1. 
23See Solov'ev, VI., "Kritika otvlechennykh nachal", Soch., voll, chp. XLV, pp. 721-2. Oreus read thIs 

work between 17 January and 27 February 1897 (Spkis, L259, op. 1, ed. khr. 6,1.29). 
24Stikhotvornaya lirika v sovremennoy Rossii, L259, op. 3, cd. khr. 5,1.49. 
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ultimate tendency towards the latter, the lesser of two evils, is not determined by any 
positive knowledge of its character, but a desperate compact with fate in a bid for freedom 
from determinism. 

We have found that one implication of Oreus' essay of 1897 was that in the final 
analysis he deemed the early Modernists to be the spiritually deprived 'children' of their 
age - ironically a view not dissimilar to that voiced by Z. N. Gippius in her critique of the 
Decadents (and "Ivan Konevskoy") in 1900. Oreus did not perceive himself to be one of 
Gippius' "abandoned children", an orphan of his time, being richly endowed with the 
legacy of man's spiritual and metaphysical past. However, if Z. N. Gipplus looked to the 
future for a new religious consciousness, have we not established that Oreus appeared to 
find his inspiration primarily in the uncompromised faith of the past? Indeed, we must ask 
ourselves was he not perhaps essentially a reactionary, allied with the early Modernists 
only by virtue of a common realization of the modern crisis of culture? Slikhotvornaya 
hrika v sovremennoy Rossii also helps us to illustrate that this was not the case. 

As we have already seen, Oreus was acutely aware that the modern dilemma was 
the issue of the prevailing epistemology. Accordingly, while he took unqualified faith as 
an inspiring basis for a solution, as an ideal challenging atrophied consciousness, he did 

not regard it as an answer in itself Indeed, the tension between faith and scepticism was 
essential to the creativity of the 'tradition' to which Oreus subscribed in his essay. There he 

addresses the fact that in Bratýa Karamazovy Zosima's vision of harmony is clouded by 

the unresolved presence of Ivan Karamazov's "devil", the source of universal chaos. 
Furthermore, Oreus intimates that the inevitable corruption of the paradisical dream world 

of Son smeshnogo cheloveka is integral to understanding its study of faith. 25 

The need to confront and resolve the tension between faith and modem knowledge 

was also apparent in the other strands of the tradition to which Oreus alluded in 
Stikhotvornaya firika v sovremennoy Rossfi. Vladimir Solov'ev, who was so instrumental 
in promoting the earlier poets whom Oreus admires in his essay for their integral vision, 

notably found that the scepticism of Baratynsky and Lermontov was absolutely essential to 

the growth of positive poetic consciousness in Tyutchev and A. K. Tolstoy. While 

profoundly inspired by Pushkin, these poets could not revert to his immediate creativity or 
faith: 

BYAYMOCFb PYCCKOA noamz 3aBi4ceiia OT Toro, xBaTHT JT14 y Haimix F[O, 
-)TOB 

C14JTbI MbICJIM, 'qTO6bl 

MT14 )Iajibwe cy6-beKTHBHOFO OTpwjaHI4, ff- jopora Ha3aa 6bma 3aKa3aHa. Pa-3 MbICJ[b B036y)li4iiacb, 

BOTIPOCbl BOMMA14, HeJlb3JI yAe 6blJTO FIPOCTO BepHyTbCfl K rWAMeA XY)IOXeCFBeHHOfi 

HeTIOCpe)ICTBeHHOCrH, K opraHI41leCKOMY TBOPleaBy flylUKmH& TioTqeB cKa3aii rpo Hero: <<Te6 ji, KaK 

FlepBY10 JlaOBb, Poccm cep)lLle He 3a6y)IeT>>. Ifmetitio maK: tieWff 3a6bIMb, Ho u HeAb3fl 

7106MOPUMb! 26 

25See Sip, pp. 126-9. 
26Solov'ev, VI. S., "Poeziya gr. A. K. Tolstogo", SELk, P. 301. Italics mine. 
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That in Oreus' opinion the secret of Solov'ev's own success in confronting the 
modem dilemma was a synthesis of immediate faith and new thought is apparent in his 
analysis of the symbolism in the philosopher-poet's "Pesnya Ofitov": 
CIIMBOJI ý)TOT - HaCTOJIbKO MHOrOOG-beminow, qTO, KoHeqHo, fIO)l JTY (POpMyjly HO)IXOAIJT NIHoxeCrBO 
coqeTaHHfi, fIP0143Be)ieHHbIX cammm Bii. C. COJIOBbeBbIM 

- co,, Iel7laHae OOP19020 3HaHU, 7 CO C. IlupeHHOU 
aepou, 6e3MJ]TeXHOH- C03epuaTeAbHOCTH C 6eCROKORHOR )ieRTeAbHOCTbIO, MHpa BUAHNioro c ef-o 
)IYXOBHbIM CMblCjlom. 27 

Oreus expressed his own awareness of the need to resolve the problems of 
modernity within the terms of faith perhaps most clearly in a later essay of 1897, "Pered 
zhivopis'yu. Shvinda". 28 There, on the one hand, he delighted in the child-like 
ingenuousness of the German Romantics' world-view: 

, 
jeTH J1106HT BCe )IHKOB14HHoe, CBepKaiomee flpliqy)IAIiBbIM BeiiHKojiefit4em, BOOGLHe HeOf)blqHoe, 

Hapyiuaiowee XO)l flOBce)lHeBHOf4 X143HH. COBepuieHHO TaKOBbl Xe 6blJIH 11 HaCTpoeHt4fl pomaHTHKOB. I'l 

HOTOMY-TO BO BCeX CKa30qHb[X iiecax, CO BCHKHMH JAbq)amm, q)ejimt4, rHomamH, pbluapHml4 14 
npHHueccaMH HaM TaK, B CYWOCTII, 6e3rie'IHO, F[PtIBOJIbHO, )taxe Bece. lo < ... > Bce )TO HaNi 
Hpe)ICTaBAReTC-q MHJlb[M, n. FieHHTe. FlbHbIM, FpaUH03HbIM, HO yxe B camofi pa3Be nepBOO6pa3HOA CTefleHH - 
TaliHCTBeHHbIM 11 Bemm < 

... > FARAH Ha KaPTIIHbl Iffilftia, Mbl, paHO COCTapeBLU14eCH m"c, rHKH KOHua 
BeKa, C H01OM14M ymHjieHHeM KaK Gbl npl4HOM14Haem )teTCKi4e CHbl. 29 

Yet, as the concluding sentence here intimates, he was also fully aware of the 

profound challenges and the responsibilities that had come to bear on modem man in less 
than a century. Indeed, comparing Romantic Weltschmerz with the modem zeitgeist, he 

continued: 
He. lb3fl He C03HaBaTb, ýITO TOCKa pomaHT14qeCKOr'O 1OHoiiieCTBa B Haqa. vie CTOAeTHR He moA, -eT 

BbIMPAýHBaTb M napayme. rim co cmepTHOM MYKOH, BbIHOC14MOH Ha CBeTe BMeCTe C poAý)ieffl4em MHOMM 

)ieTbMH HaiuerO BpemeHM. 30 

In sum, Oreus, like the other early Modernists, was undoubtedly 'progressive' by 

inclination. However, in contradistinction to many of his contemporaries he understood 

progress not as a sense of unfocused loss and yearning, iconoclastic denial and stormy 
defiance, but as a positive, constructive process - as a justification of faith. He was a 

'refon-ner' for whom Solov'ev's insistence that the past must not be forgotten on the one 

hand, but not simply re-enacted on the other, was to become canonical. Oreus was 

27Stikhotvornqya lirika v sovremennoy Rossfi, f. 259, op. 3, ed. khr. 5,1.69. See also Ln 98 (i), p. 514. 
Oreus also read Solov'ev on the Ophites in Es: see Spkis, L259, op. 1, ed. khr. 6,1.50 ob. The snake in his 

poem "Obetovanie" (Mid, p. 1621Sip, p. 48) evidently reflects the gnostic cult's belief that the animal 

embodied wisdom. 
28"Pered zhivopis'yu Shvinda", Mid, pp. 94-98ISip, pp. 137-142. 
291bid., Mid, pp. 97-98ISip, pp. 141-142. 
301bid. 
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profoundly aware of his own immediate cultural and historical context and the need to 

address its problems, and in this sense we can not only question the aptness of Gippius' 
description of him as an "abandoned child", but also Bryusov's idealized portrayal of a 

self-contained, solitary child genius in "Mudroe ditya". Indeed, it is precisely the 

maturity, stature and broad vision of Oreus' own quest to find a solution to the modem 
dilemma that the present work will seek to reveal. 
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PART TWO 



CHAPTER FIVE 

Paternal influence: foundations of a vision 

-BTe6e yjioBi4ii ji fieqaTib 

OT)IaJleHHOFO, Jly'qWerO BeKcL 

Apulklitin. I 

In section one of this thesis we analysed contemporary criticism of Ivan 
Konevskoy and concluded that it obscured integral aspects of his identity - in particular 
the degree to which metaphysics informed his development as a poet. In the final chapter 
of section one we broadly identified Ivan Oreus' metaphysical position to be that of the 
'reformer'with a distinct cultural ground. In the second section of this work we will begin 
to examine more specifically and systematically what the founclations of that position 
were. Indeed, the present chapter will take Valery Bryusov's oversimplified analysis of 
Oreus' attitude to hisfather and childhoodfaith as a basis for a process of reconstruction 
which will show how the failure to examine the poet's early experience with sufficient 
rigour has seriously compromised our understanding of "Ivan Konevskoy". 

I 

The introductory analysis of Konevskoy's literary development in Stikhi i proza, 
Bryusov's "Mudroe ditya", was accompanied by a brief biographical sketch which was 

attributed to a "near relation of the deceased". but in fact contributed by the poet's father, 

also Ivan Ivanovich Oreus (183 0-1909). 2 

To an extent the Lt-General's values are inevitably reflected in this account, most 

particulary in the emphasis that it Placed upon the importance and success of his son's 

religious upbringing in determining his nature: 

C oco6emmm Bmimamem poamTeam 
KoHeBcKoi-o OTHOCHJll4Gb K TOMY, ITO&I YKOPeHHT]b B OTPOKe 

HpaBCrBCHHbie Ha,, iaiia, OC11OBaHHble Ha PeAMMM. 3TH cemeNa naim Ha x6pyio noiByý 

lUsed by M. Budagov as the epigraph to his obituary-tribute to Lt-General I. I. Oreus, Pamyati Ivana 
Ivanovicha Oreusa (1830-1909), SPb., 1910. 
2Henceforth, to avoid confusion, we will denote I. I. Oreus senior by his military rank, Lt-General. For 
details of his successM military career, appointment as head of the military-historical archive and 
numerous publications in Es and historicaljournals, see Budagov or, alternatively, Ln 98 (i), pp. 532-34. 
3"Ivan Konevskoy. Svedeniya o ego zhizi-Li", Sip, pp. vii-viii. 
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With gentle pride the Lt-General found clear testimony of this successful 
inculcation of belief in his son in the uncompromising probity and 'chasteness' of body 
and soul that characterized him to the end of his short life. 

The old man explicitly expressed his conviction that his account was accurate on 
sending a draft to Bryusov, who had requested that he write it, on 13 October 190 1: 

flOCblnalO 
Bam RP14 CeM, MHoroyBaAaeMblfi B. H., comacHo Aemmno Batuemy, KpaTKYlO 6"orpaq)mo HB. 

KOHeBCKoro. MHe KaAeTCH, qTO OHa 143loAeHa )iocTaToqHO cAaTO H o6-beKT14BHo. A4 BFlpoqem - co CTOPOHbl Biumee. 3aOdHO 
py,, IaIOCb: om npa6(9bI HU OOHY UOMY He omcmyn. 7eHO . 

The fact that the Lt-General sent back an almost entirely unaltered proof to 
Bryusov two years later, just prior to the publication of Stikhi i proza in December 1903 1) further suggests the soundness of this conviction. Bryusov, who had not only known 
Vanya Oreus, but also the 'Decadent' poet Ivan Konevskoy, did not, however, share the 
Lt-General's confidence in his account's complete veracity. 

The nature of Bryusov's reservations was in fact only to emerge fully in his final 
reflections on Konevskoy written for S. A. Vengerov in 1917. For, with the exception of 
one or two passages in the account that he simply could not leave unaltered on publishing 
Stikhi i proza, ' he respected the old man's sensibilities, leaving his version of events 
unchallenged in his lifetime. However, given the opportunity to turn to the subject of 
Ivan Konevskoy anew after the Lt-General's death in 1909, ever the littirateur, Bryusov 
felt it incumbent upon him to expose the 'gulf of understanding which the father himself 

4 Ln 98 (i), p. 539. 
5 Bryusov reveals in his essay for Vengerov that he had been obliged to make editorial changes to the 
account in 1904 in order to preserve its essential veracity from the Lt-General's own occasional 
unintentional tendentiousness, the fruit of his fundamental inability to appreciate the subtleties of his son's 
artistic life: 

B JTOM oqepKe CTap14K 0TKp0BeHH0 C031-laeMq, qTO, pa3614paq GtiGAHOWKY CUM, 11ocAe ero 
cmepT14,6b1A <<143yMJ1eH pa3HOCTOPOHMA HalfflTaRHOM10 10HOLUM>>, H )io6aBAaeT: <<Beji14K14M11 

MbICANTe. umm 14 BenIMIN114 XyA0AH14KamH CJIO)KeHbl 6bIA14 B eFO )IYLHY 14 B ei-o YM BeAMKIV 
6oraTCTBa. Ho 3T14M cemeHaM He CYýK)ieHO CALF10 B03paCT14 B MAMA mepe H )wb CBOA tuiw>> (aa u 
MO, CK70.11biY0 WAMUMCK, c., 7oaa <<a no. 17HOCL Atepe>> 6cmae. 17eHff peaaicmopom U3aaHU, 9). 
(Bryusov, "Ivan Konevskoy (1877-1901)", Russ. lit XXv., Vol. III, bk. viii, p. 154. Italics mine. ) 

The publication of the Lt-General's correspondence with Bryusov further proves that he was not 

wholly uncritical of the biography at the time he received it. Bryusov made an essential alteration to the 

tone of supplementary information included at his request in the Lt-General's letter of 20 October 190 1, 

from which he excluded the text italicized in the passage cited below: 
C CTOACTWHI-100 R)HOCTH caMOHaaeHHHOCTWO OH fiblTa.,, tcHp a3peLuaTb TPYAHO - JUM BOBCC 

Hepa3pelUHMbie BOHPOCbl; 1f0He11M0, Ha nepabix we utaoax oceifa. Wfl, cmaH06U. 7Cfl 6 MYnUK H. 

rip" ue. ibHOCTM eF0 11P14POAM, HP14 0TBpaLUeHHN K 1309KHM KOMPON114CCaM, Tep3a. Yfl TaKO10 

HeonpeaeAeHHOCTMO. 
(Ln 98 (i), p. 541. Cf. Sip, p. viii). 
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had in fact acknowledged existed between him and his poet son. ' Indeed, the essay for 
Vengerov was significantly extended to incorporate a biographical element which was 
evidently written in part to redress specific misconceptions informing the content of its 
predecessor. 

This 'reassessment' was in no sense overtly 'hostile'. It was not Bryusov's intention 
to discredit the earlier biography (requested, of course, by himself) directly or in its 
totality. The fact that he recognized that it was rich in the kind of insight and detail that 
only the last remaining member of the poet's immediate family could impart is clear in 
the extent to which he himself referred to the information it contained. Moreover, he did 
not question the Lt-General's sincerity, commending the liberal attitude that he adopted to 
his son's unconventional ideas and gently patronizing him for his earnest, yet abortive, 
attempts to understand them. Yet Bryusov also employed specific aspects of the account 
to prove that the Lt-General's impression of his son was, if not factually inaccuratel then 
seriously compromised by his ignorance of the beliefs underlying Konevskoy's outward 
conduct. Obviously focusing upon precisely those passages concerning upbringing which 
were of paramount importance to the Lt-General, Bryusov unequivocally shattered any 
sense of continuity, divorcing father and son, dislocating the burgeoning poet from the 
beliefs inculcated in him in childhood. The Lt-General's sketch was written from the 
hopeful perspective of one who could not see that this poet's credo was the antithesis of 
his values: 

B fiociieAHMA rmMHa3l4, ieCKHf4 HAM fiepBblfl CTY)ieHqeCKmfi ro)i KOHeBCKoro - 06HaPYAHBaijacb, 14 KaK-TO 
BHe3aflHO, Bblpocwaq r[ponaCTb MeA)ly HHM H OTUOM. CTaPHK Opeyc paCCKa3blBan 06 3TOM (y. )Ke jio 
cmePT14 CbIHa) C 6OJIbIUOA KPOTOCTMO H JqBHO ymeHbiuaJi 3HaqeHme C06blTHJI, HO BCe )Ke qyBCTBOBaJIOCb, 
qTO TO 6blJIO KpahHe THAejioe Aym OTua OTKpblTiie < 

... 
> CTaPHK Mien, qTO )106pblfl, ripaB)IHBblfi, 

BjieqaTJIHTeJlbHblfl maJ]bql4K rif)eBpawaJICJI B CKpomHoro, 3aCTeHqHBoro 14 uejlomyApeHHorO IOHOLHY, 14 
)iymaji, qTO CblHb pa3Bl4BaeTCH BROJIHe coriiaciio C Ha)ieA)iamH OTua... KaKaq-TO Cjlyqal4HOCTb, KaKOH-TO 

HYCTOA pa3rOBOp cpa3y OTKpbl. fl CTaPHKy riia3a Ha )ief4CTBHTeJlbHOCTb. Flepe)l HHM 6blJl 1OHoma, iipaB)ia, 

3aCTeHql4Bblf4 14 uejiomy)ipeHHbIf4, HO BRIMBLUMA B ce6ii ii mpaqHyio F103314IO <<LlBeTOB 311a>>, ti 

YTOHqeHHblf4 H)i jaHTe Fa6pmajia POCCeTTH, 14 6e3Ha)leýKHblfl CKerlTl4uH3M Xioilq : Iaq)opra, H OCTPOTY 

nepexilBaHHA KHYTa faMCYHa, - COTHH Beiuefl, CTapl4KY COBeplHeHHO qy)K)IbIX H, BO NIHOFONI, 

HeIIOHfITHbIX. 7 

Bryusov continues to specify Oreus' trips abroad of 1897 and 1898 as the 

watershed of these two antithetical periods in his life, stressing the totality of the 

generational schism that ensued: 

6 Most notably in his letter to Bryusov of 29 September 190 1: Ln 98 (i), p. 536. 
Bryusov, "Ivan Konevskoy (1877-1901)", Russ. lit. XXv., Vol. III, bk. viii, p. 153. 
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3ýM ABe TW34KM 110JIOX'MJIH rpaHb MCAýJy TpexHi4m maJIbUKOM-BaHef4, )KHBLU14M jyma B )Iyllly OC) 
CFaPMKOM OTHOM, 14 CaMOCMHreJlbHbEV 10HOLUef4 HBaHom KoHeBcKmm, floMm-<<)ieKa)jeHTom>> < 

... 
> 

noaAuntioci euyinpetmea 6,7u, 30cmu vemay cnmpUKOA( u iotiozuea ywe He 6bIAO. 8 

Thus, in attempting to establish the degree to which Oreus' childhood influenced 
his subsequent development, we are confronted by two contradictory accounts, the 
authors of both convinced of their verity, one of which emphasizes constancy and 
continuity, the other - antithetical rift. Which is to be considered correct? How can this 
apparent contradiction be resolved? 

H 

In addressing these questions we find that Bryusov's case does seem to be more 
immediately credible. Bryusov could not only confidently refer to the Lt-General's own 
confession that he felt alienated from the literary side of his son's fife, but also to extensive 
'documentary evidence'. Indeed, the case for schism could be construed as finding 
incontrovertible expression in a letter written in 1897, for example, precisely the time 
Bryusov perceived as demarcating Oreus' 'conversion'. This letter to Oreus' friend and 
correspondent on philosophical matters, A. M. Veselov, was included among materials 
given to the researcher N. L. Stepanov by N. Ya. Bryusova, and we can thus safely assume 
that it was originally in her brother's possession. 9 In the letter Oreus explicitly announces a 
divergence from former interests and a new direction in his thought: 

We Ka)Kffu, wo Bea i[ialu o6W mibimefi pa3oUieJICH B )IBYX )IOBOJlbHO )iaiieKHx Apyr OT APYFa 
HarpaBJIeHmiix. TbI BeCb OT)IaJIC. H r[f)OH14KNOBeHM10 B AYX XPMCrMaHCKOfi juo6Bm, cocpe4OTOimu Ha 
ycwemmH simuocm Xpmma. r1po CU6JI Xe MOFY CKa. 3aTb, ITO B TIOPY MOefO Her[OCPe4CFBeHHOrX: ) 
o6memui c To6ofi ji i-opa3)io 6ojiee TpeBo)Ki4jiu HpaBCTBeliHbIMm 3a)iaqamm aTor-o poaa m 4ymaii o 
BOCTIMTaHMM B C06e, )iyxa camooTpnemz Tertepb xe BCe 60JIee TIPOHMKaiocb HeKOT'OpblNl 

pamo, ayfflMeM K 3TMM 6opb6am ayiiim. 10 

However, does even such a seemingly categorical statement necessarily completely 
invalidate the Lt-General's insistence on the continued relevance of early influences? Is it 

81bid., p. 154. My italics. 
9These materials were deposited in turn by Stepanov in TsGALI in 1970 and now comprise f. 259, opis' 3 
(see Ln 98 (i), p. 488 and "predislovie k opisi No. 3" in catalogue of L259). 
IOLetter of 22 November 1897: Pis'rna < ... > Veselovu: L 259, op. 3, ed. khr. 19, L 1. A. M. Veselov, to 

whom Oreus dedicated "Svyatoy kriyaz' Boris" in the cycle "Obrazy Nesterova" (Alid, p. 161Sip, p. 4), 

attended school with Oreus. He appears to have moved to Kiev in late 1896 occasioning a lively 

correspondence, the dates of wl-dch Oreus listed: Zk. No. 4, op. 1, ed. khr. 17,1.60. Sadly only two of 
these letters, rich in philosophical reflection, survive. 
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not conceivable that such a statement might not in fact confirm the case against childhood 
influence as emphatically as it appears to do when it is considered in terms of the general 
development of ideas of which it is symptomatic? Indeed, once the legitimate question of 
context is raised, the possible inadequacy of both views on the influence of Oreus' 
upbringing must be mooted. NEght it not be that both contain an element of truth 
regarding Ivan Ivanovich Oreus' nature while neither defines the essential truth? Certainly 
both perspectives are problematic in their specificity. 

The Lt-General, unable to appreciate the profundities of his son's literary- 

philosophical endeavours and thus to understand the metaphysical bases which underlay 
them, naturally stressed those readily identifiable qualities in his conduct which appeared 
to be consonant with his religious upbringing. 11 

Polemic occasions extremes, and in Bryusov's posthumous 'tug of war' with the 
specific impression of Oreus given by the Lt-General it certainly seems that he succumbed 
to the image of "Ivan Konevskoy" as an exclusively literary entity. Bryusov understood 
his principal task to He in proving that Oreus had precipitately negated Christian morality. 
In attempting to rectify the Lt-General's account, he thus denied the influence of Oreus 

religious upbringing altogether. He failed to examine in any depth the implications of this 
'conversion' in terms of the overall development of the poet's metaphysics, merely filling 

the 'vacuum' that it left in its wake with the names Baudelaire, Laforgue, Rossetti and 
Hamsun which were rich in Decadent' associations and supposedly sufficient explanation 
in themselves. 

However, in the same article for Vengerov, as we know, Bryusov himself felt 

compelled to note the distinction between the Muscovites' credo of art for art's sake and 
Oreus' mysticism, regardless of certain common Decadent' influences. Ironically Bryusov 
himself therefore indirectly drew attention to the fact that individual interpretation of such 
influences is paramount in establishing identity. Moreover, in the concluding sections of 
the appraisal of 1917 Bryusov also attributed Konevskoy's development to the assimilation 

and adaptation of formal philosophical influences, not, of course, the direct absorption of a 
Laforgue, Baudelaire or Rossetti. This, in turn, would suggest that Oreus interpreted 

these poets analytically and critically, from a specific metaphysical perspective. Bryusov's 

own references to the metaphysical sources and mystical dimension underlying Oreus' 

poetry clearly do not entirely accord with the exclusively literary names that he elected to 

II It was thus that he derived both consolation and support for his view of his son from the letter of 

conuniseration sent to him by N. M. Sokolov, much of which he in turn transcribed for Bryusov's benefit 

as testimony to that side of the deceased's character which he suspected would be unfamiliar to this 

essentially literary acquaintance. See Ln 98 (i), pp. 534-535. 
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cite for deliberate and maximum effect in his endeavour to stress what he percelved as the 
true depth of Tanya's' generational schism from his father's values. 

That Bryusov used the general associafions of such names and thus at this crucial 
moment in his essay for Vengerov we in fact lose sight of Oreus as an individual 
personality seems indicative of an overwhelming urge to respond to the father's ideal 
vision of his son, rather than to ascertain the actual influence of the father, perhaps 
reflected indirectly, on the son himself For the fact that Oreus senior did not understand 
the full implications of his own influence on his son is not proof in itself that such influence 
did not exist. Indeed, the view that influence is not always directly apparent has an 
interesting precedent in VI. Gippius' analysis of A. M. Dobrolyubov's development. 

Significantly, despite his intimacy with Dobrolyubov, Gippius only discerned the 
seminal importance of the poet's father in shaping his personality and conduct 
retrospectively, this influence being manifested obliquely: 

Tene, pb, ff nom4maio, wo iiepBoe, iieoTpaxwoe Ha Bclo ACHMb Br[eqaTjieNme npom3Beii Ha 4o6pojilo6oBa 
erO OTeLL 12 

Dobrolyubov's father died prematurely exhausted by devotion to his work in 

government service, which he perceived as 'krestýanskoe delo' -a legitimate channel to 
express his radical emancipatory 60's ideals. It was Gippius' thesis that being only 
embryonic, this man's influence on his son - the ideals and maximalist dedication he 

engendered in him prior to an early and profoundly disturbing death - found inverted 

expression in Dobrolyubov's espousal of Decadence. The father's non-conformist vision 
of social liberty, denied any possibility of fruition in the contemporary context, was 
reflected in a distorted fashion in the son's own fascination with the ultimate 
'emancipation', transcending all fife's limitations - death. It is a central theme in 
Dobrolyubov's Natura Naturans. Natura Naturata (1895) which significantly opens with 
a dedication to his father. In Gippius' view the maximalism that Dobrolyubov inherited 

from his father also typified his subsequent conversion from aestheticism, emerging more 

overtly in his expiatory wanderings among the people: 

Ero iii4uo < 
... 

> crajio, AdicrBimabHo, Tio)io6Ho <<JIHKY>>, KaK r'OBOPM14 0 HeM, HO B TO Xe, BWM-H 

KaK CFaAO OHO noxoxe Ha AHuo ero oTua! B em 06IReM BbTa)KeHHM TIO. HBHJICA T1OKOf4 He comaffilff, 

NO TlOfl HCHOA BOJIM, KoTopoA 4o6pojiio6oBy )iaHo 6bijio aocrmrHyTb. Cnuaui oTuoBcKoro Bjumm, 

crmxH, a 60-x roaoB, rjiy6oqaAuji4fi HpaBcrBeHHbIA H)ieaji, cBoAcrBeliHblfi cylijecrBy er-o 14 KOTopbifi OH 

BbIBePHYJI B 3CTeTI43M, BePHYJICJq K HeMy m rto6e)iwi. aeKazelfT CMA PU14FT403HbE%l CeKTaHTOM, Y11leJ] B 

iiapo; [ HPOHOWýWMKOM 60)Kbl4M. 13 

12GippiUS V. V., "A. Dobrolyubov", Russ. lit. XV v., Vol. 1, pp. 274-5. Italics mine. 
131bid., pp. 286-7. 
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Gippius' examination of potential paternal influence on the dynamics of 
Dobrolyubov's Decadence and subsequent incarnations certainly throws valuable light on 
the evolution of this idiosyncratic figure. " Although the specific circumstances of Oreus' 
upbringing are wholly dissimilar, there are parallels with his assimilation of his father's 
essential religious ideals and values which, while he profoundly modified and 
reconstituted them, remained a constant factor and reference point in deterinining his 
development. Indeed, as this section of the thesis will show, both the Lt-General and 
Bryusov failed to appreciate that although a gulf did open between the views of father 

and son, even the distinctions that came to 'alienate' them had their origin in Oreus' 

attempts to justify in modernity the general metaphysical perspective on life which had 
been inculcated in him as a child. In fact, in many respects the seeds sown then did 
indeed fall upon highly receptive ground. The integrity of Oreus' deportment was neither 
simply the conscientious propriety of one instructed in Christian morality nor a fragile 

veneer beneath which Decadent 'poisons' worked a subtle spell. The general nature of 
Oreus' elastic, ever-evolving metaphysics had its foundations in the faith which 
distinguished his father in the modem context. It is to a brief examination of this faith that 

we must turn first in our exploration of its influence. 

III 

A number of commentators, including Bryusov, mistakenly identified the "son of 

the sun" in Oreus' sonnet, "Rost i otrada" (the first in the cycle "Syn solntsa"), with the 

poet himself: 

B IIOJIyfl3blqeCK0f4 OH poc cembe 
HC )leTCTBa CBflT0 4T14J1 YCTaB iipi4po)ibi. 

He 11pI4HHJI Bepbl B patiHme OH r0)llI: 
KMM BblUJ1b1J1 OH f1bITaTeiiem B jiaee. 

15 

14 As J. D. Grossman has also recognized. See her "Aleksandr DobroIjubov: The making of a Decadent" in 
Aleksandr Dobrolyubov. Sochineniya, p. 10. 
15 Mid, p. 361Sip, p. 15. For an example of Bryusov's reference to this text, see Sip, p. xii. The elemental syn 

soIntsa of the cycle was in fact its dedicatee, Aleksandr Bilibin, not Oreus (a fact that is corroborated by 

his brief discussion of the poems in Stikhavornaya firika: f. 259, op. 3, ed. khr. 5,1.55-56. For Oreus' 

friendship with the Bilibin brothers in brief, see Ln 92 (iv), p. 183). Oreus actually juxtaposes himself with 

the syn solntsa, most particularly in the tellingly entitled " Starres Ich" (Mid, p. 3 91Sip, p. 17). 
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Oreus, by contrast, was actually open to the influence of his father's profound 
spirituality in his formative years, to a quality of which M. Budagov observes: 

TaKafl BbICOKafl )IYXOBHali KpaCOTa, KOHeqHO, He moma OCTaBaTbCH 6e3 BJIHHH14H Ha MpyAcammix. " 

Indeed, Budagov continues to cite the testimony of others who knew the deceased 
in order to illustrate the pervasiveness of this influence: 

BOT qTO fiticaji HBaHy UBaHOBHqy 0114H 143 Apy3efl - K. A. fl., YýKe cemm)iec, 9TI4)lByx. -ieTH14fl crapm, no 
HOBOAY mcem, fiojiyqeHHbIX OT Hero ewe B HHTm)ieCRTbIX ro)tax ripommyo (, -ro. ieTllfI: << < 

... 
> 

BCFIOMHHjiac-b MHe HeB03BpaTHan IOHOCTb Halua; BCHOMH14JI Ji, KaK YJIYGOKO Bpe3a. iiicb CBfl, rbie Nibic-Fm 
TBO14 B MOIO AYWY, KaKoe criaCl4TeJ]bHoe, GnarOTBOPHoe BAHHHi4e mmem TBOR Bepa 11 TBOI I 
HpaBC, TBeHHble B033peHI4,9 Ha meH, 9 - r1bIAKOro, )iaiieKO He flOArOTOBneHHOrO K cepbe3HbIM Mb[C. 12, Nl IOHOLLIY. 

19 Bcer)ia C03HaBaji 14 Tenepb, ceml4)IeCRTH)lByxjieTHHM CTapl4KOM, Ha CKAOHe 3eMHOfl AH3HI 1, 

IIOTBepx)iaio, '-ITO Tbl, AOPOFOA )tpyr m 6paT MOR, BJIOXIIJI B meHJi OCHOBbl Bepbl, )io6pa n npaB)Ibl. 17 

Budagov then turns to the more impressionistic account of a younger 
acquaintance of the deceased which also conveys the depth of his spiritual feeling and the 
extent to which it transmitted itself to others: 

C ý-)TMMN CTPOKami4 t4HTepeCHO COHOCTaBMTb CAOBa omoro H3 wamum COBpemeHHHKOB HOKOAHOFO, 
< 

... 
> AOKTOpa B. A. F.: <<florpyxalOCb B BOCFlOM14HaHl4fl 06 14BaHe HBaHOBIfie, KaK 6YATO, B 3HOfiHblfi 

)teHb, BXO)114ELlb B 6op: OTpaAHo 06BeBaeT Te6. q HeAýHaa npoxiiaaa, cna)IKO yGaIOKHBaeT f. qy6OKan 

THLUMHa, flOJ]Hafl HeBH)114MO10, HO OUlYT14TeJlbHO10 AH3HbIO. He Hai-iiq)IHWbCfl Ha OKpyAalOMY10 KpaCOTY 

-B nepejit4BaX KpaCOK HO)l HPKHMH jiyqami4 COJIHua HB TaHHCTBeHHOfl TeH14.14 MblCim H qyBCTBa 

110. lHbl BbICOKOrO, He fiepemBaemoro ymi4AeHl4fl ... 
18 

Details of the specific nature of the Lt-General's faith are more sketchy, but 

sufficient to build a picture of the way in which it would also inform his son's perspective 

on life and development as a poet ofpositive thought. 
The most fundamental principle of the Lt-General's faith is succinctly expressed 

in the following excerpt from his letter to Bryusov of 29 August 190 1, which 
immediately reminds us of the basic premise that we discerned in his son's 
Stikhotvornaya lirika: 

16 Budagov, M., Pamyati Ivana Ivanovicha Oreusa (1830-1909), p, 11. 
17 Ibid., pp. 11-12. K. A. P.: it is highly probable that these are the initials of Kronid Aleksandrovich Panaev 
(1830- ?) (see Rodoslovnyy sbornik russkikh dvoryanskikhfamifiy, SPb., 1887, izd. A. S. Suvorina, Vol. 11, 

p. 244) to whom Oreus dedicated an initial variant of his poem "Zhertva vechernyaya" (as noted by N. M. 
Sokolov in his annotated Mid. GbI, L386, kniga 858,1.4 ob. ). The Oreus and Panaev families enjoyed 
almost familial relations. Indeed, the seminal role that Ippolit Aleksandrovich Panaev (1822-190 1) would 
in turn play in determining the younger Oreus' interest in the dynamics of faith, echoing the Lt-General's 
influence on his brother, Kronid Aleksandrovich, will be examined in Chapter Seven of the present work. 
18 Budagov, Pamyati Ivana Ivanovicha Oreusa (1830-1909), p. 12. 
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bjiaXeHHbl Te, KOTOPbIx romo)llb nO)IKPeTLTIqeT BePOIO, H r'JIY60KOF0 GO)KCMeHmjI )IOCT)Dfilibj Te, 
KOTUPble J114111eHbI arom. B6Cb CAUCA 2KU3BU yMpanU6aen-ICA, U ue 0cmaemcff IiUveOO, KPOAe 
ommamiu, a. 19 

In the Lt-General's Easter greeting to Bryusov of the following year he expanded 
upon this basic formulation of the human condition: 

I [a pmocrme npmwrcrBi4e Baiiie, yBaxaembig Bmepmfl BKOBACBM11, CHeIUY OTBeTl4Tb JPYTHM, CrOJ1b 
xe pa)iocTabim: <<BO14CTMHY BocKped>>. B 3T14X 4BYX RP14BeTCrBHJIX 9OJ1X1ibI 3aKA1O'qaTbCH AJM 
xpmcrmaHMHa H Bepa B AMUoe 6eCO4CPT14e, H ciiaaKaji Hazexaa Ha CBM)IaMe G TeM14, KOT'Opbie, r1o 
HeMCHOBe, 41MIM HYTRm box-MMM, &. 911 OnfJrrbl OT iiaG2O 

These simply expressed thoughts remind us of the degree to which Christianity, 

anthropocentric, focuses upon the life of the individualpersonality. It is central to modem 
thinking conditioned by Christian culture, whether confirmatory or critical, from Kant to 
Nietzsche. The Lt-General, moreover, indicates the natural corollary of such an emphasis 

upon the individual: the importance for Christian faith of the question of individual 

immortality. That he himself profoundly believed in the integrity of the personality after 
death is expressed in a personal poem-tribute inspired by the portrait of a dead friend 

which is written with the compelling simplicity of conviction that his son unquestionably 

absorbed: 

3HaKOMble 14 M14JIbIe 'IepTbI 

Fl")io mHofi npe)icmjii4, KaK AMBbIe. 

4a, xeHmmHa c. Barafl, --)iro Tibr 
TBom ycra m om aoporkteý 

KaK B 3epKcMe ripo3pamom M HeMOM, 

Ee ayiiia B HHX HCHO oTpa3mjiacb, 

H cBe-maji meqTa o Bpemem4 6bijiom 

B moem yme 3auieBeilHiiacb- 
Flpe4 T[aMRTbIO TBOefl KOJIeHI4 TVKJIOIIR, 
EWe HOUCL B -? KHWfiCK14X TpeBOJleHblIX, 
B3biBaio 11 K Te6e-. o, nommm mem 
B TBOMX KO rOCnOay MOJIeH]bJIX! 

31 )ieKa6pfl 1892r. 21 

19Ln 98 (i), p. 534. Italics mine. 
201bid., p. 544. 
21Budagov, Pamyati Ivana Ivanovicha Oreusa (1830-1909), p. 9. The Lt-Gefieral's own composition of 
poetry complemented a general interest in art and literature which unquestionably informed his son's 
literary disposition. As Budagov notes: 

I le MeHee AMBO mimpewBajiu HBaH 14BaHOB14'1 jiwepaTypoio z Boo6we mucyccrBom. 
flmaTrAeR oH neHmil, 6ojibmm qacrbio, npexHmx; o6jazwq orWmHoýi iiaqxTaiinocrbio, 3flm Hawýcrb 

MHOrO C'F14XOB 14 OXOTHO 'q14TaJ1 CW14M rWHMKHOBeHHblm rojiocom ily-wime npov3BezeHi4jL Cam oqeHb 
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Another poem which attests the Lt-General's belief in the life of the spirit of 
January 1903, written when the old man was solitary and bowed by bereavement 

, is also 
interesting in terms of its lexicon and motifs which are symptomatic of the influence he 
exercised on his deceased son's genesis as apoet: 

bo6bijib 6e3 ftjiemeHm m poza, 
4PJIXJIeJl WJIOM M)l OT i-o)ia, 
I ICBOJIbHO MbICJI]b MOIO r[OpOfl 
flepeHOIUY HB Mllp MHOh - 

B Te Fx)pHme, MUM aajim, 
r4e HeT C)ojie3HH Hm neiaAm, 
Ky4a TaK MHOI'O )IYIU P04HIbIX 
4aBiio YUJJIO OT 6e4 WMHbIX, - 

fi K H14M ; iyiiia moa cTpemmTcA, 
HOKa eGTb AMU B MOefi KPOB14- 
0, eCJ114 (5 BCCM Ham cHoBa cjlmTwq 
Ila jioHe boxi4eA J1106B022 

The deep faith in individual integrity and the immortality of the personality that the 
Lt-General embodied had obvious implications for his son, who was also acutely aware of 
the determinism and scepticism of modernity. However, Oreus' aspiration to vindicate 
these aspects of faith, indicated in his condemnatory analysis of the modem view of man 
in Stikhotvornaya lirika, arguably does not yet describe thefull extent of the influence his 
father's example had upon him. Though it was deeply spiritual, it is evident that the Lt- 
General's faith was far from life-denying. It did not extol the 'fife to come' to the detriment 

of the present life. Even in the second poem cited above, which Budagov infonns us 
exemplifies the acute grief and loneliness experienced by the Lt-General after the loss of 
his son, he projects himself into a future existence amid celestial vistas involuntarily. He 
did not unconditionally deny the material element in man; he rejected and strove against its 

He4YPHOH T103T, OH I'JIY60KO jieHj4jj pyC)GKMe HaPO4HbIe ReCHH, C 60JIbUI14M BKYCOM H ROHmmaHmem 

Harmaji m Hx 14 ApYrMe, MY-3bIKaJIbHbIe TWH3Be)IeHHR B TCQIOM CEMCIRHOM KPYU. (Ibid., p. 7) 

That Oreus adn-Lired his father's poetry and was thus receptive to its content is clear from wi 
anecdote which Budagov introduces to illustrate the Lt-General's sense of huniour: 

bbim 6bi oum6mmo ayman, 4To r1OKOfiHbIfi (5biji qy2Kji iomopa < ... > CHH, BOCXmwaacb 
crimmm oTua, cpammn ero oýaiaxAibi c FlyniK]HHQM. <<4TO Tbl! >> OTBeTI4JI H. H.: <<rlepe)l HHM H- WBe 

TOJIbKo Hucmo. 17eMKUIb> 3To )iajio nowg OMOMY H3 6JI143KMX 4PY-3efl mx cembil, M. CJI., CKa3aTb 

momy BaHe OPeYCY, Tor)ia Me I-14MHa3mcly, cne)iyioiw4h 3Kmpomr. 
9MTafi, (5paT, flyUlKmHa, wmfi! 
A IIucmoAenIKUna Bcem cepmem nwmmfi! (Ibid., p. 10) 

22 Budagov, Parnyati Ivana Ivanovicha Oreusa (1830-1909), p. 14. 
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disproportionate primacy. Lived on these terms material life is a precious thing, wholly in 

accord with man's innate spirituality. Indeed, that the Lt-General conceived of a spiritual 
and material harmony is apparent in the otherwise paradoxical note that he appended to 
his son's notebook account of his exploits and impressions on visiting the All-Russian 
Exhibition in Nizhniy Novgorod in 1896. On noting the characteristically meticulous 
accounts drawn up at the conclusion of this excursion, Oreus senior gently chided his son, 
exhorting him not to have too solicitous a regard for money: 

BCJIOMHV ITHBO, KBac, ýp. Boaibi; 13py6eim 2 Pa3a; HllmmX m T-TL m TOr')Ia YBRamiub, ITO BGe TpeBOm 

TBom iianpacaibi m jimulmix aemer He TpaTmil. Bcnomum Boilry, OKY, 1114)"14A, KPeWlb, OTKOC M Tbl 

3a6y)ieiiib o Tex TV. 3peHHbIX 6ymaxKax, mcTpaIeHHbIX Ha r[yTeniecrBme; Bcnomffm BuimaByto MOCKBY 

c ee Kpemjiem m 6yjibBapamm m Tbi yHemiubca )iaiieKo OT 210XJ101'0, CePOFO IIMTepa B UeHTPPOcctim, B 

CFOJlb MCFOpH4eCKme mem, rae, iiomcrmHe, moxHO Cql4TaTb 'leJlOBeqeCrBO AMO 14 Jlepe)KHBaJlO, KaK 

rpyGMbIC, TaK 14 BbICOKO 6jiaxembie mmnyTi)i. CTpemmCb, cbm MOA, KaK MOAMO )IaJIblUe YX02Ll4Tb OT 

3eMJ114 14 CrpeMl4TbU K BbICMeMy, HC . 3emHomy, a iiamaie HHKorza He xajieA )ieHer, XOTJI cnmTaf4 mx 

pa, qHTeJ]bHO. 23 

This untroubled paean to both heaven and earth, consonant with the positive 

cosmology which informs Russian Orthodoxy, set Oreus an ideal standard which he could 

not ignore. Indeed, his primary interest in the individual was in time to branch out 
dialectically, increasingly qualified by the need to establish a universal ground for man that 

would explain the seeming dichotomy of fife and death and promise an ultimate synthesis 

of heaven and earth. It was thus that in Sfikhotvornaya firika he would attack what he 

perceived as the most fundamental flaw of the purportedly definitive materialist world- 

view - its resignation in the face of the 'infinite'. 

23Z. k No. 3, L 259, op. I, ed. khr. 16 9 1.45 ob. 46. It is worth noting that this passage also indicates the 

probable source of an antipathy to St. Petersburg life that would find reflection in Oreus' poetry. Z. k No. 

3 gives a day by day account of the visit to the All-Russian Exhibition which Oreus, attended with the 

Bilibin brothers and which yielded the poem "Snaryady" (Alid, p. 38ISip, p. 16). 
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CHAPTER SIX 

Education: 
a cultural compass in the quest for individual identity 

Mbi 3a6bijiH, WO H14 HCTOPHJI He MO)KeT r[PO)IOJ-I)KaTbc-a, Hli '4eJIOBeK XliTb 6e. 3 
, qero-HH6y, ab a6coxomooo. 
V. V. Rozanov. Sumerkiprosveshcheniya. 

An unpublished poem written by Oreus in the of winter 1893-4 off ers a unique 
insight both into the degree to which he absorbed the values of his upbringing on the one 
hand, and the way in which these translated into personal metaphysical questings on the 
other. In the poem Oreus crystallized his deeply critical opinion of contemporary 
education and its effects upon his peers: 

J]aTblHb m ajire6pa, mcropm BCA B aaTax, 
Ha)i CePAUeM Bce 6eameýuio upojieTHT, 
Ym 3aKyeT B CFaJlbHbIX jio3HaHI4)1 naTax, 
Ho 2KU, 3HU nyMb HUqeX He OC6eMUM. 

14 BbI6P0C14T JIMTOMUa B liyTb TOT IHKOjia, 
. 
he3 3cmeuýaiiuü, Hepy7uuubix 6 6eK, 
AB FOROBe wo mepTBO M I-OJIO, 
11 6 iie, « iieo6pa306aii lieA06eK. 

Xaoc mi4pcKHx XJIOTIOT 14 OTHOlUeHMf4 
flpe)lcraHeT B iiecTpof4 riiiacKe rlepe)l H14M, 
lITo6, iiaBl4pyff, He TepjieTb KpyiueHHC4 - 
Komnac, Komnac eMy He3ameHmm! 

Komiiaca HeV - 
AB Tex npeameTax maHm, 

KOTOpibie 3y6pi4ii OH BOCeMb J1eT - 
OH H14 B O)IHOM He i4LueT yKa-3aHibji, 
KaK B 3TOM MOpe YCTOATb CyeT. ' 

This poem-critique of grammar school culture and curriculum undoubtedly reflects 
the influence of V. V. Rozanov's tract on education, Sumerki prosveshcheniya, which 

1Z-k- No. 1, f. 259, op. 1, ed. khr. 4.1.11-13. My italics. These are the four opening stanzas of this work 
which is sketched among various conscientiously recorded observations of school life headed 
"Dostoprimechatel'hye zamechaniya tovarishchey". After a domestic education over which his father 
carefully presided, Oreus' attendance at the First St. Petersburg Grammar School began only in 1890 
when he joined the third year directly. His experience at the school, briefly described in the Lt-General's 
biographical account (Sip, pp. v-vi) and Bryusov's "Ivan Konevskoy (1877-190 1)" (Russ. lit. XY v., Vol. 
111, bk. viii, p. 153) are personally and more fully documented in Zk. No. I where a comment by F. A. 
Luther (Oreus' classics teacher and subsequent friend, see Ln 98 (i), p. 503) succinctly distinguishes the 
future poet's conscientiousness from his peers' adolescent preoccupation with sex and endeavours to dupe 
teachers: 
290KT, a6p, q. OA. J11OTep MHe: Bbi cmHaTeAbHee OCTMbHbIX OTHOC14TeCb K CB014m TIOCTYRKam. 

(Z. k. No. 1, E25%, op. 1, ed. khr. 4,1.4ob. ). 
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Oreus read attentively, transcribing passages from it, as it appeared in Russkiy vestnik in 
early 1893. ' A brief examination of this tract will help to elucidate the relevance of Oreus' 
poem to the dynamics of his own development. 

Rozanov's central contention in Sumerki prosveshcheniya is that in its aspiration 
to create a 'model citizen' the modem State had assumed disproportionate authority in the 
educational sphere. Its encroachment upon educational methods had paradoxically 
resulted in the creation of a sceptical generation of Paracelsian homunculi through the 
imposition of a curriculum which, in its uncentred relativism and textbook eclecticism, 
had suppressed their cultural identity: 

Mbl 6eCCI4J1bHbl, Ge3B0J1bHbl, MLI PO6K14 YMOM, 11T06b1 ROHHTL, KaK BMCCTe TOFO, qTO B03Bb1C1iTb qe. i0BeKa 
1-lyTeM MCKYCTBeHHblX maH14flyJlllLU4f4, B )ief4CTßI4TeJ1bHOCT14 YP0Hii. ii4 ero; BmeCTO TOF0, qTOObl 
iiozuepAaTb KYALTYPY, 14CTOP1410, tio)iceKiii4 ee rio)i riiaBHL1f4 KOpelib. Mbi 3a6bijim, tIT0 HH 14CTOP1431 He 
MOMT npo)iojiAaTbCfl, H14 qejioBeK AMTL Ge3 4er0-Hi46y)ib a6C0A1OMH020, qTO i4. iH cepuem cBomm. 
14J114 C03HaH14eM OH IIOHHJI Gbl KaK eAI4HCTBeHHO )IJIJI Ce611 ueHHoe. 14 BOT, kimen c2mm B ceGe iHwb 
OCTaTKH 3T0f4 KpellKOfi Bepbi, mbi y )leTefi cB014X OTHILlii ee coBepiiieHHO H 3ameHHAH ee co3epuaHkle. N, l 
OMHOCUmeAbH0Cmea. ßce eCTb B AJIHHHOM Pfl)ly 3T14X OTHOCkiTe. fILHOCTefl, 8CilKail KpaCOTa 3aK. IloqeHa 
B Hem, Kpome o)iHoro - oiiiytiieHMii a6cojilOTHOCTH qero-H146y), b. 

3 

The state system, Rozanov contends in his tract, does not possess the apparatus to 
inculcate such primary values. It sees those it instructs as a tabula rasa upon which it 
indiscriminately inscribes diverse and essentially meaningless information. It is this 

system which Oreus attacks in his poem, by implication agreeing with Rozanov's view 
that the family, church and individual mentors, profoundly cultural entities which the 

state system has progressively peripheralized, are best qualified to deliver seminal 
instruction: 

Focy)iapCTBO, f10 OTCYTCTBI410 B HeM camom AI4BblX KJIIOqef4 oGpa30BaTeALHOF0 xapaKTepa, IIOAAHO 

o6paTlITLCH K 14X OThICKaHM10 B JPYFI4X 14CTOP14, ieCKHX cimax. Cembn, iiepKOBL, yqeHbie, HaKOHetl, 

eAHHHIIHble J1I4qHOCT14 C OCOGMM, HPKHM flpl13BaH14eM K Bocrii4TaH1410 - BOT BCe, qem OHO o6iiaiiaeT, qTO 

Gaiee ero cBe)tywe B TeMHOM mi4pe 3aKOHOB o6pa30BaHHn qejioBeqeCK0f4 )IYIIIH, qTo e.? o 
co6cmeeHHbIX i(e. 17ea xomem d0CMU.? HyMb Ay, ýiiiie, HeAeiiH OHO camo < ... > fipki cambix 
Hajipii2r, eHHblX YCI4JIHHX AOCTI4I'HYTL IX. 

4 

2 See Kniga materialov. Chast'I, L259, op. 1, ed. khr. 1,1.98-103. It is worth noting here that Rozanov's 
influence on Oreus is principally discernible in the early 1890's, prior to this thinker's 'association' with 
Modernism, which would emerge in the latter years of that decade. Indeed, it was apparently precisely as a 
result of Rozanov's later affiliation with the Mir iskusstva circle that Oreus felt compelled to express a less 

than unreservedly favourable opinion of him in 1901 (see Ln 98 (i), p. 529). 
3 Rozanov, V. V., Sumerkiprosveshcheniya, chp. XXI, p. 86. My italics. A note of 3 December 1893 in Zk. 

No. I is of interest in this connection: 
B. A. F11.1bTe6paliT Me: <<Bce B MHPe 1103HaeTC-H cpaBH11TejibHO>>. (L 259, op. 1, ed. khr. 4,1.10 ob. ) 
4 Sumerkiprosveshcheniya, clip. XII, p. 45. Oreus' transcription: Kniga materialov, Chast'I, L 259, op. 1, 

ed. khr. 1,1.101. That Oreus was particulary engaged by Rozanov's thesis that family and church should be 

central to the primary inculcation of cultural identity is also evident in his extensive transcriptions from 

chp. VI of the tract which concerned the detrimental effect of the state system on the educational capacities 
of these two bodies (Ibid., 1.98-99). 
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The subjects of Oreus'poem are, however, not only shown to be devoid of primary 
values, but also as floundering in their personal journeys along the 'path of life' as a result 
of this. Here Oreus reflects the second aspect of Rozanov's thesis: that if a value system is 
to have genuine cultural depth then the educational process must maximize its engagement 
and development of the individual personality: 

TOT M14P OT3BYKOB, KOTOpble Kax4aa ayiua B Mepy )IaPOB CBOMX aaeT B OTBeT Ha KaxAoe 
owyweHme, - MM, Bceraa Hewmepmo RpeBOCXO)IJIWHR 6e)UiOe- B COAep)KaHmm CBOeM OWYWeH"e, 
6blJl < 

... 
> npm a4creme "aweHHbIX, qepw qac iepeAyiOW14XCq BnejaTJTeHH14 crepT, CBeaeH K He6blTVIO, 

r[orm6 aaxe, He npopocwl4 143 cemem. 11 meACgy TeM 14MeHHO B OT14X B3, kVT1411X J_Y11114, TOJIbKO 
O)KHAaIOUJ14X 143BHe f[pliKOCHOBeHI411, 'qTO6bl jaTlb TpelIUMHy H O6HapyA, 14Tb cBoe CO, 4epX, -aHPle, M 
CKpblBc'LIOTCJI A0 BpeMeHI4 14 HeBHA14MO ee KpblJlbJl, OCBo6O)lHTb KOTOpble 143 c4epxmBaiowefi o6ojiolIK14, 
yKpelll4Tb 14 Ha"14Tb mi4 ynpaBJIqTb ecrb Bu 3aAaqa Bocni4TaHIAJI. Ho 3aeCb Mbl TOTqac nepeXOAHM K 
HeO6XO)114MOCrl4 B HeM unaueuayaAbHOCMU: Ha OAHO 14 TO Ae Bueinnefflie BCRKaji OT)IeJ]bHaff )ýywa 
OTBeTl4T pa3HO, 14 HMeHHO B Mepy TOM CO)IepXaHl4fl, KoTopoe c HeA TiociiaHO B MMp. 5 

Indeed, in another passage with which Oreus appears to have closely identified, 
Rozanov proceeds to prescribe the kind of intensive, yet highly personalized educational 
process which he saw as the bedrock of new, dynamic cultural enlightenment, essential to 
one setting out upon the "path of life": 

CBo6oaa, RPHXOTJ114BcLJI H3MeHlqHBOCT]b OOPM, TeCHOTa BHyTpeHHero o611jeHmll, Boel'Ja RITIHOM, HHKol')Ia 
o6ujei-o; BTieiaTJIeHl4JI, TJIHYW14eCA, HeflpepblBaembie, aoxaulmecii )Ipyr BOMe )Ipyra, IIOBIIHYJICb 1)0)lCrBy 

cBoemy, a He yAo6GrBy COBMelUeHHJI BO BpeMeHI4, HaKOHeU, <<wZpaHHblg YIIHTeJlb 14 CBo60)jHO 
m6paBIUMA eI-0 YleHHK>> B HeTp4HyxaeHHOfi 6eCe)le, H14Ky)la He Toporoaue2ca, - He 3To Tai paccBeT 
TIPOCBeweHHJI, HOBaR IOHOCTb er'O, KOTOpaJl B03MOxHa, KOTOpaa oxHAaeT HaC? 6 

I 

Oreus' above-cited poem-critique, a commentary on the absence of identity and 
ideal in his peers, was therefore written from the perspective of one who closely related to 
Rozanov's thesis that other forces, lying outside the immediate sphere of formal education, 

are of paramount importance in the development of integral cultured personality. A note 

of 16 August 1896 in which Oreus carefully recorded his conversation with a new 

acquaintance, S. P. Semenov, certainly further corroborates this view: 

P!: ICr, Ka-3blBaJl 0 TOM, WO OH B cBoefi )KH3HH 1114CaR B FHMHa3H[i - mam, 6ojibiue, noao6iio mne, 
MHOrO C06CrBeHHbIX MbICJlefi BKjia)lblBaR B FlIMHa3memie ammeHma, noTom con amore 1114CaA 

He6ojibwHe craTbH nO HCrOPH14 (<<O TIP014CXOA-caeHHi4 Pycm>> <<IioaHH Fpo3Hbik>> 4'jiaBHbie *KTOpbl 

PYCCKOfl HCMpHj4>>). 7 

5Sumerki prosveshcheniya, chp. 111, p. 13. My italics. Transcription: Kniga materialov, ChastIj L 259, 

op. 1, ed. khr. 1,1.98. 
6SUmerki prosveshcheniya, chp. IX, p. 27. Transcription: Kniga materialov, Chast' I, L 259, op. 1, 

ed. khr. 1,1.99. 
7Z. k. No. 3, f. 259, op. 1, ed. khr. 16,1.9 ob. -10. Italics mine. For details regarding S. P. Semenov, see Ln 

92 (iv), p. 182 and Ln 98 (i), p. 535. 
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Oreus, like Semenov, wrote essays on historical themes for his own edification, 
for example, an incomplete work, Kharakteristika istorika-khudozhnika (1895). ' This 
interest in history undoubtedly reflects the influence that his father's profession exerted 
on him. His encyclopaedic dictionary devoted to a fictional culture, 'Rosamuntiya', is 
probably further indicative of an inclination to emulate the Lt-General's extensive 
contributions to the Brokhaus and Efron Entsiklopedicheskiy slovar'. 9 Oreus' school 
testimonial, which stresses his initiative in the study of philology, is also symptomatic of 
the independent stance fostered in him by his upbringing. " 

The Lt-General's own biographical account also attests, of course, that his son's 
education was informed by a personality with a profound interest in his personal 
upbringing and, in particular, the religious values instilled in him. However, it appears 
that the Lt-General not only inculcated fundamental ideals in his son, but also satisfied 
Rozanov's demand for an individualized education which would maximize the conscious, 
free and creative evolution of cultural identity within the individual. The Lt-General also 
indulged his son's personal freedom to negotiate the 'path of life' of his poem. It was a 
mixture of qualities in the relationship between father and son that is intimated in 
Bryusov's diary record of meeting the Lt-General in 1902: 

ELLie ROCJle 6blJl y Opeyca. Tam ýKe 6blJl AbfIKOHOB 14 C. 11. CeMeHOB. flOKa3blBajiH TeTpa)iH 10HOtueCK14e 
KOHeBCKOI'O. 0 

Hex c demcnwa 3a6OMU. 17UCb U aap eoo ., 7e., 7eg. 17u. Fooopu. iii (I 
o6, it(eIfOHcepoaMU6HO. M moHe < ... > Omet( AfHOoue U3 6yxae BaHU nepenucbioa. 17 cam (u 

npewde, npu eoo NU3HU), npU gmou BaHR wieft CnOPU. 17 npomuo Aia. lieaweu- nepeAleHbI. 11 

Bryusov also mentions the freedom granted to Oreus in his article "Ivan 
Konevskoy (1877-1901)". " In that account, however, although Bryusov does state that 
Oreus' development was encouraged by his father's liberal indulgence of his voracious 

reading, in arguing that its paradoxical result was a profound deviation from the Lt- 

8 This work will be examined more closely in Chapter Seven. 
9 Kratkie svedeniya o velikhikh lyudyakh < ... > Rosamuntii XIX veka (v vide slovarya). 1893: L259, op. 1, 
ed. khr. 3. This incomplete work certainly indicates Oreus' encyclopaedic eye for detail, incorporating a 
directory for the fictional state's capital, "Vanchukovsk", a historical chronicle, musical and theatrical 
programmes, advertisements for the works of various fictitious scholars redolent of those in the tolstye 
zhurnaly. The index of prominent personages (statesmen, scientists, artists, etc. ) which Oreus drew up 
suggests that he intended to use this 'dictionary' as a creative means to collect, collate and rationalize a 
complex variety of human knowledge and experience in order to become master of his own intellectual 
domain. Certainly the two entries he made stray beyond their fictional context, discussing real issues (for 

example, realist literature) and people (Zola, Swedenborg). For other details regarding the 'dictionary', 
including its scrupulously slavonicized lexicon and an early variant of the name Konevskoy in the index, 

see Ln 98 (i), p. 500. 
10 See Ln 92 (iv), p. 182. 
11 Bryusov, Dnevniki, p. 116. Bryusov refers to N. G. D'yakonov, Oreus' uncle. who was particularly close to 
him (see Ln 98 (i), p. 547). 
12 See Bryusov, "Ivan Konevskoy (1877-1901)", Russ. lit. XXv., Vol. 111, bk. viii, p. 152-4. 
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General's ideals, he is inclined to stress the surprise and distress occasioned by the 
process that the old man himself sanctioned. However, Bryusov's own above-cited diary 
entry suggests that the Lt-General was perhaps better acquainted with the processes of 
that development than he allows in his later article for Vengerov. Certainly Oreus' 
apparent tendency to read to his father and uncle (and thus presumably to share and 
discuss his views with them), is exemplified in a note of 26 August 1896: 

BCAYX OTHY qHMA Beiepom «JI1ITepaTypHbie 3aMeTK14» A.: i. BOJIMHCKM 0 «(Dm., OCOýCKHx TeqeHHnX B 
PYCCK0fi 11033HO» Ho TIOTqeBe 14 KPI4T14qeCKkie 3aMP-TKI4 ero Ha CT14XOTBOpeHI4H (DoýaHOBa < ... > 1101'0. %l 
1IHTa31 BCJIYX ame Ko. qe 14 OTHY paCCKa3 0. C0J1OBbeB0fi «LaBeata». 13 

Oreus' reading of A. L. Volynsky's critical writings, in particular his critique of V1. 
Solov'ev's essay on F. Tyutchev in P. P. Pertsov's Filosofskie techeniya v russkoy poezii, 
was to play a pivotal role in his individual development. Indeed, although such evidence 
of an exchange of ideas between Oreus and his father does not necessarily discount the 

view that the Lt-General was disappointed by his son's pursuits, it does perhaps suggest 
that the future poet was less conscious of a 'rift' than Bryusov suggests, perceiving his 

interests to accord with the ideals initially instilled in him by his upbringing. 

11 

Certainly, then, Oreus' poem reveals that he considered himself to have a distinct 

cultural identity and yet also the same licence to 'search' that the Lt-General sanctioned in 

his letter to Bryusov of 28 October 1902 regarding A. L. Miropol'sky-Lang's Lestvitsa, 

which was dedicated to his son: 

KOHeqHO, KHmra ý)Ta He RPO MeHR R14CaHa, - qTO 06YC. IOBJIHBaeTu caMbIM 3ayAaBHem ee npeAHCAOB14fl 

<<KO BCeM, KTO 14LLieT>>. Jan meHfl, 72-. rieTHero CTapua, yAce MHHOBaii FlepHOA BCHKHX MCKaHl4fl 11 

HOPbIBOB; HO 3MO OMHIO(9b He 3Ha,, Ium, 1mo R OMHOWYCb If HUAI ompuuame3bHO: OHU 

npupode le. 17oaeKa, eii4e He ymom. 17eHHOOO WU3HbIO. Pe, 3yJ]bTaTbl 14X -B PyKe BoAHeH. 14 

However, the imagery of Latyn'i algebra, istoriya vsya v datakh not only gives 

us insights into the general dynamics of Oreus' development; it also indicates what he 

found in the early stages of his passage along the "path of life". In "Ivan Konevskoy 

(1877-1901)" Bryusov identified Oreus' discovery and consumption of the writings of 

Rossetti, Baudelaire and Laforgue as typifying the nature of the rift developing between 

father and son. However, Latyn'i algebra shows that that process of divergence and the 

burgeoning of an individual perspective began significantly earlier, germinating 

13 
Z. k. No. 3, L 259, op. 1, ed. khr. 16,1.23. 

14 
Ln 98 (1), p. 545. 
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from within Oreus' adherence to the Christian faith paternally fostered in him. Precisely 
by virtue of his 'free' education, Oreus had encountered materialist views in the early 
1890's that challenged his father's faith far more radically and directly than the writers 
Bryusov identifies as precipitating 'schism' in 1896-7. It was reaction to this materialist 
credo within the terms of the Christian ideal that initiated the dialectical Process 
which found expression in the poetry of the mature Konevskoy. Indeed, Oreus, later, 
sympathetic reading of the writers Bryusov lists was also only possible as a result of, 
and incidental to,, this underlying process of metaphysical development that was the 
ultimate legacy of paternal influence. 

That this was the case becomes clearer if we turn again to the influences of Oreus' 
poem. In Sumerki prosveshcheniya Rozanov emphasized Christianity as an educational 
force on account of its capacity to stimulate dynamic, individual moral development, in 
contrast to 'new culture' of empirical fact: 

lie. qoj3eKy, TaK 3aGjiyAjjaBwemyCfl B HYTRX 14CTOPHH, TaK 3aTpy)lHeHHOMY, XPHCTmaHCTBO, KaK NiyApaii 
" Mo: lqaJ]HBag jjeBa, )iaeT TOAbKO CBeTHJIbHHK, HHqerO He rOBOPH 06 onaCHOCTqX H TPYAHOC'I'IIX HYTH, 
KaKiie eFO oxiualOT. Toi' 14HOR M14p, K KOTOPOMY Mbl riepexomm, - MHP TO(IHOrO 3HaHHil, HOBOfl 
KY. F[bTypbl - nOXOA Ha ()OJIT. ritmoro, HO 3al5blBql4BOlO liemBeKa, KOTOPbIH Ha BOnPOC 3a6AYAHBweroui o 
Hpe)ICTORmem HYTH ToqHO H 06CTORTe. qbHO OR14CblBaeT OKpeCTHOCT14, I'OBOPHT B KaKHX HanpaBJeHHfIX 11 
)ia. F[eKO AH riexaT KaMH14 14 PbITB14Hbl, HO 3aTeM OCTaB. FlneT erO B TeMHOTe, noriaraflCb Ha ero iia. NI)1'1'b. 15 

The contrast between Christianity and scientific enquiry here is clearly echoed 
in Oreus' poem-critique with its image of a "path" unilluminated by a grammar school 

education that thrusts its charges out upon it ill-prepared, armed with factual knowledge, 

yet ignorant of "ever inviolable testaments". 
The "compass" which the travellers of Oreus' poem lacked indicates an influence 

other than that of Rozanov. On the page facing Latyn'i algebra, among reflections on the 

Christian ideal of moral self-perfection Oreus referred himself to the afterword of L. N. 

Tolstoy's novella, Kreytserovaya sonata. " Significantly, in that afterword the foremost 

Russian proponent of innate human morality in the determinist age had argued that as a 

traveller follows his compass, the true Christian pursues an eternally unattainable moral 

ideal. 17 

Both these allusions in Oreus' poem indicate that in his own individual journey 

along the cultural "path of life" he had moved beyond immediate faith and taken up the 

15 Rozanov, V. V., Sumerkiprosveshcheniya, chp. XII, pp. 43-44. 
16 Zk. No. ], E259, op. 1, ed. khr. 4,1.14. 
17 SeeTolstoy, L. N., Pol. sob. soch., Vol. 27, pp. 84-85. It should be noted that at this time, in addition to 

Tolstoy's Kreytserovaya sonata, Oreus attentively read and extensively transcribed two of his most 

philosophically oriented tracts in which he challenged scientific hegemony and professed his rational faith, 

Tak chto zhe nam nado delat'? and 0 zhizni. See Kniga materialov. Chast' I, L259, op. 1, ed. khr. 1, L 

159-161,181-184,187-195 and Kniga materialov. ChastH, L259, op. 1, ed. khr. 5,1.110-111,161. 
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cause of moral idealism against materialist hegemony. It was a cause to which Oreus was 
personally introduced by the neo-Kantian, Ippolit Aleksandrovich Panaev. 
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CHAPTERSEVEN 

Kantian influence: the primacy of individual self-perfection 
Mbicjtb qejioBeKa, yripaBJIacmaq nicTwo J1106OBbIO, BOOPYXeHHaq IHCrbINI ), oM-, Om, 
IIOBHHYIOIIJaJIU HpaBCTBeHHOMY 3aKOHY, no6ewaaem 'qy6cnweHiibia- yup. 

I. A. Panaev. Raziskateli istiny. 

In early 1896 Oreus broadly catalogued his reading since 1893 under categories 
which suggest that the vindication of faith which we have identified as the basis for his 
development was well under way: 

bor 
< ... > 
; Iyina m ee 6eckmepri4e 

MbICJ]14, YTBePAMBilli4e BO MHe yBepeHHOCrb B OUT MOAHTBbl 
< 

... 
> 

MbICJIHTeJIH, PUPYRIMBIHi4e ajifl meHR maTepi4ajimm H YTBepaliBwi4e BO MHe yBepeHHOCF]b 
B 6eccmePT1414 AYHIH. l 

Significantly, under each of these headings the names Kant' or 'Panaev' (1ppolit 
Aleksandrovich Panaev, 1822-190 1) appear first. 

Relations between the Panaev and Oreus families were close. S. A. Panaeva, Ippolit 
Aleksandrovich's wife, was Oreus' godmother; together with his father he was a guest 
at the Panaev's Mikhailovskoe estate in Novgorod district during the summer months. 
That this was the case was undoubtedly determined to an extent by a social and cultural 
ethos common to both families. Panaev's writings reveal one who profoundly 
sympathized with the residual Christian faith that the Lt-General upheld. Confronting 

modem man with death, for example, in a tone not uncharacteristic of the Lt-General, 
Panaev exclaimed: 

0, KaK B 3TH TJIXeJlble MHHYTbl )IOJ-[Afflbl Bbl 3aBI4)IOBaTb B)IOXHOBeHHOMY KOHuy TeX BeJlmKHX 

My-qe, HHKOB, KOTOpble, IIPITBOACAeMble Ha Kpecrax, oftimbie niiameHem 3axxeHHIbIX 110)l H14MIl 

KOCTPOB, C HeHnJICHi4mbim 6aaxeHCrBOM yCrpeMJIHJI14 CBOfi CBffJlblf4, )ioBepqHBblfi B3op Ty)la, Kyaa lix 

HeOTPa3HMO TJIHYJTO, - Tyaa, r)le OH14 y6exAeHbi 6bIJ114, WO HX ACAYT- HOKimaq 'qYBCrBeHHblf4 MUP 

OHH XMeJIH TOJTbKO o cBoi4x Tipemc)joBaTeji-ax, o6 ocTafOIL114Xa B 3TOM MHW_2 

Iln exercise books containing miscellaneous materials: E 259, op. 3, ed. khr. 4,1.13-14. Oreus also 
credited I. A. Panaev as introducing him to Kant and Fichte in another list of 1897, in which he charted 
his growing knowledge of a variety of philosophies: Z. k. No. 4, L259, op. 1, ed. kh r. 17,1.59. 
2 Panaev, I. A., "Posleslovie sostavitelya", Raziskateli istiny, Vol. 11, p. 12. Panaev wrote a number of 
books on philosophical themes (see Es, vol. 22a, p. 682). Raziskateli istiny was the work with which 
Oreus was undoubtedly acquainted and which exercised an appreciable influence upon him. He 

transcribed two passages from Panaev's book. The first was a translation from the Dutch philosopher 
Franz Hemsterhuis, in which all historical manifestations of atheism were invalidated, that Panaev chose 
to conclude the main text of his work (Kniga materialov. Chast'I, E259, op. 1, ed. khr. 1,1.27-28). The 
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Panaev also exhorted his reader to escape the city, clearly sharing the Lt-General's 
disdain for the modem life of the capital: 

B30AAMTe B riaHTeoHbi TIPHI)OAbl, B flo-rifl H qyra, j3 neca ii ropbi. 
KaKa. fl pa3HMua c ropomm! KaKoe 3-jeCb Hei4CKYCTBeHHoe Bejlt4qi4e, KaKaji Ta"HCTBeHHaj] ii 

MHOrOrOBOpffMafl T14U-IIIHa, KaKafi qliCTOTa! 3, aecb 14 B cmePT11 Mbl B14AHM AH3Hb; y Bac Ae B ropoAax it 
B AH3HII He - cama A143Hb, a- TeaTpaJ]bHoe ripeACTaB., ieHme He TO TpareAm, He TO BOmBlIAll. 1101 
Ha3BaHi4em: <<)KI43Hb>>. 3 

Yet, as the context in which these views find expression would suggest, inspite 
of their underlying consonance with the It-General's world-view, they were not 
unqualified. Raziskateli istiny, the book by Panaev which we have cited, was dedicated 
principally to the popularization of German idealism. Indeed, a chance acquaintance 
with idealism had in fact been crucial to resolving the profound personal doubt which 
the seemingly incontrovertible conclusions of materialism had engendered in Panaev. 

I. A. Panaev's cousin was I. I. Panaev (1812-1860), who co-edited the journal 
Sovremennik together with N. A. Nekrasov. Ippolit Aleksandrovich was responsible for 

the journal's financial affairs from 1856 to its closure in 1866. Thus, paradoxically, 
he was closely acquainted with the literary-philosophical milieu surrounding 
Sovremennik precisely at the time it disassociated itself from its former liberal tendency 

and became progressively radicalized, its tone dictated by Chernyshevsky, Pisarev and 
N. A. Dobrolyubov. Significantly, while Ippolit Aleksandrovich was evidently content to 

preside over its accounts for his relative and Nekrasov, a personal friend, he discontinued 

contributing to the journal after its rupture with the liberal writers in its fold and he 

assiduously avoided attending the weekly meetings arranged by its radical fraternity. 

Yet, clearly it was impossible for Panaev not to absorb the ideology that the journal 

championed - in particular its promotion of materialist thought as the theoretical 

justification for social change. 4 

second, which was drawn from the "posleslovie", was an excerpt from Fichte concerned with the 
importance of moral example (ibid, 1.119-20). Panaev's identification with the Lt-General's faith seems 
to find further corroboration in the above-cited letter which we attributed to K. A. Panaev, Ippolit 
Aleksandrovich's brother. See, Chapter Five, p. 73. 

It is worth noting here that Oreus was to explore the nature of martrydom in his early cycle 
"Obrazy Nesterova" (I. Svyatoy knyaz' Boris. 11. Velikomuchenitsa Varvara: Mid., pp. 16-19ISip., pp. 4-7). 
31bid., p. 22. Cf. the Lt-General's note to his son cited in Chapter Five, p. 76. 
4For an impression of I. A. Panaev's role at Sovremennik, see his reminiscences of N. A. Nekrasov in N. A. 

Nekrasov v vospominaniyakh sovremennikov, M., 1971, pp. 191-203 (also published in Ln 49-50, 

pp. 536-546) where it is noted that he personally contributed to the journal from 1849-54. For the fon-nal 

nature of his relations with its more radical contributors, see N. A. Dobrolyubov's perfunctory 

correspondence with him in Ln 25-26, pp. 261-269. Further interesting information regarding I. A. 

Panaev's literary connections is given in the reminiscences of his younger brother, V. A. Panaev (1824- 

1899). These provide a vivid account of the Petersburg literary society to which the brothers were 

introduced by their cousin while students of engineering at the Institute of Communications in the late 

1830's (D. V. Grigorovich: Literaturnye vospominaniya. Prilozheniya L "vospominaniy" V. A. Panaeva, M., 
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As a result of his immediate exposure to these ideas, unlike the Lt-General 
Panaev could confidently advocate faith only in the wake of his formulating an 
idiosyncratic neo-Kantian philosophical position. Indeed, it was in all probability with 
his former 'colleagues' at Sovremennik in mind that, describing his sense of rejuvenation 
on reading Kant and Fichte in the introduction to Raziskateli istiny, he wrote: 

H flOqYBCTBOBa. i ce6fl HpaBCTBeHHO npeo6paAeHHbIM (ObI Y. 17bl6'HemeCb, Afowem 6-biMb, 1111171anle. 7b). 
Aa, H TOIIHO flOlIYBCTBOBaa cel5fl HpaBCTBeHHO npeo6paA,, eHHbim. 3HaqeHHe npotijeawero, Hacrojiiiiero ii 6yaymero OKpaciiyioci ann meHR APYF14M UBeTOM; oueHKa tim c)iejiaHa 6bUia yAe )ipyrafl. J9 BYXIHý. I 

13OKpyr ce6, q, B3riiqHy. q C Y. JlblGKOA yAce He 6e30TpaAHo cTapqeCKOfi, aCY. Flbl6KOfi CIIOKOIIHOFO 
AOBepwi < ... > fl B36i4paJICH Ha cneKYJIHT14BHbie BbICOTbl... II tiacAfellf. 7a6bIa iumante. 7b BepomHo N'Ae 
rOTOB CKa3aTb: <<B36i4paJCH Ha ý)TM BbICOTbl H ROTepwni B HenpoHHuaeMbIX i, ymaHax cneKN. IHUHII>>. - HeT, OTBeqy fl: H He 11OTepnJ]Cfl HNCKOJIbKO, a TaM TOJIbKO H 14 HaLue. Fic. 9.5 

I 

In the first instance Panaev recognized in Kantian critical idealism a means to 
liberate modem man from the determinist yoke imposed upon the individual by 

materialism. He considered that Kant's essential contention that all knowledge of reality 
is contingent upon the mental constitution of the subject was fatal to the absolute 
authority popularly claimed for materialist doctrine. Indeed, it was thus that, in the 

personal message that he appended as an afterword to Raziskateli istiny, he addressed 
the teachers of his time in a manner which undoubtedly gives us further insights into 

Oreus' readiness to identify with V. V. Rozanov's views on education: 

YqeHbie H HacTaBHHKH! He FOBOPHTe, npflmo mr[M KOCBeHHO, MOJIO)IbIM A1O)1jjM, qTO e)IHHCTBeHHoe 

nonpmwe Hx eCTb qyBCTBeHHblf4 M14p; He FOBOPHTe, qTO CaMH OHH - CYTb He qTO Moe, KaK OAHH 143 

1987). It contains portraits of I. I. Panaev, Kol'tsov, Belinsky, Nekrasov, Turgenev, Dostoevsky, 
Grigorovich and Fet among others. It is highly probable that the Panaevs' connections with, and insights 
into, these literary figures contributed to Oreus' strong sense of 'tradition', his reading informed by a sense 
of personal proximity to Russian literary life. Certainly his views on Nekrasov, a close friend of the 
Panaevs, were those of one who defied the popular image of the poet: see his letter to A. Ya. Bilibin of June 
1900: L259, op. 3, ed. khr. 17,1.15. 

To illustrate the possible importance of such personal impressions in determining Oreus' 

consistently 'tradition-suffused' position within the milieu of early Russian Modernism, it is worth 
introducing a diary entry made by Bryusov in March 1899 which shows that, by contrast, although he 

was undoubtedly interested in previous generations of writers, he personally felt them to be extremelý, 

remote: 
bi, i. i ewe y bapTeHeBa. 0, XHBOA apXHB! Mepmael(N JAH Hac, - AKCaKOB, XONIHKOB, B23eNICKiM. 

TIOTqeB., - JTO Bce AAH HerO MaKOMbie, npimTeAll, HAH, nO Kpaffflefi mepe, COBpemeHHilKii. Ec_ým 6bl 

3aHt4CblBaTb Bce, 'ITO OH rOBOP14T, - 6blAH 6bl GoraTefffffl4e maTep"a. lbl. 
(Bryusov, Dnevniki, p. 63. My italics. P. T. Bartenev (1829-1911) was a historian and early Pushkin ist 

who published and edited the journal Russkiy archiv that employed Bryusov in the early 1900's. ) 

5Panaev, "Predislovie", Raziskateli istiny, vol. 1, pp. viii-x. Italics mine. 
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6e3'ql4CJ-[eHfiOrIO KOamecma MaJIbIX KOJIeC Bceo6ujer)D mexamma HpHpoUl, IqTo OH14 P14CYHMOCrHo - pa6lbl HeO6XO)IHMOCrl4; He roBopme TOM, 'qePO Bbl He 3HaeTe H 'ler'O )IOKa3aTb He moXM HaYKa He moxeT upowwcm pewaiomero r[PHMBOpa B BORPOCe 0 3HaqeHmi4 xm3HII m 61bum BOo6[Ue, H HMKor)la He BbIBe)jeT 3aKOHOB )IJIJI TOM, ITO CTOMT BHe 3aKOHOB cocraBimembIX 'qeJ]oBeqeCKMI 
paymemem. He BbiaaBaf4Te xe wietimff 3a riojiO)KHTejlbHoe mame, 14 He yCMIiBafiTeCb 06-bffCMb 
ceepx-ecmecnweHnoe HA14 CWPX-'qYBCrBeHHoe - ecmecmReHHbI. M o6pa. 3oM. 6 

Panaev's new confidence in the face of materialism did not., of course, derive solely 
from The Critique of Pure Reason (1781/1787), in which Kant nullified 
conventional metaphysical proofs for the existence of God, immortality and the freedom 
of will established on the basis of 'theoretical reason'. For positive arguments against 
materialism Panaev turned to The Critique of Practical Reason (1786) where Kant did 
allow that religious knowledge of the transcendent is accessible to us as postulates of 
autonomous moral consciousness. 

Panaev placed his total trust in this 'rationalist faith', considering it to be the final 
arbiter in the great debate over the human condition. He understood the unique moral 
dimension identified in man by Kant to be a quality extricating the individual from 
the deterministic machinery of the materialist hypothesis. It allowed the individual 
to transcend that element in himself governed by material necessity - his generic 
animality. Its postulates confirmed the individual's freedom of will and reassured him of 
his personal immortality and the existence of a benign divinity. 

It was thus that moral consciousness was pivotal to the statement of renewal 
with which Panaev opened Raziskateli istiny: 

Bce 6ojiee 14 6oilee npjjxoaj4jj RK Tomy y6exaemmo, wo A- qejiOBeK, COCraBJIJIq qacrib 'qYBCrBeHHOfi 
IIPHW)IbI, B TO xe Bpemfl mooy cTaTI) BbILije ee. -H ocBo6ojHjiu OT TOM iipiiHmxeHHOrO, pa6cKoro 
COGrOJIHHJI, OT COCrO-HHHJI cyujecrBa, HeH36exHo noxiHHeHHOr'O He06xo)lHmoCrH. R comaii, qTO 

Heo6xo, al4MOCTb ecrib 3aKOH rIP14POabl H ecrb, Grajio 6lbITb, 3aKOH H AJTJI MeHjl B TOM, B '4eM JI 
GOCTaBJIJIIO qacrb rlpl4f)OAbl; HO B TOM, B 'qeM 11 CrOlO Bblii[ie rlf)IiPO)Ibl, OHa, Heo6xo)IHMOCrlb, )Iju meHJI 
He 3aKOH. J9 co3Ha&-m, 'ITO JIBJIeHHe RPHPOAbl - cmepTb B TOM, B IleM J1 BblWe ripi4puibi, AaR MeHR He 
YrP03a; WO Hacroauaq, 14CrIIHHaji X143Hb eCrb He 'qYBCFBeHHoe CFPeMJIeHl4e K )IOCFHXeHM10 
Hawiyunia YCJIOBHf4 KOM(popTa6eJlbHOCFH B 'qYBCTBeHHOM Mi4pe, a- Heyr-acaiomee, BeqHoe, 
Henorm6aiomee crpemiTeHl4e K i4ame, crpemjieHi4e Ttepecryrtamuee cmeprrb. J9 TIOHRR, HaKOHeij, wo R 

He KOJIeCO mexaHmma, a cBo6oAHbif4 pa60THHK. 

Bce aTo ji iiepejymaii 14 jTepeiyBcrBoBM, Koraa Ha MeHJI JIOBeJMO Hpawt7weliH010 
c6o6oa0a. 7 

This moral freedom underlay the new sense of ontological certainty that Panaev 

felt, faced by the "path of life": 

AOAAJI 40 TaKOF10 cocromm ayxa, lqeJTOBeK moxeT cKa3aTb: 

<<jq jie 6oloa cmeprH; He ponMy 6e3JIOJle3HO Ha HPO)KHTY10, B He3HaHH14 14CF11HHOro HYTH, 

xm3Hb. R maio, Teiiepb, HacToRUJee Hanpameme ocramuerou MHe HYT11. HO 3TOMY Hanpamemo q 

6Y)w crapaTbCq HenpemeHHO HAT14. F1PHHJ1B TBep)JO TaKOe Hamepeme, crapa)iCb Jo6poCOBeCTfio 

6Panaev, I. A., "Posleslovie sostavitelya", Raziskateli istiny, Vol. 11, p. 9. 
7Panaev, "Predislovie", Raziskateli istiny, vol. 1, p. ix. Italics concluding citation mine. 
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BblflOJIHJITb eFO, ji yxe 3THm cambim )Iejiaio mar B )IpYrOf4 )KH3HI4, B 'rOfl AH3HH, B KOTOPYIO Ha,, ieiocb 
nepefiTH. 

<<Ha cmeprb Ji CMOTPIO KaK Ha ýeHomeHajibHoe co6blTi4e, KaK Ha paccraBaHlie c 'qYBCrBeHHbLNf 
mmpom, a He KaK Ha KOHell 14CrMHHOf4 ftOJIHOfl XH3HK J9 110fflimaio, no BOF ecrb bOr Auffibix, a He 
bor mepTBbix>>. 8 

The overall corollary of Panaev's subscription to rationalist ethics was his 
overwhelming emphasis upon a process of individual self-transcendence which would 
lucidly show that materialism was not only epistemologically suspect, but also a 
gross truncation of human potentiality. Indeed, it was from this position that he 
continued to censure those who traded in materialist doctrine: 

He jipi4HmxafiTe 3HaqeHi4fl iejiOBeKa, oTHiimafl y HeM HpaBCrBeHHYIO CBo6o)W 14 yKa3biBaq, 
OCHOBbIBaJlCb Ha Baium y-qeHbIX BbIBOaax, c ycmeHIKO10 Ha 3aKOH 'qYBCrBeHHOfi Rpl4po)jbI, Ha 3aKOH 
Heofto, ammocm Bbl 3Tl4M ocBo6oxAaeTe ero (, qejiOBeKa) OT ePO o6fl3aHHocTefi. HeKOTOP]ble Po Bac 
)jaIOT r1OH14MaTb 14JI14 npýMO rOBOPJIT, <<qYBCTBeHHbIýl MHP - BOT e)114HCrBeHHa)i apeHa llejiOBeqecKofi 
)IeJ]TejibHocrH>> < 

... 
>, qejlOBeK, TIO Bawemy, pa6; oH )IojTxeH )jymaTb, comacuo c eazaecl HaYKOfi, 'ITO 

OH pa6 Heokoamocm, a TaKaa MbICJlb He mo)KeT He BJT14JITb Ha xapaKTep er)o )IeJlTeJlbHOCrl4.9 

By contrast Panaev exhorted his readers to attain the moral ideal that is man's true 
prerogative - the moral freedom of the enlightened individual: 

Qum wjmm, KaK Yoe ff 6eCKoHeqHO ITPOI-PeW-. HpylOlUeeu, ripH3BaH Bbipa6OTaT]b bO)Klflo HAeto 
CylHeCrBa MbICJIJIIUeI'O 14 HpaBCrBeHHOFO, Bbipa6OTaTb Oe, 11OCrOJqHHbIM crapaHilem COBepiueHcrBOBaTb 

ce6ji 14 ; tpyrmx < ... > PacjioJ]O)KeHl4e K )106py AOJUKHO WBHBaTbCA B riocrORHHoe 14 B 6ecKOHeqHoe 

crpemjieHl4e K ocyniecTmeHmo fioxwfi Kam mibicimmero H HpaBCrBeHHO m6oxioro -moeeo 
R, KaK B 

camom ce6e, TaK 14 B cBoiix 6paTbflx. 10 

Significantly, in Panaev's interpretation of Kantian ethics this infinite process of 
individual self-perfection ultimately accorded with the suppression and extirpation of 
those qualities in the phenomenal self governed by external necessity: 

MbICJI]b 'qegOBeKa, yupaBJIqemaa qHcToio JW6OBbIO, BOOPYAeHHajj ql4CrbIM )IOJIrOM, IIOBIIHyfOll1aqU 

HpaBCrBeHHOMY 3aKOHy, no6ewi)aem qy6cnweHtibiCL mup. 1 I 

Panaev maintained that the less consideration the individual allows sensual being in 

determining his actions, the closer his approximation to the realization of the 

postulates of rational faith - the morally free self and the immortality of the individual 

personality. Self-abnegation in the service of others, consonant with unconditional 

81bid., pp. xi-xii. 
9Panaev, I. A., "Posleslovie sostavitelya", Razisk-ateli istiny, Vol. 1l, pp. 10-11. 
101bid., p. 72. 
II Ibid., p. 78. 
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Christian love, was the logical objective of this ascetic process of self-perf ection 
through which the true identity of the individual is realizable: 
YmpeT comaime IqYBCTBeHHOrO mHpa, ymper 4YBCTBeHH]blk cy6leKT, HO He ympff JIMHOCrb ýwoew ff. 
ycTaHOBHBI. uaJIC, H He 'qYBCFBeHHbIM14 o6beKTamm, a noBmjioBeHmem qHcrOfj iijo6BH. Co3HaffHe TaKOro 
MOe2O H YWReeT N TOrAa, Koraa 6bi m Becb qyBGFBeHHblfi MHP, c ero cy6-beKTami4 14 o6, beKTamH, 
pa, 3pyll]14JICJI 14 YHMTO)KMCH < ... > Camoompu4anae yHuymowaem , 7UYHOCMb myecmetitipo u 
ao3aigueaem AuqHocmb 6eccmepMHYIO. 12 

H 

In the introduction to Raziskateli istiny, having recounted how his discovery of 
German idealism had engendered a sense of personal renaissance in him, Panaev stated: 

flOCJle BCeFO, 'ITO mHoio cKa3aHO Bbuue, ROHATHO, WO BO MHe PO)iMocb ropffqee )Ke. T[aHl4e, 
Repeffle)lfflee BCKOpe B Hacro-aTeabHpo AvaiiHOGrb, cnoco6crBoBaT]b o3HaKOMJ]eHM10 c yjTommHaembiNfpf 
ýmocoýaw )jpyrMX He; 3HaKOMbIX C HHMH, - CJIOCO6CTBOBaTb 3TOMY B Haaewae, WO HafiayTa ilfoaH, 
KOTOpble, r[PO'ql4TaB MOD KHliry, 3aXOTAT TW)IOJI)KaTb qTeHme 4)VMOCOýOB B 60J]ee CeP03MIX 
maoxeminx. Bmezmme a-Toro oqeHib moxeT 6biTib, 'qTO OHM TIPIVWT B TaKoe xe yTeumTeJibHOe 
cocromm )Ivxa, B KaKoe TIPHBeAeH 6blJl Wemem ji, aB TaKOM COCTOJIHM14, He-3aBl4Cl4MO OT IIYBCrBa 
co6crBeHHOFO owyujaemoro 14M )IOBOjiibcrBa, caejiaioT MHOrO nojie3Horo 14 xopoiiiero )Ijlq )jpýT14X. 13 

Panaev certainly encouraged Oreus to read. On the opening page of his Kniga 

materialov. Chast'I Oreus stated the object of this compendium of excerpts from diverse 

sources which he began to compile in the winter of 1892-3: 

B 3TY KHMry q 3anMCb]Baio BCe, 'ITO B 'qHTaemom nopawaff mem. flo3Tomy ii MR 3anl4cbiBalO He 

TORWO Te MbICJ114, KOTOpble Mfle CHMITaTMHbI, HO BCe BOo6Uje MbICJ114, KOTOpble MHe Ka)KyTcff 

3ame, qaTejibHbIM14, Opl4rMHaJlbHbIM14, )lOcFoAHbIM14 3ariommamfl, moraa - XOTq 6bl )IJIJI TOM, 'qTO6bl 

BROCJle)ICFB14H 14X OTBePMYTb, KaK riiaBHbif4 Or1JIOT MHeHiifl, KOTOPbIM R He COIIYBCTByio. Boofte, 3Ta 

KHHra He JaPOM Ha3BaHa mHoio <<KHmoio maTepl4aJIOB>>. Jq He pa; 3 BOCrIOJlb3ywb 3anmcaHRbIM14 B Hefi 

3ame, iaTejibHeAtm4mi4 qeJIOBeqecKi4mH mtjcnjBm aim o6cyxieHmfl MX B 6y)iynjmx momx CoqMHeHj4jjX. 14 

He then added: 

Ha, qaTa 110 COBeTy 14nfiojiHTa AiieKCaHAPOBma rlaHaeBa-15 

Panaev's acute consciousness of the relative position of his essentially conservative 

values within the modern intellectual arena and the need to vindicate them in its terms 

clearly made an impression upon Oreus. This is further exemplified by his essay of 1893- 

4, Duma, serdise i razmakhi, the earliest extant statement of conviction to result from the 

121bid., p. 77. italics mine. 
13Panaev, "Predislovie", Raziskateli istiny, vol-1, P-xii-xiii- 
"Kniga materialov. Chastl, f. 259, op. 1, ed. khr. 1,1.1 (cited in part in Ln 92 Ov), PP- 184-5). 
151bid. 
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reading which Panaev advised. 16 The overall spirit of the essay is encapsulated in its 
definition of the "ideal"': 

Wieaji eCTL, -C 0)1H0f4 CTOPOHbl, - Ilpe)ICTaBAeHi4e 0 TaKON (popMe qe. ioBeqeCK0fi ýKI43H14, B o(lioBe 
KOTOPOfi ueAajio Gbl Hatiajio, B IIOJIHOM cBoeM Bme HeGbiBajioe eille B HCTOP1414 )TOfi A113H11, 
ciieiioBaTeJ1bH0,0 TaKOfl, KOTopafi - eCTL HeqT0 OT)ieiibH0e OT BCHKOfl, KaK npoLne)lwef4 TaK 11 
HaCTORmefi ýOPMbl )Kk13H14,14 HaKOHell, 110 HOMTHRM i4iieaJ1I4CTOB, < 

... 
> HeqT0 «B03Bblwaiomeecii» B 

HpaBCTBeHHOM OTHoweH1414 Haä Bcemi4 ripe)iweCTBOBaBiiimmi4 efi (Dopmamii )KI43H14; HO, -C APYFOII 
CTOPOHbl, - wieaji eCTb HenpemeRHo Ilpe)ICTai3iieH14e, KOpeHflmeecn B coßpemeHHblX ý"C-IOBIIHX 
qej1oBeqeCK0fi A143H14 14 yCjloB14, qX qejloßeqeCK0f4 )KI43H14 3a Bce iipowe)iLuee Bpemn, c-ie)ioBaTe. 1bH0. - 
npe4cTaBjieH14e He 6eCHO4BeHH0e 14 He OTPI4uaTeJ1bHoe, a TaKoe, y KOTOPOF0 3aiai'Ki4 A. Iii pa38mTm3i it 
PO)KijeH14fl iieAal', 3aK: lioqalOTCH B 143BecTHblX HPOHBjieHI4HX qejioBelieCKOI'0 )iyxa, a klMeHHO: B TaKlIX. 
KOTOpbie 14)leaJ1143M r10 TOf4 14J114 )ipyrOf4 OCHOBaTeJ1bH0f4 r1p14qI4He pelll14J1 CqI4TaTb 3a HeBeilleCTBeHHhie 
(, IYXOBHble) 14 Hpa]3CTBeHHbie (T. e. comaCHbie c npaBi4iiaM14 HpaBCTßeHliOC, -TH). 17 

Here, prompted by Panaev, was an early expression of that need to reconcile 
man's past and present as a moral and spiritual force in future synthesis which we 
identified as typifying Oreus' broad development in our analysis of Stikhotvornaya lirika 

v sovremennoy Rossii and discerned in essence in Latyn'i algebra, istoriya vsya v datakh. 
However, the above definition of the ideal also intimates that the gentle 

proselytism of Panaev's Raziskateli istiny had a more specific influence upon Oreus at the 

time he wrote Duma, serdtse i razmakhi. 
Oreus introduces his essay with a quotation from I. S. Turgenev's lecture on 

Hamlet and Don Quixote which he finds exemplifies the terms in which the modem 
problem is typically phrased. Turgenev contrasted Hamlet, in his view the epitome of the 

thinking individual and thus of the sceptic, with Don Quixote, a paradigm of the faith 

underlying his often ludicrous actions. This perceived schism between thought and 

action, scepticism and faith, prompted Turgenev to ask: 

Heyxe. q" xe Huo 6blTb Ge3ymuem, qTO6bl Bepl4Tb B HCTHHY? 14 Heyxeii" Ae YM, OBjiaaeBwl4f4 COGOlo, 

110 TOMY camomy jiminaeTCH Bcef4 CBoef4 CHjlbl? 18 

This question posed, Oreus proceeds to paraphrase a poem by S. Ya. Nadson 

which is representative of the contemporary generation's enactment of the extremes 

identified by Turgenev: 

16f. 259, op. 1, ed. khr. 2. Marked "begun 27 August 1893, at school" and "written in the course of winter 
1893-1894", the full title of the work, which is the draft of a second variant, is Duma, serdtse i razmakhi. 
Nekotorye razmyshleniya. It is worth noting that, although "begun at school", the essay is a clear example 

of the extra-curricula pursuits that Oreus undertook in common with S. P. Semenov. See above, Chapter 

Six. 
17Duma, serdise i razmakhi, f. 259, op. 1, ed. khr. 2,1.13. 
18Duma, serdtse i razmakhi, L259, op. 1, ed. khr. 2,1.2. Oreus cites part of the passage which he 

transcribed from Turgenev's Gamlet i Don-Kikhot (1860) into his Kniga materialov. Chast'I, L259, op. 1, 

ed. khr. 1,1.169-170. 
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TaKMe MA14 < 
... 

> KiiefiMHT ). iemeHT MUM BOOGme, rOBOPJi: <<Hatue ROKO. IeMe He 3HaeT K)HOCTIL 
HOTOMY qTO OHO He pa3maXHBaeTCJI WMPOKO H Heo6)tymaHiio, PYKOBO)114moe eCTeCTBeHHbRl. flPHpolHbINI. 
CBex". m qyBCTBOM, a BCe FIO)IBepraeT pa3JIO)KeHI410 MbICilil, OHO - xo: io)iHo - pacqeT. 114BO; OHO APHX. leeT 
qyTb He C KOJIbi6e: u4. HTaK )lOJlOf4 JIYMY, )lo.,,, iof4 - mbic-n. 3aropHTeCb B30pbl, pa3BePHHTeC-b Kpbl. 'Ibfl. 
3aKHfII4 flOpblBOM, mojio)iaq rpyAb. bopmcb, Cblflb y)iapbl HafipaBO H Ha. ieBO, PYKOBO)IHCb Heo6-jýmambimlt. 
He oxiia)K)IeHHbIMM MbICJIbIO, Ho ropjiql4MI4, MOH-lHblMH flOpblBamm J1106BI4 K qeAOBeqeCTBY. >>19 

Oreus resolves this apparent dichotomy of thought and action by 
reasserting their interrelationship in a way that demonstrates that he now felt confident 
to reject the widely accepted definitive status of materialist doctrine in the name of 
faith. 

Having noted that swings from 'Hamletism' to 'Quixotism' end inevitably in the 
failure typified by Nadson's own untimely death, Oreus contends that the folly of the 
age is its inability to understand that all action should ideally derive from thought. The 

common failure to understand and effect this unity of thought and action stems from the 

erroneous belief that 'thought' is automatically to be equated with materialist 
epistemology and, as such, paralyzingly sceptical. 

The generation which Nadson describes, Oreus maintains, is in fact 'sick' in 
thought as a result of its exposure to materialism: 

HecqaCTHbIe 60J]bHbie, ROBeprHyTble B yHbIHiie OT pa3HbIX FIOFIYJ]flpHbIX, Xo)ljiq"X mefl BceB03iMOAHOfi 

juKopmoco(PHm, KOTOpbie npeimaim mx CBoeH HPOCTOTOA, 6e3Xl4TPOCTHOCTbIO, flpfIMOAHHef4HOCTblO, H, 

Ka3ajiocb, morim 06-bfICH14Tb Bce ca mbim pe3KHM, OTPHuaTeJlbHbIM, 6e30Tpa)lHbIM, HO KaK-6YATO II 

3ameqaTeJ]bHO nerKHM H r1OHHTHbIM o6pa30M. 20 

Indeed, in a manner which echoes Panaev's censure of irresponsible teachers 

and mentors, Oreus deplores the pretensions of those who trade in contemporary 

scientific opinion to the ultimate detriment of impressionable minds: 

Pa3llHYT POT pa3Hbie mojio)ii)te ruoxi m cHepBa BOCKJ114KHYT: <<Ax, KaKOfl YMHblfl, KaKOA 

F. IY6OKOMblmeHHblf4 qe. IOBeK! Be)lb OH OAHMM CAOBOM TaK o6peAeT Bce q)NJIOCOýCKHe TeOPHM 0 C-aNIbIX 
BaAýBbIX OTBjieqeHHbIX BOTIPOCaX, 'ITO yx )iaJIbiue HMKTO He MO? KeT ROAT14. WO H rOBOP14T riocAeAHee 

C-FIOBO HaYK14! >> Ho Bowe! KaKoe 6e3OTpa)IHOe, KaKoe 6eMmexHoe nocAeaHee CAOBO! H Te Ae 

MO. FIO)Ibie wim, moxeT 6blTb, Ha HeCKO. FlbKO M14HYT aa. A,, e OqapoBaHHbie pe3KOA ii 6majimem 

riapa)IOKCaJlbHOC, TbIO (PI4. qOCOq)CKoro coq)m3ma, ropbKO 3aniiaqyT 14 npe)ta)IYTCH MbICJIMMO camoy6Hf4(-, TBe 

flPH HOAHOM C03HaHl4H Ge3OTpaAHOCT14 B03Be)teRHoro HM14 B BbICIII14f4 LlBeT MbICAM piefflifl. - 
OH 

OTPaB. ieH, <<pa3max Hx fiepBbIX C14A 14 PaCUBeT i4x riepBbIX qyBCTB>>. 21 

19Duma, serdtse i razmakhi, L259, op. 1, ed. khr. 2,1.3. Oreus paraphrases Nadson's "Nashe pokoleme 

yunosti ne znaet" (1884), from which he also derived the title of his essay. 
201bid., 1.5 ob. 
211bid., 1.6 ob. One of the sources of Duma, serdise i razmakhi, Heine's Zur Geschichte der Religion 

und Philosophie in Deutschland, is a more specific indication of Panaev's influence on Oreus' newly 

adopted stance. It was precisely this work that had introduced Panaev himself to Gen-nan idealism: see 

"Predislovie sostavitelya", Raziskateli istiny, vol. 1, pp. v-vi. 
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Oreus maintains that it is imperative that modem man now challenges this 
materialist hegemony over thought and rediscovers the 'true, healthy philosophy' which 
invests action with meaning rather than defining it negatively as a pointless, 
directionless excess of irrational energy or sentiment, such as Nadson's unreasoned 
proclamation of 'universal love'. Oreus claims that the very strength and credibility of 
this philosophy lie precisely in its discovery and admission that questions of the highest 
order will in fact never be fully accessible to the true source of cognition - the rational 
intellect, nor explicable in terms of pure reason. Yet, although it thus dismisses any 
materialist claim to offer an absolute definition of reality, this philosophy is, on the 
other hand, alone able to satisfy man's need for ontological security. It alone restores 
credence in the Christian metaphysics which materialism has condemned as a tired 
shibboleth. This 'true philosophy' that Oreus advocates as a remedy for the 'sick in 
thought' is of course Kant's subjective idealism and ethics: 

H14KTO He Hafmcwl TaKY10 aaxe qepe3llyp 6e3flOLua)tHylO KPHT14KY CFlOCO6HOCTefl HaLuero pa3yNll. KaK 
BeimKIM, CTpormo KaHT, BCIO Bocbmm)iec)iTH. FieTHIOIO AH3Hb CBOK) riOTpy)lt4BWt4flCji HaA BOjipocaNli4 

Bbictueh ýmjiocoýmm 

, ja, HO, TeM He meHee, KTO npHMKHeT K TaKOMY f-maromy MHPOBO33peHH1O, 110'IYBCTByeT 

HecpaBHeHHO GOAbLUIIH- )tyiiieBHbII4 M14p, qem riocm)JOBaTe. lb pmOfi, Bcepa3peitimmeR (Pmocoýtm. 
14 BOT riotiemy: B TOM camom, qTO (PH. FlOCO(PI4Jq H3 KOTOf)OrO OHO BbITeKaeT FIPH3HaeT cjlac)ocllý 

CBOACTB CBoero pa3yma AXI HeKOTOPbIX BbICH114X BOIIPOCOB, KaK-TO, tipeýrciie BceFo, BOFIPOC 0 
cymeCTBOBaHl4H bwKi4em (qTO TaK 6AI4CTaTeqbHO )IOKa3a. ri KaHT B CBoefi <<KPHTHKe qHCTOFO pa3yma>A 
H, C ApyrOk CTOPOHbl, B TOM 06CTOHTeJlbCTBe, UO BOrIPOCbl, TO)Ke nepBOCTeneHHofi, OCHOBHOA BaAHOCTH, 

HO 6o. riee 6.11143Ki4e m AOCTYRHbie qeyiOBeqeCKOMY FlOHi4maHHIO, OHa pa3-bqcHqeT, XOTH H He AO TOHKOcTH, 

HO B Bblctiief4 CTeijeHH yTewl4TeJlbHO H Y)IOB. ieTBOP14TeJ]bHO )lJlfl JlyqLIIHX CWT. ieflamx HOTpe6HocTefi 

)IYXOBHOfi HaTypbl qe. iOBeKa, - fieAC-Iff KaKOA-TO 3anor )IOBepHR BCHKOFO xopowero ie. iOBeKa K TaKoro 

pom q)HJIOCO(PH14; B JTOM KaKOf4-TO r[PH3HaK H yKa3aHme Ha TO, qTO OHa HaXO)114TCJI Ha 6.1larom, 

11paBOM FIYTH; 'ITO OHa, a He KaKOA )tpyrofl TepnioWHHACH BO mpaKe (PHJIOCOq)CK"fi fiyTb, npHBeAeT 

MbIC. flfimerO K TOA BeAHKOR jlyqe3apHOfi uejim, - H03HaHHfI Bcex riepBOHaqaJlbHbIX [iCT14H, B papeLneHHe 

KOTOPbIX OH yrAy6. qflqCfj; qTO Ha ee npe)tejie pa3ropaeTCH nepe)l HaMH TOT He3eMHOH-, HeflopoqHbIH, 11OKa 

ocrientlTeimbIR AJlJq HaiuHx Oqefi CBeT, K KOTOPOMY mbi 6pe)ieM B 3eMHbIX cymepKax. ja, OH qyl'b-qyTb 
6pe3Xl4TCfl ywe nepe)l Ham, Koma Mbi CTOMM Ha HYTH UpaBOA (p, 4jloCoq)HH. 22 

Being the fruit of moral consciousness this philosophy of rational faith certainly 

confers action with meaning: 

H He 3a6ylem, 0 He 3a6yaem, ']TO oHa (filosofia) eWe BO Bce BpeMJi CBoero CFiYTHi4qecTBa npenojae'r 
Ham, B CBMM C OTBJleqeRHbIM14 Teof)eTl4qeCKHMH HCTHHamii - flOCTefieHHbIM paCKpblBaHlIeNl KOHeqHbIX 

")Iea. IOB qe. riOBeqeCKOf4 AyMbl, qHCTefilUme i4)ieaflbl )ie. Fia, A[43HeIIHOfi )le)iTeJlbHOCTli, BcerO Hawero 
nOBe)IeHHn, HAea. lbl HpaBCTBeHHOCT14.23 

22Duma, serdtse i razmakhi, f. 259, op. 1, ed. khr. 2,1.7-8. 
231bid., 1.8. 
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It was thus that, in Panaev's wake, Oreus also invested his faith in a moral process 
of individual seýfltranscendence which he perceived as freeing man from the shackle of determinism and the finality of death: 

Bce, qTO npoc-qaBJljiemaJ] Hamm ýmoco(pmq )iejiaeT )I. la qejiOBeKa CBOAMTCH K yKa3aHilio emY TaKIIX 
rpaHeR COBepiueHCTBa, KOTOpbie jieAajm4 15bl BHe 3eMHOFO. flpmpoAHbie CKAOHHOCTI I qe. iOBeKa. flpHKOBb[Baiomi4e erO K MHPCKOMY BemeCTBY, K HAOT14, K npaxy OHa He YTBepýKiam He 

-\'3aKOHfle-F, TaK CKa3aTb; HeT, OHa BblpblBaeT, BbICB06oxAaeT eFO 113 TbICRIqH ueneh-, Y3, HHTefi, KOTOpb[Mli ero 
ORYTaiia BeweCTBeHHafi np"po)ta, KOTOpble CTPeMHTCfl HOrPY314Tb eFO B Hee, Hepa3pblBHO CBIBall, 
061e)IIIHIITb ero C, Hefl. Hallf)OTHB, Ayqiijme CBOfICTBa elO AYXOBHOff npffpO. Jbi OHa 1114TaeT B Hem, HNi 
OHa CTapaeTCq OTKpblTb CBeTJ]blfl HCXOA, Koma JTM 3ajaTKH oGpaTHTC, 9 B Mol'yqiie flOpblBbl, TaK 11 
citiflmmml BbIpBaTbCH H3 CBOHX 3eMHbIX 060: 10qeK m ijenefi, H KOTOpbie TaK qaCTO, HeyTo. ieHHbie, 
143BPaiijeHHble B CBoem ABIIýirceHMM, GeccmblcjieHHo norHGaIOT, e-C-IH Hm He GyAeT Oi, KpblT 3j, O, l 
11paBH: IbHblfJ, CBeTAblfl HCXOA. 24 

III 

Duma, serdise i razmakhi, with its Panaev-inspired neo-Kantianism, is a key to 
understanding Oreus' first endeavours to resolve the modem crisis of faith. It certainly 
helps us to put the fragmentary pieces of the jigsaw puzzle of Oreus' development that 
survive from the period preceding 1896 firmly in place. Notes for Oreus' unfinished 
essay on histiography, Kharakteristika istorika-khudozhnika, complement the neo- 
Kantian views of Duma, serdtse i razmakhi, for example, exhibiting just how inextricably 
interbound he perceived Christianity, idealist ethics and the attainment of individuality 
to be up to early 1895: 

bOpbGa AHqHOCTM co oGweCTBOM, MaCCOA i4m AeCTIOTH3MOM. 

, 
APeBHHfl MHP - J114qHOCTb noamlem rocy)iapCTBeHHbIM OGWeCTBOM < 

... 
> OAHa BCenornowaimaji ueab: 

moryweCTBO 14 15iiaroCOCTOJIH14e rocy)iapCTBa < 
... 

> Boo6we: qejiOBeqeCKOf4 iHqHocri4 ewe He 

CyMeCTByeT, a cyweCTBYIOT rpa., KaaHe OT)IeJlbHblx rocyaapC'FB. 
Becb -)TOT CTPOA )KH3Ht4 6mixe K T14F[y W14BOTHbIX 06LLIeCTB: nqejiHHoro y. rieq, mypaBefIH14Ka 

H. T. n. 
flepejiom flf)OI43BO)114T XP14CTtiaHCTBO. 
XPHCTiiaHCTBO K. ia)IeT Haqajio HHA14BimyaJIH3ma: Ka. Ar, )Iblfi qejjOBeK npe)icTaBAfleTC-fl jlllqHO(, rbiO. 

OTBe, TCTBeHHOf4 TOJIbKO nepe)i borom 3a CBOH ROCTYNK14, < 
... 

> 3apoAAaeTCq F[OHqTi4e COBeCTH - nepBblfi 

ORAOT 14 B TO x-e BpeMq, MWKHO CKa3aTb, CBqLueH-HOe HeOT-bemjiemoe )ioaoame JlHqHOCTII. 3aKOH 

. qio6BI4 K 6jimxHemy, BCHKOMy qejiOBeKy, FiorjiomalOWHfi B ce6e BCe ocFaJ]bHbie HpaBCTBeflHble npaBit-ta; 

3aKOH BeqHblf4 M upmrombih AAR BceX BpeMeH M BeKOB, HOCqWHfi B ce6e C, 'I. *v]OM YC--IOB14H 

HeOKOH, jaemoro 06HOBjieHHfI " nporpecca, H6o OH BfiepBble yKa3blBaeT Ha COBepLLieHCTBO, KaK Ha ue. u 
Bc, efi ero jeqTe. IbHOCTH. BOO611le, BflCpBble IIOHB. IqIOTCq HeAOCrH. AHMble, yamembie B C) eCKoHeqliOCTb 

IlAea. qbl, CaMble ANBYWe 11 6. qarOTBOPHble. BooGme - [I"qHOCTb CTPeMUTCJI BbIATH 143 PaMOK CBoero 

c. yruecTBa. 25 

241bid., 1.10. 
25Materialy i nabroski soderzhaniya k sochineniyu 'Kharakteristika istorika-khudozhnikal, C259, op. 1, 

ed. khr. 11,1.74. Oreus worked on these sketches during the early months of 1895. See f. 259, op. 1, ed. khr. 
6,1.2. 
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These notes for Kharakteristika istorika-khudozhnika in turn allow us to confirm 
that it was precisely the Kantian-inspired vision of the ideal, ethically fulfilled individual 
that underlay Oreus' allusions to Rozanov and Tolstoy in the imagery of Latyni algebra, 
istoriya vsya v "akh. Indeed, the notes certainly accord very closely with the 
concluding passages of Rozanov's Sumerki prosveshcheniya which emphasize the 
particular relevance of the individual ideal in the contemporary age: 

B xpHcrmaHCKOM o6lUeCrBe, B rIPOTHBOfIOJIOAMOCTb )IpeBHeMy RAMCKOMY, KaAcAbik eARHRqHblý 
'qeAOBeK yXe He eCrb TOJI]bKo rpaxAaHi4H. GwHocrib, eamHCrBO JlHua ero, KOTOPOe B allTmHOM MHpe 
6e3pa3, aejlbHO Bblpa)KaJTOGb B rocyjapCrBe 14 Y)IOBJTeTBOPIIJIOCb COBepiueHHO iipiiHa)ljie)KHocrblO K Hemy, 
B HOBOM MHpe He Haxo)114T Y)IOBJ]eTBOPeHHJI B OAHOR H TOf4 xe npHa)jjiex. HoGTi4,14, ocTaBajicb 
rpaxAaHHHom, KaAUblf4 XO'qeT BHe 3TOrO H He3aBHCHMO OT 3Toro 6blTb elIJe xplicrl4aHl4Hom, OTUOM, 
HaKOHeIJ - MbICJ114TeJleM MAH XY)IO)KHHKOM. qeJIOBeK c4eiiajicA cjio)KeH; H 6blRo 6bl rJ]y6oiafiLLii4m 
NOBOPOTOm em OT XP14CTHaHCrBa BHOBb K J13bIlleCFBy, eciii4 6bi OH 3aXOTeJl cHoBa RPOCrOTbl H 
CJ]14THOCF14 B ce6e, emi4 6bi qemy-Hi46y)lb o)IHOMY B cBoem cno)KeHw4 OH AorrycFi4ii pacFtpocFpaHliTbU 
)JO 1jeJIOM, )JO ITOFJIOIUeHHJI BCelO Ceft 

3TO OTKpbiBaeT Ham i4cropifleCK14A CMIbICJT JIBJIeHHq, KOTOpoe B 3HaqeHl4e eFO )Ijlfl qeJIOBeKa, 
)JAR 14H)IHBmAy-yma MbI rlbiTanHab o6'bRCH14Tb Bbluie. flepexo)l BOCH14TaHl4J] R3 JIOHa cembi4 14 LlepKBI4 K 

rocy, aapcrBy He 6e3 FIP14'ql4Hbl COBnaii C Haiajiom ripotue)lwerO BeKa 14 HaqajiOM HbIHeWHerO: 3TO 6biJla 

3noxa, Koma BOO(5iue eBponeficKoe 'qeJIOBeqecFBo, KaK yTomjieHHOe xpmcTi4aHcTBom, craiTo MeaAeHHO 

CXOAMTb C OCHOB erO, 'qTo6bi r[epecTyriliTb Ha HOBbIe, R3bl'qeCK14e < 
... 

>Ho gmo He npextiee vou4tioe 

, ff3b. rqecnwo Pu. Aia; 3mo iio6oe waAeHbKoe H3bi-qecnwo nepea ceou-M <<ff>>, a cmopolie om 
6oAbzaux nymed ucmopau u i)awe c 603-MOWHUM 3a6eenuem o6 3mux nymqX. 26 

It is worth introducing the concluding stanzas of Latyn' i algebra here as they 

mirror Rozanov's critique of contemporary youth in the above passage- 

BHHX eCTb RP06eJl 14 POKOBOf4 H cTpaHHblfl 
HaYKH )KI43HH Hff B HHX 14 Me)la [. 1 

qaCTb 6oJIbiuaq - rpy6aH MbIM1410 Tynaq. 
IIX B3rJIRA Ha )KH3Hb B TO Bpemfl yx co3pea 
CJIOXHJICA OH Y HHX B niecrom HJTb HJITOM Knacce 
B, 3al4MO, aefiCFB14e ToBapmiliemix cHii 
X143Hb AaJI0 ---"f4 rleCTPOfi, )114KOf4 macce 
14 FHMHa3l4CF TOT B3rJTRA B rpyAI4 HOCW. 

Tpyj - 6appbep, MyqeHbe, Heo6XO)114MOe XTO. 
F)e3)IeJlbe, HaciiaxAeHi4e [-] ijejib, HAeaA 
To OTBpaLueHHe K XH3HI4 Tpy; tOBOf4 

, 
ja, - OT Tpyaa JIOB'qee YBePHYTIbC-H, 
)KHT]b iia )iocTaTKax, orpa)IHBW14Cb OT Tpyaa, 
BOT lqeM BeClb aojixeH )Km3Hi4 6ofi 3aMKHYTbCll [, ] 

Bea ym H xi4Tpocrb AOJUKHO Kiiacrlb Ty)la! 

BOT TO ; ireiiaHi4e, 'qT0 B 60J1bIll14HCTBe ropein 

26Rozanov 
, 
Sumerki prosveshcheniya, clip. NXII, pp. 89-90. It is worth noting that one essential feature of 

Oreus' projected essay on the "historian-artist" -a comparative evaluation of 'artistic' and 

'scientific' histiographies - was possibly intended to elaborate the concerns voiced in a comparison of 

original, non-scientific historical texts and rationalized textbook history that Rozanov made in 

Sumerki prosveshcheniya (chp. X) where the latter was judged to be culturally and educationally sterile. 
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Koma Y'qe6HaJi TgHyjiaCb KaHMTeJlb, 
Xeiiame, ITO HaKOHelj C03peJIO 
A0 B3rJlflAa HPOIlHoro Ha )KMHM Ijejlb. 27 

The notes inspired by the afterword of Tolstoy's Kreytserovaya sonata which 
Oreus made on the page facing the above verses of Latyn' i algebra further co irm that nfi 
Oreus considered the ethical ideal of individual self-perfection to be the means to combat 
this modern malaise: 

Bbicwafl iiepe)l Bcemm rWI114MM PeJWH03HbIM14 Y-qeHHiimH ciTacl4TeJlbHOCFb 14 6nal'OTBOPHOCTb 

XpHCIP14aHCKOI'O y4eHMJI, r[OIICFIiHe 6eCKOHeIlHaji H Hei4cqepnaemaa, OTKpblBaffU B TOM, qTo OHO OimO 
o6ycjioBjiiiBaeT HeripepibiBHb]H 14 6eCKOHe-qHblf4 HpaBCrBeHffblf4 uporpem, pocF, )IBHxeHme BFiepe)l 
IleAOBelleaBa, FIPOHCXO)1,911IHf4 OT 6eCKOHeqHOFO H BeqHO Hey)IOBJ]eTBOpeHHOro cTpemjieHwi K mAewiy 
HpaBCTBeHHO(rO) COBepWeHCFBa, nocraBJIeHHOrIO Ham XPHCTOM, KaK e)IHHCrBeHHoe PYKOBO)JCTBO HaiileI-O 
HpaBCTBeHHOr'O TIOBejeHI411, BeqHOA iior'OH14 3a HHM. 28 

Now that we have defined the nature of Oreus' early position, it is necessary to ask 
just how long Oreus would pursue the neo-Kantian ethical ideal and in precisely what 

circumstances he would change direction. For, as his letter to A. M. Veselov of November 
1897 suggests, was it not this moral struggle that he would abandon in time? 

Tellepb xe Bce 6ojiee r[POHHKalOCb HeKOTOPbAl paBHo)jviimeM K 3Tl4M 6opb6am ýLVIUH. 29 

27Z. k. No. ], f. 259, op. 1, ed. khr. 4,1.11 ob - 13. 
28Z. k. No. 1, f. 259, op. 1, ed. khr. 491.14 ob. 
29piS'ma < ... > Veselovu: E259, op. 3, ed. khr. 19,1.1. This quotation is the concluding sentence of the 

passage from this letter cited above, p. 69. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 

Dostoevskian influence: the demand for objective faith 

4a, if 3TO YTBepxAaji. HeT jo6poamim, eMI4 HeT 6eccmepTliji. 
Ivan Karamazov. Bratýa Karamazovy. 

In the preceding three chapters we have attempted to establish that from its 
inception Oreus' development was a positive process of religious-philosophical definition 
which was unjustifiably dismissed or obscured by contemporary criticism. In the present 
chapter we will proceed to trace the dialectical divergence of this process from its 
emphasis on the moral consciousness of the individual into the sphere of metaphysics. For, 
indeed, this seemingly contradictory departure from an ethics-centred accommodation of 
faith, which Bryusov evidently took as his basis for asserting a rift between Oreus and his 
father, had its justification in the same process. Any sense of paradox that this claim might 
occasion will fade when we have more fully established how it was in fact no sudden 
conversion to 'Decadence' which prompted Oreus' departure from ethical interests, but the 
work of another writer seeking answers to the modern dilemma in the dynamics of faith. 
Indeed, it was arguably precisely because Oreus was made more aware of the exacting 
demands of his father's faith by this writer's work that it exercised the influence upon him 

that it did. The writer was one of those whom we met in our analysis of Stikhotvornaya 
lirika v sovremennoy Rossii. - F. M. Dostoevsky. 

I 

Oreus was well aware of the centrality of the free, empowered individual in 
Dostoevsky's world-view. The earliest record of Oreus' reading Dostoevsky is a 

transcription from his Zimnie zametki o lemikh vpechatleniyakh in which he juxtaposed 

Western individualism with true, positive individuality: 

'ITO Ae, CKaxeTe Bbl MHe, HaA0 6bITb 6e3jimqHOCTIbIO, IITO6 6blTb cqacTjiHBbBI? Paw B 6e3JIMHOCT14 

cnaceme? HaTIPOT14B, HaTIPOTMB, FOBOP10 Ji, He TOJIbKO He Haao 6bITb 6e3Ju4qHOcrbio, HO HmeHHO Huo 
cTaTb J114qHOCFbIO, )jaxe ropa3)10 B BbICO'qafliuefi CTefleHM, IleM Ta, K0TOpafl Tenepb onpe)lejiHiiaGb Ha 

3c-Liia, ae. fJORMMTe meHJi: GaMOBOJIbHoe, COBepHJeHHO C03HaTeJlbHoe 14 HMKeM He flpmHy. KAeHHoe 
camorioxepTBOBaHl4e Bcero ce6n B FIOJlb3y Bcex eCFb, no-moemy, rpm3HaK BbIC0,4afiweFO paMfflfli 

J11411HOGTH, BbIC04afiwero ee morywec-FBa, BbICOiafiwero camoo611aaaHH, 9, Bbicolafnudl CB0601bi 
co6C7FBeHHof4 BOJI14 < 

... 
> CHJIbHO pa3Bl4Tag JIMHOCTb, BROJIHe yBepeHHaJi B cBoem npaBe 6blTb 

JIMHOCTMO, yxe He mmeiowaq 3a ce631 HliKaKOrO c-rpaxa, HmeFO He MO)KeT H C)IejiaTb -ipyroi-o W 
cBoefi J11411HOGF14, To ecrb H14KaKoro 6oiTee yr[OTpe6neHl4fl, KaK oTaaTb ee BQ0 Bcem, IlTo6 m jpynie 
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BCP- 6blJI14 TOIIHO TaKl4MI4 xe c2LmojipaBHbIM14 14 C'IaCTJIHBbIM14 JIMHOCTEMM. 3MO 3aKOH npUpodbj; A: 
-9mo-my mHHeM HOpwaAbHO qeAoeeKa. 1 

There is much here that might initially seem to accord with the individuality 
through self-abnegation which I. A. Panaev advocated on the basis of Kantian ethics. 
However, as the final sentence of the above passage perhaps most succinctly intimates, 
there were in fact crucial distinctions between Dostoevsky's vision of individuality and that 
of Panaev as Oreus would come to see. Panaev's overriding concern with defending his 
faith from the materialist theory of knowledge had precipitated an espousal of Kantian 
critical idealism which essentially limited his attempted vindication to the sphere of ethics. 
His advocation of self-abnegation was therefore founded in the abstract terms of the 
"categorical imperative". Dostoevsky's faith, on the contrary, was not constricted within 
these parameters, although he too was engrossed by materialist thought, His faith, 
stronger than Panaev's, was centred in an intuition of positive universality which he 
contrasted with what he perceived to be the patent inadequacies of the materialist claim to 
describe reality definitively. This faith positively incorporated objective reality and 
Dostoevsky understood self-abnegation in its terms. For him it was not an end in itself, but 
the natural order of things in a potentially perfect objective universe. It was the statement 
of this Dostoevskian faith in Bratýa Karamazovy that prompted Oreus to explore the 
challenge that it represented to his rational faith. 2 

Oreus included Ivan Karamazov's name in a list of favourite fictional characters 
of winter 1897-98,3 a choice which reflected the seemingly paradoxical fact that it was 
Ivan who had guided him in his exploration of Dostoevskian faith. In a novel of which 
one of the central themes is the distinction between unqualified faith in life and the need 
for a formal definition of life's meaning, the starets Zosima's vision is presented in 
appropriately simple terms. Proportionately the sections of the novel devoted to Zosima 

are concise. Although they are pivotal taken in the context of the work as an integral 

whole, in terms of plot development, the action of the novel, they seem initially to 

constitute an extended digression, unintegrated and static, even peripheral. Indeed, 

Zosima's discourses and sermons derive their poignancy and, more importantly, 

justification from the dynamics of the Karamazov drama occurring in the foreground 

of the novel. In Ivan Karamazov, the seeker for meaning, Dostoevsky embodied a devil's 

advocate whose very questions were designed to emphasize the essential value of the faith 

IDostoevsky, F. M., Pol. sob. soch., Vol. 5, p. 79. Transcription: Kniga materialov. Chast'I, C 259, op. 1, 

ed. khr. 1,1.35-7. The transcription is undated. However, Zimnie zametki is not listed In Oreus' maln 

catalogue of materials read begun in mid 1894 (Spkis, L259, op. 1, ed. khr. 6). As Kniga materialov was 
begun during winter 1892-3, he must have read the work in the interim. 
20reus read Bratýa Karamazovy in late 1894: Spkis, L259, op. 1, ed. khr. 6,1.1. 
31n Miscellaneous materials, f. 259. op. 3, ed. khr. 4,1.77 ob. -78. Published in part in Ln 92 (iv), p. 184. 
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embodied in Zosima and the negative implications of all alternatives to its absohite 
4 affirmation. 

It was in one of Ivan's critical sallies against faith that Oreus' 'conversion' from 
Kant's critical idealism and ethics arguably found its basic impetus. Attempting to sully the 
credibility of Ivan's formulation of a theocratic jurisdiction, the liberal progressive 
MiUsov relates an anecdote to 'unmask' his sceptical opponent: 

He aaRee KaK xief4 TIJITb TOMY Ha. 3a)l, B OAHOM 3)IeUlHeM, nO flpeliMyWecrBy )iaMCKOM, o6wecrBe OH 
TOP)KeCTBeHHO 3aflBHR B cr[ope, qmo na 6ced 3euAe Hem pewumeAbHO HuveOO maKOOO, YMO ON 
3acma6,7H. ao xoaed vo6umb ce6e noao6tibix, qmo maKOOO 3aKOHa npupoabi. - ql-no6bi 
YeAo6eK Aio6u, 7 ieAo6etecm6o - tie cyu4ecnwyem 606ce, u Ymo ecAu ecMb u 6biAa oo cux 
nOp . 1710606b Ha 3eAAe, mo He OM 3aKona ecmecm6eHHooo, a eauucm6eHlio nomo. sty, q1no 
Aioaa 6epo6aAu 6 c6oe 6eccwepmue < ... > tiuqeoo ywe tie 6yaem 6e3Hpai? cmeeuHoao, 6(-, (- 6yaem n036OAeHo < 

... 
> 

- HeyxeiiH Bbl AefiCrBi4TejTbHO TaKOFO y6eA,, aeHHli 0 ijocjie)lCrBlMX MCCjiKHOBeHHji y juoaefi 
Bepbl B 6eccmepTme Aywi4 mx? - cTipocHn < 

... 
> cTapeij liBaiia q)e)IOPOBMa- 

- ja, ff 3MO ynwepwdaA. Hem ao6poaeme, 7u, ecAu Hem 6ecc. 4fepmuq. 5 

The interrelationship between ethics and metaphysics that Dostoevsky defined in 
these passages, which Oreus transcribed into his Kniga materialov, had obvious 
implications for one who considered himself to have found a complete vindication of 
faith in Kantian ethics and its attendant postulates. The uncompromising directness of 
Ivan's formulation of the problem precluded any Kantian 'half-measures'. His contention 
that man's subscription to an ethics of unconditional love derives its credibility and import 
exclusively from faith in the objective reality of immortality reversed the terms of the 

equation formulated by Kant and espoused by Oreus. In Dostoevsky's characteristically 
maximalist world the validity of ethics was dependent upon the validity of 
metaphysics and not vice versa. The force and value of Kant's 'rational faith' was clearly 

significantly compromised if judged from this perspective. Indeed, Oreus' subscription to 

an ethically postulated metaphysics could not hide the fact that he and the sceptical 
Karamazov were in fact improbable 'allies', sharing a common epistemological 
impediment to objective faith. Ivan Karamazov's categorical statement regarding ethics 

and immortality now compelled Oreus to realize that in order to attain full vindication 
he must either embrace absolute Dostoevskian faith or seek a new philosophical position 

4The essence of Dostoevsky's method is perhaps most succinctly and subtly captured by the theologian. G. 

Florovsky: 
B 14CFOPHfO PYGGKOA ýRJTOCOýMM jOGTOeBGKHk BXOAMT He IIOTOMY, 'ITO OH rIOCTf)O14JI ýWIOGO(JKXVIO 

GI4CTeMY, HO TIOTOMY, 'ITO OH UIMPOKO Pa3)IB14HYJI z ýTjiy6wi caMblk memýNMIWGKHý OnbIT- < 
... 

> 

AOCTOeBCKHfi 6wlbuie ROKubffiaer, 'qeM AOKaaffiam 

(Florovsky, G., Puti russkogo bogosloviya, Paris, YMCA Press, 1937, p. 300). 
5Dostoevsky, F. M., Pol. sob. soch., Vol. 14, pp. 64-65. Transcribed in Kniga materialov. Chast' I, 
L259, op. 1, ed. khr. 1,1.176-177. 
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that would theoretically verify its direct intuition of 

H 

universal integrity. 

Not surprisingly Oreus turned again to Ippolyte Panaev's interpretation of 
Kantian ethics in initially attempting to respond to this challenge to the integrity of his 
system. This new and failed appeal to Panaev's neo-Kantianism is of particular interest as 
an indication of the direction in which Oreus' development would have to proceed if he 
aspired fully to fulfil his ideal of definitive vindication. 

From 30 March - 18 August 1896, Oreus was working on a systematic answer to 
Ivan Karamazov's threat ofjustified anarchy in the absence of metaphysical faith: 

HBaH Kapama3oB. 
OT, qero He <<BCe T103BOJIeHO>>, ecim )jaxe 'qeJIOBeK OTPeIIIMTCJI OT aBTOPMTeTa peJiHFHm B leiie 

Ilpe)IT114CaHI411 HpaBCrBeHHOFO 3aKOHa? 6 

This incomplete project comprises a compendium of non-Christian ethical systems 
defined in sketch form. It includes the 'utilitarian' theory that although the ego is in itself 

morally neutral, man's progressive formulation of a moral code has arisen through his 

gradual comprehension of the fact that mutuality is beneficial. It also features J. M. 
Guyau's (1854-1888) thesis that genuine morality is the formalized expression of an 
inscrutable life principle which strives towards universal solidarity and, interminably 

expanding and intensifying, engenders an instinctive altruism and creativity in higher 

forms of being. 7More briefly examined are the aesthetic-ethical modes of being 

existentially conceived by Soren Kierkegaard, the botanist AN Beketov's study 
Nravstvennost' i estestvoznanie and the poet-thinker Sully Prudhomme's extended 
philosophical-ethical discourses in verse, La Justice and Le Bonheur. Synopses of the 
ideas of Darwin and the historian, N. I. Kareev, were projected but not realized. 8 

6Nabroski stati Konevskogo Ivana Ivanovicha 'Otchego ne vse pozvoleno'. f. 259, op. 1, ed. khr. 8. 
Dated in pencil, possibly by N. M. Sokolov. 
7Notably, in a manner ftirther indicative of Oreus' profound preoccupation with the Karamazov drama 

at this time, he found support for Guyau's view that suffering as much as happiness is a corollary of this 

universal 'life principle' in the celebratory hymn which Dimitry Karamazov foresees himself singing in 
penal servitude. 

For the synopsis of Guyau's ethics upon which Oreus' analysis evidently draws in part, see Es 

vol. 9a, pp. 963-64. Oreus uses quotations from Guyau included in this entry which he could not have 

taken from the texts in the original, having only read the French philosopher-poet's Vers d'un 

philosophe (in Dec. 1894, Spkis, L259, op. 1, ed. khr. 6,1.1) at this time. 
8Preparation for the work involved a summer's research which constitutes a good example of Oreus' 

assiduous and eclectic reading in the pursuit of his philosophical interests. The work by Beketov (A. 

Blok's maternal grandfather) he recorded as re-read in early summer 1895 (Spkis, L259, op. 1, ed. khr. 6, 

1.3). He read the entry on Kierkegaard in ES and works in translation, Garmonicheskoe ra. -vitie i, 
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What was the objective of Oreus' analyses of ethical systems which were 
formulated objectively, independent from Christian thinking? Did this exercise not 
perhaps indicate that he had now conceded defeat in the battle for faith and sought a 
self-contained ethics which would in itself constitute a credible answer to Ivan's 
threatened anarchy? It is difficult to define Oreus' motive for cataloguing these diverse 
theories with absolute certainty. However, the fact that he conducted his researches 
principally on I. A. Panaev's Mikhailovskoe estate in the summer of 1895 9 allows us to 
contend that this bid to meet Ivan Karamazov's challenge was in fact an attempt to 
remain wholly consistent with his development heretofore. For Panaev had his own 
solution to the problem raised by Ivan Karamazov, the full meaning of which he 
apparently impressed upon Oreus now. 

In a manner not dissimilar to that of Ivan Kararnazov in Raziskatel, V istiny Panaev 
considered the implications of a Godless world: 

Bce, 'qTO H14 )iejiaii 6bi qejiOBeK, WO 61bl OH H14 )iymaii, He MOrJIO CIIMTaTbC, 9 BmeHfleMbIM, H TOFAa 
HMKaKOf4 HpaBCrBeHH]blk TIOPII)JOK He 6biji 61bi BO3MO)KeH <... > Ecim 6bi 'qYBCTBe[iHblfi Mllp, MH[) 
Heo6xoAl4MOCrl4, eciiH 6bI TOJI1bKO OH O)IMH )Ief4CTB14TeJlbHO Y'IHJT MbICJlb, TO iimero m He morm 6bl 

BmeH, aTi)cA eh B norpeiiiHocrb. 10 

Panaev continued to argue, however, that a sense of moral order in man is more 
indubitable than the dictates of natural necessity. He substantiated this view by noting that 
even those who do not actively and positively subscribe to faith in immortality 
(among whom he might, of course, have listed the principle subjects of Oreus' 
investigations) are governed by a sense of unconditional moral duty and thus 
unconsciously affirm the metaphysics they deny: 

MO)KeT MYqHTbCq, WO HeBepylOlUl4f4 B 6Y)IYWYIO )KI43Hb Bce-FaKI4 CTPeMHTCJI CJIY)KHTb Mee )Jo6pa, H 

Hepe)IKO 3a6OTHTCJI 0 6jTarococToqHw4 r[OTOmcFBa, Tpy)li4Tcji )IjTq 6iiaro)IeHCTBHq rpjjjyWmX 
FIOKOjieHHA. CTajio 6blTlb, OH nocrynaff, )ief4cFByeT COBepiiieHHO 6ecKOPbICFHO. Ilem ýKe B Hem 
B036y.? K, IajoTc-ff TaKOBble CTPeMleHI4, q? - Bo, 36yx, 4aioTcA OHH,, KoHe, 4Ho, 14 He IIYBCrBeHHbIMM 

chelovecheskoy fichnosti esteticheskikh i eticheskikh nachal (Sv, 1888, Sept-Dec. ) and Aforizmy Estetika 
(Ve, 1886, May), in July (-August? ) 1895 (Ibid., 1.3 ob. ). Sully Prudhomme's La Justice, Le 
Bonheur, lyrical poetry, translation and foreword to Lucretius' On the Nature of Things, were listed as 
read in the course of July-August (Ibid., 1.3-4. See also transcriptions in Kniga materialov. Chast'I, 
f 259, op. 1, ed. khr. 1,1.93-97 and 157 and Chast' II, L259, op. 1, ed. khr. 5,1.90-96,104). He was to 
read Darwin's The Origin of Man in translation later, between Sept. 1895 and Jan. 1896 (Spkis, L259, 
op. 1, ed. khr. 6,1.7) and transcribed excerpts from it concerning the emergence of morality in man 
(Kniga materialov. Chast'I4, L259. op. 1, ed. khr. 5,1.35-37 and 180). Professor N. 1. Kareev (whose 
lectures on Russian history Oreus would subsequently attend) possibly merited attention as the author 
of two works read by Oreus: Pisma k uchashcheysya molodezhi o samoobrazovanii (read Dec. 1894, 
Spkis, f. 259, op. 1, ed. khr. 6,1.1) and Besedy o vyrabotke nzirosozertsaniya (July (? ) 1895, Ibid., 1.3). 
It is perhaps not unimportant that Oreus was to identify unattributed Kantian motifs in the latter 

work (Zk. AT6.4, f. 259, op. 1, ed. khr. 17,1.59). 
9 See Spkis, L 259, op. 1, ed. khr. 6,1.3 and 4. 
1OPanaev, I. A., "Posleslovie", Raziskateli istiny, vol. 2, p. 70. 
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imepemw B HaCTOflWeA )KH3HI4,14 He Ha)le)K)IamN Ha HarPa)IY B 6y)Wwefi )KH3HIi. WO 6bl OH H14 
rOBOP14JI, B Hem, c TIOTPe6HOCTbIO TIOBMHOBaTbCA IqMCrOMY )Iojlry, IIOBHHOBaTbC)l HpaBCrBeHHOMY 3aKOHN', 
Bce-TaKI4 )Kl4BeT M 'qYBCTBO HpaBcrBeHHOfl OTBeTCrBeHHocTi4. A mctKo6oe myacffwo GAemem 
nPU3nctoanue abime oceoo cmaffWeCt, 8ce cgq3bIeaioWeCl U ecem npaaqWeCL qlLcMOCL 

. 
7io6au. 11 

it seems highly probable that Oreus' projected case against Ivan's 
uncompromising vision of an amoral universe was intended to amplify this essential 
point and the moral intuitivism which underlay it. For, as the attribution of distinct 
qualities to the Divinity in the above quotation intimates, Panaev did not regard it 
exclusively as a postulate of practical reason - Kant's abstract theistic legislator - but 
the object of moral consciousness. Panaev, although agreeing that noumenal essence is 
incognizable, saw no impediment, however, to taking what he perceived to be a 
logical step - the assumption of the positive existence of a distinct 'noumenal domain' of 
which the subject as a thing-in-itself is necessarily part: 

Mbl rOBOPMM, 'ITO AIM R03HaHHH Hatuero iimeeTu Fipe)ieji. Ho emii i4meeTaq RPe)IeJ], TO He MO)KeT He 
14MeTbC, 9 TIPH 3TOM ABYX TePM14HOB: IlerO-TO flo CIO cropoHy nPuena, H liero-TO nO Ty CTOPOHY 
Rpe, aejia- flo CIO GTOPOHY mmeeTag IIYBCTBeHHblf4 M14P B Haunix 1103HaHI4,9X; FIO Ty CTOPOHY TO, qero Mbl 
He moxem nO3HaTb, HO YMO, KaK amopod mep-man npeaelia, me-m iie veHee, tie mowem ne 
6bimb. 12 

Panaev considered that this assertion of the objective reality of the noumenal 
domain gave him licence to treat the transcendental ideas apprehended in moral 
consciousness in equivalent terms. If our sensual perception of objects can positively 
be said to be the representation of a distinct "world-in-itself', why not man's innate 
consciousness of moral duty and the metaphysical ideas postulated on its basis? Panaev 

could break free from the purely ethical constructs determining the nature of Kant's 

theistic 'Lord Chief Justice' and conceive of the all-unifying absolute in the above-cited 
passage, with which he equated the Johannine "God is love". On this basis too he was 

able to argue that man's unique apprehension of ideal moral freedom was symptomatic of 
his supreme status in the teleological process of a 'Divine idea'. Indeed, treated as positive 
intuition, man's ethical experience appeared to yield the 'objective' ground for faith that 

Ivan Karamazov demanded. 

ifi 

Notably, however, Oreus did not complete his project to answer Ivan 

Karamazov's ultimatum in intuitivist terms. Even as he catalogued the non-Christian 

ethical systems that were to be central to this formulation, he had begun compiling 

I' Ibid., pp. 70-7 1. Italics mine. 
121bid., p. 53. Italics mine. 
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preliminary notes for another project to parallel certain themes in the works of 
Dostoevsky and Ibsen. 13The central point of comparison that Oreus discerned in the two 
writers was a common treatment of what he termed "universal injustice" (vsemirnCrJu 
nespravedlivost). This new interest marked the fact that his attention was now gripped 
by the second, more intractable problem that Ivan Karamazov posed for the believer - his acceptance of God, admission of faith, yet repudiation of God's world and the suffering 
of the innocent countenanced by the faithful - his "rebellion". 

Although Oreus'planned comparison of Dostoevsky and Ibsen was also to remain 
essentially unrealized, reference to Ivan in preliminary critiques of Ibsen's dramas indicate 
that it was now the "rebellion" that principally engaged him. He found the "Legend of the 
Grand Inquisitor" to be reflected in the battle between the realist Dr. Relling and idealist 
Gregers Werle in The Wild Duck. 14 More particularly, remarking upon the destructive 
idealism of John Rosmer (Rosmersholm) and Halvard Solness (7-he Allaster Builder), he 
observed: 

3To-To camoe, flf)OT14B qerO B aytue 4ocFoeBGKoro ripo6yx)jaju4Cb TaKme crpaiLiHbie B03MYLLieHHR, TO 
camoe, WO TaK jiciio co3HaBaii flBaH Kapama3OB, BOCKJU4ijaa, 'ITO He MWKeT TepneTb, 4TOi5bl JIIO)IH 
Hacro. qwero )IOJI)KHbl <<yHaBO. )Kl4BaTb>> AJIR KaKHX-T0 FT), RVW14X FlOKojieHMR 6YAYUJYIO i-apMOH1410.15 

Oreus had realized that although both Ibsen and Dostoevsky saw an exclusively 
material happiness as a denial of higher aspirations, they also recognized unqualified 
idealism to be a potentially destructive force. In this Oreus perceived a new dilemma 
for one attempting to vindicate faith, a dilemma of greater complexity than that posed by 

abstract materialism alone, for its solution precluded any exclusive appeal to idealist 
ethics,, intuitivist or not. Oreus lucidly defined this dilemma - the "universal injustice" to 
which his sketched literary parallel referred - in identifying the central theme of Ibsen's 
later psychological dramas: 

OH pe6pom BblABHraeT crpaWHYIO akmemmy. im6o oTjaüTecib cTpemJleH1410 K He)10Cr11A14MO-Bb1C0KI4M 
iueajiam 14 OTKaAHTecb OT 3eMH0r0 cqacrbfl, iii46o oTaaüTeci, 3emHomy cqacTibio, IIPHHocfl emy B 
AepTBY BC11K14e MeqTbI 0 Bb1C0K14X mieajiax. MeACAY CTPCMJ1e1114eM K lipaBCrBeEllbim Iveajiam vi 
CI'peMJ1eH14eM K cqaCIbl0, y)JOBJ1eTBOpflI0WeMy Haiueü )Ym3HepaAocTi4, MeT HellplIM14plIMali 60pb6a B 

cep)iiiax iiio)lef4.16 

Patently, Oreus' idealist ethical justification of faith could represent only one of the 

tendencies that he now considered it imperative to reconcile. Both the Kantian postulates 

13Nabroski Proektiruemoy v dovol'no otdalennom budushchem fiteraturnoy paralleh: 'Dostoevskiy i 
Ibsen', C259, op. 1, ed. khr. 8,1.21. 
"Nabroski stati ob lbsene, C259, op. 1, ed. khr. 8,1.22, 
151bid., 1.33 ob. Oreus' concern that the 'past' must necessarily be sacrificed for the sake of an ideal 
future perhaps again reinforces the view that his own sense of filial respect was profound. 
161bid., 1.31. 
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and Panaev's intuitivism hinged upon idealist deference to a transcendent beyond, in 
which all the contradictions of material being were alledgedly annulled, as a rather 
awkward passage from Oreus' earlier profession de foi, Duma, serdise i razmakhi, 
reminds us- 

-rpaHI4,06pa, 3bl COBepiueHcTBa, yKa3biBaembie Hamefi ýmjiocoýmefi, iiexaT BHe 3eMHoi-o. HO KaK - BHe 
3eMHoro? HpeacraBJIJIW Jill OHM 'qTO-HI46y4b amameTpmbHO RWT14BYF10JIOAHoe 3eMHO. Nl\ 6bIT1110? 
flpOTHByiiocTaBJ]IiIOT J114 OH14 Hanpi4mep 6blTI410 - He6blTme? HeT. OHM upe)icraB. FljieT, npaBaa. He4TO 
, ImameTpaJlbfIO flpOT14BYFIOJIO)KHOe BeIUoCrBeHHOf4 CTOPOHe 3emHoro 6blTM3j; HO - He AYXOBHOý. Oi5pa3bi 
COBeplueHCTBa, no 14)IeAJIbHOf4 0HROC04)MM, CyTb o6pa3bi HOJIO)KUITEJ]bHblE JYXOBHO['O 
COBeplUeHCFBa, KOTOf)OrO MbI, npaB)la, He moxem ce6e npe)ic7FaBl4Tb B nOJIHOM eI'O BlUP 3eNflibl-NIIi 
oqamH, HO 3aqaTKH, Haqajia KOTOPOrO Mbl BMA14M BO BCeX HaH60JIee BbICOKmX FIPORBjieH")iX JýTLIH 
qeJTOBeKa, 6y)ib aTH IIPOJIBJIeHHH - BeJTHKlle, )jo6pbIe ae. Tia j4 'iYBCTBa, 6yab OH14 - IIJIOJbl , JOJIFHX 3NINI. 
OTKPbITHJI BellHbIX HCT14H, yMO3pl4TeJlbHbIe OTKPbIT14L - BOT OH14 - meaAbl, OT KOTOPbIX Hawa 
ý14JIOGOýJlfl Be, = camoe cBoe HuBaHme- 17 

Ultimately the idealist ethics of duty to which Oreus subscribed perforce 
sanctioned the negation or extirpation of man's links with the phenomenal world. 
Moreover, although the existence of a transcendental domain was postulated or intuited by 
this ethics, the nature of its interrelationship with the sensible world was considered 
essentially incognizable. Consequently the universal context and the function of 
individual suffering in that world could not be positively identified or justified in 

exclusively idealist terms. Faced by Ivan Karamazov's rebellion against "universal 
injustice", Oreus could no longer accept this conception of things without qualification. 

IV 

Panaev's moral intuitivism was therefore ultimately incapable of quelling Ivan 

Karamazov's "rebellion", the implications of which Oreus elaborated in his study of Ibsen. 

However, the attempt to find answers in this intuitivism had not been wholly futile. It 

represented a crucial shift in emphasis which, if it was not immediately apparent to Oreus, 

in fact made him receptive to new philosophical horizons. 

In the Kantian Duma, serdtse i razmakhi Oreus had defined "healthy philosophy" 
in the monistic terms of the Swiss thinker, Ernest Naville (1816-1909): 

TaK OJ]f)e, 4eJT14JI CMeMAeHHff BCRKOh ýH-qocopm 3pHecr HaBHJTJlb (Naville) B CBOeM OnPOBepraiouiefi 

maTepHajim3m 6powiopeý "La science et le matdnalisme" (Paris et Gen6ve, 1891): 43CHKa)i ýmjiocoýHfl, 
rOBOP14T OH, FIO CyWeGFBY cBoemy, craB14T ce6e 3a)laqefi Hafffi4 eal4HCFBO B KaýKvweftoq 

MHOXeCTBeHHOCrH JIBJTeHHf4. flOOTOMY BCAKajj ýHAOCOOHR MO)KeT 6blTlb Ha3BaHa WOHU3,1(0. M (T. e. TaK 

CKa3aTb, yqeHl4eM 0 e)114HCTBe)>>. 18 

"Duma, serdtse i razmakhi, f. 259, op. 1, ed. khr. 2,1.10 ob. -Il. Oreus' emphasis. 
18Duma, serdtse i razmakhi, C259, op. 1, ed. khr. 2,1.6 ob. My italics. Oreus refers to Naville's La 

science et le mat&ialistne; &ude philosophique. Gen&e, A. Cherbuliez, 1891. Also published in 

'11, abridged form in Revue Philosophique, 1890, vol. XXIX, pp. 618-637. 
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Ironically, Kantian thought, although certainly offering fundamental conceptual 
unity in its answer to the question of knowledge, patently did not satisfy the need to 
establish an underlying unity in phenomenal reality. Kantian philosophy is essentially 
critical; indeed, it was this very quality which made it so powerful a force in combating 
the more excessive claims of materialist monism. 

Panaev's moral intuitivism. was a confession of the intrinsic limitations of this 

critical philosophy. Although his still radically circumscribed bid to assume the objective 
existence of an unconditional truth and to identify it with universal love failed to justify 
the contradictions in life against which Ivan Karamazov rebels, he acknowledged the need 
to find a monistic metaphysics that would. He tacitly sanctioned a metaphysical 
exploration of the "world-in-itself' that would provide unqualified 'Being' with an integral, 

universal context and thus fully justify a positive faith. This Oreus would find in the 

thought of V1. S. S olov'ev. 
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CHAPTER NINE 

Solov'evian influence: the promise of integral vision 

tlyBCT]3a cBeAi4, o6aHTe. ubHbl CHom < 
... 

> 
Fjia3 M0f1 11p03peBiui4f4, riia3 M0f4 lip03pa11Hbif4, 
RCHO Ha B0A14f1 MI4P Tbl B3rJIRHYJ]! 
PaHLLue CMOTpe. 1 OH CKB03L AblMKY TyMaHa, 
Hb1H1le OH iipa3AHyeT cBeT. 
1. Konevskoy. "Voskresenie". 

It is appropriate at this point in our study briefly to project ahead to Oreus' 

writings on Dostoevsky of 1899, four years on from the immediate struggle with Ivan 
Karamazov's challenge which we unravelled in the preceding chapter. In passages 
appended to his essay of 1897, "Dve narodnye stikhii", Oreus would observe: 

flpaBaa, MbICJlb 0 TOM, 'ITO <<C03HaHHe ýKH3HII Bbliue XH3HH>>, YMCTBeHHoe I]OCT"XeHHe GbITHJI - ATO 
eCTb TO, C I-leM 6opeTC. 9 <<cmeUlHOf4 iejiOBeK>> H 'ITO pa3BpaTl4jlO 6. iaxeHHbIX OGHTaT e. lefi < ... >B 
KOHeqHofl rapMOH14H TBOpua Kapama30BbIX He OCTaeTCJ9 meCTa, B camom zieje, )um IIOGB[4 K cipa)=1110 
H 6opb6e, CTOJIb Bjia)ieBillefl HM ýKe; HO caman rapMOHHJI, caMblfl crim 3anpOCOB flHqHOCTH C A143HbIO 14 
Cy)lb6Ofi - Bce xe Gonee CJIO. X-, Hblfi, 60JIee paCqAeHfIlOWHfi 1114CToe e)IHHCTBO, liem, Hatipmmep, B 

BepOyqeHH14 AbBa ToJICTOrO. 1 

On the one hand this passage reveals how Oreus had now come to accept 
Dostoevsky's insistence upon the integral union of individual and universe at the expense 

of the morality-based Tolstoyan individualism which he had previously championed. 
On the other hand, however, the passage also ironically intimates that it was not 

Dostoevsky's faith alone that had persuaded Oreus of the validity of his vision. Oreus 

reminds us of the view expressed at the outset of our study of Bratýa Karamazovy in 

Chapter Eight: Dostoevsky was not concerned with giving dialectical proofs in 

presenting the reader with Zosima's vision of universal harmony, but with challenging 

the very necessity for such proofs. Zosima's faith was thus simply given as an 

alternative perspective on, or relationship to the world. Dostoevsky made no specific 

claim for its validity. Indeed, his novel was informed by a realism that dictated, for 

instance, that the elder's corpse be abandoned to the "odour of corruption". Not requiring 

assurances for himself, Dostoevsky did not grant them to his reader. As Oreus himself 

identified at the beginning of Stikhotvornaya lirika v sovremennoy Rossii (1897), 

although Zosima's presence was inspiring, it was peripheral: 

OGHTe. Flb ero CBeTHTCfl Ha rOP1430HTe Kapama30BOf4 )jpambi OrHflMI4 OTPaAHOrO 14 IIPHBeTHoro IIPHIOTa. 

2 
f')Ie Bce TpeBO. lHeHl4H 3aTl4xalOT. 

I Mid, pp. 121-2lSip, pp. 157-8. As we shall see in Chapters Thirteen and Sixteen, Oreus revised "Dve 

narodnye stikhii" for publication in Mid in 1899. 
2 Sip, p. 128. 
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Indeed, while Oreus stressed the stature of Dostoevsky's vision in this essay, he 
also noted that the novelist left much unresolved, not least the question of Ivan's "devil" - 
the chaotic principle of the universe: 

... MHOFOFO He )IOCKa3aB 14 He pa3pellIMB, HCTpa)iaBll. H4flC, 9 cepueBemu, B oqeHb CKOPOM Bpe. NieHH BC-I(', d 3a 
BOW[UeHmem flpOF[OBe)im C. Tapua 3oci4mbi, OCTaBM: l AMU. 3 

What, then, were the grounds for Oreus' differentiating Dostoevsky's vision of the 
individual from Tolstoy's on the grounds that it was more sophisticated? How was it that 
Oreus came to sanction the value of Zosima's world-view? What justification had he, 
one who had picked up the gauntlet thrown down by Ivan - the seeker for meaning, for 
accepting Zosima's mysterious ocean-like universe in which everything was 
inextricably interconnected? 

It was certainly not, of course, the answers that Ivan Karamazov's critique of faith 

yields in Bratýa Karamazovy. Indeed, in Stikhotvornaya lirika v sovremennoy Rossii, 
Oreus ironically identified Ivan's folly as an inability to escape the very "labyrinth" of 
moral issues by which we know he himself, as an ethical idealist, had previously been 

constricted! However, the spirit of Ivan's enquiry into faith did play a role in Oreus, 

espousal of Dostoevsky's unqualified faith - as positively harnessed by V7. Solovev- 

Indeed, although Oreus himself probably did not know it, this philosopher was allegedly 
Dostoevsky's prototype for Ivan Karamazov, being a paradoxical personality, capable of 

advocating the pro and the contra with equal brilliance and, seemingly, conviction. ' It 

was his dialectical formulation of a mystical faith which recognized Ivan Karamazov's 

need for meaning that would allow Oreus comfortably to accept Zosima's 

unsubstantiated and incomplete vision. 
In the present chapter we will examine the early, essentially confirmatory role 

that Solov'ev's views, broadly stated in shorter articles on art and the lyrical poets AX 

Tolstoy and EI Tyutchev, had in stimulating this general move from idealist ethics 

toward Dostoevskian faith in 1896-7. 

I 

3 Ibid., p. 129. 
4 See Sip, p. 127. Likewise L. N. Tolstoy was again treated in this essay as being delimited by the purely 

'moral faith'with which Oreus himself had previously identified: ibid., pp. 129-133. 
5 Dostoevsky befriended the youthful philosopher, who accompanied him on a pilgrimage to Optina Pustyn' 

monastery to see the starets Amvrosy, an experience which found reflection in Bratýa Karama--ovy- See, 

for example, Mints, Z. G., "Vladimir Solov'ev - poet", Vladimir Solovev. Stikhavoreniya i shutochnye 

p'esy, Biblioteka Poeta, 1974, p. 10 and Solov'ev, S. M., Zhizn' i tvorcheskaya evolyutsiya Vladimira 

Solov'eva, Brussels, 1977, p. 41. 
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In a letter to Bryusov of 20 October 1901, Lt-General Oreus addressed the 
question of his son's health and its possible influence upon his poetry: 

... 3AOPOBbem OH Bcema FIOJlb3OBajicfi olieHb xopoiumm < 
... 

> Ec.: i" OH BaM I'OBOP14. -l 0 KaKOfl-HIlF)NJb 
60JIe, 3HI4, TO pa3ymeii, BepoRTHO, GOJ]e, 3HeHHoe )iyiiieBHoe HaCTPOeliHe. flpeAno. -iaraK) (moAeT 6bITb If 
OWH6OqHO), qTO OHO MODIO OBjia)teTb HM HP14 nepexoAe H3 OTpOqeCKOrO B 10HOLLieCK1,11-1 B03pacr (. NieA-i. y 
14 14 16 roaaw A143HII), KOraa B opraHI43me Hauiem RPOIICXOAHT HeBHIIIIMble (D"3HO. lOFliqeC-KJrIe 
ftpoLiecCbl, KOHeqHO, Tem m apyrtim o6pa30M BAmnome Ha M0317 11 HepBbI. IOIIYCTHB )TO 
llpeAHOJIOXeHme, MOAM FIPHYPOqIlTb K Hemy H HPIIBe)ieHHbie BaMH CTHX14: <<He(-)O, 3em. m, qTO 3a 
qyAHbie 3BYKH ... >>, ROTOMY UO OHH (KaK H YCMOTpeJl 143 qepHoro 14X HaGPOCKa) Hanwal-IbI B q)eBpa. ie 
1895 1'.; 3Haql4T, BpeMfI HX Ham4cal-114,9 COBna)iaeT C OKOHqaHmeM BbIweCKa3aHHof4 nepexomon moxil. 6 

This reference to Oreus' adolescence is of undoubted biographical interest, not 
least here, as it reminds us of his precocity, setting the metaphysical development thus 
far discussed in earlier chapters in context. However, Oreus' reading list for February 

1895 allows us to speculate that the inspiration for "Voskresenie", the poem that had 

evidently aroused Bryusov's interest in the state of Oreus' health, was more specific than 

that suggested by the Lt-General. ' Indeed, it appears that this poem constitutes our fullest 

documentation of the impression that Vladimir Solov'ev's short article "Pervyy shag k 

8 polozhitel'noy estetike" made upon Oreus. 

This article, occasioned by the republication in 1893 of N. G. 

Chernyshevsky's Esteticheskie otnosheniya iskusstva k deystvitel'nosti, falls into two 

parts. In the first Solov'ev censures an emergent aesthetic "separatism" as an 
irrational and immoderate reaction to the dominance of utilitarian ideas over aesthetics 
in the recent past. He pleads the case for "reason" and "truth". The new aestheticism is 

correct to assert that art is an autonomous province of human activity. It is fundamentally 

incorrect however, in claiming art to be self-sufficient, exclusive of other spheres 

of activity, when these are in fact interlinked in an integral, organic unity: 

)KI43Hb uejioro "ý ... 
> Tpe6yeT H npe)ino. riaraeT OTHOC14Te. ribHYIO caMOCTOilTejibHO(, -Fb qaCTefl " nx 

(PYHKUHf4, - HO 6e3yCJIOBHO caMOAOB. fieioujef4 H14KaKaq ýYHKUHq B cBoefi OTAejibHOCT14 He C)biBaeT It 

GblTb He mo)KeT. 9 

Indeed, solovev argues that a universal progress towards preordained "unitotal" 

harmony is discernible in history and he focusses upon a growing spirit of world 

community which belies such current phenomena as the succes de surprise of 

Nietzschean atavism or European militarism. The artist must play an integral and 

6 Ln 98 (i), p. 541. 
-3). 7 Notably, excluding the prologue, "Voskresenie" opens Mid, P. 13 (also Sip, pp. 2 

that 8 SoloVev, VI., Tervyy shag k polozhitel'noy estetike", Ve, 1894, No. 1. It is perhaps not unimportant 

on listing the article read in Feb. 1895, Oreus incorrectly entitled it "Novaya estetichecheskaya teorlya" 

(Spkis, L259, op. 1, ed. khr. 6,1.2). 
9 SoloVev, VI., Tervyy shag k polozhitel'noy estetike", SELk, p. 141. 
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positive role in this "world process", Solov'ev argues, and on this basis he again 
emphatically denies the aesthetic separatist any right to abstract art from reality: 
HeT: HCKYCCTBa He )lJlfl IICKyccTBa, a rin ocymeCFBJIeHliR TOR IIOJIHOTbl AMMM, KOTOpa-9 Heof-)xojiimo BKjMqaeT B ceGe m oco6bifi xiemeHT IICKYCCTBa - KpaCOTY, HO BK. -IloqaeT He KaK qTO-HIIF)\'-IL OT)ieJlbHoe 14 CaMOIIOBjieioiiiee, aB cywecTBeHHOH- M BHYTpeH. Hefj CBMII CO Bcem o(-, Ta. -IbHbINI co)tepwaHHem )KH3HI4.10 

It is this assertion that art is the potential extension of an objective beauty of 
world-wide significance that SoloVev amplifies in the second part of the article, where, 
although he is critical of Chemyshevsky's aesthetic in its specifics, he embraces its 
fundamental theses: 

FAaBHoe ee coaepxaHme CBO)114TC-q K ABYM FIOAO)KeHHHM: 1) cyweCTByioMee HCKYCCTBo eCTb . 111LIlb 
ciia6bih cypporaT )IefiCTBHTeAbHOCTM, H 2) KpaCOTa B upHpoae HmeeT 06'beKTHBHYIO pea. IbHOCTL, - If 
JMU Te3l4Cbl ocmaHYMCH. 11 

Although "Pervyy shag k polozhitel'noy estetike" was undoubtedly significant as 
an introduction to the Solov'evian aesthetic which would become the primum 
mobile of Oreus' development in 1896, it is probable that the article's broader 
philosphical implications initially hogged his attention in view of his growing doubts 
regarding critical idealism. Moreover, the article, in which Oreus' abiding distrust of 
"art for art's sake" surely found early impetus, was itself clearly less concerned with 
aesthetics per se than the simple demand that it be accorded a metaphysical ground. 
Chernyshevsky's arguments did not constitute aesthetic resolution, merely a first step 
towards the proper metaphysical definition of aesthetics. 

In stating the case for a new aesthetic Solov'ev certainly sketched out the 

rudiments of a system which had relevance for one attempting to resolve 
metaphysical conundrums posed by Ivan Karamazov. The "unitotality" (vseedinstvo) 

which Solov'ev identified as the ob ect of the "world rocess" was apparently a cogent jp 

affirmation of the starets Zosimas' unitive vision: 

Y HCTOPHH (a ciie)ioBaTe. FlbHO, 14 y Bcero mHpoBOrO npouecca) eCTL ueJlb, KOTOPYIO Mbl HecoNlHeHHO 

Maem, - ueqb j3cco6-bem. jjiomafl H BmecTe C Tem AocTaTOIIHO onpeaejieHHaq AAR TOM qTO6bl Nlbl N101'. 111 

C03HaTeJlbHO yqaCTBOBaTb B ee )IOCrHXeHHH < 
... 

> OTHOCHTeJlbHO BC-HKOfl 14)IeH, BCHKoro qyBC-FBa H 

BCJIKOrO )ie. Tia qe. IOBeqeCKOrO Bcer)ia MO"O HO Pa3yMy 11 COBeCTH PeWHTb, corlacHo . 111 OHO C 

H)iea. IOM Bceo6Luefi co. rimapHOCTII 14JIll IIPOTIIBopeqHT emy, HatipaBJIeHO AH OHO K ocymecrB. T, jeHlilO 
UCMUHHOOO aceedUHCmaa HAM flpOTHBo)tefiCTBYeT emy. 

12 

10 Ibid., p. 144. 
11 Ibid., pp. 146-7. 
12 Ibid., p. 142. Italics mine. 
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Moreover, on establishing the objectivity of the unitotal "world process", Solov'ev 
directly censured Ivan Karamazov's maxim "everything is permitted" in his critique of 
Nietzsche: 

j9BHJICJI B fepmaHmN TaiiaHTJIHBblf4 11MC2LTeJlb (K coxmeHI410, OKa3aBW14RC, 9 A. VIU(ýBHO-60ALHEIM). 
KOTOpbJA CTaA JIPOJIOBe4OBaTb, WO COCTPaAaHl4e eCrb 'qYBCTBO HH3Koe, He)locroRHoe yBaxaioLuero 
M6,9 IleJIOBeKa; 'ITO HpaBcTBeHHOCTb I'OA14TC. 9 TOJI1bKO "ji pa6CKHX HaTyp; 'ITO IICJIOBeqecTBa H(, T, a 
eCTb rocno)ia H pa6bl, nojiy6orm m JIOJIYCKOTbl, WO Tiep6bIR ece m3ao-17eiw, a BTOpbie 06fl3aHbi 
CJIY)Kl4Tb OPYA14eM AJIH JlepBbIX M T. ji. 13 

However, unlike Dostoevsky's faith, Solov'ev's system clearly reconciled formal 

philosophical bases with revelatory unitive vision. This article, which opened with a plea 
for reason and a truth that would transcend reactionary extremism, bore testimony to a 
philosophy of synthesis. Not only did it refrain from dismissing the views of 
Chernyshevsky, a seemingly natural foe of the ethos embodied in Zosima , it confidently 
reassessed these views and positively defined their core meaning within its formal terms. 14 
The fact that this deliberately thought-provoking assimilation of Chernyshevsky's ideas 
was possible for Solov'ev showed that he commanded an all-embracing philosophical 
perspective on life which was denied to Oreus by his commitment to subjective idealism. 

It was in the spirit of this article's 'testament' that Oreus wrote "Voskresenie" 

on 19 February 1895. In the first instance it was a paean less to beauty than simply to 

an objective world invested with the promise of new, uncompromised meaning within 
the context of Solov'evian "unitotality". "Voskresenie", like "Otryvok", 15 the poem which 
followed it (15 March 1895), marked a new aspiration spontaneously to celebrate the 

vibrancy and dynamics of the objective sphere of being from which Oreus had been 

alienated not only by materialism, but also in turn by critical idealism and the ethics 
formulated in its terms. Although the significance of the intellect remained 

undiminished in "Voskresenie", spontaneousfeeling assumed a renewed importance: 

IlyBcrBa cBeAii, o6aomeAbHbl ciioea < ... > 
riia3 mof4 npo3peBuii4fi, riia3 moü r[po3paqHbiü, 
licHo Ha lioAi4fi mi4p Tibi B3rjiRiiyji! 
PaHbwe CMOTpeJ1 OH CKBO3b (3bIMKY my-maiia, 

131bid., p. 143. Italics mine. It is possible that this article, together with N. Grot's "Nravstvennye idealy 

nashego vremeni (Fridrikh Nitsshe i Lev Tolstoy)" (Vfip, bk 1 (16), 1893. Recorded read by Orcus in 

Spkis, C259, op. 1, ed. khr. 6,1.10) prompted the analogy between Ivan Karamazov and Nietzsche which 

appears in Stikhotvornaya firika (see Sip, 126 ) as Oreus had not actually read the German philosopher at 

the time he wrote the essay. 
"Here Solov'ev perhaps echoed the fact that he had himself been a committed materialist in his youth 

(see, for example, his article "Ideya sverkhcheloveka", 1899) and thus fully appreciated the right of 

materialism to a 'fair hearing' -a factor which undoubtedly made his ideas attractive at a time of great 

divisiveness. 
15Mid, p. 20ISip, p. 3. 
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HI)lHqe OH ripa3AliyeT cßeT. 16 

Yet, though bold, this "first step" towards the truth and beauty of the objective 
world was also premature, taken by one unsure of his footing. Although Oreus exulted 
in his potential discovery of a positive, formal resolution of Ivan Karamazov's dilemnial 
the broad philosophical assurances of Solov'ev's article were obviously offset by its 
paucity of detail. This impeded Oreus' immediate advance beyond idealist ethics. The 
article failed to address certain fundamental questions regarding the objective sphere 
and also to prevent a diversionary semantic confusion from arising. 

To re-embrace the material sphere as an objective "unitotality" Oreus would 
have to understand and accept the autonomy of the natural laws from which critical 
idealism had given his justification of faith asylum. This he could not yet do, not being 

possessed of the logical grounds to explain natural processes in a way which would both 

preserve innate human dignity and make no concessions to deten-ninist materialism. 
"Priroda", " a dissonant coda to the celebratory "Voskresenie" and "Otryvok" that 
Oreus significantly chose to omit from Mechty i Amy, is an eloquent expression of his 

confused position in early 1895. The poet, although desperate to understand and assume 
his true place in nature, lacked the metaphysical rationale at this time to do so and 

retreated again within the confines of subjective consciousness. The 'sea of life' into 

which he unreservedly ventured in "Voskresenie"" was now recontained within the 

epistemological strictures of critical idealism; he was only happy to sail the sea of 

subjective being within him: 

FIppoika, Tbl He, BTOpriiac-q MHe B AYLUY. 
UeHIO H BHAY BOO KpaCy TBOIO. 

Ho, KaK MOPqK, CHYCTIIBIUHf4CH Ha cymy, 
3AeCb Ha HoraX He TBepo Ji CTOIO. 

Aa, cepue moe Tam eMe BHTaeT, 
Fie MYTHbIM MOPeM TCMHblfi rpa)i 1HYM14T. 

Tam cTpaHHO mepKHeT, CTpaHHO paCCBeTaeT, 

Tam )jymamn 14 'IYBCTBami4 AbIM14T. 

16 Mid, p. 131Sip, p. 2. In simply marking a new desire to accept and find answers in the objective world, 

"Voskresenie" was, however, necessarily also a "first step" towards the distinctly Solov'evian aesthetic so 

closely identified with his "unitotality". The "Divine world" (Bozhiy mir) which Oreus surveyed in 

"Voskresenie" was undoubtedly that same which Fet extolled in his poem "Komu venets: bogine V krasoty, 

il' v zerkale ee izobrazheniyu? " There Fet dismissed the view that beauty is the subjective fabrication of 

the poet, prompting Solov'ev to draw a seemingly unlikely analogy between the poet and Chemyshevsky in 

"Pervyy shag k polozhitel'noy estetike" which again illustrates his aspiration to be a philosopher of 

synthesis. 
17 

20 May 1895, Sip, pp. 3-4. 
18CTpaCTHO 

Jq B HOBY10 AH3Hb OKYHYCb. 

X-qeWYT KPYFOM meHR BOJIHbl M14PCKIIH, 

14 YB. qeKalOT B 11POCTOPb1 MOPCKIIC: 

B HPHCTaHb BeK He BePHYCb! 

("Voskresenie": Mid, p. 131Sip, p. 3. ) 
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<... > 

14 B)Ipyr Kpyrom meHH Bce THWb CBRTan, 
KaK cyi-ua, BCe He3bi6iiemo CTOMT, 
14, KpaCOTOA 6eCCTpaCTHOIO 6. qmcTaq, 
143 HeAp CB014X npiipom A143Hb CTPY14T. 

<... > 

HO B aTOM uapCTBe MK fi ii pacTepfiH, 
Kpacoio JTOA qHHHOA yapyqeH. 
AX, Kaxabifi JIliCT14K TaK B ceGe yBepeH, 
14 TOJIbKO H Ko. FieGimocn, cmytLteH. 

" 

It was assailed by such fundamental uncertainties that Oreus travelled to I. A. 
Panaev's Mikhailovskoe estate in the summer of 1895 and gravitated towards his 
host's moral intuitivism as a means to meet Ivan Karamazov's challenge. Taken literally, 
Solov'ev's appeal to "reason" and "conscience" as a means to apprehend "unitotality" in 
"Pervyy shag k polozhitel'noy estetike"" must have seemed wholly consonant with the 

espousal of Panaev's intuitivism. As we noted above, this attempted monism in fact 

undoubtedly exercised an important influence at this transitional stage of Oreus' 

development. However, it could not, of course, fulfil the full promise of "Pervyy shag k 

polozhitel'noy estetike", as Oreus perhaps thought it did during his summer at 
Mikhailovskoe. "Reason" and "conscience" were accorded a significance by Panaev 

which reflected the epistemological constrictions by which he continued to abide. As 

Oreus was presently to recognise on confronting Ivan's "rebellion" against "universal 

injustice", Panaev's definition of "reason" and "conscience" precluded the assertion of a 

true marriage of temporal and ideal being -a truly unconditional "unitotality". It seems 

probable that Oreus' attraction to Panaev's intuitivism was at least in part the fruit of 

his inability as yet to appreciate the positive semantics of Solov'ev's non-critical, 

objective idealist philosophy. For as Oreus would soon discover, although "reason" and 

"conscience" were certainly apportioned particular significance in Solov'evian thought, 

they were not accorded definitive importance and were reconciled with thefull range of 

human experience admitted by positive "unitotality". 

11 

Oreus' confusion might have found quicker and fuller resolution if his summer 

sojourn at Mikhailovskoe had not apparently denied him access to Solov'ev's 

contributions to the April and May issues of Vestnik Evropy, which he only came to 

19 
Sip, pp. 3-4. 

20 
See above, p. 108. 
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read in the weeks following his return to Petersburg in August. These were 
Solov'ev's articles on F. I. Tyutchev and A-K, Tolstoy, the poets Oreus would identify 
with Dostoevsky in Stikhotvornaya lirika v sovremennoy Rossn. Certainly these 
Solov'evian readings of Tyutchev and Tolstoy were pivotal to Oreus, new approach to 
resolving the Dostoevskian conundrums with which he wrestled throughout 1895. They 
restored the promise of "Pervyy shag k polozhitel'noy estetike" to justify Zosima's vision. 

Consistencies between "Pervyy shag k polozhitel'noy estetike" and these later 
articles were immediately apparent. Solov'ev opened "Poeziya gr. A. K. Tolstogo" with a 
celebration of Tolstoy's impartial championship of beauty which echoed his plea for 

21 objectivity of vision at the beginning of "Pervyy shag k polozhitel'noy estetike". 
Moreover, the similarities and disparities between Dostoevsky and Solov'ev that we 
noted in the earlier article were also echoed in the comparison of Pushkin with Tolstoy 

and Tyutchev in the new work. We have suggested that in "Pervyy shag" Oreus discerned 

what had seemed an irresolvable contradiction in terms: a qualified, but positive 
vindication of the starets' unmediated celebration of life. Solov'ev's perceived stance in 
relation to Dostoevsky's Zosima there was paralleled in the new article by that of 
Tyutchev and A. K. Tolstoy in relation to Pushkin. Solov'ev feted these poet-thinkers 

precisely because they intellectually justified Pushkin's spontaneous celebration of life in 
the face of Baratynsky's scepticism and Lermontovian malaise: 

HeB03MOAMO comammo OTKa3aTlbCfl OT P4JIeKCM14, PU oHa )iBHjiaCb, - HYXHO TOJIbKO )IOBeCF14 ee aO 

KOHUa. FIPOTHBOpeql4fl, B036yzAeHlibie MbICJIIbIO, AOJUKHbI 6blTb WpeiijeHbi efo )Ke; M )KI43HeHHOCrb 

pyccKofi noe3im AOKa3aHO TeM, ITO OHa He OcraHOBi4iiaC]b Ha pa3oqapoBaHHocri4 F3apaTbIHCKOPO 14 

JlepMOHToBa, qmo TIOCAe liUX K6UAUCb Tio3mbi nomwumeAbHOCt -MbICAa, comameAbHO 

noHumamuue Wiamenue Kpacombi 6 mape, npu-mupq6wue y., w c nmop'liecnwom a 

onpaaabi6a6utue nO, 93UIO, Katc ebipawetwe UCMUHbI. . 
22 

Solov'ev's treatment of A. K. Tolstoy certainly contained many more resonances 

which cannot have failed to arrest Oreus' attention. Solov'ev cited the metaphysical 

interludes of Tolstoy's Don Zhuan as a poetically inspired, yet also philosophically subtle 

exposition of the same universal unity to which he had referred in "Pervyy 

shag k polozhitel'noy estetike": 

21"Poeziya gr. A. K. Tolstogo", Ve, 1895, No. 5, pp. 237-259. Oreus did not list this specific article among 

his reading of the time. However, he did list Z. Vengerova's "Novye techeniya v anghyskom. iskusstve" 

which appeared in the same May edition of Ve as Solov'ev's article (see Spkis, L259, op. 1, ed. khr. 6,1.5 

ob. ). Furthermore, he read Solov'ev's "Poeziya F. I. Tyutcheva" (Ve, 1895, No. 4) at the same time as the 

this May edition of Ve Jbid) and the fact that he coupled Tolstoy and Tyutchev in a later chronological 

list of influences (see above, p. 84) would suggest a simultaneous introduction to the Solov'evian treatment 

of these poets. The strong parallels between Solov'ev's categorization of Russian lyrical poets in "Poeziý'a 

gr. A. K. Tolstogo" and passages in Oreus' Stikhotvornaya hrika v sovremennoy Rossii (which we noted 

in Chapter Four of the present work) also support the view that he knew the article. 
22Solov'ev, VI., "Poeziya A. K. Tolstogo", SELk, p. 301. Initial italics mine. 
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EAIIHO, UeAbHO, Huejuimo, flOJIHO C03jjaHbfl CBoero, HaA H14M 11 B Hem, HeB03MYTHMO, 
UaPMT OT BeKa boxeCTBO. 
OCYIIIeCTBHJIOCJI B Hem RcHo, 
qero nOCT14qb He MOr HMKTO: 
Hecornacmmoe cornacHo, 
C rpiiaywtim flpOLUJIOe CANTO, COBmeCTHO TBOpqeCTBO C ROKoem, 
C HeB03MYT11MOCTbIO AlOGOBb, 
M B03HHKalOT BeqHbim CTpoem 
Ee C03AaHbfl BHOBb 14 BHOBb. 
BcemHpHbIM ROAHan ABNAeHbem, 
OHa CBeTMnaM Ka. ýKeT JlyTb, 
OHa H14CXO)114T BAOXHOBeHbem 
B neBua BOCTOpAeHHYIO rpy)lb; 
IjBeTamii p4efl HOAMIMM, 
3BYqa B HaAeHbe CBeTJIbIX BOA, 
OHa 3aKOHami4 A14BbIM14 
BO Bcem, WO )IBHx-eTCH, AMBeT. 
BcerAa pa3. qHqHa OT BceneHHOfl, 
HO BeqHO C HeR CleAl4HeHa, 
OHa Ann cepAua HecoMHeHHa, 

13 OHa )via pa3yma TeMHa . 

Solov'ev drew attention in citing Tolstoy's poem to a universal divinity and 
unitive love essential to all phenomena that was redolent not only of Zosima's 
teaching, but also seemed at first glance to echo the absolute love morally intuited in 
Panaev's system. Crucially, however, here the intuitional channel via which this love was 
apprehensible was not a preclusive rational ideal of duty. For Solov'ev the 
"unitotality" which he now identified as absolute love was directly apprehensible in 

artistic inspiration or intuition. This, moreover, was evidently not only the medium 
for the cognition of "unitotality" but also for its 'actualization' in reality in objective 
beauty: 

BAOXHOBeHHbIfl XY)IOAH14K, BOIIJIOwaii CB014 C03epuaHHH B qyBCTBeHHbIX (Popmax, eCTb CBq3yiotuee WHO 
14.114 r[OCpeAH14K me)K)ly M14POM BellHbIX maeft 14JI14 flepBO06pa3OB H M14POM BemecTBeHHbIX flB. -leHlirl. 
XyAoAeCTBeHHOP- TBopqeCTBO, B KOTOPOM yflpa3llHqeTCq nf)OT14BOpeqj4e meAAy M)IeaAbHbIM H 

qyBCTBeHHbIM, me)K)iy AYXOM 14 BeWbIO, eCTb 3eMHoe fIO)IO614e TBopqeCTBa 6oA,, ecTBeHHoro, B KOTOPOM 

cHHmalOTCH BCflKi4e IIPOT14BO11O. TIO"OCT14, ti 6oxeCTBO I]POHBJ]fleTCq KaK Haqajio cooepitteHHOOO 

e)IHHCTBa, - <<e)il4HCTBa ce6n 14 CBoero ipyroro>>. 24 

23 These interludes from Don Zhuan became almost canonical for Oreus, see Mid, p. 1581Sip, p. 169 and 
his correspondence with Bryusov: Ln 98 (i), p. 491 and pp. 530-31. There, in his last letter to Bryusov, 
Oreus berates him for both failing to include Tolstoy's Don Zhuan in a list of this oft treated subject in his 

article "Istiny" and for his dismissive attitude there towards Tolstoy and Polonsky - another poet of the 
Solov'evian 'fold' (Oreus read Solov'ev's entry on Polonsky for Es, Spkis, L259, op. 1, ed. khr. 6,1.55). 
Indeed, this final difference of opinion neatly encapsulates the fundamental distinction between Oreus and 
Bryusov despite their being so closely associated in the contemporary literary arena. 
24 Solov'ev, VI., "Poeziya A. K. Tolstogo", SELk, p. 305. 
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Here, clearly, was the promise not only of the positive metaphysical ground that 
Ivan Karamazov demanded for faith and morality, but also a possible answer to his 
"rebellion" against "universal injustice": creativity. Indeed, the above passage makes it 
possible on a rudimentary level to see how Solov'ev's attitude to the contradictions of the 
human condition began to effect Oreus' transition to a creativity-centred faith. 
Significantly, like Panaev, Solov'ev identified human consciousness as a potential means 
for man to transcend mortality and to realize himself as an individual and immortal 

personality. Yet this was not the freedom of Panaev's "moral consciousness", which, 
paradoxically regulated by the dictates of the "categorical imperative", was won 
negatively at the expense of temporal being. Solov'ev's view of consciousness as a free 

creative force championed the intrinsic worth of temporal being, advocating its 
transfiguration by that consciousness, not its negation: 

Top)Ke, CrB0 BeIIHOfi DKH3H14 - BOT 0K0H11aTellbH'bIÜ CMbIM BCeJ1eHHOÜ. CO)lepAaHMe 3T0Ü ýKM3H14 eCTb 

BHYTpeHHee eJI4HCTBO BGer0,14J1I4 JIIOGOB]b, ee 4)opma - KpacoTa, ee yCJ1oB14e - CBo6oja < 
... 

> Cy)ib6a 

, qejioBeKa m qejioBeqeCTBa, Haiiie BO3BblweH14e Ha)1 )KI4BOTHOCTbl0,3aBMCI4T riiaBHbim o6pa. 3oM OT 

o, qeAo6e, qu6aziu, ff ii oayxonwopeziuo < 
... 

> ocHoBHbix ýaKTOB )KM3H14, OT nepepo2KaeHuff 14x M3 

CJleriblX 14HCTI4HKTOB ripfflabi B co3HaTeiii)Hi)ie llplffl14[Ibl JOCTOÜHOI-0 cyliieGTBOBatii4H. 25 

Significantly, as well as the thinker, the poet was again accorded a predon-ýinant 

role in this positive process: 

f1peo6iia, amiuaii POJlb B 3TOM )IeJ]e, eCFeCTBeHHO iipl4Ha)ljie)KIJT )IyXOBHbIM BWUýM IleJIOBeqeCFBa 

'j-[, qM. 26 jioaTam H MbIU114Te 

The broad, essentially unqualified claims made by Solov'ev in "Poeziya gr. A. K. 

Tolstogo" found a more systematic and reasoned exposition in his article "Poeziya F. 

1. Tyutcheva", which Oreus read next. More particularly, this article also addressed the 

very uncertainties that Oreus had encapsulated in his poem, "Priroda", several months 

earlier. 
In "Poeziya F. I. Tyutcheva" Solov'ev directly identified an untenable duplicity in 

most post-enlightenment poetry in its relation to nature. He contended that the majority 

of contemporary nature poets were the sceptical priests of a divinity they themselves 

perceived to be no more than an illusion of the senses, a fanciful diversion from the 

indisputability of determinist thought. Solov'ev, like Oreus in Duma, serdise i razmakhi, 

argued that this seemingly irreconcilable duality of thought and faith could however in 

fact be easily dispelled. It was merely the issue of the miguided view in common 

currency that the truth according to mechanistic materialism was the only truth- 

251bid., p. 309. My italics. 
261bid. 
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HPOCTOAYLLIHO TIPHHi4maa MeXaHl4qeCKoe MHPOB033peHHe 3a BCeHaYqHoe 14 e)IHHCrBeHHo-Haý'qHoe, a 
TIOTOMY HecomiieHHoe, Bepji emy Ha cjioBo, wm cityxweiiii KpaCOTbi He oepAm 6 c6oe aeAo. KaK 
XY)JOAM14KI4, OH14 Repe)IaIOT Ham XH3Hb H )Iyllly rlpkW)Ibl, HO rIP14 3TOM B yme cBoem y6exueHbl, 'ITO 
oHa 6e3ACH3HeHHa H 6e3)WLUHa, WO HX 'qYBCTBO 14 B)IOXHOBeHl4e iix o6maHbiBalOT, - qTO KpacoTa ecrb 
cy6-beKTi4BHa, q HAJll03HiL A Ha camom )iejie kMJW314R TOJIbKO B TOM, ITO OTpaxeHi4e XOAffqtiX MHeHiifi 
Ha 11OBePXHOCF14 mx co3HaHHq iipi4Hi4maeTcq 14MI4 3a HeqTo 6onee )IOCTOBepHoe, qem Ta iicTIlHa, 
KOTOpafl OTKpblBaeTCq B rjiy6HHe iix co6cTBeHHc)ro 1103T, 4qeCKoro qyBCT&L27 

Yet Solov'ev's solution to the problem of this schism of thought and faith 
diverged radically from the neo-Kantian arguments that Oreus had employed in Duma, 
serdise i razmakhi. Solov'ev's philosophy of positive synthesis eschewed the neo-Kantian 
retreat into the constrictive 'asylum' of critical subjectivism. He confidently accepted the 
natural laws in the face of which Oreus, even as he attempted to escape the 
limitations of critical idealism, had vented his extreme frustration and mistrust in 
"Priroda". Indeed, Solov'ev's dismissal of the epistemological rules and regulations of 
modern man was just as appropriate to Oreus' subjective idealism as to materialism: 

BOBCe He Bibiciiiee 3tiatiue, a TOJI]bKO co6GFBeHHaii ciiellOTa m rjiyxoTa 3acTaBJIJIeT juoAefi OTpiluaTb 

BHYTPeHHIOIO 2KU37ib TIPUPOabl. 28 

Moreover, in a manner which for Oreus could not but have further clarifed the 

radical distinction between Panaev and Solov'ev, the philosopher chose Schiller's requiem 
for nature, Die G6tter Griechenlandes, to exemplify the detrimental influence of 

epistemology on art. Schiller, the poetic voice of the Kantian age, was precisely the 

artist whose moral example Panaev championed in Raziskateli istiny and whom 
Oreus had read extensively at the beginning of the decade. 29 

Solov"ev continued his analysis of nature poetry by noting: 

-B HOBOH J114TepaType )IajieKO He BCe JlO3TbI TaK )IOBep'qHBO, KaK LLIIIJIJTep, rlpHHffjil4 mexaHI4'qecKoe 

MHPOB033peHme, TaK Jlef'KO ycBmum ayajimm Kapmna 14JI14 CY6'beKMu6u. 3m Kaiima. 30 

What was the secret of these poets whom Solov'ev identified as being able to 

disregard the prevailing materialist epistemology if it was not Kantian subjectivism or 

moral intuitivism? 
It was Solov'ev's conviction that Tyutchev, whom he feted as the most 

perspicacious of these poets, was able to celebrate nature's beauty with the Hellenic 

spontaneity mourned by Schiller without conceding credibility by marrying direct artistic 

intuition and thought: 

27SOloV, eV, VI., "Poeziya F. I. Tyutcheva", SELk, p. 287. 
281bid., p. 285. 
29See Panaev, I. A., Raziskateli istiny, Vol. 2, pp. 33-34 and p. 37 and Kniga materialov, chast'I, L259, 

op. 1, ed. khr. 1,1.136-141 and 161-2. 
30SOlOV, eV, VI., "Poeziya F. I. Tyutcheva", SELk, p. 288. My italics. 
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-y 
Tionem < 

... 
> Bax-HO 14 AOPOrO TO, 'ITO OH He TOJIbKO 'qyecawoaaA, a 14 MbICAUA, KaK F[0_3T, - 

WO OH 6bLa y6ewaeH B o6beKMUGHOCL i4ame nomnecKoro B033PeHlifl Ha TIP14po)ly < 
... 

> Ero vNi 6blJl BIIOJ]He cornaCeH C B)jOXHOBeHl4eM: rIO33HII eFO 6bijia IIOJIHa C03HaHHOfi MbICJlm, a em mbic'iii 
Haxoami4 ce6e TOJIbKO nowmemoe, T. e. ozlyUleBjieiiHOe H 3aKOHIleHHOe Bblpa)KeH"e. 31 

The rational justification for the poet's faith in his intuitive sense of universal 
integrity, of a "world soul" underlying the myriad phenomena of nature, was, Solov'ev 
contended, his consciousness of the limitations and contradictions dogging modem 
thought. These Solov'ev proceeded to explore with logical incisiveness. The positivist 
attempt to define the universal whole through the inductive analysis of its parts was, 
he considered, logically flawed. This empirical method was not able to deny nature integral 
being because it was equivalent to the dissection of various constituents of the human 
anatomy, which, even in their sum, clearly do not describe the integral individual 
personality. Nor, he continued, could one argue that integral being is not attributable to 
nature because it, unlike the human organism, is not perceptible in its entirety. Solov'ev 
noted that this was simply to confuse the relative proportions of the objects under scrutiny 
with the essence of the matter. Man stands in relation to nature as a fly in relation to the 
human face. We know that that which even the most observant fly perceives in a person's 
face does not constitute the essential truth or spirit of the being whose full facial 

expression we can appreciate: 

KaK TenecHall BHA11MOCrb qejiOBeKa, cBepx allaTOMliqeCKHX 14 ýH3muorw4eCKM OaKTOB, rOBOPHT Ham 
euie CB014MI4 MaKaw o erlO BHYTPeHHeH xcmmH mim )tyiue, TaK TOIIHO 14 qBjieHl4Ji BCeH llplipO)Ibl, 

KaKOB 6bI HH 6bIJI i4x , wexaiiamecKud cocmaB, I'OBOPJIT HaM B cBoefl AMBOA Aef4CTB14TeJlbHocrm o 

xH3Hi4 14 Ayme BeJTHKOrO MHpa. 32 

Solov'ev continued to argue, furthermore, that mechanical materialism must 
address a simple problem that it has neglected to recognize in a fashion indicative of its 

crudity. It must either accept that man is purely a mechanism, or it must allow that nature 
is an integral, organic entity. Materialism contradicts itself in maintaining that nature is 
knowable only as a mechanistic composite of material parts on the one hand, but 

attributing 'life' to man on the other. This position is untenable for a supposed monism. 
Materialism must either proclaim man to be inanimate like his milieu, a patent paradox, 

or admit that nature as a whole is animate in varying degrees and forms. The 

unavoidability of this admission is further corroborated by the very science which, the 

ever assimilative Solov'ev argued, materialism has unjustifiably made its exclusive vassal. 

Evolutionary science, he maintained, confirms that man is a part of a process interlinking 

311bid., p. 284 and 87. 
321bid., p, 286. 
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all phenomena, inorganic and organic, plant and animal, in which there is no basis for 
unconditional human separatism- 

HeT BO BCefi BCeJleHHOA TaKOf4 IlOrpaHI414HOf4 'qepTbI, KOTOpaj, )jejulila 6bl ee Ha CoBepweHHO 
oco6CHHble, He CBmaHHble MCA)W co6oio o6jiacm 6blTl4fl; I]OBCIOJY CYLUeCTBYIOT nepeXOILHble, 
11POMeXYTO'qHble ýOpmbi, mAi4 ocraTKH TaKm (DOPM, 14 BeCb MAMMA MMP He eCTb co6paHme )IejiaHHbIX 
Beiuefi, a nWjojixaioiueecq puBMTHe 14JI14 pocr eauHooo 2KU, 600o cywecm6a. 33 

This critique of the materialist monism now offered Oreus the foundations for a 
positive system that would justify Zosima's vision in the face of disproportionate 

materialist claims. Moreover, within this logically and even scientifically grounded context, 
Solov'ev again accorded especial pre-eminence to the artist, expanding upon the claims 
made for art in "Poeziya gr. A. K. Tolstogo". "Poeziya F. I. Tyutcheva" not only 
corroborated Solov'ev's contention that artistic inspiration could credibly intuit absolute 
truth, but also restressed the exclusive power of art as a potential incarnation of its 
"unitotal" harmony. Solov'ev announced that as the embodiment of Truth and Goodness, 

Beauty was pivotal to a synthetical "triune" expression of "unitotality". Accordingly 

formal art, as the instrument of Beauty, mirrored its definitive importance in relation to 

rational philosophy and ethics: 

, 
JeJIO 11033MM, KaK 14 i4cKyccrBa BOo6iue, - He B TOM, 'qTO6bl <<YKpai-uaTb )Ief4crBHTeJlbHocrb F[PHJiTHbIMH 

BbIMbiciiamii )Kl4Boro Boo6pa)KCH14JP>, KaK r'OBOPHAOCb B crapHHHbIX OCTeTHKax, aB TOM, 'ITo6bl 

BOr[J]OlllaTb B 0WYMUMe3b? WX o6pa3aX TOT cambiA BbIClUMf4 CmbICA xm3HH, KOTOPOMY OIUOCOý 

AaeT OfW)IeJleHl4e B pa3yMHbIX r[OHIlTI411X, KOTOpblf4 RpOllOBe)iyeTcq mopaiii4crom v OCYWecrBJIqeTCH 

HCTOPH'qeCKHM )IeATeJleM, KaK Me'ff ao6p, &34 

331bid. 
341bid., p. 281. See also pp. 292-3, where Solov'ev elaborates upon his view that reason, in itself purely 

formal, requires the positive definition of creativity. 
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CHAPTER TEN 

Premature acceptance of the Solov'evian promise: 
philosophical impasse 

Pafi YTojieHib-a-He Hauja crHxllfl. 

1. Konevskoy. W ogne zakata". 

In February 1896 Oreus drew an epigraph from starets Zosima's "Discourses" for 
his poem, "Po driyam". 1 This indicated that, after the transitional year of metaphysical 
difficulties that we examined in the preceding chapter, Oreus finally considered himself 
able to answer the challenge of Ivan Karamazov's "rebellion" with Zosima's teaching, 
which he had now seen through the qualifying prism of Solov'evian aesthetics. Indeed, 
that this 'conversion' took place in the wake of Oreus' reading Solov'ev's articles on A. K. 
Tolstoy and Tyutchev is more specifically apparent in the note that he made of a 
conversation with A. M. Veselov on I November 1895: 

I Hoa6pa 1895 
Pa3roBop c BeceiioBbm. 

Mpa'qHoe er0 HacipoeHile. jim qero crow Alffb? OH He ripi4BR3aH K AH3H14- A Tbl, Illt, 

rIPI4BAMH? 
fl: ja, B CI4J1Y I4HCTI4HKTI4BHOFO 'qYBCFBa, 14 TIOTOMY, WO He HI)eCLITiinu eine mtiori4mii 

oTpa, jamii Ai43Hi4. Ompadbi wu3tiu: in6opqecnwo, no3natiue dymu Mupa u c-mbicAa tiameao 
cyuýecmoeaiiu, ff, npoilUKli06ellUe zienocpedcni6eiiiibi-m IlyMbe-m 6 mauticnwetitiyio CyMb 
H6Aeuuü, padu noAy-qeiiuff c6emAbix OMKPO6etiUÜ 0 CKAade u cubicAe tiauieü npupodbi. 2 

This was clearly no longer the vision of someone who subscribed to a neo-Kantian 
accommodation of faith, and who had recently attempted to answer Ivan Karamazov's 

scepticism in such terms. The qualities and properties which Oreus attributed to the 

seekers of individual moral perfection in notes dated 18 January 1996 further evidenced a 

revised credo informed by Solov'evian influence: 

Ilpe, ariojiara, a 14x Bepy B Bora MB 6eCCMepT14e* 
]3oo6iiie roBopq - cTpemiieHi4e K OJ(YXOTBOpeH1410, K EpeBpallieHi410 B 0614TaTeiiefi 6ojiee coBepiiieHHbix 

riiiaHer. 
a) yci4i114, q r[POHHKHYTb B CaMYI0 C0KP0BeHHyio rjiy6]b BC. RKOÜ 'qYXOfi uvlLIH. 
6) YCHJ1I4B CJII4TbCA C JYIIJOÜ HeqeI1OBeqecKof4 rpHpoAbi H iiepezaTb BO BCeil CBexecrH H ýKi4Boc-Fil 

Tal4HCFBeHHbie 14 Beinme BrieqaTiieHi4, q 14 HacrpoeHHH, coo6waembie aTor4 rtpi4poaof4 w6paiiHbim Aywam. *) 

B) crapaHI4H caeiiaTbCq ripmqacrHbim AH3H14 H Mffl JYXOB (BblCIUMX 14 HH3NIUX). 

I See Mid, p. 271Sip, p. 9. The epigraph is from Zosima's "Discourses and sermons": Dostoevsky, F. M., Iz 

besed i poucheniy startsa, Zosiray", Bratýa Karamazovy, Pol. sob. soch., Vol. 14, p. 288. The image of 
Christ's face at the conclusion of the poem also evokes Zosima's "Discourses and sermons". 
2Miscellaneous, C259, op. 3, ed. khr. 4,1.3. Cited by Stepanov: Ln 92 (iv), p. 182 (where reference 
incorrectly given as Z k. Aro. 2). 
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0 CTapaHIM COKPYLUHTb 3aKOH HeFIPOH14uaemocTt4 maTepH" - yClUllilm" BoieBbIX HePBOB ABOIlTbC. H it AeflC, TBOBaTb Ha paCCTOJIHH14 c caMbIM14 6iiaFOTBOPHbIMN H qeAOBeKOA10F)14Bblmjj Lle. -IqmH. *) B00611le - <<xaAc)ia mi4pax ce6e co3)iaTb cpeam FIYCTbIH14 GeCKOHeqHofv, > (N414HCKHfi). 
e) ycHAeHHbie (-, TapaHliJi BceiiJiTb B llpoql4x moaefl Aesiaemoe - camoe BbICOKoe ii C). iaroe - ieficime JIPM JIOMOWH Bliywemu- 

HaKOHeU, BOOGIHe - OTiafiHHa. 9 6eCKPOBHafl 60pb6a CO CpeAofl H qeJIOBeqeCKOh pacoi -I (HacjieACTBeHHOCTbIO) 
- CTPeMJIeHiie K HCKopeHeHHIO B ce6e > HH3KHX H "-)F'0J4CTHIJeCKHX 

BKYCOB H MbICAP-A, Hanp. XOTH 6bl camoh majim ijoini fIP14BH3aHHOCT" K ql4(-, To. lHqHbi'vl H FIAOTMIM 
YAOBOAbCTB14HM. 3 

Significantly, the accompanying catalogue of those whom Oreus deemed to 
embody these new moral aspirations almost completely comprised artists (Dostoevsky, 
Tyutchev and A. K. Tolstoy among them). Indeed, the battle with genus and milieu 
commended at the conclusion of this list of values was clearly no longer the 
unconditional self-abnegation presupposed by the religious postulates of idealist ethics. 
On the back cover of a note book of this time Oreus inscribed: 

H. O<peyc>. <<Bopb6a 3a CB060)lHoe cqaCTbe JIHIIHOCTH>>. 4 

That struggle for individuality now took the objective universe, which Oreus had 
previously considered incidental to self-transcendence, positively into account. The 
medium to attain a sense of positive individuality was now the artistic intuition of 
temporal-eternal harmony. Indeed, the 'positive' individuality to which Oreus now 
aspired finds eloquent expression in his praise for Shelley in a sketch of early 1896, 
"Iz volneniy sovremennoy sovestil"5 a'historyof the very conflict between man's ideal 

and temporal interests that had engrossed him in the previous year: 

... OH < 
... 

> UeJlb[M, MOAýEo CKa3aTb, BeKOM 3peiiee COBpemeHHblx emy, )iaxe AyqIU14X YMOB, H 14MeRHO B 

o6iiaCTH TeX 11POTMBOpeqHBbJX JyWeBHbIX BjieqeHHf4 - TO K HeAOCTHAHMbIM HAeaAaM, TO K 

YAOB. leTBopeHNIO xaAQIbl 3eMHoro cqaCTbJl, TO K 3a6BeHI410 11 K cmePT14, TO K OTpeLueHfll0 OT JrOll3ma. 

CpeAH 6aApOHOBCKOr0 pa3oqaf)OBaHI4.9 14 6ecfi. qOAHOrO OTPHuaHHH H Bcjie)t 3a rOpqql4MH BO33BaHmHMH 0 

CBo6o)ie qeJIOBeqeCKOfi AHIIHOCTH, B TBOPlleCTBe Rlejum mepualOT llpopoqecKi4e r[pO6AeCK14 - r[OpblBbl K 

BCeMMPHOfi A106BU H BCeqejiOBewCKOMY C6JI14xeHI41O, K IWKpaiijeHI110 TOM <<YeAHHeHIl, 9>>, B KOTOpoe 
3aMblKajimcb H 40 CHX ROP 3aMbIKaioTcji ciiHwKOM yCep)MIC PeBHHTeAH CBO6OAbl CBOCA IlJqHOCrH. 6 

However, the rubric of the above-cited code of values also shows that Oreus' 

understanding of the positive philosophy of creativity and synthesis that he had adopted 

was still strictly limited at this stage. The very title of this exposition of Oreus' new 

mystical -aesthetic credo indicated a speculative attempt to define the nature of the 

Absolute by tracing the destiny of those it had "hastened to bring out of the midst of 

3Gibel' Iyudey na vysshey stupeni nravstvennogo sovershenstvovaniya v zemnykh usloviyakh, C259, op-3, 

ed. kh r. 4,1.19. Oreus cites N. M. Minsky's poem Kak son, proydut dela. 
4Mysli, nabroski, zametki (na pamyatq, E259, op. 1, ed. kh r. 12,1.27. 
5"lzvolneniy sovremennoy sovesti" in Mysli, nabroski, zametki (napamyatý, L259, op. 1, ed. khr. 12. 
61bid., 1.3. 
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iniquities": Gibel' 1yudey na vysshey stupeni nravstvennogo sovershenstvovaniya 1, 
zemnykh usloviyakh. Although Oreus referred to their ascension to "more perfect 
worlds", an image redolent of Zosima's "Discourses" and Son smeshnogo cheloveka. 
the explorative agenda that he devised for probing the mysteries of the cosmos 
paradoxically belied his confidence in the very existence of such "worlds". This was 
obviously by no means a complete metaphysics. Again Oreus had assumed prematurely 
that he had found a definitive justification for faith, just as he had at the time that he 

wrote "Voskresenie". This time he had invested his faith in what was essentially only a 
negative definition of the Absolute. It was temporarily sufficient for him that SoloVev 
had seemed logically to confound the materialist and idealist epistemologies' right to 
deny the knowability of an Absolute unity. Indeed, if the epigraph from Zosima to "Po 
dnyam" typifies the sense of exultation which Oreus experienced on temporarily seeming 
to escape the epistemologies, it also marks the superficiality and limitations of his 
Dostoevskian reading of Solov'ev- Solov'ev's articles had helped Oreus to justify Zosima's 

unqualified pantheistic vision; but ironically that vision now in turn impeded Oreus from 

fully understanding Solov'evian "unitotality" and artistic intuition. 

"Po dnyam" was one of three poems of early 1896 that might be grouped under 
the heading "poems of light". The other two, also concerned with luminary cycles, are W 

ogne zakata"7 and "Vozhdi ZhiZni"8. The present chapter will juxtapose these poems and 

the Solov'evian articles that Oreus read in back issues of Voprosyfilosofii ipsikhologii in 

early 1896, "Krasota v prirode" and "Obshchiy smysl iskusstva", in order to illustrate just 

how limited his understanding of Solov'ev's philosophy was by his Dostoevskian 

agenda. 9 Indeed, although "Krasota v prirode" significantly had an epigraph from 

Dostoevsky: "Krasota spaset mir", 10 the article's study of the nature of beauty went far 

beyond the Dostoevskian faith of Oreus' "poems of light". "Krasota v prirode" is a study 

which, in its complexity, shows how far Oreus still had to go before he would identify 

Solov'ev's vision, not Dostoevsky's, as the key to the future in Stikhotvornaya lirika v 

sovremennoy Rossii. 

I 

"Krasota v prirode", like "Pervyy shag k polozhitel'noy estetike", contended that if 

man's future as a genuine artist was to be realized, it was firstly imperative to 

7Mid, p. 141Sip, p. 8. 
8Sip, p. 11. 
90reus marked "Krasota v prirode" and "Obshchiy smysl iskusstva" (Vfip, 1889, kn. 1, pp. 1-50 and 1890. 

kn. 5, pp. 84-102 respectively) as read in early (March? ) 1896 (Spkis, f. 259, op. 1, ed. khr. 6,1.10). For 

transcriptions, see Kniga materialov. Chast' I, L259, op. 1, ed. khr. 1,1.109-111,175 and Kniga 

materialov. Chast11, C259, op. 1, ed. khr. 5,1.104. 
1OWords attributed to Prince Myshkin in Dostoevsky's Idiot. 
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understand beauty's objectivity in nature. However, whereas the latter article had simply 
stated the case for such objectivity, "Krasota v prirode" justified its validity in some 
depth. Crucial to this justification was a much more specific exposition of the Absolute or 
unitotal "Idea". Beauty in nature was the expression of this "Ideall, the objective, pre- 
adamite rubric of the universe: 

Meefi BO06iue Mbl Ha3bIBaeM TO, 'ITO CaMO 110 CeGe, AOCTOAHO 6blTb. be3yc. -iOBHO FOBOPII. IOCT0flHO 6blTHH TOJIbKO BceCOBepiueHHoe Him a6cojuoTHOe CYHJeCTBO, BIIOJIHe CB06oiHoe OT BCJiKlIX OIWHliqeHliff 
14 He)lOcTaTKOB < ... > IlaCTHOe 6blTme imeaAbHO HAM AOCTOAHO, JIIILUb HOCKO. IbK. N OHO He OTpHLlaeT 
Bceo6Liiero, a meT emy MeCTO B ce6e, 14 TOMO TaK Ae o6tuee meainHo mul AOCT01-1110 B TOfl Ae 
mepe, B KaKOA OHO jaeT B ce6e meCTO qaCTHOMY. OTcjo)ia rieF'KO Bbffleam c. iejyioutee ýopmumioe 
onpeleneHMe ti)jm HAM AOCTORHOFO BlUa 6blTI414. OHa eCTb nO. 17HaR cao6oaa COCtlla(? HbIX lacnieu a 
coaepuieHH0. m eOUHCmae i4e. 17ooo. 11 

In the above form, this definition of "worthy being" does not appear to 
contradict the universal integrity celebrated in Zosima's intuited vision: an ocean of 
divine immanence in which everything is eternal; a reality in which the transience, 
dissolution and death of phenomenal being are an illusion, shattered by the 
transfigurative mystical insights of the enlightened individual into ultimate beauty. 12 
However, the fundamental distinction between such an essentially pantheistic vision 
and the Solovevian philosophy of the Absolute becomes clear if we reinstate a clause 
omitted from the above passage: 

IlaCTHble tum orpaHHqHCHHbie CyMeCTBOBaHHH, camm no ceGe He imionime )IOCTOfIHOI'O ii. Fm t4AeaAbHOl'O 

6blTHH, cTaHOBHTCa emy ripiiqaCTHbl qpe3 CBoe OTHotiieffl4e K a6coAlOTHOMY BO BcemlipHOM 11POLiecce, 
KOTOpbJfi H eCTb JIOCTeneHHoe BOMoweme ero mAeH. 13 

Solov'ev's "unitotality" incorporated the dynamics of a universal process in which 

the Absolute idea was being embodied by disunited forces, which, although evidently 

emanations of the First Principle, were not identical with it. They were consequently 

obliged to "become" party to "worthy being". It was this apparent paradox that was 

absent in unqualified Dostoevskian faith in universal unity. It was this too which Oreus' 

poems of light indicate that he did not fully understand or accept at this time. 

In "Krasota v prirode" Solov'ev observed of matter and light: 

BeMeCTBo eCTb KOCHOCTb H HeHpoHuuaemOCTb 
61)1T14H - HPIIMali f1POTI4BYHO-10)KHOCTb KaK 

f10. iI0A14Te. ULHOf4 BceHPOHi4uaeMOCT14 HJ114 Bceell14HCTBY. 1114L1Jb B ceeme Be[Lle(-, TBO oci3o6oAoaeTU 01' 

cBoef4 KOCHOCTII M HeripOHHLiaemocTi4,14, TaKI4M o6pa3om, Bi4)ii4mbifi mmp BfiepBbie paCq. leH)ieT(ýil Ha me 

II Solov'ev, VI. S., "Krasota v prirode", SELk, p. 100. Transcribed by Oreus: Kniga materialov. Chast' L 

f 259, op. 1, ed. khr. 1,1.110-111. 
12A vision described in the passages of Zosima's "Discourses and sermons" from which Oreus took his 

epigraph to "Po driyarn". See above, note 1. 
13Solov'ev, VI. S., "Krasota v prirode", SELk, p. 100. Transcribed by Oreus: Kniga materialov. Chast'I, 

C259, op. 1, ed. khr. 1,1.110-111. 
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ITPOTI4B0110J1OAMble f10J1I1PHOCT14. CBeT 111114 ero HeBecoMbIf4 HOCHTeilb - 3ý14p - ecrb nepBmHafl peaJibHOCTb ium B ee RPOTIIBOIIOJIO)KHOCI'14 BeCOMOMy BeUleCTBY, 14 B 3TOM cmbiciie oH ecTb ep Ha'qaJ10 KpaGOTbl B HPHPOAe. 14 ii Boe 

Oreus' poems of light certainly accorded with Solov'ev's view that light was a 
supramaterial portent of the true, positive being in the phenomenal sphere. In "V ogne 
zakate" Oreus exclaimed: 

CBeT TH TpeBO)KH]b]H, IIYTKHH, MaHlILUMH-, 
CKOAbKO B Te6e OTKPOBeHlifl GOKPbITO, 

npaBAbl memijuiefl! 

)KAeM HewMHOrO pacrBeTa-15 

Taking the sun as the purest symbol of the mysterious, all-unifying principle 
underlying the phenomenal sphere, Oreus awaited the revelatory dawning of an eternal day 
which would annul the relativity of time and space. Neither this contemplation of the sun, 
nor the apprehension of ultimate 'triumph' in its dawning, were in themselves 
inconsistent with the Solov'evian system. As Solov'ev states in "Krasota v prirode": 

MHWBOe BCee)114HCFBO 14 eFO 4)I43ffqeCKHA BlbIW14TeJ]b - CBff -B GBOeM C06CFBeHHOm aKTHBHOM 
Cpe)IOTO'ql4l4 - COJIHUe- COJlellHblfl BOCXO)j - o6pa3 aeaTejibHorO TOpxecFBa CBeTJIbIX cim. OTcio)ia 
OG06eHHaR KpaCOTa HeGa B 3TY M14HYTY, Kor)ja 

FIO Bcefi 
Hewmepmmocm aftHofl 
HeceTc, q 611aFOBeCF BCeMHPHblfi 
llo6eýwibjx cojiHejHjbix jiyqef4. (TIOT'leB). 16 

However, Oreus' "poems of light" placed a disproportionate emphasis upon 
unreflected, pure light which indicates that he did not understand the permutations of the 
transfigurative synthesis of light and matter that Solov'ev went on to expound as essential 
to beauty in nature. Indeed, Solov'ev identified categories of objective beauty's emergence 
in nature - the embodiment of the "Idea" (light) in matter. The first of these categories 
was the inorganic world, in which he discerned two types of beauty. Firstly he examined 
"beauty at rest" 17. Oreus'poems of light were essentially variants of this form of beauty in 
the inorganic context: a series of static, direct light phenomena, generated by radiance 

or refraction, both astral and terrestrial. To these, as we have seen, Solov'ev attributed 
beauty as a revelation of the all-pervading and imponderable qualities of the Absolute. 

Yet this was only the first, most fundamental category of beauty in nature. Solovev 

14SOlOV'eV, V1. S., "Krasota v prirode", SELk, p. 102. 
15Mid, p. 141Sip, pp. 8-9. 
16Solov'ev, V1. S., "Krasota v prirode", SELk, p. 103. 
17'krasota v pokoe': the title and terminology of "Krasota v prirode" are possibly echoed in the title of the 
paper Krasota v dvizhenii which Oreus read to the "Literaturno-Myslitel'nýý, Kruzhok". See above. 
Chapter Four, note 1. 
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himself intimated that, while such phenomena were indisputably beautiful, their aesthetic 
value was necessarily limited compared with the higher orders of beauty in nature. Thq 
were potent objects of prescience, but in their stasis, remoteness and, in the case of 
refracted light, passivity, they merely symbolized the potential of the idea's creatiN'e 
expression in beauty, they did not actively embody it. In these phenomena light 
was revelatory rather than transfigurative. 

Moreover, even within this fundamental category of beauty Oreus diverged from 
Solov'ev. Oreus' preoccupation with the sun in his "poems of light" inspired poems of 
vitality and boundless hope, but Solov'ev did not sanction this preference for the sun, or 
its issue in Oreus' poems -a bitterness towards the moon which reached its apogee in 
"Vozhdi zhizni" 18 (where the moon's refracted light is seen as a reproach to man for his 
powerlessness to transcend the confines of phenomenal being). Indeed, of all the 
luminary phenomena, Solov'ev saw the stars as the most perfect expression of the idea's 

positive union of whole and parts, not the sun, a mystical revelation of the First 
Principle in itself: 

MHf)OBoe Bcee)iHHCTBO m er'O Bbipa3l4TeJlb, CBeT, B CBoem nepBOHaqa. ']bHONI paol. lel-leHmil Ila 
MHOxeCTBeHHOCTb CaMOCTOHTeJlbHbIX Cpe)IOTOqHf4,0GHMmaeMbIX oAHaKO o6melo rapmoHilefl, - Kpacol'a 
3Be3JHOFO He6a. jqCfIO, 'ITO B 3TOfi IIOCJ]e, )IHefi rlOJIHee 14 COBepiiieHHee, Hexejm B ABYX iiepBbIX, 

ocytueCTB. iHeTCH H)ieji rlO. FlO)KHTeAbHOFO BCee, )IHHCTBa. 19 

Indeed, the apparently paradoxical prerequisite of cosmological perfection as 
defined by Solov'ev was that this synthesis of light and matter objectively create 

complex and contradictory forms to attain an aesthetic of whole and parts in actuality. 
Moreover, he maintained that this process of synthesis must have a chaotic ground to be 

truly beautiful. Indeed, in the inorganic sphere he proceeded to identify a second group 

of phenomena in which the combination of light and matter produced seeming life: 

flowing water of various kinds, the stormy sea, lightning, the sound of waves and 

thunder. The beauty in motion that Solov'ev ascribed to these phenomena derived 

precisely from the juxtaposition in them of chaotic, elemental forces and the 

indestructible integrity of the universal whole: 

XaOC T. e. camo 6m6pume, eCTb Heo6xo)tmmbif4 (POH BCHKOA 3eMHOfi KpaCOTbl, ti )(-, TeTliqeCKoe 3HaqeHlle 

TaKHX HB. Tieffl4fl, KaK 6ypHOe Mope, HJIIJ Houan F`P03a, 3aBHCHT HmeHHO OT Toro, qTO <<110)1 IIIINIII xaoc 

weBe. Til4TCJV>. 20 

Solov'ev proceeded to turn to the synthesis of light and matter in the organic 

world, further complicating his emphasis upon an Absolute in the seeminglý* 

181t is perhaps not insignificant that Oreus omitted this poem from Mid. 
19Solov'ev, VI. S., "Krasota v prirode", SELk, p. 104. 
201bid. This passage was notably recapitulated in Solov'ev's "Poeziya F. I. Tyutcheva". 
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contradictory process of perfecting itself. In plants, Solov'ev maintained, light and 
matter first organically synthesize to produce forms of external beauty. In animals the 
transfiguration of inert matter is evidenced in an ascending, increasingly complex 
scale of such external perfection, in the co-ordinated harmony of the constituent parts 
and the free mobility of the whole. However, this is also progressively combined 
with internalized beauty - the intensification of the idea's presence in 
consciousness. In man it is the combination of both external and internal beauty which 
finds ultimate, potentially perfect, expression. Indeed, man, Solov'ev contended, can both 
consciously conceive of the Absolute in reason and actualize it in art. This was the 
subject of the companion piece to "Krasota v prirode" which Oreus read at this time, 
"Obshchiy smysl iskusstva". 

This article significantly expanded upon the second contention of "Pervyy shag k 
polozhitel'noy estetike": that art in its present definition is a poor surrogate for 
beauty in nature. It challenged Oreus' limited interpretation of Solov'evian aesthetics 
by setting standards and objectives for art which dramatically exceeded the powers of 
the passive artistic intuition that the "poems of light" show he had taken as a definitive 
ideal. Indeed, as W ogne zakata" illustrates, Oreus not only over-emphasized light at this 
time in a way which suggests that he was inclined to equate the presentiment of the Idea 
in light with the Idea itself The fruit of this mistake was that Oreus saw the light as the 

sole transfigurative agent of the universe. It was the artist's role merely to yearn and pray 
for the transfigurative enlightenment that it alone could bring: 

Bce HanpflrjloCb-11 qTO-TO )IOAA-HO COBTOPHTbCfl, 
CBeT Hefipi4CTYnHblfi--C 3eMHblm eCTeCTBOM flp"Mt4pl4TbCH: 

aTI4 IyqH, 3TO-F[f)06jieCKH paq!.. 

'ITO-TO meA TeM Ha )iHe )iyiui4 LtieBe. uHTCH. 
LllenqeT OHO 3aK. qHHaHbji myxim: 

CBeT 6e3BeCTHbIfi, nomeami-Ham Y114 C TO60A Y)Ke CJ]14TbCfi? 

HaLua Cy)lb6l4Ha-AaAaaTb, pBaTbCfl, MOJIHTbCfl: 

PaA yToAeHbfl-He Haiua CTIIX, 4,9.21 

Conversely Solov'ev now argued that, properly defined, art itself is literally 

transfigurative. It must strive to complete the process which nature, as an 

unconscious aspiration to the unitotal Idea, cannot perfect: the incarnation of the Idea 

in absolute Beauty. Indeed, the Absolute Idea remains unrealized in all nature's 

manifestations of beauty principally because the processes of nature have failed to 

eradicate death - the dissolution of spiritualized matter, its return to inertia. This is the 

prerogative and task of man, the apogee of the cosmogonic process, who is conscious not 

only of self, but also the objective Idea which underlies being. Through art, the 

1 Mid, p. 141Sip, p. 8. 
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philosopher stipulated, man must actualize the threefold transfiguration of imperfect 
reality which will ultimately conquer death: 

1) fipqmaji 06leKTt4BaLmJi Tex Ae rjiy6oqaf4lUl4X BHYTPeHHIIX ofipe)ie: ieHkifi 11 KaqeCrB AHBOA tum. KOTopbie He moryT 6blTb Bbipa)KeHbl riptipwoh; 2) OAYXOTBOPeHHe np"POAHOfl KpaCOTbl it qepe3 )To 3) 
ywirowlleHue ee UHduauaya. 17bHbIX ga, 7eHUa. 22 

In its various disciplines, art at present is, an important anticipatory or prophetic 
expression of the task, Solov'ev continued. Lyrical poetry and music are a direct 
intuitional or magical channel via which the essence of things is apprehended and 
expressed, as exemplified by Tyutchev and A. K. Tolstoy; architecture, sculpture and 
painting potentialize perfection; epic, tragic and comic genres indirectly demand 
perfection by variously depicting the degree to which the human condition presently 
falls short of the ideal. 

Yet formal art, even if it were successfully to depict the perfection which has 

eluded its portrayals of humanity heretofore, will never succeed in embodying the 
genuinely transfigured spiritual life. This, Solov'ev announced, would require art to 
assume an unprecedented form: 

COBepijieHHoe 14CKYCCTB0 B CBoef4 OKOHiaTeJlbHOfl 3a)taie AOJIAH0 BOFUIOTHTb aGCOA1OTHblfl tuea: 1 H(' B 

OAHOM BOoGpuKeHHii, a 14 B camom )iejie, - )JOAAHO O)IYXOTBOPHTb, tipecymeCTBtiTb Huny 
AefiCTBUTeJlbHYIO )Kl43Hb. Ecini CKa)KYT, qTO TaKaji 3a)iaqa BbIXOMT 3a npe)le. Flbl iicKy(-, (-, TBa, TO 

CflpalUHBaeTC, q: KTO YCTaHOBMJI 3TH Rpe)IeJlbi? B 14CTOP14H Mbl HX He Hamm; MH BlIAHNI 3. JeCb 

IICKYCCTBO [MeHRioweeca, -B npouecce pa3BHTHq < 
... 

> 19 < ... > He Haxoxy OCOC)eHHO CNle.: IbINI 

YTBepxiieHi4e, qTO KaK < 
... 

> q)OpMbI XYAOACeCTBa 3aBepweHbl ewe )IpeBH14MH, TaK HOBO-eBpOneflCK14e 
HaPOAbl yxe HCqepna. Tlti BCe npoue 113BeCTHbie Ham POAbl IICKYCCTBa, H ecAti ATO F[ocAe)lHee IlMeeT 
6Y)IYUIJHOCTb, TO B COBepiueHHO HOBOA opepe )ief4(. TB14j,. 23 

11 

The exploration of the full meaning and potential of this radically redefined 

aesthetic standard was arguably to become the lode star governing the whole of Oreus' 

subsequent development until his death in 1901. Yet this exploratory process did not find 

immediate, conscious impetus or direct expression. Not only, as the "poems of light" 

show, was Oreus'Dostoevskian understanding of Solov'ev's aesthetic conditional to begin 

with. Ironically, the order in which Oreus read Solov'ev's work in itself impeded his 

further Solov'evian development. Thus far we have looked at "Krasota v prirode" and 

"Obshchiy smysl iskusstva" in so far as they illustrate the limitations of Oreus' 

understanding of Solovev's complex system, and pre-empt the direction he would have to 

take to attain full understanding. However, it is now necessary to examine how, taken out 

22SOlov'ev, VI. S., "Obshchiy smysl iskusstva", SELk, p. 133. Italics mine. 
231bid., p. 138. 
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of context, these works could have been construed by Oreus as being riven 1ýith 
contradictions that sanctioned his position. 

I 

On the one hand, there was the simple fact that although the articles heralded the 
art of the future', they did not positively attempt to define what seemed a remote 
prospect. Oreus was unaware at this stage that Solov'ev was actually in the process of 
developing his position in these articles. Consequently, SoloVev's association of the future 
art with the end of history in "Obshchiy smysl iskusstva" seemed to confirm that the 
philosopher himself submitted to the present impossibility of art's transcending its 
valuable, but purely anticipatory role. 

On the other hand, and more importantly for Oreus at this stage in his 
development, it was clear that in order to understand the aesthetic implications of the 
Solov'evian philosophy of the Absolute, he needed to understand its metaphysical bases. 
Oreus would not proceed far beyond yearning for the remote beauty of the sun if he did 

not address the complexities of the Solov'evian Absolute. What was the justification for 

an Absolute that was both real, yet unrealized, eternal, yet transient? How could perfect 
unitotality be said to contain, or even derive from a chaotic principle? If phenomenal 
being and its ultimate issue, death, were not merely a phenomenal illusion, what were the 

ontological implications for the individual personality in the absence of Solov'ev's 

transfigurative art of the future? Indeed, did this system, in which contradiction was 

pivotal, really pacify Ivan Karamazov's "rebellion" against the extremes of "universal 

injustice"? 
Here too Solov'ev's own work paradoxically acted as an impediment to 

development. In both "Krasota v prirode" and "Obshchiy smysl iskusstva" Solov'ev 

reiterated the thesis touched upon in "Poeziya F. I. Tyutcheva" that the Absolute idea was 

triune in its expression. 2413oth these aesthetic articles therefore also re-emphasized 

the particularity of objective beauty: its unique capacity to invest the moral and theoretical 

aspects of the Idea with sensible form. Indeed, the opening sections of "Obshchiy smysl 
f rv iskusstva" were specifically devoted to countering claims that per ection is the prese e 

of Goodness and Truth alone. 25 Oreus, who was versed exclusively in Solov'ev's 

aesthetic, the apex of his system's ethical-metaphysical foundations, appears 

temporarily to have erroneously taken these arguments in "Obshchiy smysl iskusstva" as a 

licence to swing to the other extreme, to neglect formal ethics and philosophy 

altogether. He evidently assumed their meaning to be intrinsically manifest in objects of 

true Beauty. At this time he certainly resisted the need to qualify his aesthetic faith 

philosophically. 

24See "Krasota v prirode", III and "Obshchiy smysl iskusstva", 
25See "Obshchiy smysl iskusstva", 1. 
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Oreus' suspension Of Philosophical enquiry resulted in a vacuum which filled 
with further impediments to understanding. Although Oreus' concurrent discovery and 
rapid absorption of Symbolist poetry no doubt seemed to complement the 
Dostoevskian-Solov'evian ideal to which he now subscribed, it appears to have been 
diversionary in many respects. Oreus'later modification or refutation of his own opinion 
of much of the Modernist poetry that he read at this time illustrates well how his 
voracious reading could distract him. FEs uncritical digestion of seeming echoes and 
amplifications of the Absolute idea in Symbolist poetry appears to have given him false 
assurances that his new, unqualified aesthetic position was definitive. 

it is appropriate here, for instance, to recall the line from N. M. Minsky's 
poem, "Kak son, proydut dela", which Oreus used as an illustration of poetic intuition 
in Gibel' Iyudey na vysshey stupeni nravstvennogo sovershenstvovaniya v -emnykh 
usloviyakh: 

-)KaxAa mi4pax ce6e C03)jaTb CPeA14 ITYCTbIHi4 6eCKOHeqHOfl. 26 

Minsky's poem was actually an expression of his "Meonist" system. 27 Oreus, 
however, evidently identified an expression of his new Solov'evian 'faith' in this poem, 
which eschewed conventional virtue and truth for the aesthetic contemplation of an 

ambiguously non-existent, but eternal, perfect world. Moreover, this reading of the poem 

may have seemed to find confirmation in "Obshchiy smysl iskusstva". As we have 

suggested, despite Solov'ev's call for a future art in that article, it may have appeared to 
Oreus that within its context the philosopher was forced to fall back upon the purely 

anticipatory art of the present. Accordingly he could also have been construed as 

confirming the validity of Minsky's ambivalent aesthetic of hope and impotence in the 

following sentiments: 

AOrryCT14M, lqTO r, 03T 60jee moryqlik, qem FeTe 14 LLIeKCrIKP, npe)IcFaBHR HaM B C-TIO)KHOM 

nowmemom ripmBeAeHIM xy)loxecrBeHHoe, T. e. ripaBA14BOe 14 KOHKPeTHOe, m6paXeHHe 

14crHHHO-)IVXOBHOf4 )KI43HI4, - TOf4, KOTOpaq AOJUKHa 6blTb, KOTOpaq GOBepUleHHO OcyWec7BjigeT 

a6c, ojilOTHblk Hama, - Bce-TaKI4 14 3TO IYAO iicKycCrBa, )jocene He y)IaBaBUleecA HH OAHOMY F103'rY, 
6blJIO 6bl Cpe)114 HacTojujjeR )Ief4CFB14TeJ]bHOGF14 MOAbKO WAUKOAentibim -mupawem 6 6e360atiOci 

nymbitie, pa3, apaxmommm, a He YTOJI-HIOIURM Haiuy AYX OBHYIO xaAUy. 28 

26See above, p. 119. Oreus cited the poem within days of encountering Nfinsky's poetrN, for the first time 

in late 1895, Spkis, L259, op. 1, ed. hr. 6,1.7. 
27An attempt to find explanatory vestiges of an extinct architectonic First Principle in the phenomenal 

flux, which Solov'ev notably described as "dialectical abracadabra" (see, Solov'e,, % V1., Sob. soch., N, ol. 6, 

p. 246). 
28SOlOV'ev, VI. S., "Obshchiy smysl iskusstva", SELk, p. 138. Italics mine. Transcribed by Oreus: Kniga 

materialov. Chast'H, L259, op. 1, ed. khr. 5,1.104. 
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Clearly the coincidental use of metaphor here would only be exposed if the 
disparate metaphysics underlying these respective "mirages" of perfection were 
understood. 

Oreus' compromised understanding of Solov'ev's aesthetics and philosophy at this 
time also saw him honour K. Bal'mont, whom he would later so unceremoniously dismiss. 
in the list that he compiled of artists who typified his new aesthetic-ethical standards. 29 
Oreus was clearly briefly attracted to the vitality and pantheistic leanings of this 
mercurial romantic-aesthete and translator of Shelley who eschewed propounding anY 
systematic metaphysics. Indeed, it is possible that Oreus' use of an epigraph from 
Zosima's discourses was finally prompted by the precedent set by Bal'mont's I' 
bezbrezhnosti, which he read prior to writing To dnyam". 30 

29 See, GibelIyudey, L259, op. 3, ed. khr. 4,1.19 ob. 
300reus read Bal'mont's V bezbrezhnosti in January 1895 (Spkis, L259, op. 1, ed. khr. 6,1.7 ob), prior to 

writing To driyam". For the Dostoevskian epigraph and potentially Solov'evian inspired title of this early 
Bal'montian collection, see Markov, V1., Kommentar zu den Dichtungen von K. D. Bal'inont 1890-1909. It 

is not probable that Oreus appreciated any allusion to Solovev in the title 1, 'bezbrezhnosti (certainly not 

at the time he wrote To driyam", at least. He read Solov'ev's poetry for the first time only in February- 

March 1896, and possibly in the edition of 1891 which did not include "Zachem slova" V bezbrezhnostj 

lazurnoy" (1892): Spkis, L259, op. 1, ed. khr. 6,1.9 ob. ). However, Markov's identification of the possible 

allusion further illustrates the complex and confusing appropriation of ideas and motifs at this time which 

could easily occasion the erroneous association of writers who were in many ways ven- different. 
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CHAPTER ELEVEN 

Critical catalyst of renewed philosophical development: 
Akim Volynsky 

-6e3 puymemfl TO'qHOrO 14 JICHOrIO HeJlb3jl c4eiiaTb HH WHOM HOBOS) wara BT[epe)l. 

A. Volynsky. "Literatumye zametki", Sv, 1896, No. 12. 

A 0. 

After several months of relative certainty, Oreus' limited understanding of the 
Solov'evian system ultimately left him vulnerable to doubt. On the 10 August 1896, during 
his stay at the Panaevs' estate, he described an evening walk in his notebook- 

HPH HacTyruicHH14 HOT4 OAMHOKaR TIPOryJlKa Ha craHU1110, Tyaa m o6paTHO. IIOJIHaji jiyHa, BO BceX 
aacrmax 14 )jojimax - TymaH. I]POH14KHOBeHHbIe cmepuaml, B036yxjeHHbie flPOHHKHoBeHHbIM 4TeHli('NI 
Hae)IMHe C CaMl4M co6ofi PUIMHIbIX CFMXOTBOPeHMR (De-ra, TwieBa, A. To-acroFO m up. C 3ToFO 
mecra, r)le c cTaHjjl4OHHOFJ )JOPOM B)JPýT OTKpblBaeTCJI BHA Ha IIOBOPOT peKm BajuaflKli jiyHa ciifljia 
Ha)j peKOfl, o6jTeqeHHOf4 B TymaHe, KaK Ha)j 6onbiumm o3epom HRi4 )la)Ke mopem. 

I 
JlyHa, ripocBeqmBaioujaji CKB03b aepeBbJl B COCHOBOM necy 6jim craHIJ14H - HeCKa, 3aHHO BeLLIHfi 

BM. 

This prescient vision, inspired by the very poets whom Solov'ev championed, an 

example of the "contemplative moments" ('sozertsatel'nye mgnoveniya") which Oreus 

carefully catalogued that summer, 2 was pregnant with a sense of his new faith in 

ultimate universal harmony. Yet, that this sense of assurance was in fact fragile and 
increasingly required philosophical qualification is patent in a starkly contrasting note of 

two days later: 

2-EQ aim: ycrai OaHHOKafl rlpOryJlKa lqepe3 r[OpeUKYIO mejibHmuy CoMjIHHe gyluli FlieTN'Wee-' 

comiatme C60ed iiecnoco6tioCMU K OU, 70COOCKO-My MbIUlAeHUIO- 

Both Oreus' own growing awareness of his need for philosophical defiruition, and 

the weakness of his position without it, are further illustrated by the failed 'polemic' with 

Jean Marie Guyau that accompanied the first variant of his sonnet cycle, " Syn solntsa" . 

I Z. k. No. 3, C259, op. 1, ed. khr. 16,1.6 ob. -7/ - 
See Zk. No. 3, C259, op. 1, ed. khr. 16,1.1 ob. 
Ibid,, 1.7. 
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On reading Guyau's lIrreligion de lAvenir in late 1896,4 Oreus evidently felt that 
he had identified an good example of the illogicality of modern positivist thought that 
Solov'ev had attacked in "Poeziya F. I. Tyutcheva". He took an excerpt from Guyau that 
he understood as typifying contemporary resignation and appended it to "Syn solntsa", 
which he then subtitled W otvet Guyau". He apparently saw such resignation as the root 
cause of the ingenuous sensualism of A. Ya. Bilibin, 5 the "son of the sun" with whom the 
cycle gently took issue: 

Dans cet univers oA les mondes ondulent commes les flots de la mer, ne sommes-nous pas entourds, 
assaillis sans cesse par la, multitude des 6tres? La vie tourbillonne autour de nous, nous enveloppe, nous 
submerge: nous parlons d'immortalitd, d'dternitd; mais il n'y a d'dternel que ce qui est indpuisable, ce qui 
est assez aveugle et assez riche pour donner toujours sans mesure. Celui-IA fait connaissance avec la mort 
qui apprend pour la premi6re, fois que ses forces ont une limite, qui se sent le besoin de se 6 reposer, qui 
laisse tomber ses bras aprýs le travail. La nature seule est assez infatigable pour 8tre 6ternelle. 

Oreus evidently perceived his cycle, with its unequivocal affirmation of personal 
immortality, 7 to be a reproach to Guyau's illogical ambivalence. This was a writer who on 
the one hand advocated a monistic life principle and universal "solidarity", but on the other 
deferred to the very positivist thought which Solov'ev had shown to be illogically limited 

when faced by the question of individual immortality. 8 Guyau's ultimate concession to 

materialism was, Oreus intimated, worse than unqualified materialism. Guyau cruelly 

clipped the wings of his own monistic faith in universal solidarity in refusing to sanction 

personal immortality. 

However, Oreus' "answer to Guyau" in his cycle was itself, of course, far from 

being informed by a positively defined metaphysics. In the significantly entitled " Ot solntsa 
k solntsu"9 he betrayed the fact that his understanding of universal integrity still essentially 

amounted to the starets Zosima's simple intuition of "other worlds". Indeed, in this sense 

the whole polemic with Guyau actually merely served to emphasize just how insubstantial 

Oreus' position was. Perhaps tellingly, he was subsequently to withdraw all reference to 

Guyau from the cycle. 

4Fouilde, A. (ed. ), Pages Choisies des Grands Ecrivains: JM. Guyau, Paris, 1895. See, Spkis, L 259, 

op. 1, ed. khr. 6,1.26 ob. 5 The cycle was dedicated to Bilibin, whom Oreus dubbed "the son of the sun,,. See, Mid, p. 361Sip, p. 15. 

See also Stikhotvornaya firika, f. 259, op. 3, ed. khr. 5,1.55 ob. -56 for Oreus' own reference to the cycle, 

and Bilibin's role in inspiring it. 
6 Ibid, p. 183. Recorded in an edition of Mid with annotations from the poet's original albums by N. M. 

Sokolov: GbI., f. 386, V. Ya. Bryusov. Knigi 858,1.12. 
7 See, most particularly, "Starres Ich", Mid, p. 39 Op, p. 17. 
8 For a brief discussion of the blend of optimism and pessimism in Guyau's thought, see N. N. Glatzer's 

introduction to the repnnted English translation of the The non-religion of the future, Schoken books, 

N. Y., 1962, pp. 17-20. 
9"Ot 

solntsa k solntsull is the concluding poem in the cycle: Nov. 1896, Mid, p. 40ISip, p. 18. 
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If, as his notebook of August 1896 and 'polemic' with Guyau suggest, Oreus now 
seriously aspired to advocate the metaphysics of his new faith7 then he would clearly have 
to turn again to philosophy. It is the particular circumstances surrounding his move back 
to philosophy that we shall now examine. In fact, Oreus' re-emergent need for 
philosophical definition would find resolution only a few months later in 
Stikhotvornaya lirika v sovremennoy Rossfi, with its systematic, critical analyses of 
Modernist metaphysics and confident endorsement of a Solov'evian future. Although 
therefore ultimately incidental to Oreus' development, this period of transition is however 
an important process as it fostered a critical dimension in him that allowed him to 
differentiate himself from many of the disaffected neo-romantics of this period, and to 
continue his personal quest for a positive vindication of faith. Indeed, it was not Solov'ev 
who would give Oreus' need for philosophical qualification this purpose and direction, it 
was the resident critic of Severnyy vestnik, Akim Volynsky (1861-1926). 10 

I 

Although Volynsky's specifically neo-Kantian 'manifesto' was undoubtedly 
important in initially attracting the attention of Oreus, a former Kantian, it was the 

10 From the end of 1895 to the journal's closure in 1898, Oreus read Sv almost without fI (Spk s, 259 aj iL 
op. 1, ed. khr. 6, passim). His interest in Volynsky's critico-philosophical position was such, moreover, 
that in addition to reading the contemporaneous "Kriticheskie/literaturnie zametki", he felt prompted to 
turn back to the more theoretical works of the early 1890's: 
Dec. 1895: "Oskar Uayl'd", Sv, 1895, No. 12 (Spkis, L259, op. 1, ed. khr. 6,1.6 ob. Transcribed: Kniga 
materialov. Chast'I, f. 259, op. 1, ed. khr. 1,1.21); "Apollon Grigor'ev", 1895, No. 11 (Spkis, L259, op. 1, 
ed. khr. 6,1.6 ob. ). Although not listed read, this edition of the journal also included: "Kritika i 
bibliografiya. Russkie Sinivolisty. Valery Bryusov. Chefs d'muvre"); "Vrazhda i borba partiy", 1894, No. 
5 (Ibid., 1.7). 
Jan. 1896: "Kriticheskaya zametka (o knige N. M. Minskogo'Pri svete sovesti')", 1890, No. 2 (ibid). 
Feb. 1896: "Kritika. Minsky - Bal'mont - Sologub", 1896, No. 2 (ibid., 1.8). 
Early 1896: From Volynsky's book Russkie Kritiki (1896): "Svobodnaya kritika pered sudom 
burzhuaznogo liberalizina"; "N. Mikhailovsky i ego rassuzhdeniya o russkoy literature"-, "Esteticheskoe 

uchenie Chernyshevskogo"; "0 prichinakh upadka russkoy kritiki (retsenziya na knigu D. S. 

Merezhkovskogo)" (ibid., 1.9); "Nauka i filosofiya", Sv, 1890, No's. 1-5 (ibid. Transcriptions: Kniga 

materialov. Chast' 
. 
1, f. 259, op. 1, ed. khr. 1,1.16-209 24); "Nauka, filosofiya i religiya (cogitata 

metaphisica)", 1893, No. 9 (Spkis, C259, op. 1, ed. khr. 6,1.9); "Literaturnye zametki" (including 

"Dekadentstvo i sinivolizm"), 1896, No. I (ibid., 1.9 ob. ); "Nravstvennaya filosofiya gr. Uva Tolstogo", 

1890, No. 5 (ibid., 1.10); "Kritika. D. S. Merezhkovsky: Novye stikhotvoreniya", 1896, No. 3 Obid). 

Mid to late 1896: "Literatumye zametki. 'filosofskiya techeniya v russkoy poezii, izd. P. P. Pertsova", 

1896, No's. 7-8 (ibid., 1.18. See also above, p. 81); "LiteratumYe zarnetkiý Dva poslednikh romana Zola", 

1896, No. 9 (ibid., 1.19); "Literaturnye zametki. 'Quo vadis' Senkevicha", 1896, No. 10 (ibid., 1.20), 

"Literaturnye zametki. Apollon i Dionis", 1896, No. 11 (ibid., 1.20 ob. ); I'Literaturnye zametki. F. 

Sologub. Dekadentstvo i simvolizm. Pis'mo L. Denisova", 1896, No. 12 (ibid. ). 

Late 1897 
': 

W poiskakh za Leonardo da Vinchi", 1897, No's. 9-12 (ibid., 1.42-43,50). 

Early 1898: "Leonardo da vinchi, ego trud i uchenaya deyatel'nost"', 1898, No's. 1-5 (Ibid., 1.51-54). 
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general ethos of this critic's writings that exercised a direct influence upon him in 1896. 
Volynsky ranks alongside Solov'ev as an important early influence on Oreus precisely 
because, in contrast to the philosopher, who dealt in the universal terms of his 
assimilative, positive system, the critic was a consistent and immediate presence with 
the journalist's licence to question in the name of philosophy per se. Although 
Volynsky and Solov'ev both called for a new idealist credo in the face of both 
materialism and aestheticism, Volynsky did not share Solov'ev's confidence that such a 
credo had already been found, and he eschewed the philosopher's positive outlook. " 

Stikhotvornaya firika v sovremennoy Rossii, Oreus' philosophical calling to 
account, reflected his absorption of this militant, critical ethos, which reawakened his 
tendency to reassess his standards and ideals in search of perfection. Volynsky's exacting 
demands in the name of "philosophical criticism" and "philosophical poetry", a "serious" 

or "true" Symbolism which would supercede the raw, Decadent yearnings of the present, 
largely disaffected generation, informed the content of the essay. Indeed, even as Oreus 

wrote Stikhotvornaya lirika v sovremennoy Rossii, with its highly conditional praise for 
the early Modemist vanguard, Volynsky's campaign against Decadence on behalf of 
"true symbolism" reached its apogee: 

by)lyqH BaAHbIM flpOTeCTOM HCKYCCTBa flpOT14B (paJIbEL114BbIX (POPMYJI maTepHa. IH3ma H 1103141'HBH3ma. 
AeKa)ieHTCTBO CaMO TIO ceGe, KaK flBjieHHe, 3HameHyeT TOAbKO fiepeAOM B MfIPOB033peliHH o6meCmki 
< 

... > 3a 3THM nepenomom )IOJUKHa noc: ieZIOBaTb anoxa, Koma 11POTeCTaHTCKHe CH. Ibl coC)ePYTCq )IJ]fl 

cepbe3HOf4 Hepepa6OTKH CTapblX (PHJIOCO(PCKHX H JCTeTl4qeCK14X ROH19THI-4, FIOTOMy qTo 6e3 pa3ymeH". q 

TOIIHOI'O H HcHorO HeJlb3fl c)ie. TiaTb HN OAHOrO HOBOFO mara Bnepea, 110TOMy qTO, tipti 3amewaTeJlbCrBe 
C03HaTeJ]bHb[X Meft H rlOHJlTHf4, He MOFYT F[POPBaTbCq TBopqeCKHe Cmnbl qej]OBeKa, KOTOpbie 
6eCC03HaTeJlbHbl 110 CBoef4 nppom, rIOTOMy qTO B xaoce HI)OTHBOpeql4Bblx roJIOCOB He moAeT 

IIPOHBHTbcji edUHaff iipmia qejiOBeqeCKOf4 CKOP6H 0 KpaCOTe, Hepa3JIYqHOfl C 60-AeCTBOM. 12 

11 For example, he attacked Solov'ev's attempt to accommodate Chemyshevsky's aesthetics in "Pervyy shag 
k polozhitel'noy estetike" as'Byzantine tact'(See Ivanova, E. V., "Severnyy Vestnik", Lteraturnyyprotsess i 

russkaya zhurnalistika kontsa XIX - nachala XX veka. 1890-1904, p. 105). He also censured Solov'ev for 
his playful parodies of Bryusov's Russkie simvolisty, exhorting him to subject such writings to systematic 
deconstruction and dismissal instead (See "Kritika i bibliografiya", Sv, 1895, otdel 11, pp. 50-53). 
12 Volynsky, A., "Literaturnye zametki", Sv, 1896, No. 12, otdel 1, p. 249. It is worth noting here that if the 

general tendency of Oreus' Stikhotvornaya lirika can be identified with Volynsky's criticism of 
Modernism, as we have suggested, then this is an insight which gives us further justification for 

questioning the reputation Konevskoy earned through literary associations. Significantly, Volynsky cited 
the letter of one L. Denisov to show that his critical position had support in literary circles (ibid., pp. 249- 

5 1). This was in fact a pseudonym of ZN. Gippius. If Oreus sympathised with the anti-decadent tone of her 

letter, this would certainly shed light on the paradoxical knot of tension in Oreus' "Ob otpevanii novoy 

russkoy poezii", where, although he defended Modernists including Bryusov and Sologub from Gippius' 

dismissive ridicule, ironically he agreed with her view that they were compromised by their indifference to 

metaphysical questions. Moreover, it does not seem wholly coincidental that in the wake of reading 
Volynsky's attacks on Moscow decadence, Oreus wholly ignored Bryusov (of whose existence he was 

undoubtedly made aware by adverse criticism, see letter to V1. Gippius, Ezhegodnik rukopisnogo otdela 
Pushkinskogo doma na 1977 g., p. 97) and only read his work upon personal acquaintance with him (see 

Ln 98 (i), p. 445). It was certainly the demand for a beauty of metaphysical 'substance' such as that which 
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More particularly, during the preceding year Volynsky had subjected individual 
Modernists to a scrutiny which sought to expose their Philosophical credos as 
capitulations to pessimism, or devoid of positive direction and clarity. He questioned 
their introverted self-consciousness and subjectivism, identifying it as the issue of 
metaphysical irresolution. Stylistically conservative, he condemned their undue 
emphasis on form as an affectation which also stemmed from their failure to address 
the essential meaning of things; he championed a fusion of form and content. If, for 
example, we take Minsky and BaI'mont, the two poets whom we identified at the close 
of the precedin chapter as distracting Oreus from full philosophical understanding, we 9 
find that Volynsky subjected them both to critical analysis. Imperiously he praised and 
yet also censured Minsky in one breath: 

8 HOUIX CT14XOTBOI)eHHHX MI4HCKOFO RP03Byqaqa HeAHaH, TpeneTHaii Me. 10A14fl, BbipaAaioiiiaq ii 
B036YA)iaiowafl KaKY1O-TO cBoeoGpa3HY10, ý14A0C0ýCKYIO metITaTejibHOCTL- BOT Korja 110)THýleCKau 
)leflTeJ1bHOCTL MI4HCKOI'0, - npU acex tiecoaepiýieHCmeax oop., w, npu ii-opeHHbIX Hedocniaiiii. -(i-v 
e, -o ouAocoocKoeo AIUP06033peHUH, npu nocmoHHHOÜ cnymaHH0Cmu ew Henocpeacm6eHHbI. v 
xydo; KecmeeHHbIX oii4yitýeHua, 3adepwueaioitýea nOAem e. -o oaHma3UU, - CTajia CepLembim 
nßneHMeM B coBpemeHHof4 q14TepaTYPC. 

13 

Notably, in his treatment of Minsky in Stikhotvornaya lirika v sovrernennoy 
Rossii, Oreus had revised his assessment of the very line from that poet's work, "Kak 

son, proydut dela", which he had celebrated upon first impression and may have 

consequently associated with Solov'ev. He now understood the "meonist" implications of 
the poem, making the confusion of its vision and his own no longer possible: 

boxeCTBeHHOF1 CYHJHOCTM mmpa HeT 60JIblUe; KpaCOTY J103T Ha3blBaeT ee <<OT6JIeCKOM CpeAb IIPHPOlbl>>, 

HO, KOHeqHO, He. rlb3fl He C03HaTbC-q, qTO, eCAM JTO 14 <<OTGjieCK>>, TO, BO BCJqKOM Cqyqae, KaKOfl-TO 
6e3Ha)ieAMblfi 14 MY1114TerlbHO )ipa3HflWMfl OT6jieCK HeB03BpaTHO 3aKaTi4Bi-uerocq cBeTilila. H KpaCOTY, 

3HaqliT, He. qb3fl He Ha3BaTb UOBamH camoro flO3Ta <<AiupawoAf>> HecymeCTPYIOIUeFO Mlipa, 'ITO qe. IOBeK 

<<cu. 17oa ; Ka; K, )bl cam ce6e C03aa3 cpeau nyCMbIHU 6ecAC0HeYH0U>>- 
14 

Volynsky envisaged that informed Oreus' dismissal of Bryusov's too indiscriminate 'pantheon' of beauty 

(see above, p. 21), and much of his criticism of his Moscow friend, despite their association within the 

'Skorpion' circle. Indeed, it is also possible to suggest that the very philosophical approach to poetry that 

Bryusov so valued in Oreus (see Bryusov, V. Ya., "Avtobiografiya", Russ. lit. XX v., vol. 1, bk- 1, p. 112) 

was ironically partly Volynskian in origin. 
13 Volynsky, A., "Kritika. Minsky - Bal'mont - Sologub", Sv, 1896, No. 2, otdel 11, p. 73. Italics mine. 
14 Stikhavornaya lirika v sovremennoy Rossii, E 259, op. 3, ed. khr. 5,1.16. Italics mine. Cf. Oreus' 

reference to the poem in early 1896, above, p. 119. 
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Oreus had clearly been prompted to analyse the specific philosophical content of 
Minsky's poetry. Indeed, as his continued critique of the poet in Stikhotvornaya lirka v 
sovremennoy Rossii shows, although he recognised that Minsky had a gift, like VolynskY 
he made clear that this required positive philosophical qualification and direction: 

Emy eMe BHHTa: iHCb BO Bce CyMeCTBo ero yqeHHH f10314Tl4BH3ma 14 ql4CToro ýefflmeHIMM. qTO TaKOc 
erO CTPaHHblf4 <<meOHH3M>>, KaK He pa3yKpaweRHoe Koe-KaKUM14 FHOCTHqeCK14ml4 ýaHMNRNIII. HO 
cyttieCTBY CBoemy qMCToe yqeHme o mi4pe HBjieHHfi, KaK o nOTOKe np"3paKOB < 

... > 3a KOTOPbINIII 
OTKpblBaeTc. q HmqTO < 

... 
>Y r-Ha MHHCKoro, HO BMHe BeKa H AYXOBHorO BOCFIHTaHHH, Bce etue ocraeTCH 

- 
15 

BbITPaBjieHHbIM Aap RCHOBH)IeHl4H 14 Hj)OHHuaHl4fl neCTPOTbI HBjieHHH. 

Volynsky dealt uncompromisingly with Konstantin Bal'mont, in whose work no 
cogent metaphysics was discernible: 

HecmOTPH Ha 113BeCTHYIO BHeLLlHlOlO KpaCl4BOCTb, CTMxH r. BaJ]bMOHTa qHTalOTCJl C TPYAOM If CKOPO 

14Cqe3alOT 143 naMflT14, He OCTaBAflfl B HeR HliKaKoro flPKOrO crieja. 3aypJiAHafl Nibnllb, lipli 
HCKYCCTBeRHOCTti FlOaTllqeCK14X OIIHC-aHHf4, npm aeyiamom CTHAe, He B036YA)iaeT HHKaKHX cepbe3HbIX 

')CTeTl4qeCK14X HaCTpoeHMn. B CBOllX TlOFIblTKax IIOCJIYAHTb HOBOMY HCKYCCTBy r. ba. IbMOIIT HIIKOI'Aa. 

O)lHaKO, He FIOAXOAHT K iipummm, eFO B)IOXHOBJIJiioWHM, C TWO Rf)OCTOTOIO, C KaKOK) outoc", rcii 

- 
16 

BCRKHA 14CT14HHblf4 TaqaHT K ClOAeTam CBONX HP011313e)iemm 

Notably, in contrast to his position in early 1896, Oreus reduced K. D. Bal'mont's 

significance to that of lyrical virtuoso without philosophical substance in Stikhotvorna a Y 
lirika v sovremennoy Rossii. 17 This view would shortly develop into the harsh, almost 

uncompromising criticism of Bal'mont which punctuates Oreus' correspondence with 
Bryusov and perhaps finds its most virulent expression in an unpublished 'review' of 

Goryashchie zdaniya in 1900.18 

11 

What, however, was the impact of Volynsky's campaign for a philosophically 

credible art upon Oreus' own world-view, a world-view with which he had formerly 

15 Stikhavornaya lirika v sovremennoy Rossii, L 259, op. 3, ed. khr. 5,11.16 ob. 
16 Volynsky, A., "Kritika. Minsky - Bal'mont - Sologub", Sv, 1896, No. 2, otdel 11, p. 80-81. 
17 Stikhotvornaya firika v sovremennoy Rossii, L 259, op. 3, ed. khr. 5,1.42 (see also Ln 98 (i), p. 483). 

18 For examples of Oreus' criticism of Bal'mont, see Ln 98 (i), pp. 491,497,518,530. See also letter to V1. 

Gippius, Ezhegodnik rukopisnogo otdela Pushkinskogo doma na 1977 g-, p. 97. For his review of 

Goryashchie zdaniya see Ln 98 (i), p. 520. 
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identified such figures as Minsky and Bal'mont. It certainly appears that Volynskyls 
critical presence gave impetus to Oreus' growing consciousness of his olt'n need for 
philosophical qualification. Although the conclusion Of Stikhotvornaya lirika 1, 
sovremennoy Rossii was positive, investing hope in D. S. Merezhkovsky and Solov'ev, 
Volynsky's influence is inversely apparent there. Oreus' commitment to a Solov'evian 
future at the end of the essay reflected a reaction in progress, precipitated by Volynsky's 
direct criticism of Solov'ev's metaphysics. 

Already, early in 1896, Volynsky's theoretical manifesto "Naukag filosofiya i 
religiya", which preached an idealist system grounded in Kant and Hegel, had arguably 
prompted Oreus to clarify his position in relation to these philosophers by reading 
Solov'ev's entries on them in the Entsiklopedicheskiy slovar'. 19 Oreus' rather incongruous, 
temporary coupling of Merezhkovsky and Solovev in Stikhot-vornaya lirika is 
symptomatic of a further reaction to Volynsky's criticism. 

Volynsky, for whom the 'Absolute' approximated to the Hegelian Idea, attacked 
Merezhkovsky in March 1896 for what he saw as an untenable polarity in the poet's 
wilful celebration of both ultimate harmony and a purportedly Nietzschean chaotic 

20 "demonism" . It was for precisely this same, seemingly paradoxical admixture of 

19 See Spkis, L259, op. 1, ed. khr. 6,1.9-11. Oreus read "Nauka, filosofia i religiya" in February 1896 
followed by Solov'ev's entries on Kant and Hegel in March. Notably, later in the year Oreus was again to 
turn to Solov'ev in Es for definitions of ternis of the type in common currency in Modernist circles for 
which Volynsky demanded an appropriate usage. In Oct. -Nov. 1896 he noted: "mistitsizm" and 
"metafizika" (ibid., 1.20); in Dec.: "mirovaya dusha" and "mirovoy protsess" (ibid., 1.27). 
20 See "Kritika. D. S. Merezhkovsky. Novye stikhotvoreniya", Sv, 1896, No. 3, otdel 11, pp. 36-43. 

A good example of Volynsky's 'Hegelianism' can in fact be found in another of his critiques of 
Merezhkovsky, regarding Oprichinakh upadka: 
KTO 

Maui MepeX'KOBCKOMY, 'ITO KaHTOBCKa. 9 Teopmg 1103HaHH, 9 B03=4rajia HAOT14HY ýieAjý 

H03HaBaeMb1M 14 W11031iaflaeMbIM, KOTOPafl pociia Bce BbILLie H BblWe? aTO HeBePHO `ý ... 
> F1.710TH11a NieAiy 

JJBYMfl mnpaMH He TOMKO He BMPOCTana, HO nuana BCe HMA,, e H H14Xe 14 B ytielifill FeFemi 
YHHqTOxeHa OKOHqaTeJlbHO. 

("0 prichinakh upadka russkoy kritiki (retsenziya na knigu D. S. Merezhkovskogo)", Russkie kritiki, p. 
769. ) 

It is perhaps most appropriate here to address the question raised by V1. Gippius' reported claim 
that Oreus was a 'Hegelian' with a portrait of the philosopher hanging above his bed (Ln 92 Ov), P. 176). It 
is my view that Oreus' attitude to Hegel, like VI. Solov'ev's, was deeply ambivalent, a mixture of profound 
respect for his seminal innovations as a dialectician, yet disregard for his monistic dissolution of objective 

reality in pure idealism (for Solov'ev's position, see, for example: "Forina razumnosti i razum istiny", VI 

and Kritika otvlechennykh nachal, XXXIX). Certainly Oreus' one written opinion of Hegel of any 

substance (1896) appears to corroborate this view. Referring to Heine, s pantheism he observed: 
HaHBHbIfi 011THMMM 3TOT, OC06eHHO B FepmaH1414, HBJIHJICq, me)KAy Hpo, 114NI, H 11PHNIUM nopoAAeffiteNi 

BeAP1qeCTBeHHOfi, 6. TieCTRWeh, CWTAOfl, Ho nPU3pa, lmoa j4 6e3n0,16eHHOU MeTaýiIAIKVI Fere-Ifl. 

("Iz volneniy sovremennoy sovesti", f. 259, op. 1, ed. khr. 12,11.5. My italics. ) 
It is also worth noting that for a 'Hegelian' Oreus was not well versed in the original writings of 

the philosopher. Apart from elements of Hegel's philosophy of history, he only read the first section 
i 
of 

Wissenschaft der Logik (Spkis, E 259, op. 1, ed. kbr. 6,1.53). Moreover, Oreus was periodically occupied 

with it from February to April 1898, precisely when his relations with VI. Gippius were apparently at their 
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"demonism" and the Absolute that Volynsky censured Solov'ev in a critique of the 
philosopher's article on Tyutchev of July 1896. How, Volynsky demanded to know. 
can man fulfil any moral ideal if he is 'chaotic' in essence? 

EcAll KOPeHb AU13HI4 6e306pa3eH, ecm ee mtlCTjjqeCKaii OCHOBa aemOHIIqHa -B TOM iimeHHO C-MblC- ie, KaK ROH14maeT XO CJIOBO COJIOBieB, 
- HeJlb3fl ipuymm TaKOA ClUbl, KOTOpajj mor-ia Gbl o-jo., ieTL YFN 

OCHOBY, nepe)iejiaTb ee, BJ114Tb B Hee HOBbie COKH. Ha3Haqaa qe--IOBeKy BbICOKY1O AWWHHý10 ue. ib. HeJlb3fl CKa3aTb, 'ITO CYLLtHOCTb ero TIPOTHBOnojioA, -Ha ROCTaBjieHHofl HpaBCTBeHHOfJ 3aziaqe. Ecmi OHa 
Hecoo6pa3Ha c qejiOBeqeCKOIO HPHPOAOIO, OHa He i4meeT npaBa Ha cyi-iiecTBOBaHtie. Eciii OHa 
flpOTHBOpeqHT HAeaJ]bHOfl OCHOBe ACH3HH, OHa jo. TuKHa 6blTb J1PH3HaHa He. jeiioCTbIO < ... > TaKOfl laaam 
HeJlb3fl pa3peE[IHTb H14KaKl4MI4 jlor"qeCKHMM Cpe)ICTBaMH, 1IOTOMY UO CYWHOCTb wmBeKa, KaKafl-(-)bl oHa 
HH 6bljia, jjeMOH14, ieCKaq HAII XPHCTi4aHCKaq, e)iHHa, H BCHKafi noueaoBaTeAbHaii ýit: iocoými, 
opraHH3OBaHHa, q c meTO)lHqeCKOf4 CTj)Of4HOCTbIO, (PHAOCOýHH, KOTOpaJl He TOPOHHTCII Bnepel HlAaKIINIII 
rlpOH3BOJIbHbIM14 CKaIlKaMI4, HUicooaa He coeaUHUM a ce6e a(? yx npomueope, laimix . 7or-wiecuix 
cm, pa. 3pyiuaiuu4ux Oi)Ha apyopo. 

21 

Volynsky patently did not understand the full complexities of the Solov'evian 
Absolute. For that very reason, however, his critique now bluntly posed the very 
question regarding Solov'ev's system which Oreus had evaded upon first reading the 
aesthetic articles: how could the apparently contradictory principles intrinsic to that 

system be logically unified? 

Volynsky undoubtedly remains a 'ghost' influence in Oreus' development. 
Ironically, Oreus turned the critical principles that Volynsky awakened in him upon the 

neo-idealist himself However, the defence of the two champions of seeming paradox, 
Merezhkovsky and Solov'ev, that Volynsky's criticism provoked in Oreus in 
Stikhotvornaya lirika v sovremennoy Rossii was profoundly significant. 22 For it was a 
defence which spurred Oreus to read Solov'ev's most seminal, formal philosophical 

work, Kritika otvlechennykh nachal. This systematic exposition of Solov'ev's 

metaphysics was not only to inform the positive conclusion of Stikhotvornaya lirika, but 

closest (he dedicated "Debri" to Gippius at this time), a fact that perhaps explains Gippius' impression of 
Hegelianism. 
21,1 Literaturnye zametki. 'Filosofskie techeniya v russkoy poezii'. Izdanie P. P. Pertsova", Sv, 1896, No's. 7- 

8, otdel 1, pp. 234-5. Oreus read this article to his father on 24 August 1896 on returning from 

Mikhailovskoe as noted above, p. 8 1. 
22 For Oreus on Solov'ev in Stikhotvornaya lirika v sovremennoy Rossii, see above, p. 59. Oreus observed 
there of Merezhkovsky: 
OH YCI'PeM. qfleTCH B<... > xaOT"qeCK11f1 njieCK, HO CKB03b ii. ieCK Kerm cHHeT eNiy c-rpofiiioe 

6. riaAeHwe CBeTI4.10. 
(f 259, op. 3, ed. khr. 5,1.56. ) 

Notably, however, unlike Solovev, Merezhkovsky was not deemed to have fully fathomed the 

unity underlying the dualistic extremes of which he was aware. It was with an analysis of Solov'ev's poetry 

of Absolute synthesis that the essay concluded. Indeed, that Merezhkovsky's presence together Nvith 

Solov'ev in Stikhotvornaya lirika was more symptomatic of a reaction to Volynsky than an abiding idea, 

see Oreus' modified opinion of Merezhkovsky: Ln 98 (i), p. 491 and 493. 
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the renewed direction of Oreus' essentially Solov'evian development henceforth. the 
subject of Part Three of this thesis. 
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PART THREE 



CHAPTER TWELVE 

Beyond the impasse: Kritika otvlechennykh nachal 
-a pivotal exposition of Solovevian metaphysics 

KaK Aýe, BH14Ka, 9 BO Bce qaCbl AH, 9, He OMYT14Tb He]IOHHTHOI'O cyLueC-rBa, 
Bcem AýMBYWM, 14 BO Bcem M14pe He y3HaTb ero? IJJIOTb ti AYX, 3HOflHblfi 
IIJIOTCK14fl nojt)ieHb H )ieTCK14-HPOCToe, qcHoe YTPO M HPOH14KHOBeHHaq 
)iyma BeqePH14X cymepeK-Bce WO OHO, Bce -)To emHO. 

1. Konevskoy. `Na volosokot zadushevnoy zhizni". 

The last two chapters of Part Two of this thesis described a period during which 
the dialectical processes of Oreus' vindication of the metaphysics of faith admittedly lost 
momentum. However, Part Three will now explore how V1. Solov'ev's Kritika 
otvlechennykh nachal not only gave that dialectic renewed impetus, but also a new, 
distinctl Solov'evian character. The present chapter examines the pivotal importance of y 
Kritika otvlechennykh nachal as a positive, philosophically qualified answer to Akim 
Volynsky's charge that Solov'ev's metaphysics of the Absolute was flawed by innate 

contradiction. Further chapters explore how in turn this new, positive definition of 
universal synthesis increasingly compelled Oreus to look beyond its purely formal terms 
for equally positive expressions of the Absolute in reality. Indeed, Part Three charts 
Oreus' ongoing dialectical progression from satisfaction with broad mystical intimations 

of Absolute synthesis in nature, to renewed demands to understand the individual's place 
in this macrocosmic scheme of things. This new search for resolution involved prolonged 

periods of uncertainty that, together with positive motifs, found expression in Oreus' 

poetry, which also underwent significant development during this period. It is a particular 

objective of Part Three of this thesis to set this poetry of uncertainty and discontentment, 

upon which contemporary criticism placed disproportionate emphasis, in the overall 

context of positive continuity that actually underlay Oreus' development as a poet- 

thinker. 

I 

, 
JemOHHqeCKaji auia OTqeT. qHBOfi q. qeHOPa3AeAbHOCTM HAM <<MHAMBiuyaJIbHOCT14>>, B03MYT11BLuajicm II PO'I- 1113 

iiepBOGbITHOFO KeumBaioinero e)il4HCTBa, BORAOTHBLuaRCH B POCKOW14 M14POMal-11111. BHO. IHe MWKel' 

HPO, qBYIHTbCfl, 06-beKTHpoBaTbCJq HB e)IHHHqHOM, ueJIbHOM o6pa3e. IJIq 3TorO He TpeGOBaAOC1 6bi OTAttBa 

ee H3 Bcefi MHOAeCTBeHHOCTM wpa: POAHMK ee HeHCCHKaem, HeoG-bqTeH, 11 HOTOMY ofia moAeT 

IIPeGbIBaTb O)IHOBpemeHHo M BO Bcex pa3AeJlbHbIX ýopmax CYWeCTB, 14 BCH OflflTb-TaKII UeAHKOM 

CKa3biBaTbCfl B WHOM KaKOM-HM6YAb, He BXO)IqweM B IqHC-qO TeX pa3)te. FlbHbIX (pOPM, 06pa3e- I 

'Zk. No. 6, E 259, op. 1, ed. khr. 19,1.10 ob. -11. See also Sip, p. 226 where, while this piece did in fact 

find posthumous publication, copied verbatim and included under the heading "Demony" in the section 

"Mysli i zamechaniya", it was incorrectly dated 1900. 
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This entry in Oreus' notebook of 6 July 1897, made during his walking expedition 
of Thtiringen, is clearly symptomatic of a radical advance in his thought. This was not the 
Oreus who in early 1896 had effectively circumvented the seeming paradox of perfection 
and imperfection in the Solov'evian Absolute. Here he confidently acknowledged the 
universal materia prima to be the "demonic" or "chaotic" principle which Solov'ev had 
claimed was immanent in everything, and thus the ground for Beauty. Oreus had clearly 
confronted and accepted the paradox that Volynsky had identified so pointedly in his 
polemic with Solovev's Absolute. 

Indeed, in the summer of 1897, he no longer contemplated the static, passive 
perfection of an eternal First Principle symbolized in the ethereal light of the sun. He now 
patently understood the evolutionary synthesis of light and matter that was pivotal to the 
emergence of beauty in nature in Solov'ev's "Krasota v prirode": 

KaKOe JIBJ]eHl4e iipi4poztbi, nome xaoca 3eMHOI-X) JIOHa, 6ojiee 6JTH3Kl4M ocrajiOCb K TaKomy 6b]TmIO, 

, qem camoe po)lHoe jiopoxaeme oToro JIOHa, rJlyWb 6opa? 
HO KaK B)jBOf4He nO3TOMY IjeHHO, M14JI0 m xenaHHO r[POHHKHOBeHl4e UeJlbHOf4 Jla3ypi4 ii 

JICHOFO GOJ=a CKB03b llbllllHylO 3eiieHb, pacryWI0 Ha)j o6pb]BOM! 

flepeA co3HaHHem - Hacimema, O)JHO HaA apyri4m. CHaiaiia - rjiy6b TeCHHH, C newepHbIM14 
KaMHM4, MXOM, )114KHMli TpaBamH, Bbliue - cirpoýmafl, Ho ryCTOKYapaq eilje )jpeBecHajj CHiia, li 
HaKOHeU BepxoBHbig cTpofi - maBa 6e3o6iiaqHOf4 iia3ypiL C KaKOA BeamaBOR jiBcrBeHHOcribio BceM 
3THM 3HameHywcji qejiOBeKy CryHeHI4 14 XO)l B03HHKHOBeHl4fl GylUeCrB 143 Her[POHmiaemOk TbMbl 

nepBo6biTHor)o CeMRHH14Ka. 
2 

This new awareness of the transfigurative genesis of beauty in nature was the 
dominant feature of that summer, as Oreus' letter to S. P. Semenov of 8 July further 

indicates: 

TaKOR )KH3HI4, KaKY10 B kam6ypre MHe )IOBejiOCb BecFH C Heaejuo, R eiUe HMKOraa He TlepeAliBaJI. 

Iq X14JI B 611amiamofi, o6HOBJIJ]iomefi aTmocýepe. KaW, )Iblf4 )IeHb RpmHoCHii c co6ofi HOBbie 
ripocBeTjieHHJI 14 B03HeCeHI411 BCeM CYUJeCrB& Kpymm cmflna POCKOUlb M14PO3)IaHliq, Owe Tal4HCrBO 

FIPOHBJIeHHJI e)114HOfi CYUWOCT14 B Moroo6pamm 3 

It was this ecstatic sense of enlightenment which generated the dynamic cycles of 

nature poetry which Oreus wrote during that summer and the next. 
In notes which described one of the profound mystical experiences of the 

Absolute that he had in Thtiringen, Oreus intimated that his new confidence had a specific 

formal justification: 

2 Mid, p. 115 where entitled " Styd pered mater'yu zeniley". For the original see: Z. k. No. 6, L 259, op' 19 

ed. khr. 19,1.33-34 ob. 
3piS 'ma < ... > Semenovu: f. 259, op. 3, ed. khr. 21,1.1. Oreus' poems "Pod zvuk ushel'ya" (Afid, p. 

451Sip, p. 21), W listve" (Mid, p. 461Sip, p. 22) and "Sily" (Mid, p. 47ISip, p. 22) were inspired by 

Salzburg and its environs. The letter to Semenov expands upon the impressions that inspired them. 
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MHe ciiaaKo 6blJIO TaK 1414CrO HOHi4maTb BeJH4KY10, J110614Mylo 14CTIIIiY, WO TaK iacro qý'Amima 
MeHJq < ... > Xopouio 6bijio, qmo ff iqmm ee 3eyKy npewae MOOO, I'mo meHA owtiaaAO. 4 

Moreover, these notes also indicate that the "truth" to which Oreus referred here 
had a Solovevian stamp. The recitations from Tyutchev and Fet that he went on to claim 
induced this revelation of the "truth" intimate this 5; so too does the later title that he gave 
his notes for publication: "Na volosok' ot zadushevnoy zhizni lichnosti". To this he 

appended a footnote which explained that his definition of the epithet 'Izadushevn 11 was 
6 

5ýy 
that of Solov'ev. However, the precise source and nature of the metaphysical 
justification underlying Oreus' mystical experience is not revealed in "'Na volosok' ot 
zadushevnoy zhizni lichnosti", but in his unpublished letter to A. M. Veselov of 22 
November 1897. There, Oreus observed: 

COBePUIeHHoe - Koiie-qHo, He 6 o6bI'qliO. M 3liaqeiiuu iipaecimetmooo coeepuiewnwa - 
6blTHe, B 

CMY CaMOM COBeplUeHCTBa 14JIM TOlqHee - 
6ecKOHe4HOF0 oftema cBoei-() - )IoRAMO BKjlioqaTb H BCe 

He COBepUleHHoe, qaCFH4Hoe, r[P. 9MO, CraJI0 6blTb, ce6e r[POTHBOHOROxHoe. )To paccyxzeHHe KaxeTu 
GOýWMOM, HO MHe OHO jipeAcraBJIqeTca 6e3yftpellHbIM. C HeKOTOPbIMH JlOrMeCK14mli orJ]RAKamli H 
P06Kl4MI4 01FOBOPKamH R erO HaXOXY B camom 3ameiaTejibHom Tpy)je Mbicim Bji. CoROBbeBa <<KpmTmKa 
OTBJlelleHHbIX Haqaji>>. 

7 

That Orcus' very reservations regarding the logical minutiae of Solov'ev's Kritika 

otvlechennykh nachal (1880) were "timid" serves only to emphasize further his deference 

to a work which, as the following survey of its basic content will show, was precisely the 

confirmation of his thinking thus far that he needed in the face of Volynsky's challenge. 

IR 

4Mid, p. II IlSip, p. 149. My italics. 
5 As noted in Sip (p. 245) in the original (Zk No. 6) Oreus actually listed the poemp'incantations" that he 

recited. They included Tyutchev's "Den' i noch"' and "Svyataya noch' na nebosklon vzoshla", both of 

which exemplified that poet's sense of the chaotic "abyss" and were pivotal to Solo-Vev's praise for his 

vision in "Poeziya F. I. T`yutcheva". 
6 For perhaps the clearest definition of "zadushevnyy" in Solovevian writings which we know Oreus (who 

does not give his source) to have read, see the philosopher's entry under "metafizika", Es, vol. 19, kn. 37, 

y. 165. 
Pis'ma Veselovu, A. M, C 259, op. 3, ed. khr. 19,1.2. Italics mine. It is worth drawing attention to the 

distinction that Oreus makes here between moral and objective perfection. This reminds us that this is the 

letter to which we referred in Chapter Five (see above, p. 69) in which Oreus announces his divergence 

from his friend's purely moral interests, and his new preoccupation with cosmological and aesthetic 

concerns. We proposed in Chapter Five that the letter could not be taken as a definitive rejection of 

childhood faith without first exploring its context. Now that we have defined Oreus' abandonment of a 

morality-centred world-view in terms of his dialectical development, we can indeed appreciate that the 

letter to Veselov was more indicative of a departure from neo-Kantian idealist ethics than of the 

metaphysics of faith per se. The search for objective perfection was essential to Oreus' continuing attempt 

to find a positive vindication of faith. 
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Significantly, as Solov'ev quickly established in the foreword to his "Critique", its 
title belied its ultimately positive objective. His intention was to invalidate the claims of 
various branches of knowledge to a disproportionate or definitive significance. He did not 
seek to negate them unconditionally, however. He simply aspired to show how they could 
in fact only be partial expressions of one genuine, objective Absolute. Here Nvas the 
promise of systematic philosophical definition that Oreus had been looking for. 

Moreover, although the "Critique" divided human experience into the familiar 
Solov'evian categories of ethics, knowledge and aesthetics, it concentrated principally 
upon the first two of these. Indeed, the "Critique" offered a statement of the ethical 
problem that challenged Oreus' exclusively aesthetics-centred reading of Solov'ev. 

For one with Oreus' personal experience it must have seemed as if the call for the 
verification of moral experience that concluded the section of the "Critique" on ethics 
effectively turned the clock back and confronted him again with the point in his 
development at which he had felt compelled to abandon Kantian ethics: 

flonaraii < 
... 

> ftpJIMYIO 3aBl4CHMOCTb 3TH14eCKOrO BORPOCa OT BOfIPOCa meTaq)143HieCKOI'O, N, Ibl CTaHOBHNICil 
Ha TOIIKY 3peHHH, )iHaMeTpaJlbHO RPOT14BOflOJI02KHYIO C TOiKO1O 3peffla KaHTa < 

... > Nlbl 110.11AHbl 
YCTPaHHTb TO Becbma < 

... 
> PaCRPOCTPaHeHHoe B033peHi4e, KOTOpoe o6ocoG. iqeT HpaBCTBeHHYlO o6. ']aC, 'I'b, 

npH)taeT eh 6e3yCJIOBHoe 3HaqeHi4e, OTP14uaq BCHKYIO 3aBHC14MOCTb )1O: IXHOrO OT cyLuero, )TIIKII OT 
MeTaq)H3HKl4.8 

Solov'ev echoed the very Dostoevskian arguments that had precipitated Oreus' 

own abandonment of a Kantian system in which metaphysics was contingent upon ethics. 
Notably, however, Solov'ev proceeded to make no allusion here to the aesthetic intuition 

that Oreus had accepted as the one definitive means to apprehend "truth" upon reading 
the philosopher's aesthetic articles. Here Solov'ev demanded a positively defined, formal 

metaphysical ground for ethics as an absolutely essential guarantee of its validity: 

(DaKTMqeCKM HeCOMHeHH0, 'ITO qeAoj3eK j4meeT PeAl4FH03HOC CTpeM: [eHMe, To ecrb CTpe-Nl. 'IeHme 

c , jl 
m cT ape ii ýfl yTBepK)iaTb Ce6fl He KaK YCJIOBHoe JlBjieHiie TOMKO, HO 14 KaK 6e3y OBHoe cy e BO, ,M TC 

YTBepx)iaTb Ce6fl B bore mim bora B ce6e; HO BeAb npeameT 3Toro cTpemjieHiiq MOAeT 6blTb 

HJIJII03Hef4, cy6-beKTHBHbIM flpM3paKOM < 
... 

> Ocyigecmaumocrm < 
... 

> qeM 3aaacum < 
... 

> He om ee 

(7HYMPeHHe,? 0 dOCMOUHcmaa u., 7u ; Ke, 7ame, 7bHocmu, a om o6beK. MU6HbIX 3alfOHOG cyme2o. 

Komopbie cocmammom npedAfeM He gmuicu, mu npaK-mu,, 1ecK. oCL 0u., 7oco_0uu, a 
_0U. 

70C00UU 

Ilucmo meopemwlecifoCi, npUHaa, 7e; Kam K. o67,7acmu "IUCM000 3HaHUR. 9 

Although at the conclusion of the "Critique" Solov'ev confirmed that creativity 

was the apogee of his philosophical system and stated that the aesthetic question was 

8SOlov'ev, V1., Soch., Vol. 1, p. 595. 
91bid., pp. 593,595-6. Italics mine. 
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worthy of a separate volume, 10 the work as a whole emphasized that in the first instance 
aesthetics, like ethics, demands a metaphysical ground. 

in 

Solov'ev began his "Critique" from the fundamental premise that truth is that 
which is, and true knowledge is that which knows what is. Ffis first objective was 
analytically to break down the long chain of conflicting episternologies that this problem 
had generated in order to establish what the object of true knowledge is not- 

3JFOT IlpejMeT He moxeT 6bITb onpeaejieH HH KaK 4aKT, HH KaK Beiub, HH KaK rpilpo)la Beiuefi, m 
KaK maTeP1411, HH KaK M14P JIBJIeHMf4, H14, HaKOHCU, KaK cHmma jiorHqeCKH pa, 3BIlBamma 

- 11 
ROHJITHH. 

Solov'ev showed systematically that the truth as defined by conventional abstract 
theories of knowledge was in fact necessarily conditional. They centred upon the material 
and formal outward signs of truth, but not its essence proper. Truth could not be reduced 
to phenomenal sensation or logical thought in themselves. Solov'ev's essential conclusion 
was that epistemological extremes of pure fact and pure conceptual form were illusory 
hypostatizations of the predicates of being, of thought and feeling. They circumvented the 

object of true knowledge. 
Solov'ev argued that if the cognition of unconditional truth was to be admitted, it 

was necessary to distinguish the object of true knowledge from relative states of 

consciousness. This demanded a leap of cognitive faith to which Solov'ev attributed 

religious significance: the admission that the object of true knowledge possesses absolute 
being in which the cognizing subject abides and directly communes with it: 

10 It was an intention which Solov'ev never systematically fulfilled. Only the aesthetic articles of the 1890's 

ive a mosaical impression of its projected content. 
Solov'ev, VI., Soch., Vol. 1, p. 589. As intimated in the above list of things that could not be defined as 

unconditional truth, Solov'ev's survey of epistemologies encompassed substantial or 'naive' realism 
(naturalism, materialism and atomism), phenomenal or critical realism (sensualism, empiricism and 

positivism) and both critical idealism and Hegelian panlogism. 
Aspects of this survey were in themselves of specific importance to Oreus' development. Of 

Obvious significance in view of Oreus' past was the dismissal in chapter X)CX1X of the contention that the 

question of knowledge was resolved by Kantian critical idealism. It was not a resolution, Solov'ev 

contended, merely the question rephrased in a new and provocatively iffesolvable form. Of particular 

significance to Oreus' immediate and ftniher development was Solov'ev's discursive logical dialectic 

justifying the speculative theory of dynamic atomism which viewed matter as an amalgam of atomic 

forces (, NXKIII). It was such arguments, overturning the materialist insistence on the 'impenetrability' of 

matter, which informed Oreus' growing preoccupation with 'forces' in the summer of 1897 (see for 

example "Olitsetvoreniya sil": Mid, p. 1051Sip, p. 143) and beyond. In its elaborated form "Olitsetvoreniya 

sil" also seems to reflect the influence of Solov'ev's argument that abstract empiricism, while a valid 

means of observing the temporary generalities of immediate reality, has no right to elevate its findings to 

the level of law, this being contradictory to its whole ethos (XXXVII). 
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Hama < 
... 

> He moxeT 6blTb TOAbKO OTHOuieHmem, a eCTb TO, qTO jaHO B OTHoineffifil. TO. K ll(, \I\ 
cy61eKT Haiu OTHOCHTCH < 

... 
> TOJIbKO B CBJq3l4 C HCT14HHO-CylLIHM, KaK (-)e3\C-IOBHO pea. 'IbHbl\l it 6e3yC, JIOBHO YH14BepcaAbHbIM < 

... 
> MOFYT qBJIeHI4, q Haiiiero OnblTa HmeTh HacTommylo pea. -]bHO(-Fb it 

rlOHHT14, q Haiuero MbILH. leHI411 HaCTOHLIIYIO, FIOJIOAHTe: IbHYIO YHHBel)ca. ]bHOCTb; o6a )'i'ii ýaKTOpa Hamei(, 
H03HaHHR camm no ce6e, B CBOefl OTB: ieqeHHocTti, COBepmeHHO 6e3pa3. lHqHble K Halffle. Flo. -IyqaK)T. 
TaKHM o6pa30M, CBoe HCTHHHOe 3HaqeHHe OT TpeTbero, pe: lHrl103HOrO Haqua. 12 

Having thus postulated the objective content of that which theoretical reason 
conceptualizes, Solov'ev was able to formulate a general logical definition of the 
unconditional object of true knowledge. In response to the question "what is truth? ", our 
initial answer is that the truth is that which is. But, Solov'ev argued, a multiplicity of 
individual objects, states of being, phenomena exist and cannot be termed "truth", as it 
presupposes identity. Multiplicity can therefore only be true in so far as it is integral to a 
truth which, in addition to being that which is (sushchee), is also a "unity" (edinoe), but 

what is unity? In the first instance, it can be defined as "oneness". However, if it is 
exclusively "oneness", i. e. the simple negation of multiplicity, then it exists in relation to 
the many, which are outside it. As such, it is only one of many, or an element of the 

many, and the many share an equal claim to being "truth", which disintegrates in self- 
contradiction. Therefore, to be "truth". "unity" cannot exist in contradistinction to the 

many - be a purely negative oneness - but must be apositive unity, possessing multiplicity 
within itseýf Since many in unity are "all" or "everything", then the positive or true unity 
is unity which contains or exists as the unity of everything. Thus the object of true 
knowledge is that which is (sushchee) and a unity (edinoe) which simultaneously is, or 

contains, everything (vse). It is therefore definable as the "unitotal entity" or "Being" 

(sushchee vseedinoe). 
This skeletal definition of unconditional truth clearly accords with the seeming 

"sophism" which Oreus commended to Veselov in his letter, deeming it "faultless". 13 

However, as the term "sophism" there would suggest, did thisformula not require further 

justification to explain Oreus' confidence in it? How, indeed, did it relate to the 

immediate reality of Thuringen in the summer of 1897? How did it allow Oreus 

positively to attribute a chaotic ground to the universe in defiance of Volynsky? In fact, 

as Oreus' letter to Veselov indicates, the philosopher continued to elaborate his definition 

of the object of true knowledge on the basis of this logical dialectic. In his letter to 

Veselov, Oreus significantly attributed "modes of being" to this Absolute object: 

FlpellBeqHOe COBmemeHme Bcero AOILACHO Bce COCTOqHl4fl 06HtimaTb, COBOKYII. IHTb B ce6e, (-, Ta. io C)bll'b. 

OHO AOJIAMO 6blTb He TOJIbKO B cBoeM BCeO6-bemjiiottiem cOGrOm"" 11-11, , cnoco6e 
6bimuflv, HO 11 B 

12Solov'ev, VI., Sochineniya, Vol. 1, pp. 684-5. 
13 See above, p. 14 1. 
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npilM0 RPOTI4B0110J1O2(-HOM eMy -B COCI'OJIHHH MHO)KeCTBa qaciHblx, 060c06je x, 
Cm. 

14 HHb Pa, ýM3MeHHLIX 

in referring to a "mode of being" here, Oreus intimated that he had absorbed the 
further exposition of the Solov'evian Absolute in the "Critique" that qualified the logical 
formulation of unitotality (vseedinstvo) and granted him the licence to look upon nature in 
1897 and 1898 with a new and inspired eye. 

Solov'ev proceeded to contend that ultimately "being" is a predicate that 
presupposes a subject or First Principle. Indeed, as the ultimate substance of everything, 
including ourselves, we are able to intuit this subject deep within as an inscrutable feeling 

of something absolute in which all concrete representations of being are effaced. Notably, 
however, the philosopher immediately cautioned against an unqualified satisfaction with 
this intuition of unity, which he termed abstract mysticism. Notably, too, it was precisely 
the kind of negative and indeterminate vision of unity that Oreus would censure in his own 
critique of the early Modernists in Stikhotvornaya lirika v sovremennoy Rossii. The First 
Principle, Solov'ev continued, recalling his dialectical definition of unitotal being, derives 

positive definition as the "Absolute" only by virtue of its assertion within itself of itself and 
its other: the multiplicity of relative being: 

A6cojimHoe < ... > onpe4eiiaeT ce6-ff, TIPOqBJI. HJIC]b KaK 6e3ycjioBHo-e)liiHoe qpe3 Tiomweme cBoepo 

TIPOTIIBHOrO; H6o 14CTMHHO-eýkmoe eCTb TO, KOTopoe He iimmumeT MHO)KeCTBeHHocri4, a, HaRNT11B, 

RPOWBOART ee B ce6e 14 11PI4 OTOM He HapyniaeTcA eio, a ocraeTCH Tem, iem ecrb, ocraeTc-a e)JIMBI 14 

TeM CaMbIM )IOKa: 3blBaeT, "ITO OHO ec-rb 6e3yCA06HO-eautioe. 15 

This supreme logical law, Solov'ev notably observed in passing, is only the abstract 

expression of the physical and moral fact of love - the seemingly paradoxical self- 

affirmation or definition of self through the affirmation of another. Indeed, to assert that 

the First Principle is the Absolute unity of itself and its other is, the philosopher 

observed, only to repeat in abstract the words of the Apostle: "God is love". This aside 

also undoubtedly had a particular resonance for Oreus. It will be recalled that Ippolit 

Panaev's 'dialectic' of pure love had also taken St. John's words as its Premise. Here, 

however, Solov'ev's God was not the issue of a delimiting 'moral intuitivism', but the 

positive object of 'true knowledge'. Here was the monism to which Panaev had come to 

aspire, but could not attain, constricted by his subscription to Kant's critical idealism. 

Solov'ev thus argued that in the first instance, properly defined, the First Principle 

is an Absolute in which two 'poles' are distinguishable. The first is the principle of 

unconditional unity in itself, free of all form and manifestation, and thus also of being. The 

14 Pis= Veselovu, AM, C 259, op. 3, ed. khr. 19,1.2. italics mine. 
15 Solov'ev, VI., Soch., Vol. 1, p. 706. 
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second is the immediate potential of being, or prima materia, the "Idea" of unitotal 
multiplicity. 

It was the next step in SoloVev's exposition of this "Absolute", however, which 
evidently held a particular interest for Oreus. Set out in chapter XLIV of the "Critique", 
which Oreus transcribed almost complete into his Kniga materialov, 16 it concerned the 
relationship of the Absolute "in itself' to reality. In chapter XLIV Solov'ev explored how 
the multiplicity essential to the unitotal definition of the Absolute could translate ftom 
being pure potential or idea into actuality without contradiction. It was this theory which 
Oreus echoed in his attribution of "modes of being" to the Absolute in his letter to 
Veselov. 

Solov'ev opened chapter XLIV of the "Critique" with a reminder of his 
formulation of the Absolute and a pointed question: 

14CFHHHO-CyUlee, 'qTO6bI 6lbITb 14CT14HHO-GYUI14M, TO eGTb BCee)114Hbuq HAH a6COJI10THbm, )IOIL)KHo 6blTb 

e)li4HcrBOM ce6ii H cBoei-o ApýToro. He ecrb J114 3TO RPOTHBOpeqHe? 17 

The philosopher allowed that if the First Principle was a concept or a material 
object then it would be subject to the law of identity, and the Absolute's affirmation of its 
"other" in itself would be a contradiction. Concept or object A cannot be concept or object 
B. He noted, however, that the Absolute subject transcends any such conceptual or 
material definition, a consideration which radically alters the complexion of things. Indeed, 
he reintroduced his distinction here between the First Principle as a transcendent subject 
and the predicates of which it is possessed in "being", and argued that there is nothing to 
impede it from possessing more than one definition or "mode of being" (sposob bytiya) 

without contradiction. If two different definitions, or "modes of being" are signified as a 

and b, and a substantive being (sushchestvo) is denoted by A, then, he maintained, no 

contradiction arises if it is asserted that A is both a in one relation and b in another, even if 

a and b are contraries. The First Principle, in itself defying or transcending definition, can 
in one relation be the subject of unitotality or "God", while in another the subject of 
inabsolute being. In fact, Solov'ev contended, this is essential as unitotality presupposes a 

multiplicity which becomes "everything" in unity, but is, in itself, "not everything". As the 

subject of the unitotal idea, however, the Absolute in itself cannot be "everything" and 

"not everything". To be both in one act is logically impermissible since there cannot be 

more than one act (perforce entailing change, transition and process) in the Absolute, 

which can thus be said to possess its "other" -multiplicity- only in the potentialitY of the 

"Idea". But pure potentiality is nothing. if multiplicity cannot be in actuality in the 

16 Ibid., Chapter XLIV. Transcription: Kniga materialov. Chast' II, C259, op. 1, ed. khr. 51 " 108-9/ 

Dopoinitephaya ko II chasti 'Knigi materialov'tetrad'. L259, op. 1, ed. khr. 11,1.49-51. 
17SOlov , ev , 

VI., Soch., Vol. 1, p. 709. 
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Absolute in itself, and its unconditional autonomy is logically impermissible, then it must 
be of the Absolute and yet simultaneously somehow not absolute. To resolve this paradox 
Solov'ev proceeded to contend that alongside the Absolute in itself it is necessary to 
admit a "second Absolute" or God which, not identical with the Absolute Being as such. 
is, however, also the subject of unitotality - of unitotality in a state of "becoming" 
(stanovyashcheesya vseedinoe): 

TaK KaK 6bITb a6COJHOTHbIM - 3HaqI4T 6bITb CY6leKTOm a6COJJIOTHOFO co)lep aHH, 9 (Bc e HC ) ýy e III -rBa, 11 
eCJlH 6bITb cy6leKTOm a6COJlIOTHOrO coaepxaHl4Ji B BeqHOM H Hepa3 ie. bHo aKTe co (-rBeHHO )I NI B ft 

, e)iHHOMY HCTHHHOMY CyMeCTBY, Hiltl bOrY, TO )lpyroe cymeCTBO moAeT 6bITb C%, () iieK, mm rovo Aýe 
c, oaepxaHHH B ROCTOHHHOM npouecce; ecim nepBoe ecMb Bcee)il4Hoe, TO BTopoe cmaHoaunicH 
Bcee)il4HbIM, ecjim FIepBOe BeqHO o6jiuaeT BceeAHHbIM, TO BTOPOe I-lpOrpeCCI4BHO IINI OB. ia-j(, &-iei it 
flOCTOJlbKy COeAHHneTCH c riepBbIM. 18 

It was precisely the logical necessity for such a second Absolute "mode of being", 

a state of "becoming" in which multiplicity is in actuality, that Oreus proceeded to 
elaborate in his letter to Veselov. Referring to the "dichotomy" between the being of a 
macrocosmic First Principle and the being of the individual subject in multiplicity, he 

asked: 

KaK CPO)IHHTb WHO C )Ipyr'HM, He BbIXO)Iq M3 c(pepbl JlOrHKH, KOTOPYIO MbI 11PH311aml 

o6Lueo6, q3aTeJlbHO10 AAR BCefi BcejieHE0fl? IOCT14qb TaKOlO 
-Ammemoro 

pe3y. IbTaTa Nio"o < ... > 11PH3tiaB 

HeKOTOpoe Bceo6-bemjiiomee GbITHe OT BeKa, npe)lBeqHo COBmewalOLL[ee B ceGe Bce ieflcmylOlime B N111pe 
ClUbl, HO B CHAY HmeHHO 3TOA BCeCOBMeCTHOCTH CBoefi, He morymee cymeCTBOBaTb TO. IbKO B )TOft 

YCTaHOBReHHofi rapMOHM4 e)iHHCTBa C MHOAeCTBeHHOCTbIO, 110KOJI C )IB14, A eHile. Nl, HO HeH36CAH0 

HPHHYA)ieHHoe cyweCTBOBaTb MB flpflM0 11POTHBOROMAHOM COCTOqHHH - Hepa3peiutiMOfO pallaia ), MX 

CHA H 3TH )lBa napaiine. IbHbIX cnoco6a 6blTI4Jq 6blJIH H 6YAYT OT BeKa M )10 BeKa. 19 

Here Oreus intimated his understanding of the paradox in Solov'ev's aesthetic 

articles that he had fon-nerly circumvented: the philosopher's apparently contradictory 

reference to immanent unitotality in a universe with its ground in formless chaos. 

Universal chaos and cosmogonic order were not paradoxical, but integral to the Absolute 

in a state of "becoming" unitotal, a "mode of being" in which the Absolute in itself finds 

the positive content of its "Idea". Indeed, the "Critique" showed that Oreus, earlier. 

unqualified yearning for a revelatory union with the "light", in which the individual 

transcends the contradictions of phenomenal being, was an unduly pantheistic reading of 

Solov'ev. In the Absolute in itself the individual was contained positively in the divine 

harmony of unitotality, but only in the Idea, potentially. The seemingly contradictory 

reality of multiplicity and flux in which the individual abides in the Absolute in a state of 

"becoming" was, however, the positive definition of that Absolute unitotality in itself It 

181bid., p. 711. 
19Pis'ma < ... > Veselovu, L 259, op. 3, ed. khr. 19,1.5 ob. 
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was thus that, assured of the pivotal place Of cOsmogonic processes in the Absolute 
equation, Oreus no longer eschewed them as a phenomenal "abyse, but scrutinized them 
in the summer of 1897 with the positive eye of an artist at one with them: 

Irn 
l%cLK AC, BHHKaq BO BCe qacbi Xifl, He OHIYTHTb HenoHRTHom CYUJeCFBa, BOeM AHBywero, ii Bo Bmm 
MHW He, y3HaTb erO? flJIOTb 14 AYX, 3HOf4H]blg FUIOTCK41 nOJI)IeHb M AeTCK14-flPOCrOe, fluioe ý Fix) 11 
upolimKHoBemnaii Ayma BeqepHi4x cymepeK-Bce 3To oHo, Bce 3TO eAUH0.20 

Indeed, it was equipped with these insights into the Absolute that Oreus' had the 
mystical experience described in the subsequently entitled "Na volosok' ot zadushevnov. 
zhizni". Oreus' poem "Gul", written on the same day, bears further compelling testimony 
to his new sense of eternity and flux in harmony: 

CTpOl'14 Hrplbl BCeJ]eHHOf4, 
To nemAetinod, mo mmmioCl - 

BeTpa BoR, 
MepHbIA POKOT 110TOKa- 
14Fpbl )KH3HH FJIY60KOfl, 

POKOBOfL 21 

The pithy epigraph from Kol'tsov to Oreus' poem, "Sily", perhaps most effectiVely 
intimates, however, that it was upon the beauty of the dynamics and processes of the 

phenomenal domain that he now placed aparticular emphasis: 

M14P )KI43HbIO KH1114T. 
22 

20 Mid, p. 1121Sip, p. 150. For original see Zk- No. 6, f 259, op. 1, ed. khr. 19,1.16 ob. 
21 Mid, p. 491Sip, p. 24. 
22Mid, 

p. 47ISip, p. 22. The epigraph is from Kolltsov's "Bozhiy mir", frorn which Oreus also drew the 

epigraph to " Syn solntsa" - 
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CHAPTER THIRTEEN 

Solov'evian influence limited? 
I 

The imPersonalism of the Absolute 

... CKOJIbKO Gbl H nepe)l jimom AMM rIP14PO)Ibl 11 'leAOBeKa HH 
nepexHMA BOCTOPrOB, KOTOpbie Bbl3blBaJIH 6bi BO NIHe qyBC-rBO 
TpeneTa BceiieHCKOI-4 )KH3HH, HO flepe)10 MHOA BcerAa oqeBHAHO 
OCTaHeTCH qTO-TO, qTO, XOTH 6bl q jja)Ke qyBCTBOBa. 11 11 B 
AH3HI4 TOM Bcemt4pHoro BbIT14, q, HaCTOH-qHBO nperpaxAaeT MHe 
rlyTb K WOMY BbIT1410, flOKa3blBaeT ce6ji GeCKOHeqHo 

npeBOCXO)IHLI114M M014 MAU 

1. Oreus-Konevskoy. Kraeugol'nye kamni moego miroponimaniya 

This is the first of two chapters (the second is Chapter Fifteen) in which we will 
examine Oreus' new subscription to the Solov'evian metaphysics of the Absolute and ask 
whether it really was the basis for his further development, or not in fact ultimately 
incidental, as his increasingly polyphonous poetry would suggest. In exploring this 

question we will find support for the case against positive philosophical influence in the 

emphasis that, for differing reasons, both Konevskoy's admirers (most particularly 
Bryusov) and critics (A. Smirnov)l placed upon the undeniable vein of uncertainty which 

emerged in his later poetry. 

I 

IlOCKOJIbKy <<cTaHOBHTbcn a6COJI10THbIM>> Am )iaHHOFO cy6-beKTa fjpe)jno. iaraeT, C OAHOll C-I'OPOHbl- 
aGCO. JIIOTHoe, mex CTaHOBHTCH JTOT cy6ieKT, 14, C )jpyrOA CTOPOHbl, Hea6co. -IIOTHOe. 113 tet, o oil 
cTaHOBlITC, q, TO MbI mmeem Heo6xoAiimo ABa nop, 9)lKa GbITHR, OTHOCHTeJlbHO IIPOT14BOFIO. IOAHbie: c 0-'Ilf()" 

CTOPOHbl, ROPJIAOK jiorwleCKHA 14 MeTa(pI43HqecKiif4 no cyttieCTBY B KOTOPOM prius ecrb TO, inzo ect7lb. 

aGCO. 110THoe ii, c )tpyrof4 CTOI)OHbl, ROPHAOK reHeMeCKKA, (peHomeHa. jbHblfj, [10 JIPHPOIHOMý 

RP014CXOA)le, HtilO, B KOTOPOM prius eCTb TO, "IMO He eCrab B HC'rIIRHom cmbiGie. 113 qel, o B(j, 

cTaHOB14TCfl, Hea6COJMTHoe, MHoroe 14jll4 qacTHoe. qTO B OAHOM ROPRAKe eCrb itepBoe, TO B Iffl'01 

(-, raHOBHTCH nociemiHm; nepBoe no cywecrBy, a6COJI10THoe, cmaHO6UMCg riocieAHIM B iipouecce, w 

Bp(ý"MeHH. OqeBI4)tHO nP14 3TOM, qTo reHeTIMCKMA nOpfUOK, B KOTOpom a6CO. -II0THoe (-, TaHOBlIT(-. ii 

nPeano. qaraeT ROPJq)IOKmeTaýH31lqeCKllf4, B KOTOPOM OHo ecmb. 
2 

I In his article "Poet bezplotiya", Mi, No. 4,1904, pp. 81-83. 
2 Solov'ev, VI., Soch., Vol. 1, p. 717. 
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Thus Vladimir Solov'ev concluded his thoughts in Kritika otvlechennykh nuchal 
on man's place within the Absolute. Man is, the philosopher maintained, the denizen of 
two equally essential spheres of being existing within the Absolute in an abidin- and 
mutually interdependent relationship, each presupposing the other. That which Solov'ev 
termed the "metaphysical" order of being assured the individual personality of its status 
within the "Absolute in itself' as an immortal andftee subject of unitotality However, the 
"genetic" or "phenomenal" being of the "second", "becoming" Absolute or "World Soul" 
was also shown to be invested with meaning as the positive content of the unitotal 
Absolute. 

Does this monistic system not constitute the effective resolution of Oreus' 
dialectical search for a vindicatory metaphysics of faith and our attempts to redefine his 
integral identity? Was Oreus' early need to champion the spiritual dignity of the individual 
in the face of materialism not positively resolved here together with his later demand to 
know the meaning of that individual's temporal life? Was not Zosima's God of ultimate 
harmony reconciled here with Ivan Karamazov's chaotic "devil" without paradox? 

If we now reassess Bryusov's "Mudroe ditya" we certainly find that the seemingly 
irreconcilable antinomies at the core of that canonical analysis of Oreus' poetry begin to 
find positive resolution. Solov'ev's monistic metaphysics resolves the apparent 

contradiction between Oreus' pride in his genealogy and love for the natural world on the 

one hand, and uncompromising affirmation of the individual on the other, which Bryusov 
left open-ended in his account of the ascendancy of Oreus' artistic dynamism. Bryusov 

exemplified Oreus' pride in his lineage, for example, in the poem "Po pravu rozhdentya" 
(autumn, 1898), 3 the content of which is epitomized in its title. This he juxtaposed with 
Oreus' acute sensitivity to, and disavowal of, his generic origins in the chaotic forces of the 

world process in "V krovi moey - velikoe boren'e" (3 1 January, 1899) - 

BKPOBH moeh - BeJlliKoe 6opeHbe. 

0, KTO MHe CKaxeT, ITO B moefl KpoBm? 
Tam co6paiii4cb 6blJlbie flOKOJTeHbA 
H xopom pontuyT fia meHr. XHB14! 

YXeJlb He CXcUliTeCb, caellbie TeHH? 
3a WO nonaR RB rH6ejibHbifi Baw Kpyr? 
3a, iem npwiacreH q mewe pacTeHi4fi, 
3a, iem )Ke TITHua, 3Bepb H GKOT MHe )Ipyr? 

Ho 3Ha RTe - MHe OTKpblTa BeCFb mar. 

31, 
Mudroe ditya", Sip, p. xiv. 
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To - TafiHa, 'ITO HeMHOrHM BHyujeHa. 

qpe3 Bac poxaeH q, moa Baui noxHHafl, 
Ho po)jmHa MHe - )iajibmia cTpaHa. 

, 
IajieKO 14 meA Hac - cipaHa qy)Kafl- 

Tam - 14CTOK MOHX WHTef4CKHX CHR. 
wHii q, Baiijy BOJW nopawaii, 

KoJIb 3TOT MHP 0 IIOMOUIH TWC14Z4 

Bryusov's juxtaposition of these antithetical poems was in itself obviously not 
incorrect. However, we can now appreciate that it is imperative in turn to qualify that 
juxtaposition with reference to the Absolute system to which we have established Oreus 

subscribed. For according to its terms the simultaneous subscription to both positions was 
not contradictory or illogical. The two contrasting poems are not necessarily indicative of 
the negation or displacement of one principle in favour of another. The definition of 
evolution given in "Krasota v prirode" and Kritika otvlechennykh nachal as a urUtotal 
process of "becoming" clearly sanctioned the celebration of a Swedish- Slavonic ancestry 
which Oreus deemed to embody this positive "world process". However, the 
transcendence of that same genealogy and assertion of one's unconditional being in the 
Absolute in itself, the moment of essentially ascetic refinement championed in W krovi 

moey - velikoe boren'e", also wholly accorded with the Solov'evian metaphysics of the 
Absolute. Indeed, Oreus took the syncopated epigraph to W krovi moey - velikoe 
boren'e" ("Genus-genius") from Chapter Eight of Solov'ev's tract Opravdanie dobra, 

"Edinstvo nravstvennykh osnov". There Solov'ev in no sense contradicted his own 

contention that the natural processes of procreation atpresent have apositive purpose. He 

simply argued, in terms that Oreus clearly echoed in W krovi moey - velikoe boren'e", that 

the procreative perpetuation of the cycle of individual life and death that sustains the 

genus must eventually be confronted and overcome: 

Ha 'qeJTOBeKa ePO f)OAOBaJf CYWHOCTb f[pe)l'bJIBJTffeT CBOM RpaBa, H Ilepe3 HelO OHa xoqt-r 

YBeKOBe4HBaTbCJI; HO eFO BHYTf)eHHee CyWeCTBO OTBeqaeT Ha TaKoe Tpe6oBaHl4e. <<Jl He TO Ae, 'ITO 

Tbl, J1 CBePX Te6fl, R iie pOa, XOTH OMpoaa, - JI He genus, a genius. -H xoqy ji MOry 6blTb 

6eCKOHe'qHbIM ii 6eCCMePTHbIM He B Te6e TORWO, a cam r[o ce6e. Tbl BJTeqeUlb meHil B 6e3AHy CBo('-k 

4YPHOft, nycTofi 6eCKOHeqHOCT14, 'IT06bl ROrJTOT14Tb MeHJI 14 YHHqTO)Kl4Tb, HO jj tiwy ce6e TOfi 

HCrHHHOM H flOJIHOfi 6eCKOHeqHOCT14, KOTOPOIO MOF 6bl r[o)lejTHTbU 14 C To6oio. ' 

4 

5 
Mid, p. 1921Sip, pp. 59-60. Cited by Bryusov: Sip, P- xiv. 
Solov'ev, VI., Soch., Vol. 1, p. 225. Oreus did not list "Edinstvo nravstvennykh osnov" as read. However. 

supplementary to the first edition of Opravdanie dobra, it appeared for the first time separately in Kni--hki 

nedeli, 1898, No. 2, precisely at the time that Oreus wrote "V krovi moey - velikoe boren'e". Moreover, he 

frequently read Knizhki nedeli (see Spkis, E259, op. 1, ed. khr. 6 passim). 
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As the above passage clearly shows, in Solov'ev's view to affirm the "genius" of 
the individual personality was not to assert the ascetic principle unequivocally, to deny or 
extirpate the life of the genus unconditionally, but to exhort its sublimation. Indeed, when 
Oreus' celebration of the "genius" is judged in terms of Solov'ev's monistic system, it is 
also clearly shown to be guiltless of the negative, abstract fI Ný. reedom for wh ch T' 
Gippius condemned the Decadents, and which A. Smirnov identified as Konevskoy's folly 
in "Poet bezplotiya". 

H 

The metaphysics of the Absolute therefore offers us valuable insights into the 
genuine rationale and context of some of Oreus' later metaphysical poetry. However, it 

must be allowed that even his most systematic poetic exposition of his SoloVevian ideals, 
"Slovo k Istine" (April 1899), which concludes Mechty i dumy, betrays the fact that his 

subscription to them was not entirely unproblematic. 

In "Slovo k Istine", just like Solov'ev in his "Critique", Oreus dismissed "abstract 

principles" or truths on the one hand, while admitting their relative validity as partial 
expressions of absolute Truth on the other. Furthermore, this Truth significantly no longer 

took the form of the pure light for which he himself had previously yearned, but, unitotal, 
positively integrated all contraries: 

Coaraim BCe BejiHK14e OTBeTbl, 

BepHee, He coaraim - npaBbl BGe. 

HO He xoqy mx - H3)IaBHa BOCJIeTbl 
Om. MeHR BJle'qeT K MHOf4 Kpace. 

19 He xo, 4y im rpy6bl m y6orm 
HX GBeTJlble HJlb TeMHble UBeTa- 
HaCKY'ql4JIH Bce aeMOHbl 14 60FIT 
Hx )KmHb 3aKocreHeiia H nWcr& 
HOAMM, ITO H Te6ji R OTBepraio, 
0 HGrHHa, o HCFYKaH jm)lefi, 
Kor, aa To6oh ji c 6bITHR ciiaraio 
XOTb qaCFb M3 BGeX RBneHHf4, Bcex crpac7ref4. 

flofimii, qTo o6oJIbmaelUb CaM03BaHHO 
Tibi Myr TBOMX, KOr)ia o)u4H XOTb CBeT, 
KoTopbik Ham civieT TaK xenaHHO, - 
He TBOk e)114Hblk 14CT14HH]blf4 OTBeT. 

3Haf4, wo mo6juo qH o6maH TBOf4 He)KHbif4, 
4TO r'OH14T C He6OCKJIOHa 3JTYIO TeHib, 
lb-3a 6eCCHJIbHbIX, KOIIM mHp 6e36pe)KHbifi 
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Tor, aa JIMUlb MWL Kor)ja iix rpeeT )IeHb. 

Hoffle He HY)KHO HeAý, Horo o6maHa.: 
IIYCKaii OH jia. )iKe iipaB, a He o6maH. 
HO B3OP M0f4 - 6paT 14 C0J1H11a, 14 TymaHct: 
OH POCK0111b10 BCPMI4PHGÜ 06a31Hý 

TaK - TOJIbKo emm KpacoTa OTKpoeT 
MHe maBy Bcex RBAeHHH- m cTpacrem, 
Bce HCF14Hbl 3apa3 m Bpa-3 nocrpoi4T, 

IICT 
, , He 3,6CeC 6 Torja JIMIllb 6Y)Iy B 1. 

This was patently a Solov'evian poem. However, its final stanza begs a question. 
Did not the formal dialectic presuppose the possibility of the literal realization of the ideal 
if faith in its terms was to be justified? If the ideal was merely conceptual or intuited was it 
not justifiably neglected by Bryusov, who actually identified the stress upon Beauty in the 
final stanza of " Slovo k Istine" as the fullest expression of the uncompronýiised aesthetic 

7 freedom that he sought to emphasize in "Mudroe ditya" 
. Even if A. Smirnov argued the 

opposite case to Bryusov - that Oreus' poetry lapsed into repetition and plaintiveness - 
was he not also justified in dismissing the dialectic from his analysis of Konevskoy by 

virtue of its insubstantiality? Was he not right to introduce the first stanza of Oreus' "Do i 

posle" (April 1898) in "Poet bezplotiya" to illustrate the compromised position of one so 
dependent upon metaphysical constructs: 

3a lqTO juo6juo qc )ieTcTBa )KH3Hb H 3eMJW? 

3a TO, ITO Bce B HeA TafiHofi BeCeJTMT. 
3a TO, 'qTO BCIOAY Beiliemy q BHemjilo - 
H14'qTO He )JapyeT, HO BGe CYJIMT. 

8 

In fact in this poem, which Oreus significantly chose to conclude his summer 

cycles of 1897-98 in Mechty i Amy, he was ostensibly satisfied with the passive 

percipience of the exclusively contemplative poet-thinker. Yet Smimov's insistence that 

"Do i posle" betokened inevitable tension is certainly not wholly unjustified. Did it not 

indeed show that, although Oreus now better understood the metaphysics of the Absolute, 

his role was as passive, his vision as impracticable, as they had been when he yearned for 

the "light" in 1896? 

ifi 

6 Mid, p. 208ISip, pp. 82-3. 
7 See "Mudroe ditya", Sip, p. xvii. 
8', Afid, p. 80ISip, p. 38. See also "Poet bezplotiya", Mi. 1904, No. 4. p. 83. 
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Oreus was certainly prone to doubt and dissatisfaction with his vure1v 
contemplative stance. Even at the height of his stay in Thikingen, on 7 July 1897. he 
confessed to feeling unfulfilled: 

MbIC. 114 IV 

FlOKy)ta ji HaXO)KyCb B flOJIO)KeHI414 yieHl4KOB BoaRHb[X, KOTOpbie, KaK Cb[Hb, qep-rorl 6patiHoro, ROMITCH, NOTOMY 'ITO RPM HHX HeT Aefflixa; a HemHome H3 poAa qe. 'IOBeqeCKOI'O Haxommi 
B itmoxeHIM ytieHHKOB HHCYCOBbIX, KOTOpble MOPYT He ROCTHTbCfl - T. e. WIIPOKO PaJOBaTbCll ýKIIMII. 9 
ROTOMY qTO Y H14X He OTHRT )KeHl4X. 

Oreus acknowledged a new moral challenge here, even if he was not fully to 
confront its implications for some time. He realized that his credo depended upon 
constructs and portents of an impersonal, macrocosmic scale. He himself lacked the 
authority, the knowledge to effect positive moral order. He could only aspire to beauty 
in passive contemplation, an essentially ascetic process of spiritual purgation and 
preparation, rather than of confident affirmation. If he had bridged the divide between 

absolute and inabsolute being in theory and intuition, he did not know how it was to be 
bridged infact. 

The reasons for Oreus' feeling that his vision was flawed are perhaps best 

explored with reference to that mystical experience that he had on the same day that he 

voiced this sense of unfulfilment, 7 July 1897, and which he described in the notes later 

entitled "'Na volosok'ot zadushevnoy zhimi lichnosti": 

... )Keiiaii H Bb13BaTb BHYTpeHHHX AYXOB HOqI4, OTKpblTb B ce6e HeBe)ioMbie poAHHKH, BbIHyCTHTh Ha BoAR) 

He3pMMbie BOAM M3-3a BbICOKHX 3aflpy)l. H r'OJlOC MOR HPOBOMecum MI-lorme 14 BeqHbie rieciim 
HO, iii-npopoqeCKIle CJlOBa TIOTqeBa H (DeTa. B Te M14HYTbI, qyBCTBOBajioCb, qTO He q, He 'ro. q, I'O 

06blKHOBeHHO Ha3bIBaeT Ce6. q <<H>>, I'OBOPHT: H3 rpyAM moeh 3BYKH B3pblBalOTCfl cTpaHHbie, HeAjaHHbie. 

, 
ja, 3TO yAce He TeCHoe, Bcer)talUHee <<. q>> moe, qepe3 meHfl marOJIeT qTO-TO Bce3pqijiee, aama H011b 

6e c AM If (') 10 < ... >AB TO Ae BpeMfl ji qyBCTBYlO ce6. q iier'Kl4M, CBO6OAHbIM, KpellK14M -R He c 14 bI pa '' fi 
HOBOA llPMPOAbI, '-ITO BbICTyni4. ria BO MHe. OHa JfMoaeHHO cpoc3aCb, cocmaou. 7a eaUHblll 

10 
COAWHYMUCI Kpyo c t(e. 1lbHbIAf cocma6om moeCl C03Hame. IMHOCI JU"lH0CMU- 

This passage forcefully corroborates the view that, no longer shy of the nocturnal 

"abyss", Oreus had accepted his integral place in Solov'ev's Absolute. However, it also 

indicates the limitations of the account of man's role in relation to the Absolute in Kritika 

9 Zk. No. 6, L 259, op. 1, ed. khr. 19,1.15. 
-here 10 Mid, pp. 11 1-121Sip, pp. 149-50. For original see Zk No. 6, L 259, op. 1, ed. khr. 19,1.16 ob. -18 

it appears as "Mysli V" without the subsequently imposed title "'Na volosokot zadushevnoN, zhizni 
lichnosti". 
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otvlechennykh nachal. The passage shows that once again the order in which Oreus read 
Solov'ev was pivotal in determining his development. It allows us to suggest that Oreus 
had absorbed something of the theories of "godmanhood" and "Mystical knowledge,, as 
presented in chapters XLIV and XLV of the incomplete "Critique" and mistakenly taken 
them to be definitive. 

In chapter XLIV Solov'ev described man's unique place in the process of 
universal "becoming" in the following terms: 

... <<BTOpoe a6cojilOTHoe>> (Mbl 3Haem, 'ITO TaKOe Bblpa)KeHme He 3aKJMqaeT B ce()e HPOTHBOpelitill, If(-)O 
BTOpoe eCTb aGCOJHOTHoe He B TOM xe CMbICJle, KaK nepBoe, o6jaaaeT a6CO. 'IIOTHbIM compAmileM fie 
TaK, KaK nepBoe), - 9TO BTOpoe a6COJUOTHoe (KOTopan naHTeHCTHqeCKan ýHaocoýtm Bceraa cmeutmer 
H OTOXAeCTBjineT c nepBbIM), 6y)iylii4 OCHOBaHmeM Bcero cYweCTByiowerO BHe BeqHoro, 6oAe(-, rBeHHOI'() 
aKTa, Bcero OTHOCHTeAbHoro 6b[THH, 6y)lyql4 B 3TOM KaqeCTBe )IylHOlO Ninpa, B qe. iOBeKe BtiepBbie 
nonyqaeT co6CTBeHHYIO, BHYTpeHHIOIO Aef4CTBHTeJlbHOCTb, HaXOAHT ce6ji, C03HaeT ce6fl. 

11 

Rational man is, Solovev maintained, the apogee of the "world process". In him 

the "second Absolute" or "World Soul" is conscious for the first time of both its 

principles: of its relative being and of the unitotal ideal immanent in it. In the enlightened 
individual the "second Absolute" potentially attains consciousness of its proper definition 

as a subject of unitotality. On this basis Solov'ev contended that man has a pivotal, god- 
like role in effecting the Truth as he now definitively formulated it. This truth, the 

mutually determinative interrelationship of the two Absolutes, could therefore be termed 

"godmanhood" (bogochelovechestvo). 

Oreus' description of his mystical experience in "'Na volosok' ot zadushevnoy 

zhimi lichnosti",, with its emphasis upon the integral interaction of individual and 

universe, certainly seems to be symptomatic of one now fascinated by man's potential 

stature as the conscious subject of unitotality - as the "second Absolute". Crucially, 

however, "'Na volosok' ot zadushevnoy zhimi" also shows that Oreus evidently based his 

exploration of this possibility upon the systematic exposition of "mystical knowledge" in 

the next chapter of Solov'ev's "Critique", chapter XLV. This was the source of his 

mistake and the source of his frustration. 

In chapter XLV of the "Critique", Solov'ev followed his dialectic of the Absolute 

with a study of the intuitive knowledge that he allowed was necessary if the truth was to 

be known not only conceptually, but in essence. The philosopher returned there to his 

earlier assertion of a third, "religious" mode of cognition which transcends the 

incidentality of sense and the purely formal nature of logical reason, of which his 

11 Solov'ev, VI., Soch., Vol. 1, p. 713. 
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dialectic of the Absolute was the issue. This "religious" knowledge of the ob ect e 
world, Solov'ev maintained, is founded infaith in an absolute link between cognizing 
and cognized in the unconditional being of the Absolute in itself. 12 This faith is the first. 
elementary moment in a subconscious, tripartite act of mystical cognition. To have 
significance, the absolute unity of subject and object admitted in "faith" presupposes 
positive content - knowledge of the object in itself. This in turn presupposes that the 
subject and object can interact as essential "ideas" within the Absolute and that this 
interaction precedes actual consciousness within the phenomenal sphere. Termed 
"imagination" ("voobrazhenie", "umstvennoe sozertsanie") by Solov'ev, he maintained 
that this direct intercourse with the "idea" of the object in its constant, integral essence is 
in turn combined with "creativity" ("tvorchestvo"), an organizational act which sets its 
pre-existent stamp upon the kaleidoscopic chaos of relative experience. In the domain of 
immediate experience, the philosopher claimed, sensations and thoughts can therefore be 
said to be attributes ("priznaki") of absolute objective essence. 13 Indeed, in the final 

analysis, man could ideally apprehend everything in one object through this triune act of 
"mystical knowledge", in which he knows himself and his object in their unitotal being. 

A preoccupation with "mystical knowledge" certainly seems to have informed the 
title of "'Na volosok' ot zadushevnoy zhimi lichnosti" and reference there to "unknown 

springs" ("nevedomye rodniki") of experience and the "invisible waters of high dams" 

("nezrimye vody iz-za vysokikh zaprud'). This view finds further support, moreover, in 

Oreus' letter to Veselov of November 1897 where he defended the credibility of such 
knowledge: 

Mlip HBJ1eHHf4 HHKaK He. iib3H UP113HaTL 3aBeCof4 cyawocTi4 pa3 CYIRHOCTL HeoGiRTHa, C)e3ripe)ie., 1bHa. TO 11 

f[PH COCTOI1H14H ee pa3)ieAbHOCT14 Ha qaCTHble flBjieH14fl, B KaAcAof4 qacTi4ue jiojima 3aKJ1ioiaTLCil B(ýH 

6eCKoHeqHocTL. 1460, )lef4CTBI4TeiibH0, IITO TaKoe, CKa)KkITe Bbl MHe Ha MkIJ1OCTL, OFpaHHqeHHaq qa(-, Ti, 

6eCK0HeqHOCTII? - 06 3TOM cnpaiiii4Baji ewe Cni4iio3a B «JTkIKe», KOTOPY1O 143yqa10 B HaCTofflyK) 

MHHYTY. 14TaK, H14qT0 He 3aCJIOHfleT Hac OT mi4pa i3ceoGiemiiioiuefi CymHoc-rii. 

"In's Innre der Natur" - 
-0 du Philister! - 
"Dringt kein erschaffner Geist! " 
Mich und Geschwister 
Mögt ihr an solches Wort 
Nur nicht erinnern. 
Ich sage: 
Ort für Ort 
Sind wir iin Innern. 

Is 12 
Solov'ev defined faith here as "veshchey oblichenie nevidimykh". As noted above (p. 61), Oreus used thi 

same Pauline definition of faith in Stikhavornaya lirika v sovremennoy Rossii. 
13 It is worth noting here that for Oreus it must have seemed as if Solovev again both echoed and qualified 

I. A. Panaev's system. Panaev also referred to priznaki of the "world- in- itself' (see "Posleslovie", 

Raziskateli istiny, Vol. 2, p. 58). However, unlike Solov'ev's, the neo-Kantian's efforts to cicumvent 

critical idealism by attributing reality to noumena remained strictly limited. 
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-"Glückselig, wem sie nur 
Die äußre Schale weisV - 
Das hör ich dreißig Jahre wiederholen, 
ich spotte drauf, aber verstohlen. 14 

Both the mystical experience of "'Na volosok' ot zadushevnoy zhizni" and the 
arguments for a mystical form of knowledge in the letter to Veselov did not in themsel""es 
contradict Solov'evian philosophy in the "Critique". However, in their emphasis upon 
"mystical knowledge" they indicate that Oreus had failed to appreciate the implications of 
Solov'ev's broad call for action - for the actual transfiguration of reality - at the end of his 
incomplete "Critique". 

Indeed , in the final chapter of the "Critique", Solov'ev observed that although 
"religious" or "mystical knowledge" is the necessary presupposition of true knowledge it is 
effective in the subject only to the extent that he is a 'metaphysical' being. It is, the 
philosopher continued, precisely man's dual nature which makes him ideally suited to 
embody the second Absolute, to attain Godmanhood-, resolution cannot involve the 
assertion of metaphysical consciousness alone. To attain true knowledge man must 
synthesize mystical knowledge with reason and sense, the conditional modes of cognition, 

since in their absence the metaphysical sphere has no reality for phenomenal existence. 
This, the philosopher observed, would entail a switch of emphasis from knowledge to 

creativity. For if we can know "Truth" as it exists eternally in God, we ourselves exist in 

an unqualified multiplicity in which his idea is but potential, which is not true, but false. 

The inauthenticity of our knowledge is contingent upon the inauthenticity of our very 

reality. Before true knowledge can be fully experienced, therefore, this reality must be 

changed, a task which requires an act of theurgic creativity, not passive knowledge. 

Notably, however, this synthesis, or "free scientific theosophy", the broad terms of which 
Solov'ev proceeded to define, remained an ideal at the end of the "Critique". It was to 

have been the subject of the third, subsequently unrealized part of the work. 

Certainly Oreus' writings of 1897 suggest that the sketchiness of this call for 

aesthetic resolution in comparison with the detailed expositIon Of "Mystical knowledge,, 

meant that it failed to make the necessary impression on him. He consequently took what 

14 Pis= Veselovu., AM, L 259, op. 3, ed. khr. 199 1.5. Previously acquainted with Spinoza only through 

prof A. I. Vvedensky's lectures on him (see Zk. Alo. 4, C259, op. 1, ed. khr. 17,1.34 ob. ), Oreus read 

Ethica in Nov. - Dec. 1897 (Spbs, E259, op. 1, ed. khr. 1,1.50 ob. ). With minor corruptions of the 

Original the unattributed citation is from Goethe's "Allcrdings: Dem Physiker" which in translation readsý 

"Into the core of nature"-/ 0 philistine-/ "No earthly mind can enter". / The maxim is fine; / But have the 

grace/ To spare the dissenter) Me and my kind, / We think: in every place/ We're at the center] "Happy 

the mortal creature/ To whom she shows no more/ Than the outer rind", / For sixty years I've heard your 

sort announce. / It makes me swear, though quietly. (Johann Woýfgang Von Goethe. Selected poetns, PP. 

236-37). 
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he understood - "mystical knowledge" - to be the key to "Godmanhood" and in doiniz so 
remained dissatisfied by his seeming incapacity to act. 

Oreus' deference to Spinoza and Goethe in his letter to Veselov is in itself 
symptomatic of one whose understanding of Solov'ev's uncompromising logic was limited. 
These names were by no means wholly incompatible with Solovev's position. The Russian 
philosopher had profound admiration for both Spinoza and Goethe. He defended Spinoza 
against the neo-Kantian professor A. I. Vvedensky's charge of atheism and confessed that 
the great pantheist and substantival monist was his philosophical 'first love'. " He 
frequently cited lines from Goethe. Significantly, he used one from "Allerdings- Dem 
Physiker", the very poem that Oreus quoted in his letter to Veselov, in annotations to his 
"Critique". 16 Yet this admiration was necessarily conditional. For Solov'ev such 
unqualified pantheism was ultimately to be condemned as a theoretical evil. the 
ahrogation of man's potential "godmanhood". 17 It did not acknowledge process and the 
need to transfigure reality. Thus, while Solov'ev acknowledged a debt to Spinoza in his 
article on him, ultimately he distanced himself from him, acknowledging him as a 
transitional, rather than a definitive, influence. He preferred Tyutchev's 'chaos' to tile 
unruffled harmony of the 'olympian' Goethe. 18 

Oreus was undoubtedly aware of these reservations. He was inspired to turn to 
Spinoza's Ethica after reading SoloVev's article; 19 he would later compare the hest of the 
Swiss painter Arnold Bbcklin's work not with Goethe's "pure pantheism" ('chistyy 

panteizm"), but with the more elevated, unitotal divinity celebrated by A. K. Tolstoy, the 

poet whom Solov'ev credited for evading the "Scylla and Charybdis of pantheism and 
dualism". 20 At this point in his development, however, Oreus felt competent to accord 
definitive importance only to the mystical intuition that Spinoza and Goethe sanctioned in 
its unqualified form. 

Both Oreus' disproportionate emphasis upon the speculative or mystical 

understanding of unitotality and the inevitable need for an active principle that it would 

engender in him find further reflection in the opening pages of his essay "Dve narodnye 

stikhii", the first half of which was written on his return to Russia in 1897.21 It seems that 

15 See Solov'ev VI., "Ponyatie o Boge. (V zashchity filosofli Spinozy)", Sob. soch., Vol. VIII, P. I 
16 See Solov'ev, VI., Soch., Vol. 1, p. 747. 
17 See, for example, "Obshchiy smysl iskusstva", 11. 
18 See Solov'ev, VI., "Poeziya F. I. Tyutcheva". SELk, P. 288. 
19 Oreus read "Ponyatie o Boge. (V zashchity filosofli Spinozy)" in early November 1897, see Spkis. f. 

259, Op. 1, ed. khr. 6,1.43. 
20 See "Zhivopis'Beklina" (1897-98), Mid, pp. 157-8lSip, pp. 168-9. For Solol"ev on TolstoN 1. see "Poc/'N'a 

A. K. Tolstogo", SELk, p. 306. 
d and 153 to the end of the first 

It is important to note that we refer here to pages 117-119 in Mi 

paragraph of 156 in Sip. These alone were sketched in 1897: ZX Alo. 8, f. 2599 Op. 1, ed. khr. 20A 14 
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the essay was actually intended to summarize the insights and achievements of the 
summer abroad; but its comparison of Slavic and Teutonic topography and mentalitN- 
inadvertently illustrates the degree to which these insights were constricted by the 
metaphysical constructs upon which they were based. 

In "Dve narodnye stikhii", Oreus turned firstly to what he now evidently saw as 
the folly of the uncritical Slavonic-Orthodox concept of one God: emphasis upon 
unconditional self-abnegation as a means to attain confluence with His oneness, as 
mirrored in the overwhelming vastness and unifornity of the steppe. He contrasted this 
with a critico-speculative Teutonic principle that he, steeped in the German metaphysics 
of the Absolute which underlay Solovev's marriage of philosophy and religion in Kritika 
otvlechennykh nachal, had personally come to appreciate that summer. Enclosed by 
forest, the German peoples do not wholly merge with the 'beyond', he maintained. They 
are thus acutely conscious of the relationship of 'self and 'other' and scrutinize its 
meaning. They have a sense of the individual's integral place in defining the whole. This, 
Oreus intimated, was imperative if the ultimate implications of the 'mystery' were in fact 
to be fully realized: 

PYCCKa, q )iyiiia paCKpbljiaCb B IIHCTOM nom, repmaHCKa, 9-B FYCTOA ay6paBe. H itommy TaIllibi 
ciiaB, 9HCTBa CTpaLLIHbl HBHOCTbIO, RPOCTOTOA 14 6JIH30CTbIO < 

... 
> PYCCKoe ciiaB)IHCTBO I'MIAHT KaK (Al 

FIPHMO B JIMUO MAW, FIO)IXO)IHT K Hefl 11POCTO M npflMO BHJIOTHYIO. OHO HeCJIbIIUHO cAtiBaeTcfl C 
HaqaJ]bHOfi HaFOTOfl H F[YCTOTOf4. Ho 3TOT cepblH- 6eJlblfi )IeHb, nOTOMY Ae, qTO . 11411]eH TeHH, HOTOMY H 
6AHAe Y)Ke He K AHBOMY ammo, aK MePTBOMY Mflmio. B HeM liCTOqHl4K Heo6iflTHOR H BeK0BOfl 

PYCCKOA CKYKH < 
... 

> OHO <SlavyanStVO> He FIPHBbIKJIO flpOTHBOnojioraTb ce6ji pyromy, onoro Ae, 

OHO H BO Bcefi )KH3HI4 BceiieHHOf4 He BHAHT qeyo JIH60 OTJIMqHOFO OT CA9, OTTOFO eMy He Aalol, ceGil 

3HaTb Taf4Hbl aTOR AMMU, qTO TO )Ke-HeoGiffTHOCTb ee CHA; OHO He qyBCTByeT iimeHHO BeAliqaAmeit 

3araAKH 6blTl4ji-pa3AeneHl4H me.? K)iy miqHOCTbIO ii mmpom, iio)ijiexaWl4M BOCHPHHTHH H ero iipe-imelmi 

< 
... 

>B JIYKaBOfi repmaHCKOfi TaKTHKe OTHOCMTeJlbHO TaMHCTBa MHPOBbIX cH: i---6o. jbwe camooinyineffilil 

jlliqHOCT14, He3aBHC14MOCTH ee: FIOTOMY )Ke 14 BOCHPHHTHe Tex Aýe HenOHqTHbIX CH. Fl HeMMCHMee. 

Bbi)iejieHHee, )iBCTBeHHee. CKB03b COMKHYTYjO qamy 6opa, CKB03b TecHbie flpOCBeTbi erO AllBee H 

RPOHHKHOBeHHee qaeTCH Rf)OCTHpalOLIlaqCJi 3a HMM CTeFlb, qem eCJIII CTORTb no cepeA"He camoro 

cTenHoro F[POCTPaHCTBa. 
22 

This advocation of the 'Teutonic' principle as a means to a fuller understanding of 

the truth underlying faith patently signified the important developments that had occurred 

in Oreus' bid to invest religious principles with metaphysical credibility in 1897. 

However, the claims that he made for knowledge here again begged fundamental 

questions. If such knowledge furnished man with greater certainty regarding the truth 

which conventional faith accepted uncritically, did it also furnish him with a 

ob. -16 ob. The remainder of the essay, to which we will return in Chapter Sixteen, was an addendum of 

1899 prepared for publication in Mid. 
22 30-35) for an 

Mid, Pp. 118-19ISip, pp. 154-5. See also Oreus' poem "Debri" (Mid, pp. 83-87ISip, pp. 

exploration in verse of these two contrasting principles. 
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correspondingly reinvigorated course of moral action? This Oreus' claims for knoxvledge 
conspicuously did not deliver. Indeed, in the pages of "Dve narodnye stikhii" xN-ritten in 
1897, Oreus equated action - the very prerogative of the "followers of Jesus" to which he 
had aspired in the summer - with the Slavonic principle. 

Notably, although he ignored it in his letter to Veselov and "Dve narodnve 
stikhii", the challenge to translate the metaphysics of the Absolute into an actli, e principle 
was to confront Oreus again with renewed vigour as the mystical triumphs of the summer 
faded. Indeed, he wrote "Do i posle", in A. Smimov's opinion a vain attempt to 
reconvince himself of the potency of 'mystical knowledge', precisely at the time when this 
challenge inadvertently re-emerged to haunt him: during the formulation of his 
incomplete tract Kraeugol'nye kamni moego miroponimaniya, the inner tensions of which 
belie the certitude of its title. Indeed, it does not seem coincidental that when Oreus 
undertook this attempt to define his views, his friend S. P. Semenov had recently 
presented his world-view to the "Literatumo-Myslitel'nyy Kruzhok". 23 Oreus' tract, 
whether written in a spirit of sympathy or polemic with Semenov, was therefore a 
reaction, not the work of one who was necessarily ready to make a conclusive profession 
de fo i. 

Kraeugol'nye kamni moego miroponimaniya undoubtedly addressed questions of 
abiding interest to one continually engrossed by the problem of the individual's place in 

the universe: the individual in space and time; the unity of infinite forces as apprehensible 

within and without the individual personality; the interrelationship of body and spirit, 

mechanism and consciousness, life and death. However, any claim to be definitive was 

premature. This is apparent in the degree to which the work focussed upon interests of the 

time that were to be essentially incidental to Oreus' development as a whole; upon the 

Schopenhauerian philosophy of the will, for instance. 24 More particularly, however, 

Oreus' unpreparedness finds expression in the fact that the study, a first attempt to sally 
beyond the conceptual bounds of his world-view, floundered on the question of positille 

action. Significantly, this bid to accommodate the findings of contemporary physiology. 

psychology and physics within the philosophical system that Oreus had derived from 

23 
The agenda of the "Kruzhok" for 1898 noted: 

1110 o6111iix iia4a. 'i 16-ro ýeBpajuq <1 898> : peq)epaT: HeKOTOPbie PUIRCHHTeAbHble 3ameqaHHH K H3. IOAeH 

cBoero MHPOB033peHH. H ueiaHbI 6bijiH C. H. CemeHOBbIM. 

(Spkis, C 259, op. 1, ed. khr. 6,1.48 ob. ) 
as dated February-April 1898. 

Oreus'Kraeugol'nye kamni (Stati, L 259, op. 3, ed. khr. 9,1-12) w 
That Semenov was connected with the tract is perhaps also suggested by the fact that its third section was 

noted as being "u Semenova" by N. M. Sokolov (Ibid., L 18 ob. ). A letter to Semenov of 4 May I goo, in 

which Oreus requests a systematic statement of his Weltanschauung, further testifies not only to their 

philosophical discussion, but to its duration (Pisma < ... > Semenovu, L 259, op. 1, ed. khr. 21,1.20). 
24 Oreus read Schopenhauer's Die Welt als Wille und Vorstellung from 8 August- 15 September 1897-Spkis, 

f 259, op. 1, ed. khr. 6,1.42. See also letter to Veselov of November 1897: L 259, op. 3, ed. khr. 19. 
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Kritika otvlechennykh nachal served merely to emphasize the ftagilities of that sý'stem, 
rather than to affirm its terms. 

In the opening pages of Kraeugol'nye kamni moego miroponimanlya Oreus felt 
empowered by Kritika otvlechennykh nachal to attack the 'abstract' theories of knowledge 

- idealism and sensualism - as hypostatizations of predicates: of thought and feeling. Oreus 
took "doubt" as his means of illustrating this. He argued that for the critical idealist, bound 
by an exclusively subjective formulation of the external world, doubt itself was just 
another state of consciousness, and therefore in itself doubtful. He then noted that the by- 
product of this vacuum of unknowability was a reactionary realist inclination SimPlY to 
abandon the scruples of idealist reverence for subjective intellect and to assert that the T 
is what it sensually experiences, a tabula rasa: 

Cama, q wo, 3HaqHT, KaBep3Haa IUTYKa - Wa T[0)103pliTeJTbHOCTb RO OTHOlUeHNIO K lmcmcepmmo 

BHeIUHeFO mHpa < 
... 

ý' MbICJIHTeJllb BepTHTCJI KaK 6eJlKa B KOJIeCe, 14 ocFaeTa CBfl3aHHbIM HO PYKWNI H 
rio Horam. Yxe eMll COMHeBaT]bCfl B GOOTBeTCFBI414 BCerO BHelUHero C TeM, 4TO ec-rb <<Ha camom 

)Iejie>>, TaK HeRpeMeHHO HPMXO)114TCJI HB IfPOIJeCCe COMHeHI411 < 
... 

> flociie 
-mro, wo Xe ocraeru 

, AejiaTb? Mbicameab ocFaffcq COBeplUeHHo 3arHaHHbIM B TyrMK. HeBOJIbHO B03Hl4Kae-r MbICJlb: a po, 

He pa3)IeJlaTbCJI JIH GO BGeMI4 3Tl4MI4 crpaHHbIM14 3a3peHl4RMH yMa, 14 He 11PH3HaTb AH ripoCFo tia 

FIPOCFO OrYJTOM BCIO <<, aeACFB14TejibHocFb>> 3a TO, WO eCFb <<Ha Camom )IeJle>>, TO ef, 7b 3a TO, qTO 
6blJIO 6bl UP14 BCqKHX YCJIOB14JiX TIOMMMO Hauiero <<. a>>? 

2' 

Significantly, having shown idealism and sensualism to be inadequate theories of 
knowledge, Oreus did not proceed directly to the purely formal dialectic of the Absolute, 

as he had done in his letter to Veselov of November 1897. In a move that was evidently 
indicative of a growing desire to create a system of substance, perhaps approximating to 

the "free scientific theosophy" postulated at the end of Solov'ev's "Critique", Oreus 

developed the theory of "forces" that he had already briefly explored during the preceding 

summer. 

BOllpeKii eiiiiiGTBeHHOMY eI4J1OCO4CKOMY MI4P0B033peHI410,6e3YCJIOBHO iloAHOMY, BbITeKWeMY B(ýell('JIO 

m qeii0BeqecKoro Y3K0J1O6I431, TO'qHee - 6eCCO3HaTeJ1bHOCTI4i, HmeHHO: maTepi4a-jim3Ni-xr, HaN1 B 

pe 1,0 BHyTpeHlieffl 011bITa HkNer0 He )jaH0, KI)0%IP- CM. -1- OKpy)Kaiowem mi4po3, jaHi4ii, ja ii B c* , Hawe 
BewecrBo - cjioBo, camo no ce6e HI4KaKOF0 CMbICiia )IJIR HaC He i4meioliiero, a BOT civia - 3T0 TO4H0 

26 

Mbl OWY1lIaeM e)KeMI4HYTHO, 14 BeIlleCI'BO, KOHeqHO, - He 'qT0 mHoe, KaK cojeTaHi4e, rpyRnHPOBKa cH. i. 

25 Kraeugol'nye kamni moego miroponimaniya: L 259, op. 3, ed. khr. 9,1-13 ob. -14. 
26 Ibid. For Oreus'previous references to "forces" see, in particular, -'Sily" (ý, Vfjd, p. 47 ISip, pý 22 ) and 

"Olitsetvoreniya sil" (Mid, p. 1051Sip, p. 143). 
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Notably, this theory of "forces" was closely related to the "dynamic atomise to 
which Solov'ev had logically reduced empirical reality in the earlier chapters of Kralka 
otvlechennykh nachal: 

ATOMbl CyTb He cocraBHbie liaCTMbl BeUjeCrBa, a nPowBoximme BeujecrBo ambi. He cma Pf7b 
pma, aj-[exHOCTb, accidenS, BeuiecrBa, KaK 3TO )IOJIXeH npe)ljiojiaFaTb mexaHMeCKIM MaTepli&llým. a 
HanpOTHB, BeMeCrBO eACTb JTMWb pe3yJlbTaT CHA, HR14, r'OBOPJI TOIIHee, 06WHý lix 27 
B3afjMO, ael4CrBl4ff- 

Solov'ev, however, had left the implications of this dynamic atomism essentially 
unelaborated in his "Critique" as he proceeded to his formal dialectic of the Absolute, 
Oreus now tried to introduce the dialectic of the Absolute as the only logic adequate to 
describe the interrelationship of forces in this atornistic reality: 

143 WOM JIBJIeHHJI B03HHKaeT B HaC, HaiipawmBaqcb camo co6oA, MbICJlh o eamoA Civie - 
COBOKYrIHOCTH BCefO 6eCCKOHeqHoro MHOxecrBa CM, )IefiCTBYIOIUHX B WHbIX HaripaMeHim. )To, 

crajio 6bITb, )iojuKHo 61bijio 6bi 6blTb TaKHm cocrommem cmji (iiiiii 
- mowHo 3, aeCb CKa3aTb 

6e3pUJI14'qHO CHJlbl), B KoTopom 3aKjuoqmi4cb 6bi paBHO KaK MJlbl HaWerO G06CTBeHHOr'O <<H>>, TaK 
14 BCeFO, ITO <<He ii>>. Bce C14JIbI <<He v> r[OCrORHHO MeHJIiOTCJI <<BO BpeMeHM>>; <<Ji>> npe6blBaff,, KaK 
TO HelITO, Ta C14JIa, ITO CBA3blBaeT, Cr, 91'MBaff B TPYqOK 14JI14 B y3eJT BCe <<He JP>, BM COCTOHH14f[ Him 

TTeAMeTbl C03HaHHq. AB COBOKYIIHOCF14 fibITHR Bcex cmji )IOJIXHO 6bIJIO 6bl 6bITb, mauff, COBMeCrHOe 
6blTHe - 60K-0-60K H )Ipyr B apýTe - TeKy'qel-O mmpa BpeMeHI4 C MMWM TIOCrORHHOro, BHe Bpemem 

cyuiero <<, a>> < 
... 

>TaKmm o6pa3oM, B COBOKYRHOM BbIT144 CHR YHMTO)KUc. 9 6bl KJIMH me)KA_V <<P> H 

<<He P> CO BCeMH eM YCJIOBHIIM14 - npocrpaHCTBO 14 Bpemq. Ho, c )ipymf4 CTOPOHbl, PU B Hem 

BmetijaaMb 6bi BCe C14JIbI, B HeM )Ioj-[xeH 6biji 6bl COBepitiaTbCq He TOJlbKO 3TOT nwuecc criiaxeHm 

rpaHef4 MeAQY BCeMll <<He v> m cAljiof4 <<Jf>>, CB, 93blBaioiiiefi MX B Y3eJl, HO TaK)Ke 14 TIPOLIeCG 

BKJ]ioqeHi4JI B Kpyr cBoei-o 61biTmji aTofi oco6of4 cmbi cocpe)IoToqeHmji MHO)KecrBa, TaK Ha3b]BaeMOro 

<<ji>>, oweKamilero OT ce6,, g <<i4Hoe>>. 
28 

The introduction of ultimately homogeneous "forces" literally to 'substantiate' the 
logical dialectic of the Absolute also initially seemed to be a successful basis for affirming 
Solov'ev's "mystical" knowledge. Oreus felt able to assert the being of a conscious self 

that, rather than being delimited by it interaction with other forces, transcends the 

threshold of immediate sensibility as evidenced in dream, mediumistic and mystical states, 

and is those "forces". turning them into itself 29 

By contrast, however, Oreus' arguments in the sub-section of Kraeugol'nye kamni 

Inoego miroponimaniya on the intuition of universality "within" were sIgnificantly to 

27 Solov'ev, VI., Soch., Vol. 1, p. 63 1. 
28 Kraeugol'nye kamni moego miroponimaniya: f. 259, op. 3, ed. khr. 90-16-17. 
29 Ibid., 1.16, where Oreus notably lists a range of paranormal experience and phenomena in support of his 

argument that are symptomatic of his reading of Carl du Prel's Philosophie der Mystik in Januarý- 

February 1898: Spkis, L 259, op. 1, ed. khr. 6,1.52. 
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remain negative and unresolved - critical rather than affirmative. Oreus, preoccupied at the time by Schopenhauerian philosophy, challenged the view that the individual could 
take will, a hypostatized predicate in Solov'evian terms, as the sole basis for identifying 
the Absolute subject "within". However, in arguing that will is not absolute, but subject to 
spatial-temporal relations, Oreus also found himself making an admission which was broad in its implications. The mock old Slavonic script which emphasizes the text at this 
point suggests the profound impact that this admission had upon him: 

31-fallIff, CKOAbKO 6bl n nepeii iniuom A113HH HpHpoAbl H qeAOBeKa HH nepeAýHBM BOM'OprOB. KOTOj)bl(' 
Bbl3blBajm 6bl BO MHe IIYBCTBO TpelleTa BceiieHCKOf4 AM3HH, HO RePell. 0 MHOA Bcer)ia oqeBHIHO O(I'aHel(A 
qTO-TO, qTO, XOTH 6bl q mAce qyBCTBOBaji HB X143HU Tom BcemtipHoro bunfli. Ha(-, FL-)fl'lltBO 
nperpaxaaff MHe flyTb K aTOMY BbIT1110, ROKa3hlBaeT ce6n 6eCKOHeqHO HpeBOCXO. ZlfllLjfI. Nl MON MAN. )rl 
- cima fipocTpaHCTBa 14 BpeMeHH, o6puylOlMaji o6oco6., ieHHOCTb moero <<ji>> it pa3JJPO6. ieHHO(Tb ('I 
BOCnPH. qTHH. 

BePXOBHblfi 3aKOH Ha)j HaMll DqmTetoLLIMA - 3aKOH: <<He 9>> HeOT)le. IHMO OT <<H>>. 

Mo, wem 6bIMb, cu., 7a 3MOOO 3aicoHa -He acemo,? yiqa, HO 60 t7CHh'0.11 c. m-lae. 
30 

HUicaica, q U3 umeioit(uxcg 6 HameAt pacnopq; KeHUU cu., 7 ycmpaHUMb ee He Ito-weni. 

The implication of Oreus' apparent submission to this "supreme law" of 
phenomenal being, 31 which denied the possibility of acting upon that intuited in "mystical 
knowledge", was amplified in an impromtu note appended to the text of Kraeugol'nyc 
kamni. The note began exultantly: 

(MbIC. 1114TeJlbHble 3amrpbum) BceiieHHafl eCTb Kpyr, Y KOTOPOrO ueHTP BeMe, OKPYXHOCTb - H141,2je. 

(COBmeCTHOCTb BO BceiieHHOf4 HeT Bepxy H MY. 

6eCKOHeqHOCTH 

C KOHeqHOCTbIO) 

B 6eCKOHeqHOCTH eCTb meCTO BCeMy, qTO TOJIbKO H14 B006pa3HTb ce6e. 

(Haqajio MbICAMTejibHoFo FIOTOKa). 

4TO 3arpa)IHT IIPHTOK H3 BCefl 6eCKOHeqHOCTH B KaX)IYIO TOqKy 6eCKOHemocrti? HeT 1111,1011. 

WO 6bl GbIJ10, BHe camoA 6eCKOHeqHOCTH. 

EuH )ipyrafl TOqKa TOR Ace 6eCKOHeqHOCTH, Toma ii )iaHHafl TOqKa co., IbeF(-. )i c Heft. it 

GYAeT Bce Ta )Ke 6ecKOHeqHOCTb. 32 

30 Ibid., 1.18. 
31 tN. of "I" and "not I", but 

By "'Ne ya'neotdelimo ot ýa` Oreus clearly did not mean the positive integri 
. 

the law of necessity which negatively defimes the phenomenal "I" in relation to externality. 
32 Kraeugol'nye kamni moego miroponimaniya: L 259, op. 3, ed. khr. 9,1.22 ob. 
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After deliberation, however, the note swung to "Sceptical reserve" regarding its initial premise: 
KOHCqHO, HaM HeB03MO)KHO flOpy'qHTbCJi 3a 

Hatijero IlyfITeAbHorO BOUIPWITHH, Hcqe3HYT 

14 Bce 3TI4 3aKOHbl Haiuero MblwjieHHfl. 14 

OcTaeTCfl B ROJIHOA cme )teTCKHfi BOIIPO( 

CKel]THqeCK14fi PeCePB. 
33 

TO, qTO Korjia Bea maTepma. i, iiii, raioiiikii-i fuibie epý%lbl 
CO «CMepTblO» Hawkix Opl'aHOB BOCHPHRTIffi - He 11(-, 'lt'3Hý'T 
BApyr - OKaAeTCH Torja HeqT0 coBceN1 Heitpe-lBit-ieHH(ýt'. 

«A 13, Ipyl'? » «B)Ipyl' HaC KTO-Hliý) "» < 
... > ()ý AL NIOPOIIIIT. 

This was "sceptical reserve" regarding the very intuition of universality in 
singularity that Oreus had so confidently advanced in his letter to Veselov. exemplif6n-(-, 
it in the thought of Spinoza and Goethe. This reserve marked Oreus' realization that even 
if the Absolute was apprehensible in "mystical knowledge", it was not enough to effect 
"Godmanhood" - the ultimate "Truth". Indeed, ironically, even as he systematicallý, and 
proudly set out his logical and mystical proofs for the Absolute in Kraeugobýyc kamni, 
Oreus was forced to confront the "supreme law" of phenomenal being and to admit that 
he needed an active means to overcome its seemingly impregnable power if his faith was 
to be truly vindicated. 

V 

In view of the above analysis of Kraeugol'nye kamni moego miroponimaniya, we 

must now ask again: was not Valery Bryusov right to disregard the metaphysical faith in 

Oreus' " Slovo k Istine" and to emphasize the 'appeal' to Beauty in its final stanza? Was it 

not with justification that A. Smirnov neglected the dialectic in his critique of 

Konevskoy, considering it to be nothing more than the linchpin of the poet's ultimate 

failure? 

In attempting to answer these questions we must allow that certainly, as both 

critics point out, a note of perplexity did come increasingly to punctuate Oreus' later 

poetry, appearing to belie the seeming assurance of the schematic philosophical and 

metaphysical poems which, as we showed above, he also continued to write. 

We must ask: were the final lines of "K plastiku" (December 1898), which 

Bryusov cited as capturing the overall questioning tone of Oreus' poetry, not indeed 

redolent of the despair of "Priroda", written almost three years earlier? 

Ky)ja )K Hecycb, )ipoAaMHfi, 06Ha)KeHHblfi, 

33 
Ibid. 
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KPYTHCb, KaK ANCT, Ha)i OMYTOM MHPCKHM? 
34 

Was Smimov not in fact correct to cite the opening lines of "Elegi)-a", 'VNTitten 
directly after "K plastiku", as an elegy for the spirit of prophetic hope in "Do i posle"9 

R X143Hh AIOGJIIO -HHn. -iaqyCb 3a TO: 
OHa TllOGOBbI0 CKYFIO MHe OTBeTl4T. 

35 

Was Bryusov not correct in "Mudroe ditya" to disregard the final, consolatory line 
of "Pripev", a poem which so compellingly expressed Oreus' frustration in the face of the 
disintegral annual cycle: 

fljiaqb, a MR He TeWbCfl, qejiOBeK! 
36 

Were not both Bryusov and Smimov justified in referring to "Osennie golosa", 
written almost a year later, as a seemingly unequivocal statement of the fact that Oreus 

remained adrift (artistically free in the eyes of one critic, metaphysically bankrupt in the 

eyes of the other). In the first part of the poem (August 1899), Oreus certainly withdraws 
from life's challenge into the purely contemplative state which Bryusov considered to 

epitomize his artistic self-sufficiency: 

14 Bceraa He XOTe. q q moaeft. 
R fuoGwi 6ecnpl4CTpaCTHbif4 0630P 
CTeH, BbICOT H CTeflHbIX o6jiaffefl, 
BeinnaBbIfl, HYPHBbIH- Y30P. 

37 

Moreover, the second part of the poem, written as the Petersburg winter loomed, 

undeniably suggests one who had lost all patience with his quest for a positive 

metaphysics. The poet unequivocally asserts the primacy of his absolute self there and 

seems inclined to negate temporal being altogether as a wholly incidental and absurd 

illusion: 

3aqeM Tbl MeCb, MOR AYX, B KPOB14 i-jiyxHx apaqaffilfi, 

0 Tbl, qTO BepyeWb B 6Aa)KeHCTBO FOPHqO? 

< 
... 

> 

34 Sip, P. xII and 531Mid, p. 196. Cf. "Priroda": Sip, pp. 3-4. 
35 See Smirnov, A., "Poet bezplotiya", Mi, 1904, No. 4, p. 83. For "Elegiya": Mid, p. 188/Sip, p. 53, 

36 Mid, p. 1991Sip, p. 6 1. See also pp. xv-xvi for Bryusov's reference to the poem. 
37 

Sip, p. xiii and 98. 
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C 6ecrielHiOCTbIO KOCHCb Ha 11PH3paqHoe Tem, 
'ITO B CAHKOTb Hemousio CBoeh meHfl BAeqeT, 
FIP03P, 91111if4 B30P iieTHT K 6jiahcemomy iipe)ie. iy, 
rm pa)iy)KHafl )KI43Hb B my6H TeHefl TeqeT. 

38 

It must also be acknowledged that there were many other poetical works of 1899 
to which the critics could have referred, which, taken in isolation, seem symptomatic of a 
negative process of disillusionment with the dialectic. Oreus' undeniable drama, seen by 
Bryusov as a struggle for artistic freedom, by Smirnov as the issue of a bankrupt 

philosophy, is discernible for example in such titles as "Prezrenie" (February 1899) and 
39 "Neudomenie" (June 1899). Moreover, did not the plea for help in "Sverstniki" (March 

1899) perhaps imply that Oreus now identified with those very 'children' of the age to 

whom he had presumed to offer hope in Stikhotvornaya lirika v sovremennoy Rossii: 

KTO Ham nomoAeT B Gopetibm MMPCKOM yuejieTb? 
40 

Significantly, "Grani poeta" (December 1899), again a title suggestive of content, 

renewed the appeal for succour: 

KTO Ae Tlpl4AeT BblpyqaTb? 
41 

pp. xv-xvl-anT-99 and "Poet bezplotiya", p. 82. 
39 Mid, p. 193 and 1951Sip, p. 68 and 88 respectively. 
40 

Mid, p. 170ISip, p. 74. 
41 

Sip, p. 103. 
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CHAPTER FOURTEEN 

Positive continuity 
I 

The Solov'evian philosophy of love 

Ero (Solov'ev's) cr[aCl4TeJlb qejioBe, 4ecrBa H milpa 
3mxzilTejibHafl BOJIR H ROpblB camo6biTHoro ýtyxa 
ruiaTOHOBCKMA 3T)OC. 

1. Oreus-Konevskoy. Letter to Bryusov, 2 October 
1900. 

It is the objective of the present chapter to begin to construct a case against the 
thesis that Oreus' most active period as a poet took its impetus from a growing 
disillusionment with the metaphysics of the Absolute. The chapter will seek specifically to 
show that the "Beauty" to which Oreus appealed in "Slovo k Istine" was Solov'evian in 

nature. The chapter does this by turning to a whole thematic strand of Oreus' poetry in 
1898-99 which contemporary critics either neglected or misread, but which is a vital key 

to understanding this poet-thinker's latter years. Indeed, Oreus' poetry of love is a window 
upon processes occurring within his philosophical development which allow us to identify 

a principle ofpositive continuity in the polyphony of 1899 and beyond. 

I 

In P. P. Pertsov's opinion the erotic principle was wholly absent in Oreus'poetry: 

B ero 110331414, HeCOMHeHHO cBoeo6pa3Hofi 14 camocroqTejibHof4, HepeýkKO CKBO331T MOT14Bbl, KOTOpbie 

ROUT TaK 6jiecmitue pa. 3pa60Taii F)JIOK (PYCCKOfl TIP14PO)Ibl, PYCCKOfi 14CTOP1414), HO HaA 3Tmix Cyxmmm, 

TRXeilbiMH yMaxHeHl4flMl4 He T[POHecjiocb AYHOBeHi4, a XHBOTBOP. Hiuero 3poca-I 

The few critics who actually touched upon the subject of love in Oreus' poetry 

essentially concurred with this view. They viewed Oreus' poem of July 1897, "Mnogim v 

otvet", as his definitive statement on the subject of love. 21n "Poet bezplotiya", A. Smirnov 

'Pertsov, P. P., Literaturnye vospominaniya, P. 244. 
2Mid, p. 291Sip, p. 29. 
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cited "Mnogim v otvet" as a seminal expression of the impersonalism, the negation of the 
"Flesh", that he identified as the ultimate issue of Oreus' philosophy: 

HeCMOTPR Ha BGe cBoe HacroftqHBoe YTBep)K)IeHl4e KpaCOTIbI H PaAOCrll )KH3HIi, KOHeBcKom He 
y)lajlOCb CKpblTb FJIY60KOFO, iiojiyco3HaTeJlbHOrO Crpa)IaHliJi, ripOHliKaioiuero Bm em To33HO. 

- 
NIN, K 

OTIIYýUCHHOCTM, pa3)IeJlbHOGrH < 
... 

>' 

Jq He moNji. He mor Bcefi umpi4 )Wxa 
B oýwom jimue ji xeHcrom 3aKJ-110'qHTb. 
Bce JIOB14T OKO, Bce BIIHBaeT yxo, 
14 TORbKO TaK MOry B aio6BI4 110'ql4Tb, 

]IMILIeT OH, XOPOIUO, O)lHaKO, 11OHi4maq, WO OTO He ecub yxe jifO6OBb, ITO 3TO He 3HaqMT Y)Ke nOWTL 
4ejiOBe, qecKi4e 'qYBGFBcL B0061IJe 14CKjwqeHbi H3 ero noam, 4.3 

At the other end of the critical spectrum, N. O. Lerner, in his article, "Ivan 
Konevskoy", viewed "Mnogim v otvet" as the precedent for what he saw as the 
lsexlessness' of Oreus' poetry: 

I 
OmyiueHi4e jiojia y HeFO MOBHO OTCYTCFByer. CFPaHHblf4 6pe)l MeTlTbl, CMYTHble BliAeHHJi, TBOPlecKoe 

KliFleHl4e AyXa - KaK Her[oXOXe BM 3TO Ha JlaOBb riona K r[OJIY. Jlio6OBb KOHeBCKoro, ero <<jaaa m 

cecFpa>>, <<, aem aYMHafl>> 6poaw Fae-TO Tam <<no iiaCKOBIbIM FIOJIM4>>. 
4 

Indeed, the feminine presence that features in a series of Oreus' later poems of 
1898-99 was, Lerner insisted, purely the personification of metaphysical concepts: 

Ta, KOTOPYIO OH rOTOB IIOJIIO6I4T]b, - JOU 11aHTel4CTMeCKOr'0 mmpa, B KOTOPOM JAM 
KOHeBCK0f4, 

«)IP14a, ja», MeHmiie Bcero ýKeHiumHa, 6oiibliie Bcero C0BeplUeHHoe co3)jaHiie TIPIIPO)Ibl, KJMII K TaäHe, B 

KOTOPOfi coieralOTCA MyapOCTb 14 xmejL5 

However, although it is certainly true that none of Oreus' poetry resembles the 

exotic, highly sensual eroticism of the period, Bryusov's essay "Ivan Konevskoy (1877- 

1901)" makes it clear, that there was a profound distinction between "Mnogim v otvet" 

and the later "love poems" which must be explored. Contrary to the vow taken in 

"Mnogim v otvet", Oreus actually fell in love: 

314ma 1898-1899 r. Ba)KHa B )KI43HH KoHeBCKoro eme TeM, iTO B 3TY iiOPY r[epe)Kl4JI CBOIO <<fle-PBY10)> 

- BMeCre C TeM H TIOCJIeAMIO J1106OBb. MpaiijeHo oTo qyBcrBo 6blJIO K TOf4 )Ke oC, 06e, KOTOPOR 

flOCBjiiijeHa <<flpUXiMHaJl KaHTaTa>>, jio)l KOTOPOA iwaem: <<AHHe HHKOjiaeBHe r. >>6 

3 Sn-ýimov, A., 
4Lemer, N. O., 
5 Ibid., p. 122. 

"Poet bezplotiya", Mi, 1904, No. 4, p. 83. 
" Iv. Konevskoy" in Kniga o russkikh poetakh poslednego desyatiletiya, p- 12 1. 
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There was, therefore, a definite sexual or erotic dynamic to the poems of the later 
period. Moreover, contrary to Bryusov's own rather perfunctory treatment of the affair 
and dismissal of it as ultimately meaningless, this later love poetry marked an important 
metaphysical shift of emphasis. Indeed, as a brief examination of both "Mnogim v otvet" 
and the poems to A. N. Gippius reveals, these works had Solovevian subtexts which mark 
aprocess of development. 

Only N. O. Lerner was to allude to the important fact that "Mnogim v otvet" had a 
prototype in A. K. Tolstoy's " Sleza drozhit v tvoem revnivorn vzore": 

14 aamm mbi iiaoBbio pa3, qpo6JleHHOf4 
li TMXMA iiier[OT Bep6lbl Haa py-qbem, 

MIUMIR AeBbl B30p, Ha Hac CKJIOHeHH]blk, 
3Be3, lHbifi 6. T[ecK, 14 BCe KpaCbl BceiieHHOf4, 
Hi4, qero mbi Bmecre He cojibem. 7 

Lerner failed to develop the implications of this observation. We know, however, 
that Oreus' espousal of A. K. Tolstoy's yearning for an unattainable universal love in 

"Mnogim v otvet" was in all probablility informed by his Solovevian understanding of that 

6Bryusov, V. Ya., "Ivan Konevskoy (1877-190 1) " in Rus. lit. XY v., vol. 111, bk. viii, p. 157. The dedicatee 
of "Prazdnichnaya kantata" (December 1898, Mid, pp. 203-41Sip, pp. 55-6) was A. N. Gippius (1872- 
1942), younger sister of Z. N. Gippius and second cousin of Vladimir Gippius. Other poems dedicated to 
her were"Parnyati vstrechi" (20 September 1898, Mid, p. 1761Sip, pp. 43-4) and "Volneniya" (2-13 
February 1899, Mid, pp. 177-8lSip, pp. 64-66) in MS., and "Otrechenie" (5 November 1899, Sip, p. 100) 
in published text. Ln 92 (iv), p. 175 and Ln 98 (i), p. 486 both appear to take the parenthesized "k ney" in 
the cycle "Blednaya vesna" (March-April 1899, Mid, pp. 185-71Sip, pp. 77-80) as a further dedication. In 

an edition of Mid dedicated to A. N. Gippius by Oreus "Priznaki" (February 1899, Mid, p. 1791Sip, p. 66) 

and "Davno i nyne" (February 1899, Mid, pp. 180-81ISip, pp. 67-8) were dated in pencil - suggesting a 
connection with her (see Ln 98 (i), p. 486). 

Bryusov was dismissive of the relationship in "Ivan Konevskoy (1877-1901)11, denying any 
mutual interests or reciprocity on the part of A. N. Gippius. We have scant evidence with which either to 

Substantiate or counter this opinion (for the fullest published description of A. N. Gippius see: Pachmuss, 
T., Intellect and Ideas in Action, Selected Correspondence of Zinaida Hippius, Munchen, 1972, p. 518). 
It is possible that the Gippius 'ethos' in itself made A. N. G. attractive to Oreus (in his Literaturn 

, ve 
vospominaniya, P. P. Pertsov claimed that Oreus was subconsciously 'disturbed' by Z. N. Gippius' 
femininity: p. 245). Later information allows us to assume, however, that a combination of progressive 
education (A. N. Gippius was a trained medic) and profound religiousness (she published a study of 
Tikhon Zadonsky under the pseudonym A. Giz in 1927) might have made her a stimulating, indeed, 

challenging conversant for Oreus. Significantly, despite her life amongst the literati, unlike her sisters, 
Tatyana and Natalya, she never fell under the spell of Zinaida Nikolaevna's 'cause', evidently, retaining an 
independent and Orthodox outlook which Oreus might have found to be a refreshing foil to his Own 

spiritual maximalism. 
7Tolstoy, A. K., Sochineniya, Vol. 1, p. 93. In MS. "Mnogim v otvet" took its epigraph from the poem. Ho 

,q juo6wib mory JURUb B 11POCrOPe. (see Sip, p. 237) For Lerner's allusions to Tolstoy, see his "IN'. 

Konevskoy" in Kniga o russkikh poetakh poslednego desyatiletiya, p. 120. 
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poet. Indeed, the position that Oreus adopted in "Mnogim v otvet" certainly seems to echo 
Solov'ev's description of Tolstoy's approach to love in "Poeziya gr. A. K. Tolstogo": 

J1106OBb eCrb COCpeaOTOlieliHoe Bblpa)KeHHe -B JIMHOM XMBOM C03HaHjjjj 
"- BCeMHPHOfi CB)T311 H 

BbICWeI-0 cmbiciia 6ibimji; IlTo6bi 6lbITb BePHO10 3TOMY CBOeMy mawmo, OHa a0ii-xHa 6blTh elmolo, 
BelqHOIO 14 Hepa3pblBHOIO < 

... 
> JeficrBmTejibHbie YGJIOBHfl 3eMHOPO CYlUeCTBOBaHl4fl )la-jieKO He 

GOOTBeTCrByJOT 3TOMY BbICOKOMY TIOHJIT1410 juo6BM; 1103T He B u4nax RP14MMP14Tb 34MM F[POT14BOpeq"ji, 
HO H He xoqeT pa)114 HeFO OTKa3aTbCA OT CBOer'O mzeajimma, B KOTOPOM - Bbiciijaii "BA& Orcioaa 

rRy6OKafl rpyCTb, KOTOPOIO oTmeqeHbi Bce ero J1106OBHbie crHXOTBOpeHl4Ji, HeCMOTpfl Ha o6wee 
W6j-[a)iaHl4e )io6poro, 14JI14, KaK OH Bbipaxaffu, -ma; KopiioOO TOHa B ero nw3mm. 8 

"Mnogim v otvet" thus evidently had a Solov'evian basis. Moreover, this would 
seem to have defined Oreus' perspective on love for some time. Indeed, taken out of 
context, the above passage evidently appeared to Oreus to concede that the contradiction 
between ideal and temporal love was irresolvable. Certainly the time lapse between 
"Mnogim v otvet" (July 1897) and the first of Oreus' later "love poems", "Pamyati 

vstrechi" (September 1898), further supports the view that he took Solov'ev's limited 
treatment of the seemingly unattainable love ideal in "Poeziya gr. A. K. Tolstogo" and 
Toeziya F. I. Tyutcheva" to be definitive. 9 Tamyati vstrechi", moreover, indicated one 
who was still reluctant to accept his recent discovery that in Solov'evian philosophy love 

was in fact a pivotal and active principle. In Tamyati vstrechi", Oreus was uncertain not 
only of reciprocity, but, more particularly, of abandoning himself to a feeling which 
threatened to consign his former ideas to the grave: 

Ilpe)l 3ToR 6iie)lHof4, CBeXef4 CHJlOf4 
3eiieHbIX, KaK BO)ja, oqef4 

J9 TpeneTaii, KaK f[pe)l MOFHJIOfi 
Momx peiueHmR 14 peqefi-10 

Significantly, however, six days later Oreus wrote "Iz 'vechnykh svodov- --'", which 

marked a radical change of mind. In a striking reversal of the imagery used in Tamyati 

vstrechill, Oreus now confessed that his metaphysical ideas were "sons of shadow" that he 

had encountered in the "vaults" of introspective reflection. Although he recognized that 

much that he had gleaned during his time in that "vault" was essential to his new 

understanding of life, he had always known that if he remained there indefinitely it would 

become his grave: 

8Solov'ev, VI., "Poeziya gr. A. K. Tolstogo", SELk, p. 309. 
9See Solov'ev, VI., "Poeziya F. I. Týutcheva", SM, pp. 291-92. 
1020 September 1898, Mid, p. 1761Sip, p. 43. 
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FA. q. aeJ] B Te JHM fl HCHO)IAOGbfl. 
HO He TePJIJI M3 B1411Y CBeT. 
He YXOAHYI Bce rjiy6)Ke B FP06 19: 
Iq IIOMHHJI pa)IOCT14 3aBeT. 

A BCe Ae MHe BCTpeqajiHCb TeHM 
CblHbl: y3HaB IIX, H FIIOGMJI 
Bce MYKH BeMMX MX BII)IeHllfi 
14 HH Ha mHr 14X He 3a6biji. 1 I 

This poem, like "Voskresenie", Oreus' earlier pivotal poem of change, indicated 

that he had now absorbed and accepted a whole new dimension of Solov'evian 

philosophy. 12 

Indeed, the contrast between "Mnogirn v otvet" and the poems of love which 
followed "Parnyati vstrechi" and "lz'vechnykh svodov... in 1898-99 again illustrates how 
important the order in which Oreus read Solov'ev was in determining the course of his 
development. As we know, Oreus was aware that Solov'ev postulated a "theurgic" power 
in man which could actualize "Godmanhood", literally transfiguring reality. This had 
been a constant motif running throughout the Solov'evian works that he had read, and 
was argued with particular force in "Obshchiy smysl iskusstva" and at the conclusion of 
Kritika otvlechennykh nachal. Nowhere, however, had Solov'ev undertaken positively to 
define the form this unprecedented theurgic art must assume. Oreus would only begin to 

realize that Solovev had in fact attempted such a definition upon reading the 

philosopher's articles "Zhizriennaya drama Platona" 13 and "Smysl lyubvi" 14 in 1898. 

These articles, which identified love as the nonplus ultra of Solov'evian aesthetics, were 
the impetus for Oreus'new love poetry. 

Solov'ev devoted his essay on Plato to putting this philosopher's dialogues in the 

context of his "life drama". Plato's early dualistic idealism derived, in Solov'evIs view) 
from his profoundly embittered reaction to the discrepancy between true moral order and 

a world which could condemn Socrates, his teacher and the epitome of righteousness. The 

first Platonic dialogues were therefore those which viewed the world as abiding in evil, 

the body as the dungeon of the spirit, society as the coffin of wisdom and truth, the life of 

the genuine philosopher as a continual dying, and contemplation of the Absolute as the 

1126 September 1898, Mid, p. 81Sip, p. 44. The "eternal vaults" of the poem's title are in all probability 

those of Pushkin's "Brozhu li ya vdol' ulits shumnykh" (1829). 
12That Iz 'vechnykh svodov"' marked a turning point in Oreus' development is further indicated by its 

inclusion in the prologue of Mid, p. 8. 
13Solov'ev, Vt., "Zhiznennaya drama Platona", Ve, 1898, No. 3-4. Oreus read the work in April 

significantly just as he completed the 'definitive' Kraeugol'nye kamni: Spkis, C 259, op. 1, ed. khr. 6,1.54. 

140reus read "Smysl Iyubvi", a series of articles in Vfip, 1892-4, No's. 14-17 and 25, in August 1898: 

Spkis, L 259, op. 1, ed. khr. 6,1.56. 
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only worthy way of life. However, this body of work was, Solov'ev observed, wholly 
incompatible with Plato's aspirations to transforrn the socio-political order of his time in 
such works as The Republic. How were these two contradictory perspectives to be 
reconciled? What principle interlinked them, turning Plato from the ideal and the abstract 
to reality? Solov'ev maintained that Eros, the subject of Phaedrus and The Symposium, 
was the bridging or intermediary force between these two extremes. Eros was held to visit 
a great gift upon the enamoured: a transfigurative sense of the adored object's absolute 
being. Although biographical details were unspecific, Solov'ev claimed that the above 
works indicated that Plato himself had undoubtedly experienced this transfigurative 
idealization of the beloved. In the great idealist, however, the creative erotic power, in 
itself neutral, was not harnessed by carnal drives, but sublimated. Indeed, Plato explored 
the implications of the erotic gift for the rational being and found that its product was the 
link between the ideal and temporal worlds - Beauty: 

Ho onpeAeneHilio HiiaTOHa, MCT14HHoe aeno DpOTa - powdaMb 6 icpacome. WO Aýe JTO 3HaqHT? 15 

Significantly, Solov'ev proceeded to observe that having postulated a higher erotic 

creativity which is equally real as physical procreation, Plato left this concept of beauty 

essentially undefined. The Russian philosopher himself therefore attempted to explore its 

full meaning. Solov'ev focused upon Plato's choice of the word 'Eros' in his formulation 

of man's capacity to attain perfection, and not one of the other Greek words for 'love' that 

are free from ambiguous sexual connotations. This, Solov'ev maintained, was precisely 
because Plato demanded a property in erotic love which is absent in piety, philanthropy, 

patriotism, filial or familial love: love for corporeality (telesnost). Why did the idealist 

Plato insist upon this? Were not evil and mortality seated in the Flesh? On the contrary, 

this love of corporeal being was essential precisely because the idealist now realized that 

Absolute Beauty, the positive integrity of parts and whole, must integrate the physical 

world to overcome death: 

TaK KaK fbaTOH COGCTBeHHYIO 3aaaqy apOTa oripejejifleT KaK POAQeHme e Kpacome, TO HCHO. qTO 

erO 3a)iaqa He pa3peLuaeTCH q)H3l4qeCK14M POAAeHi4eM TeJl K cmepTHOA A143HH 
H3HH A 

-B qeM HeT KpaCOTbl - It 

K GeccNiepT"10.16 
UO OH AOJI)KeH o6pamaTbCJI Ha B03j)Ox) X ieHlle, HAH BOCKpeceHl4e, 3TO 

15Solov'ev, VI., Soch., Vol. 2, pp. 613. 
161bid., p. 615. 
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The ultimate aesthetic or theurgic power to which Solov'ev had so frequently 
alluded was therefore evidently identified here as erotic love. Indeed, this was further 
suggested by his description of the final goal of erotic love as the highest of an 
ascending scale of five erotic 'paths' by which man proves himself not only to be more than 
beast, but more than man. The first two paths were 'accursed': the 'infernal' path and the 
'animal' path, which many men continue blindly to follow, swept along by the instinct 
which harnesses the erotic power for the exclusive ends of the genus. The third path was 
worthy of humanity: marriage - the sanctification of the sexual-pro creative relationship as 
a means to a still unattainable perfection. The fourth path was ascetic abstinence. the 
sublimation and preservation of the divine erotic power in its purity and integrity within 
human corporeality. However, this state - the monastic ideal - was, Solov'ev maintained. 
10angelic" and, invoking St. Paul, he asserted man's precedence over the angels as the 
potential agent of "Godmanhood". This, indeed, was the object of the fifth and final erotic 
path of a truly transfigurative or 'deifying' love. This path would effect a theurgic synthesis 
of male and female which would overcome their dichotomy in the procreative infinity of 
the genus. By following this path man would ultimately attain an inner state of 
"androgyny" ("istinnyy androginizm") recreating God's integral semblance in him. 17 This 

syzygy (Plato's beauty) could only be effected through the positive interaction of God and 
man. Such a divinization. of corporeality presupposed the truly divine, transfigurative force 
(in Plato - Eros) that is present only in the Absolute in itself - God. This force would find 
its proper definition and application, however, only in the conscious agency of man, in 

whom the "second Absolute" had attained its true definition as a subject of unitotality. 

Oreus' absorption of this advocation of erotic love as a potential means to effect 
theurgic transfiguration - as the future "art" - is illustrated by the modifications that he 

made to his reflections in "Styd pered mater'yu zemley". 18 The work which appeared 

under that title in Mechty i dumy was dated 1897, but was in fact a substantially modified 

and supplemented version of an original notebook sketch. Notably, in that original sketch, 
Oreus had registered the same early perplexity that his note on the "followers of Christ" of 

that period reflected: if beauty had emerged in nature, how was man to perfect or 

transfigure himsetf, the issue of the chaotic procreative process? 

He rioTomy im crIbIAHTCR qejiOBeK f[O)lpO6Hocrefi aKTa CBOerO, pOACAeHHH Ha CBeT, 'ITO OHM 

HaiiommHaJOT emy, crpofiHomy, 3amKHyTOMY B OTleTJIHBO-OqepqeHHble ýOPMM C03)JaHMIO, 0 TeX TeMHbJX, 

He'qHCFbIX - HO ero npeAcTaBJIeHHJIM - CT14XHJIX, TIOX0)KMX Ha 14JI, Ha CMeCb BO)jbl C 3eMJIeIO < 
... 

> 

17See Genesis 1: 27 and 5: 1 to which Solov'ev alludes here. He also found the "androgynous" principle 

echoed in corrupted, mythical form in Aristophane's contribution in the Symposium 
18Mid, pp. 114-17. 
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Bcer, )Ia HeO(5XO)IHMO COTIYTCrByeT 'qCJIOBeKy 3TOT <<KBaC>> rPexa, He mo. AKeT OH 06paTl4TbC)i B 
CoBepIlleHHOe <<6e3BKaci4e>> 'ql4CrOTbl, B ORPeMOK - TIO ynoao6jieHi4io afiocrojia Flafma? 19 

However, by the time that Oreus finally came to prepare the original sketch Of 
1897 for publication, in the summer of 1899, he had evidently overcome this sense of 
perplexity. 20 He omitted the above passage and added new ones in which he confidently 
defined man's creative 'task': it was the sublimation of the erotic force which at present 
perpetuates the infinity of the genus in order to create 'beauty': 

Bcji 3aaaqa J114qHOf4 qejiOBeqeCKOf4 )KI43HI4 B TOM, 'qTO6bl 
6blTl4JI < 

... > 3poc iie 7106UM C6oeoo y6owecnwa 
powaaempo aR Kpacomy. 14 Be-qHoe upaBO JIMHOCTH 
J]PI4pO)le 3TO---ee Bepa B HeHY. VMOCrb TaKHX ýOPM ABK 

HacMbCTBeHHbI, pacropraim 6bl o60JlO"lKl4.21 

r[Pe0)10J1eTb eimHoBjiacri4e )lBkLKyweroc3i 
u 6e3oUpa3UH; OH AIOÖ'UM AUW 

Ha < 
... 

> He6iiaro)japHoCIb K CBoeü Ae 
ZeH1431 14 H3MeHeH14fl, KOTOpbie 6bijiki Gbl 

This process of revision shows clearly that Oreus had come to view 'erotic love' as 
a creative or aesthetic ideal by mid 1899. However, this broad definition of man's creative 
task was in fact the ultimate issue of more specific developments in Oreus' thinking in the 

preceding months. Indeed, although he read "Zhiznennaya drama Platona" first, he was 

only to understand the full implications of the article in the wake of reading Solov'evs' 
"Smysl lyubvi" in August 1898.22 "Smysl lyubvi" was the further elucidation not only of 

the metaphysical and universal implications of love, but its direct meaning for the 

individual. It is notable that Oreus' own personal feelings for AN Gippius were to 

emerge in the weeks after he read it. 

The first article of "Smysl Iyubvi" was devoted to disputing the identification of 

sexual love and procreation, to showing that these occur in inverse ratio to each other. On 

this basis Solov'ev turned, in the second article, to his contention that true sexual love is 

the highest flowering of individual life. 

Significantly, in stating the case for this thesis, Solov'ev immediately readdressed 
difficulties that his Kritika otvlechennykh nachal had identified but failed to resolve for 

19"MYslY VII'', dated 14 July 1897, in Z k. No. 6, L 259, op. 1, ed. khr. 19,1.34 ob. The first sentence of 

the above appears, modified, in Mid (p. 115) and marks the end of the original sketch in the published 

version. 
20For details of Oreus' preparation of Mid for publication, see letter to Bryusov of 23 June 1899: Ln 98 (i), 

p. 464. 
2 'Mid, P. 116. Italics mine. 
22 This seems to be further reflected by the fact that Oreus actually turned to read Plato himself onIN, in the 

summer of 1899, a year after reading "Zhiznennaya drama Platona": in July-August 1899 he read The 

Symposium and Phaedrus (the two works which Solov'ev considered Plato's 'best'), Phaedo and Philebus: 

see Spkis, L 259, op. 1, ed. khr. 6,1.78 ob. -79. 
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Oreus and with which the poet had consequently struggled during the formulation of Kraeugol'nye kamni. Man's prerogative, Solov'ev maintained in "Smysl lyubvill, is reason. 
It allows him to transcend the limits of animal existence and, through religion and 
morality, science and art, to manifest himself as the apogee of the universal process. 
However, the philosopher continued, echoing his "Critique", a purely formal, dialectical 
conceptualization of unitotal truth is not enough to attain true individuality: 

-AJIH TOM 'qTO6bl MHAMBwwaabHoe CYlUeGFBO HaIIIJ10 B i4crmHe - Bcee)IIIHCTBe - cBoe OITPaUaffile H 
YTBePX)IeHl4e, He )IocFaTO'qHO C CFO CTOPOHbl O)JHOM co3HaHI411 14C]rHHbl - OHO a0.17WHo GIMb 6 
ucmuiie. 23 

Unlike Kritika otvlechennykh nachal, though, "Smysl Iyubvi" notably did not turn 
to "mystical knowledge" here as a means to verify truth, but proceeded directly to love as 
the means to be "in truth" ("byt'v istine"). Significantly, this expression of unitotal being 
was the very same that Oreus used in the concluding stanza of "Slovo k Istine", which we 
cite again here: 

TaK - TOJI]bKo emm KpacoTa OTKPOff 
MHe ciiaBy Bcex JiBjieHi4H- H cTpacFeH, 
Bce Henuibi 3apa3 H BPO3 TIOCrPOHT, 
Tor)ja JTHIUb (5yZky B HeTHHe R ece(L. 24 

Indeed, "Smysl lyubvi" identifies the Beauty of the final stanza of "Slovo k Istine" 
to be that which Solov'ev contended was attainable only in "true erotic love". In seeking to 
attain such Beauty Oreus showed that he had escaped his misplaced faith in "mystical 
knowledge" as the sole key to absolute being. 

What property was it, however, that made Solov'ev accord love this power as the 

means for the individual to attain his true identity in Truth, in the Absolute that Oreus 

celebrated in "Slovo k Istine"? How did love satisfy Solov'ev's demand for theurgy at the 

end of Kritika otvlechennykh nachal? 

Firstly Solov'ev argued that, unlike rational consciousness or mystical intuition of 
truth, love compels the individual to recognize in his deepestfeelings and vital will the 

absolute significance of "another". In this affirmation of the other he actually transfers the 

centre of his life beyond the confines of his ego - his perceived isolation in the universe- 

and positively defines his own absolute being: 

23 Solovev, VI., Soch., Vol. 2, p. 504. Italics mine. 
24Mid, p. 208ISip, p. 83. 
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14crmlia, KaK 2KuBaq cuAa, OBJla)IeBaIOHJaJi BHYTPeHH14M CYWeCTBOM 'qeJIOBeKa ti aeficrBmTe. 1hHo 
Bb]BO)Iflwa, q ero 143 JIO)KHOFO GaMOYTBepýUeHIU, HcUbIBaeTCA J-[K)6OBbIO. JIK)6OBb, KaK )jeflCTBHTe. IbHoe 
ypu)jHeHme 3romma, ecrb aeficrBineabHoe onpaB)IaHi4e 14 cnaceme HHA14BKAYaJlbHocr, 4.25 

This capacity of love to overcome the ego in actuality was the basis for Solov'ev's 
further assertion that sexual love is the highest love. Egoism, he stressed, permeates our 
whole reality, is rooted at the very centre of being. If egoism is to be destroyed it must be 
counteracted by a love as concrete as it is. Solov'ev's reasoning here was that same which 
he discerned in Plato's interest in Eros, and not another form of love. He argued that the 
absolute interrelationship of lover and beloved in sexual love transcends that possible in 
other forms of love. If they temporarily neutralize egoism, they do not destroy it. Indeed, 
in remarks which must have had a particular resonance for Oreus, who had placed his 
faith in "mystical knowledge", Solov'ev argued that unqualified "mystical love" can 
engender a spiritual pride that serves to compound egoism. If ego is truly to be overcome, 
the philosopher contended, the object of love must be possessed of the same essential 
content and be as concretely real as the lover, while also being his "other". 

Significantly, the power of sexual love to overcome the egoistic self was a central 

motif of Oreus' love poetry of 1898-99. Yearning for the idealized object of his love in 

"Vechernyaya dumka" (October 1898), Oreus concluded: 

ToCKOIO HeycTaHHOIO, 
libIT]b moweT, R B03POG 

26 

In "Volneniya" (February 1898), he had to acknowledge that the object of his love 

was indeed at the core of his mystical intuition of absolute being, his "dream": 

fleii R TeMHblfl, cBeTJlblf4 6pe)j. 
LL114f)OKO paCKPbIB 3eHMbl, 
YHOCJICR 3a rpaHMbl 
Mopji, 14 paBHHH, 14 rOp, 

-H H PYK14 B IU14pb flpOCICP. 
BoJlbHO BeTpbi 06BeBaju4, 
FPYCTHO JUIRbI Mlie KHBani4. 
K npouieA 3a opalib -MeYMbI, 
Ho a mam nmttAaCb MbI. 

27 

Significantly, he concluded the poem: 

25 Ibid., p. 505. 
26 October 1898, Mid, p. 1741Sip, p. 47. 
27Mid, p. 177ISip, p. 64. 
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HeT, oam ji - iie We M14PO3)IaHbe 

OA14H 
-HB nwcrpaHCFBe rrycrom. 28 

Solov'ev's identification of love as the true means to overcome ego in the first part 
of "Smysl lyubvi" was, however, only the basis for his further exposition of the meaning 
of "true sexual love" there. In articles three and four of the tract he proceeded to explain 
how and why man must perfect his presently unsophisticated and ephemeral love relations 
in order to effect the process of true faith, active imagination and real creativity that is 
actually potential in sexual love. 29 Indeed, in Solov'ev's exposition of the process of 
realizing true love here, the terminology used to describe "mystical knowledge" in Kritika 

otvIechennykh nachal notably resurfaced. On this occasion, however, as their qualifying 
epithets suggest, "faith, imagination and creativity" did not describe a purely metaphysical 
process which the philosopher had to acknowledge to be incommensurate with the 
conditions of empirical reality. Applied to the processes of "true sexual love", this 
tripartite act was understood genuinely to potentialize the "object of true knowledge" in 
empirical reality. Here again the inadequacy of Oreus' subscription to mystical knowledge 

as the exclusive agency of "Godmanhood" was set in relief Indeed, in "Smysl lyubvi" the 
philosopher repeated the view stated in "Zhiznennaya drama Platona" that "Godmanhood" 
is a state in which the "androgyny" of God's image is re-established in the individual 

through the perfect syzygy of male and female. 30 

Solov'ev held that if the true potential of sexual love is genuinely to be realized, 
then the "idealization" of the beloved must be recognized asfaith in the interrelationship 

of man and God. Fundamentally love is the recognition of the absolute significance of the 
"other". However, in the phenomenal sphere that man inhabits, the beloved, like any other 

personality, is not absolute. Consequently absolute significance is attributed to her through 
faith. 31 What, though, are the actual implications of this faith in the absolute significance of 

an individual? To assert that she is absolute in her singularity would be logically absurd. 
Faith in her absolute significance must therefore mean the affirmation of her in the 

absolute existence in God. This relation to the other, in transposing her into the divine 

sphere, presupposes the affirmation of one's own absolute being in that sphere. Thus one 

can only truly acknowledge the unconditional significance of the other (without which true 

28February 1899, Mid, p. 1781Sip, pp. 65-6. 
29Solov'ev, VI., Soch., Vol. 2, p. 517. 
30See article three of "Smysl Iyubvi": ibid., p. 513. 
31 Solov'ev notably referred again here to the Pauline definition of faith in Hebrews 11: 1: "veshchey 

oblichenie nevidimykh". 
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love is impossible) by affirming the other in an absolute, God, which consequently means 
believing in God himself and one's own being in Him. 

This faith in the divine union of oneself and one's "other" in God is the first step to 
real sexual syzygy, Solov'ev maintained. Indeed, this is effectively faith in the reality of 
the "idealized" form of the beloved that love yields. The "idealization" is not a subjective 
niirage, but the true identity of the beloved as revealed by the mystical "imaginative" 
faculty that Solov'ev had identified previously in Kritika otvlechennykh nachal. The active 
intuition of the beloved's absolute significance in love is an intimation of that individual's 
true status in the Absolute Idea as the subject of unitotality. 

In identifying the "idealization" of the beloved as an active intuition of her unitotal 
essence, Solovev effectively defined the theurgic task of "true sexual love", the "real 

creativity" that is man's ultimate goal: 

-WýCaJlWaIj14JI HMIUerO CYUIeCrBa eCrb BMeCre C TeM HwimmomaR peajimaUmfl Bblciuero, vB 3TOM 
licrma m6oBHoro naýoca. flOJIHaji xe pemwaijim, npeBpaweHHe IIHAMBM)ýYaAbHoFO )KeHCKOPO 
cymecrBa B HeOTAeJI14Mblk OT cBoepc) jiyqe3apHoro HCTO'qHliKa JIY4 BeIIHOfi bo)KecrBeHHOfi 

)KeHCrBeHHOCFH, 6yaeT Aef4CrBi4TejibHbIM, He cy6-beKTMBHbIM TOJIbKO, a 14 o6, beKTIiBHbIM 
Bocmejmemem 14HA14Bi4)WajibHoro IleJIOBeKa c borOM, BoccraHOBjieHi4eM B HCM xmBOro ii 
6eccmepTHOrO o6pa3a fioxifl. 32 

Here Solov'ev introduced the idea of the Absolute's "other", or the object of God's 

love, as the "Divine Feminine". Solov'ev maintained that in intuiting the beloved's absolute 

essence in her "idealized" form, man in fact intuits a manifestation or a "ray" of this 

"Divine Feminine" which he must recreate or realize permanently in reality. For if the 

"Divine Feminine" is perfect in God's "Idea", in the Absolute in itself, "she" remains 
imperfect in actuality, in the sphere of "becoming" - the "World Soul". "She" yearns for 

reunification with God, the philosopher contended, and this is the meaning of love. 

Indeed, if man is truly to become the subject of unitotality or "second absolute" that 

reason and religious knowledge reveal him to be potentially, then in his relations with 

woman, and by extension the universe of which she is the crowning manifestation, he must 

create in actuality the perfect "androgynous" harmony that is pre-existent in the Absolute 

Idea of itself and its "other" - the "Divine Feminine". This is the object of "real creativity", 

the "Beauty" to which Oreus appealed in "Slovo k Istine". 

"True sexual love" is thus "ascending" and "descending". it is love of the ideal 

being (in essence the Eternal Feminine), the image of which it must theurgically translate 

into the conditions of the phenomenal world. It is also, however, love of the natural 

32Solov'ev, VI., Soch., Vol. 2, p. 534. 
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human being, the real or corporeal keystone of the world-wide 9ýgy demanded in the fifth article of " Smysl Iyubvi", to which we will return subsequently, 
In his poem "Volneniya", Oreus made it clear that he also understood love to be 

the creative force to effect a "living", "true" and "real" miracle, of which all his previous 
abstract metaphysical formulations and transient mystical insights had been but an empty 
conceptualization and premonition: 

iq pacToqaa 6nara C-BOMX MeWaHHA, 
jq B TbICIII-IM jiýefl mx pa36mBail. 
flocrpoma moro pajWxHbix ji 3, aaHjjjj - 
14 BCTep )]KH3HH B npax HX pa. 3BeBail. 
Tenepib 11 MblUlY BHJITHO - OTOBCIO)ly 
CTeKajoTc, q 6bijibie iyjkem 
K XMBOMY, i4cromy, 3eMHOMY qyay. 33 

"Prazdnichnaya kantata" (December-January 1899), which was dedicated to AN 
Gippius, envisaged the realization of the theurgic miracle of love. The poem reconciled 
pre-existent being with time and space in an ecstatic, bacchic dance of youth and maiden: 

BeKa CBOeFO MbI He CKOHqaem: 
YA 14 Hbuie mbi - r[pe)lBeqHblf4 f)0)1. 
HO Bceraa i-pflayiiiero MbI qaem, 
BpemeHH mibi CJlbllUIIM o60POT. 
Ham we: iaHHbl BpemeHa ii ae-ra: 
Be, ab Haýt mx piTamH mbi iiapi4m, 
14 pa; 3maxom TITIlllbffO iiojieTa 

TJH'y MePTBYIO (Nmpmm. 34 

The tripartite dynamics of "faith", "imagination" and "creativity" essential to "true 

sexual love" thus evidently underlay the transfigurative "miracle" that Oreus' love poetry 
anticipated. It certainly seems probable that Solov'ev's philosophy of love inspired the 
"idealizations" of the beloved which N. O. Lerner saw as a wholly impersonal embodiment 
of a pantheistic world-view with no erotic content. The idealized features of Iris or Eos in 
"Vechernyaya dumka", 35 the dryad of "Priznaki" and "Davno i nyne", the fusion of the 
beloved and spring in "Blednaya vesna": all these were symptomatic of an exploration of 
the "imaginative" process which Solov'ev described in "Smysl lyubvi". 36 As the 

33 Ibid. 
34 Alfid, P. 204ISip, p. 54. 
35Both deities are strongly associated with dew. 
36Lemer was not incorrect to the extent that the apprehension of unitotalitY (the "Divine Feminine") in 
the idealized woman was perforce ultimately also that intuited on a macrocosmic scale in the emergence 
of Beauty in nature. The idealized wood nymph of Oreus' love poems "Davno i ny e" and "Priznaki", for 

,n 
example, was not unrelated to the tree-being envisaged in "Olitsetvoreniya sil" in 1897, NN'ritten long 
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significantly entitled "Priznaki"37 perhaps most clearly illustrates, these idealizations of the beloved were held to be "rays" of the pre-existent, unitotal essence of the beloved's 
material beauty. As Oreus asked, did not the idealized vision that he apprehended in hIs 
dream anticipate the harmony of spiritual and corporeal selves to be effected upon the 
reunification of God and "World Soul" through the ultimate transfiguration of earthly 
woman? 

R 3Haio - ITO 61bI MHe H14 CHHJIOCb, 
Bce C, 006IU14TU Ha HBY, 
Kor, aa AaBHO OHO CPO)IHMOCb 
C IleM R 14 CFPaACAY, 14 ACHBY. 

, 
laBHo fl Biweji 3T14 PYK14, 

, 
lBi4AeH]b, q Teaa m oqeü. 
jawo m cmexa ciibiiiiaii 3BYKH, 
HO Hbme oii eine 3BoHief4. 

<... > 

Y)KeJlb, 0 )IHBHafl )IpHa)la, 
To6olO BCe mHe cy)KAeHo - 
YTexa MbicaeHHOFO B3rilflAa 
14 6yAHOA IOHOCrH BHHO? 38 

In "Volneniya", the dream vision of the beloved was one in which all contraries 
were reconciled in absolute harmony: 

143 BeaHKOA cTpaHbi, 143 FJIY60KOFO cHa 
1303HHKalOT HOBble AYM1bL 

YX HOBaq )Iajib mHe BCe 6ojie qcHa, 
BnoimoBaimca ioHibie IUYMbL 

TbI BcraelUb Haao MHOfi, 0 BbICOKafl TeHb 
14 mrpalOT CHJIbHbie aqw. 

B iiux a c. )weAbICL OOOHb, u c6o6oaHaff AeHb, 

, 
JeHb omKpbimbici, u mawtibie lioju. 39 

before Oreus subscribed to the philosophy of love. However, Lemer's denial of an erotic dimension 
altogether is clearly not justified. Notably, the related adoration of nature and woman in Solov'ev's poetr-, %, 
also occasioned confusion in critics (see Cioran, S. D., Wadimir Solovev and the Knighthood of the 
Divine Sofia, p. 61). 
37NOtably, Solovev had used this term in his discussion of the "faith", "imagination" and "creativity" 
integral to "mystical knowledge" in Kritika otvlechennykh nachal. See Solov'ev, V1., Sochineniya, vol. 1, 

Pp. 731 and above p. 156. 
38Mid, p. 1791Sip, p. 66. 
39Mid, p. 1771Sip, p. 65. Italics mine. 
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However, the ultimate inspiration and objective of sexual love in Oreus' Solv'evian 

erotic poetry is perhaps most openly identified in "Na son gryadushchiy" which, although 
it was undoubtedly related to the love poems, does not appear to be directly addressed to 
AN GippiUS. 40 There Oreus' hymn is an invocation of a feminine form which, with her 

all-embracing gaze of blue and her golden hair, suggests the recurring vision of the 
"Divine Feminine" in V1. Solov'ev's poetry. 41 Ultimately, therefore, the presence which 
inspired Oreus' erotic poetry was that which informed Aleksandr Blok's Stikhi o 
Prekrasnoy Dame. Indeed, P. P. Pertsov's view that, although Oreus' poetry set certain 

precedents for Blok, the absence of the erotic in it distinguished the two poets is not 

strictly justified. In fact, not only Blok, but the "second generation" of Russian symbolists 

in general were fundamentally inspired by the same Solov'evian philosophy of love and 

cult of the "Divine Feminine" that informed Oreus' love verse. 

40Mid, p. 1751Sip, p. 76. The poem was neither openly dedicated to Gippius nor marked in MS. to suggest 

that she was its subject. 
1898, No. 11. Read by Oreus in November 1898: 

ie, 41 See, for example, Solovev's poem "Tri svidaniya" (V 

Spkis, f. 259, op. 1, ed. khr. 6,1.58 ob. ). See also his "Bezkrylnyy dukh, zemleyu polonenny-v" as an 

example of the inspiration that Solov'ev found in dream and nocturnal visions. 
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CHAPTER FIFTEEN 

Solov'evian influence limited? 
11 

The eclipse of the love ideal 

F)blTb MO)KeT, JI Bcrpe'qy BecHy, 
Ho C HeA H14Koma He COJI]bIOC]b. 

1. Konevskoy. "Blednaya vesna". 

In the preceding chapter we identified the emergence of a new, positive principle in 
Oreus' poetry, in which he appeared to find a Solov'evian answer to his doubts regarding 
the metaphysics of the Absolute. The philosophy of love offered a new creative ideal 
which clarified the place and purpose of the individual in the unitotal equation. 

However, in the present chapter - the second to question the place of a positive 
metaphysics in Oreus' later poetry - we ask what the overall issue of his subscription to the 

philosophy of love was. The chapter traces Oreus' increasing disillusionment with what 

was a remote ideal. On this basis it seeks to establish that, although Oreus was reluctant 
to abandon this ideaL he was compelled to look for new means to attain the powers of 
"theurgic" transfiguration. The chapter proposes that his search resolved itself in an 
increasingly solipsistic theory of art, which, though it retained the trappings of Solov'evian 

thinking, diverged from the ethos of positive synthesis that informed that philosopher's 

work. This view seeks corroboration in Oreus' artistic theorisation of 1900-190 1, in which 

any faith in the theurgic love ideal appears to have been totally effaced. 

I 

We have established the nature of the Solov'evian subtext which underlay Oreus' 

"love poetry". What, however, was the positive issue of his subscription to this new 

principle? It certainly did not produce a direct sense of resolution or fulfilment: the list of 

reasons that Solov'ev gave in "Smysl lyubvi" for the present remoteness of the ideal was a 

long one. Moreover, the frustration of Oreus' feelings for AN Gippius fuelled doubts that 

were evident even within the scope of the love poetry. "Prazdnichnaya kantata", a 

celebratory vision offuture resolution, was alone among the love poems in being free from 
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doubt. Generally an interrogative tone, SO untYPical of Oreus' verse previously, 
characterized the love poems. In "Vechernyaya dumka" he asked: 

flplUelUb J114 Tbl, xeiiaHHaq, 
flo)IaTCJIbHma poc? l 

In "Volneniya" Oreus' attitude to his 'incarnate double' was ambiguous, that of one 
who not only experienced the hopes instilled by love, but who was also wearied by his 
enthralment by, and dependency upon, another person: 

0, )l0K0iie -K 6opb6a GyaeT aiii4Tbcq - 
Kojie6aTLCA, cmeHAci> TopAeCTBOM? 
Fje MHe 3HaTb? 2 

Notably the epigraph to "Volneniya" ("Lyubov, Iyubov' - glasit predane... ") was 
the first line of F. I. Tyutchev's poem "Predopredelenie" which Solov'ev had used in 
"Poeziya F. I. Tyutcheva" to illustrate the imperfect and ambiguous nature of sexual love 
in its present state. 3 

In "Primaki", his faith wavering, Oreus had wondered whether his "Idealization" 

was not merely a subjective phantasm: 

Ho J114HIlb 0 TOM J114 R MeqTaio 

14 onpaBaaeT J114 OHa, 
'ITO 604PO B Hef4 rpeaHaqe aio? 

Bce-jib o6ofimeT efl BOJ-[Ha? 
VT 

"Blednaya vesna" (March 1899) was in fact Oreus' effective acknowledgement that 

he had failed the love ideal, although he was finally to "renounce" his love for AX 

Gippius only in November 1899, in the poem "Otrechenie". Indeed, "Blednaya vesna" was 

pivotal to a polemic of early 1899 in which Oreus was forced to defend his general 

metaphysics and found that he could not do so on the basis of the philosophy of love. This 

polemic, which belies Bryusov's claim that Oreus' verse was consistently written 

, 
is discernible in the uncharacteristically prolific and polyphonous exclusively for himself 5 

'Mid, p. 1741Sip, p. 47. 
2Mid, p. 1781Sip, p. 66. 
3 See Solov'ev, VI. "Poeziya F. I. Tyutcheva", SELk, pp. 291-292. 
Wid, p. 1791Sip, p. 66. 
5 See Sip, p. xiii. 
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body of work that he produced during the winter period of February and March 1899, 
when student unrest forced the closure of the University of St. Petersburg. 

Student militancy, which was initially provoked by a notice of 4 February that 
categorically prohibited civil disobedience on the university holiday four davs later, 
escalated into clashes between students and police. 6 Oreus' response was "Zeitgedichte" 
(13-17 February 1899). In the work he disavowed any connection with his "peers'17 
misdirected energies, berating them for impulsive actions which were contrary to the true 
objective of the Absolute "world process" anticipated in the coming renewal of spring: 

B mope 6naFOM, XHBOHOCHOM 
BaM He F10II14Tb, He R01114TO8 

Significantly, the imagery here evidently alluded to lines in "Vesna", the poem by 

F. I. Tyutchev from which Oreus drew the epigraph of the second section of 
"Zeitgedichte". In "Vesna", Tyutchev celebrated spring's coming as a manifestation of 
"divine world-wide life": 

KaKHM 6bl CTpOrHM 14CflblTaHbHM 
Bbl H14 6blJIH r[O)Iqt4HeHbl, 
qTO YCTOHT nepeA JblxaHbem 
14 RePBOA BCTpeqelO BeCHbl! 

BecHa--OHa 0 BaC He 3HaeT, 
0 Bac, o rope H0 Me; 
beccmepTbeM B30P efl ci4fleT 
14 H14 MOPMHHbl Ha qe-rie... 
CBOHM 3aKOHam J114111b ROCJIYIIIHa, 
B YCJIOBHblf4 qac CqeTaeT K Ham, 
CBeTjia, GjiaxeHHo-paBHO)IYfllHa, 

KaK iio)io6aeT 6oxeCTBam. 

< ... > 
Rrpa 11 XePTBa XH3HI4 qaCTHOA, 
fJpMAM X, OTBeprHjj qyBCTB o6maH 
14 PHHbCJi, 60)lpblfi, caMOBjiaCTHbIf4, 
B cefl ; KU6OM60PHbICL oKeaH! 
HPIUM, CTpyef4 ero a(piipHoA 
OMOA CTpaaaJlbqeCKyio rpyib 
H X113HH 6oxeCK14-Bcemi4pHoA 

XOTH Ha miir ripHqaCTeH 6y)lb! 9 

6For a graphic documentation of the unrest see Studencheskoe dvizhenie 1899 goda. Sbornik pod 

redaktsiey V Chertkova, lzdanieSvobodnogo Slova', Maldon, England, 1900. 

71ndeed, the "grustnye, slabye deti" of "Zeitgedichte" were undoubtedly related to the culturally myopic 

if peers" - "bednye deti" - of the poem "Sverstniki" (8 March 1899, Mid, p. 170ISip, p. 74), among whom 

Oreus therefore evidently did not number himself. 
813-17 February 1899, Sip, p. 70. For the poem's failure to pass the censors and Oreus' attempt to have it 

published in Severnye tsvety see Ln 98 (i), p. 470 and 528. 
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It was precisely Oreus' confident appeal in "Zeitgedichte" to this vernal "life-giving 
ocean" that he would be forced to reassess radically in "Blednaya vesna", only a month 
later. There he acknowledged that if his peers' perspective on life was wrong, his position 
was profoundly flawed too. It was a concession to which he was driven by his 
acknowledgement that he could not fulfil the love ideal, the creative justification of his 
mystical insights. 

The mystical stance that Oreus adopted in "Zeitgedichte" was undoubtedly 
attacked by fellow students. 10 Even in literary circles, however, he was called to account 
for his apparent disdain for immediate events. Bryusov commented: 

Zeitgedichte 19 6bl Hani4GaJI He TaK, i46o 3Haio 60JIbUlHfi CMbICJI 14 B 3TMx wymax 6ecciieAHbix. B 
xax, ae TIOKOji, 6iiaroro AHBOHOCHOr'O MOPJI, BbI HaripacHo oTpeKaeTecb OT UeJIOýl rlOJIOBHHbi 6blTH, 9. " 

VI. Gippius also appears to have taken issue with Oreus' attitude to current 
affairs. 12 Indeed, it was the third and fourth lines of Gippius' poem "I grust' i smekh - 
ravno, naprasny" that Oreus used an as the epigraph to "Blednaya vesna". Notably, 
Gippius' poem contrasted strongly with the Tyutchevian God's-eye view of spring that 
Oreus had adopted in "Zeitgedichte": 

H rpycrib, 14 cmex - paBHO lianpaCHbI, 

14 ciia6OCFb - xajio6ibi mow. 
Bce (i moa we vyapocma 6eccmpacmnod 
17POX019ffM NU3? iU 00abI, allU... 

14 BOT ; 3i4ma npowjia 6eccAe)uio, 
TaK paBHo&ylllHO-X0J10Ma, - 
BepHyjiaCb Teruiaji BecHa 
C yJlbI6K0fi pajocTHofi m 6iieiwofi- 

14 cHoBa ayiiiy o6maHy! 
14 CHOBa 6Y)IeT He6O HeXHO, 
14 uiaaocrHo H 6e3maex-Ho - 

9T`yutchev, F. I., "Vesna" ("Kak ni gnetet ruka sud'biny"), Pol. Sob. Soch., p. 96-7. My italics. For the 

epigraph that Oreus took from "Vesna" for "Zeitgedichte" see Sip, p. 69. My italics. Notably, Oreus refers 

to the same "Zhivotvornyy okean" in the evaluation of Tyutchev included in his essay of 1900, 

"Nfisticheskoe chuvstvo v russkoy lirike" (Sip, p. 202), 
1OCf. the attacks on Aleksandr Blok for his aloofness during the unrest: lezuitov, L. A. /SkvortsoN', N. V.. 

"Aleksandr Blok v Peterburgskom universitete", Ocherki po istorii Leningradskogo universiteta R', L.. 

1982, p. 55. 
1 ILetter of 5 April 1899, received as Oreus wrote second part of "Blednaya vesna": Ln 98 (i), p. 456. 

12Notably, Gippius was to reminisce that Oreus attended a university gathering with a copy of Goethe in 

hand: Ln (iv), p. 1761Ln 98 (i), p. 457. 
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KaK B mHHoBaBWYIO BecHy! 13 

Oreus deliberately answered his epigraph from this poem in the second section of 
"Blednaya vesna". In lines which mirrored Gippius', he defended his right to the "triumph" 
of a contemplative abstraction that surmounts the flux of time: 

B npeKpacaiom, 6emilo)]jiom ra), aHI, 4 IIPOXOAJIT He)IBH)KHbie AH14.14 

However, in using the qualifying epithet "besplodnyy" here even as he defied 
Gippius, Oreus betrayed the profound tension and ambivalence which actually underlay his 
opinion of the mystical contemplative life in "Blednaya vesna". Gippius' poem had 
challenged him to justify his confidence in the mystical vision of spring in "Zeitgedichte". 
This justification now turned upon Oreus' belief in the theurgic "Miracle" of love, and he 
was now compelled to accept that it was beyond his powers. 

That this was the case is indicated by the fact that the ideal of "Blednaya vesna" 
was not Tyutchev's spring goddess - the perfect embodiment of eternity and flux 

underlying absolute universal life; the ideal was that of another poet whom Oreus had 
long admired, N. F. Shcherbina. In his poem "Vesenniy gimn", Shcherbina notably fused 

spring and his earthly beloved in an "idealized" image of the perfect harmony that Solov'ev 

considered to be the true objective of love: 

Bcrpe, ri4ii a ayiny poxiyto, 
Twe, rHO ilcraHHYIO MHOR, 
Bcrpenu ee OTJ114TY10 
B 06PU BeCHbI MOJlO)lOf4- 
CJIHRCH 11 HC H14M. 

15 

In "Blednaya Vesna", Oreus exactly inverted this vision of ideal resolution, which 

was so obviously attractive to one deeply immersed in the Solov'evian philosophy of love. 

He admitted that this ideal was beyond him: 

13Bestuzhev, VI. (pseud. of VI. Gippius), Vozvrashchenie, 1912, p. 98. The lines from the poem that 

Oreus used as an epigraph to "Blednaya vesna" are italicized. The fact that Gippius was incensed that 

Oreus cited lines from this unpublished poem as an epigraph perhaps also indicates that "Bledna)-a vesna" 

addressed a sensitive issue (see his letter to F. Sologub of 15 December 1899: Ln 98 (i), p. 494). 

14Mid, p. 1861Sip, p. 78. 
15 Oreus was familiar with Shcherbina's poetry long before he wrote "Blednaya vesna". He recorded 

reading Shcherbina in late 1895: Spkis, L 259, op. 1, ed. khr. 6,1.6 ob. Furthermore, Oreus' article of 

1900-1901, "Nfirovozzrenie poezii N. F. Shcherbiny", (Severnye tsvety na 1902, pp. 213-14. altematWclý 

the Berkeley reprint of Mid, pp. 239-40) notably concludes with "Vesenniy gimn", which suggests its 

abiding importance for him. Also see below, p. 248. 
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bbiTbmoxeT, ji Bcrpeqy BeCliy, 
16 Ho C Hef4 HMKoraa He cojibmu, 

This was Oreus' confession that, unable to effect the love ideal, he could not in fact 
worship Tyutchev's vernal divinity with the assurance that he had felt when he wrote 
"Zeitgedichte". His beloved was as deceptive as the 'ýpale" spring of V1. Gippius' poem. 
She was, as the first stanza of the poem made clear, "orphaned" from eternity. She 
embodied the transience of a life which confounded the mystical visions of the 
contemplative individual in his introspective asylum-prison 'within'. Indeed, although 
Oreus assured his untransfigured beloved in the fourth section of "Blednaya vesna" that 
they would "meet again", this indefinite vision of future realization in the 'beyond' was 
insufficient to dispel the image of the mystic, powerlessly suspended between heaven and 
earth, with which the poem concluded: 

llyrJ1I4Bblfi eX, ycranbift, HeH3BeCTHblfi, 
3a6Hjic. H Haa 3arjioxiiieio Bojofi. 
Haj HI4M B1b1C0K0--CBeTJlblÜ MI4P He6ecHbifi. 
Ho BeqeH-iiH OH, cBeTiibift 14 npocToii? 

3a6blTblh ayX, CYPOBblf4 H TIYTJTHBblf4, 
Pe6eHOK, POCEL114A MeX CP, )IbIX OTIJOB, 
'ITO ACAeT TBOi4 6e3mojiBHibie rlOpblBbl, 
Tbi 6bidaetab AU tia aolzio u3 Aecoe? 

17 

Was this "child" not in fact as helpless as his "peers" ('Sverstniki") after all? it 

certainly seems that a parallel was now drawn between the powerlessness of the culturally- 

orphaned denizens of the city in the polemical poem "Sverstniki", and the formerly proud 
mystic-child of "Blednaya vesna" who was here admitted to be helpless despite his 

yll). 18 grounding in the faith of "grey fathers" ("sedye ots 

II 

This conclusion to "Blednaya vesna" was certainly indicative of one who, inspite of 

the love ideal, still felt powerless to act. It was a confession of uncertainty which was to 

16Mid, p. 1851Sip, p. 78. 
"Mid, p. 178ISip, p. 80. Italics mine. 
18Cf. "Sverstniki", Mid, p. 170ISip, p. 74: 

-He 
6bijui cKa3K14 BeKOB C MU]b]X ReT Ham poaHbi - 

3aBeTHb1e cKa3K14 
O&Teaefi OT11MX- 
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determine the tone of much of the poetry of 1899. It puts processes marked in other 
poems following "Zeitgedichte" in context, for example. It explains the mood of 
resignation in "Otgoloski" (February-March 1899), 19 in which Oreus withdrew from his 
"friends" into a world of reverie, the hilly terrain of which was immediately redolent of 
Salzburg and Thiffingen where he had enjoyed his greatest mystical triumphs. The above 
interpretation of "Blednaya vesna" also allows us better to understand "Soglashenie" 

'20 the 
very title of which indicates its content. There the poet had attempted to persuade himself 
of his preparedness to forfeit the happiness of positive action and actualization to regain 
the "measured joy" and stasis of a macrocosmic mystical vision. 

Oreus' uncertainty in "Blednaya vesna" is perhaps best typified in the question with 
which the poem concluded: 

Tbi 6bIÜaeUib AU na OOAe U3 Aec06? 21 

That this question in particular was to haunt Oreus in the months after "Blednaya 

vesna" is also indicated in his poetry. Oreus alluded here to the "forests" which he had 

celebrated as a nursery for mystical and metaphysical insight in his poem "Debri" (winter 
1897-98) and article "Dve narodnye stikhii" (September 1897). He now wanted to escape 
the confines of these "forests" and to act upon the knowledge that the mystical insights 

that he had experienced there had afforded him, but this prospect now seemed impossible. 

Although "Slovo k Istine" (29 April 1899) was a strong call for unitotal Truth and its 

realization in a Beauty with which we have identified the theurgic love ideal, evidently it 

simply served to compound the poet's sense of his own weakness. Rather than answering 

the challenge that Oreus faced, the maximalism of this fresh statement of his idealist 

demands in defiance of his "peers", left him himself no alternative but to back down or 

to react against the unattainability of the ideal. Indeed, "Sobornaya duma" (March 1899) 

and "K inym sobrat'yam" (April-May 1899), in which Oreus falteringly attempted to 

continue the polemic with his "peers" by appealing to the power of mystical intuition and 

thought, suggest his readiness to accept the compromise that he had already formulated in 

"Soglashenie", and to back down. "Novyy den' "22 also suggests this inclination to 

compromise. There Oreus symbolized a sense of cathartic purgation in the May storm: it 

emancipated the soul, ameliorated its "troubles" ("volneniya")23 and brought calm skies 

and the promise of a new summer of contemplation in its wake. 

19 February-March 1899, Mid, p. 1631Sip, p. 71. 
204 March 1899, Mid, p. 190ISip, p. 73. 
21 Mid, p. 1871Sip, p. 80. 
22May 1899, Mid, p. 202ISip, p. 85. 
23 Possibly a reference to the love poem of that title: Mid, p. 1771Sip, p. 64. 
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However, any hope of reviving the mystical spirit of the two preceding summers during his sojourn in Finland in 1899 was in fact to be essentially frustrated, as "Kraynyaya duma" (10 July 1899) shows. The question that Oreus had posed himself at the end of "Blednaya vesna" continued to perplex him. Mysticism alone could not answer 
the doubts of "Nedournenie" (June 1899). 24 "Kraynyaya duma" shows that although Oreus valued the contemplative life he still felt the need for 'action' that the love ideal had 
seemed to promise in the preceding winter. He alluded to the ideal in images reminiscent 
of the love poem, "Prazdnichnaya kantata": 

ECTb 
yTeLueHme 60JIbwoe - 

j9BjieHbeM BCHK14M naameHeTb, 
Bce paBHO)IylllHoe, lly)KOe 
B ce6. q RP14HqTb, B ce6e BocneTb 

Ho eae ;K Haaewabi . 1iuicoiqaHUCl, 
Gyo6oaHo-npa3(3HUVHbIX 

epeAfeH? 
0 . 110; Kb Haae; Ka U Ha,, IUHaHUCL! 

Fp. qayWua aeHb 
- HetyeAi OH. 25 

Ity'r- 

Kraynyaya durna" renewed the challenge to escape the "forests" of j 
contemplation. However, as the frustration of the above quotation suggests, he still 
accepted that the love ideal was unattainable for him, for him it had been a "deception". 
This frustrating contradiction between the unattainability of the love ideal and the 

unrelenting need to act gave impetus in 1899 to an increasingly resonant class of poetry 
in which Oreus reacted violently against the imperfection of the world and humanity in an 
inspirational compact with elemental forces which could change reality. 

In "Radonitsa" (May 1899), the poet identified himself with the elemental ferocity 

of vernal forces of renewal and resurrection and disassociated himself from a humanity 

which, locked in phenomenal being, was reminiscent of the studenchestvo of 
"Zeitgedichte": 

KaK TYCKJIbI Te B033BaHI4,9, 
Te BOIIJIM CKYAOYM14H, 
Te BOIIJI14 qejiOBeqeCTBa, 
rlieTOMOl'O CyAb6OA. 
0 3awpafffe, HHIHHq. 

J9 Bawero 15e3yMl4fl, 
Giefioro yfioBaHbii 
He 06HOBJW C060fl. 26 

24Mid, p, 1951Sip, p. 88. 
25Sip, p. 92. Written in Nevvola, 10 July 1899 (for summer itinerary of that year, see Ln 98 (i), pp. 465- 

66). The "free, festive times" seem to refer to the christmas period of 1898-99, which "Prazdnichnaya 

kantata" testifies were the apogee of Oreus'hopes in connection with AN Gippius. 
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In "Son bor'by" (June 1899), Oreus envisaged joining forces with a wind that he 
had intuited in the mediumistic, dream world of his eternal self, and destroying all: 

14 paBHOAYLlli4em, 14 rOpeM yflOeHHblfi, 
14 C BCTPOM cAaAOCTHbIM AMKYR 11 CKOPGH, 
He HOCTORA 6bl R HM nepe)l qem cmyi-ueHHbIf4, 
Ho, Bcef4 3a6OTOlO 3eMHOIO B03MYlUeMbIfi, 
fl pa30pHJI 6bl Bce, paClIPOCTpaHl4B ce6,9.27 

In Toryvy" (23 July 1899), the poet's desperate need for action provoked him to 
turn his back upon many of his metaphysical achievements of the past years. In the poem 
he acknowledged the desirability of attaining the true "freedom" of the unitotal ideal, but 

portrayed himseýf as enslaved by its unrealizability, re-interred in the "vault" from which 
he had presumed the love ideal to have released him in "Iz 'vechnykh svodov"'. Indeed, 
he found himself again confessing that his ideals exceeded the power of his will to enact 
them, as he had done in Kraeugol'nye kamni moego miroponimaniya before he 

discovered the love ideal. His only answer now was a desperate appeal to 
indiscriminately violent elemental forces that was ironically redolent of the call for 

spontaneous action that he had so resolutely dismissed in his essay of 1893, Duma, sertse 
i razmakhi: 

MbicAeR HaCTOf4qHBbIX BOAR 
CKoBaHa KpeHKO 14 CJler[O. 
HeT, He3aBt4AHa mx AoAg, 

, 
jOA. H BimieTeiiek CKAena. 
ToAbKO B OTqaqtibH - 6naro 

B Aep30CTII - BOAbHaji acia. 

B 6ype HemCTOBOf4 MyqaTbCJI 

B 6HTBe cimm pa3ryJljqTbC, 9: 
ToJlbKO B pa3Ataxe - BeJll4qbe! 28 

III 

VVPoryvy" was in fact the last and most radical of the series of poems ln which 

Oreus cathartically explored and expurgated his frustrations with an imperfect world that 

made his metaphysical and theurgic ideals unrealizable. The implications of this violent 

26May 1899, Sip, p. 87. 
2728 May 1899, not June as in Sip (see Ezhegodnik rukopisnogo otdela Pushkinskogo Doma na 19717 god, 

p. 87). Mid, p. 1671Sip, p. 89. 
2823 July 1899, Sip, p. 94. My italics. 
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poem evidently made Oreus stop, think and formulate an alternative creati-ve ideal - an 
attempt at an assertive answer to the confession of "Blednaya vesna". Indeed, the poems 
which Oreus now proceeded to write suggest that he had resolved no longer to react 
against his weaknesses, but rather to explore and exploit his strengths as an artist. He no 
longer looked outwards to elemental forces to inspire him, but inwards to his 
"metaphysical" self, which he affirmed as the subject of unitotality and, as such, the 
solipsistic sovereign of all that he experienced and surveyed. 

Indeed,, although it was a departure from the mood of stormy rebellion that 
pervaded the summer of 1899, the poem "Proyasnenie" of 23 August was not simply 
another bid to reassert the contemplative principle of previous years. In this work he 
actually asserted himself as master of his own personal universe of experience and 
creativity. It was a poem of self-divinization: 

OT AHKOfi, xapKOA KaIKH AeT 
Pa3ropqeHHblfi m pa36HTbifi, 
CTOIO 11 Ha cre; 3e 3a6blTOfl, 
14 MOA BOJllUe6Hblf4 MHP, MHe BCJ-le)l, 
flfflff, RO B03AYXY pa3Bl4TbIk. 

TeMHojia3ypHbie mopA, 
He)IoCflraCMbie CKaJlbl, 

311aTopymJlHa, q 3apfl, 
qTo no ropam meHq HCKaiia, 
H AeBbl JHBHble zy6paB 
HeCYTCA, C14JIbI BCe co6paB. 

143 BCeX MHHYBwero rny6im, 
143 o6iiacTI4 TymaHHb]X JYM 
BbIHOC14T 14X Ha CBeT 14 WYM. 

lirpa Y, 30PHa- jyx ejm. 29 Co3peiia KPOU. C03PeJl 14 YM- 

The first part of "Osennie golosa" (August 1899) reiterated this gentle assertion of 

the exhausted poet's right to asylum within his internalized world. However, the second 

part of the work (September 1999) notably marked Oreus' further exploration of the 

implications of this new solipsistic tendency and assertion of innate divinity. It hailed the 

poet's spirit as the autocratic sovereign of a world which was in fact his own creation. 

Indeed, all the forces that had formerly reduced him to futile yearning and aspiration were 

now subsumed as an extension of his fully empowered se4f 

BjiacTi4TeiieH, KaK IJapb, CrPO14TeJlb ciiaBHbIX 3; IaHl4fi, 

29Sip, p. 97. The images in the second stanza are redolent of the summers of 1897-98. 
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Tibi -B MHPe AeMOHOB, 3JIOBOHHbIX H XOMMbIX, 
14 B 14X PYKaX TelTepb - TeCHjjUjajj Cy)IbG& 
Ho CYWHR - Tbl OAHH, C03, aaTeJlb lqap rplipo)lHbIX 
H Tex xe JeMOHOB, 4To6 C H14MH uma 6opb6a_30 

Notably, in the wake of these poems, the love ideal ceased to feature explicitly in 
the poetical theorization which increasingly occupied Oreus in 1900-1901, or the poetry 
that he produced in connection with it. Indeed, Oreus' writings on art of 1900 could be 
construed as lending weight to the view that it was precisely the solipsistic self- 
affirmation of "Osennie Golosa" that had eclipsed the love ideal as the active principle of 
his metaphysics. 

Oreus was exhilarated by the precise balance of personal and universal integrity, of 
action and stasis, attained within the scope of a piano recital by Joseph Hofinann on 14 
December 1899: 

HP14 14CITOAHeHmi <<CHMýOH14'qeCKl4X CryAmfi>> WymaHa TBepoe camoo6jiuaMe ii BjiacrHOCrb 
Foýmam r[POJIB14JI14 ce6JI B WPIPOKOfl m moryjef4 rjiy6me crpacrHbix nOpblBOB meqTbJ m npo3peHHa. 
lljiaCrMKa H JIBCTBeHHOCTb erO 3BYKOBOrO HaqepTaHiifl pacripocrpaHHJ114 B)Iaji" cBejlTbIX pa3)jojmýi 
xwefimoro crpemjieHmji FJIY60KHA m BeiuHR cympaK. 14 BOT rio)l jbixamem 3TOft TaiiHCTBeHHOCrl4 
mmpa 3ByqaT 3TH TO CTOJlb TOM14TeJlbHbIC, TO CrOJIb CTPeMl4TeJlbHble ftepl4O)lbI CTpaCrHOlO me'lTaHHff 14 
i4cKaHMiL HO B Ka)K)IOM Teqemim H flOpblBe ilO)l PyKaw foýmaHa - pa. 3HTeJlhHaii yBepeHHOCFb 
MyXeCrBa-3 

I. 

This note on Hofmann's performance was writtten two months after "Osennie 

golosa 11" and a month after "Otrechenie" (5 November 1899), the poem in which Oreus 

renounced his love for A. N. Gippius. Indeed, the note suggests that at the turn of the 

century Oreus was now ready to re-emerge from the artistic crisis precipitated by his 

maximalist subscription to the love ideal, and to re-embrace artistic 'intuition' as his 

creative principle. Oreus' systematic attempts to define the nature and function of poetry in 

1900 certainly indicate a new hope in it as the closest attainable approximation to the 

transfigurative power to which he aspired. 

Oreus' essay K svobodnomu ucheniyu prekrasnogo indicates his transposition of an 

active or moral emphasis to art. In the essay he identified poetry as being the means to 

overcome the very limitations of the will that had frustrated him in Kraeugol'nye kamni 

301bid., p. 99. 
31 "Vpechatleniya v mire musyki i teatra": Spkis, L 259, op. 1, ed. khr. 6,1.86-85 ob. The works of 
Beethoven, Chopin, Mozart, Mussorgsky, Rimsky-Korsakov, Schumann, Tchaikovsky and Wagner feature 

most prominently in Oreus' "impressions" of performances both public and private (fragments of which 

are cited by N. L. Stepanov: Ln 92 (iv), p. 186). Oreus' attraction to music is also evidenced in his poems 

"Bayreuth" and "Florestano Kallio" (dedicated to his friend A. F. Kal' (1878-1948) whose musicality is 

apparent in the private recital he organized on 29 January 1898: Spkis, L 259, op. 1, ed. khr. 6,1- 65, his 

sobriquet - Schumann's pseudonym, and his later service as I. F. Stravinsky's personal secretary). 
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moego miroponimaniya and, more recently, the poem "Poryvy". Genuine poetr. v, he 
maintained, is superior to the mechanical processes of "mental book-keeping" - the 
sobriety of rational consciousness; it is the one transfigurative medium in which man 
truly finds freedom, transcending the laws of necessity to which he is subject in his 
phenomenal or "animal" existence. 

Notably, in advocating poetry as volitional free play, Oreus now emphasized 
process rather than objective, a reversal of the maximalist stance which had occasioned 
such friction and disappointment in the preceding year's subscription to the ideal. He 
evidently considered that this renewed exploration of the potential of poetry licensed an 
honourable disentanglement from his previous, excessive insistence upon the literal 
transfiguration of reality. Indeed, the guerdon of poetry, Oreus now held, was to be found 

precisely in its projection into the realm of possibility. Poetry was an infinitely 

empowering expansion of the poet's threshold of sensibility and comprehension through 
the sublimation of his basic drives: 

KaK 6bl HH HanpaBAjmaCh BOAR nOJTa, B CAOBeC. HOM 11306paýKeMti ee emy He noAo6aeT 
COCPeAOTOql4BaTbC)i Bceuejio Ha OKOHqaTeJlbHOf4 uejim CB014X Aýejmffl H AefICTBHR H m6tipaTb lu 
AOCTH. xeHi4fl ee HyTb HaliMeHbWeH 3aTpaTbl Meprim. HeT, ueHTP TflAeCTH CBOerO AyWeBHoro CO(, -FOHHIlfl 
emy no)io6aeT 3aJIO)KliTb B camoe cTpemjieHl4e, ti pa3JIMBaTbCJI, paCHYCKaTbCH, paCUBeTaTb owymeffliem ii 

BOOGpaAýeHMM B 3TOM )IYLUeBHOM ABMAýefflfll CaMblft H3Bl4AMCTblfi H CJIO"blfi llyTb K MAU RYCTb 
6YAeT )iopor emy 3a Te 6oraTbie UBeTbl, KOTOpbie paCKpblBalOT M3 Hero. TaK B Bblpa)KeHlill CaMOll 

HaCTORTeJ]bHOf4 BOAH rlO3T cTaHOBHTCJI C, 1306o)ieH OT Hee m cocpe)IOTOqHBaeTC)i Ha ee )Ke C03epuaHl4ti, 

T. e. B006paxeHI414, B03. jiejieHH14H, B031)OweHI414 CBoeFO BojieBOF0 coc-TofiHia. TaK, He OTpewajicb OT 

uejief4 H03T CTaHOBHTCH BblIlle oiipe)iejieHHbIX ue. Tiefi, OH OTKpblBaeT npeAeCTb HB COCTOHHMM. 

npe)iLueCTByiomem )IOCTHXeHHIO uejili.. 32 

The shift of emphasis to an unqualified faith in poetry is also reflected in Oreus' 

letter to A. Ya. Bilibin of 5 June 1900. There, although Oreus continued to find that 

branches of contemporary scientific knowledge corroborated his poetic vision, 33as he had 

in Kraeugol'nye kamni moego miroponimaniya, he now confidently asserted that in the 

final analysis science is of purely incidental interest to the true poet. The poet is 

possessed of the limitless knowledge and power that his mystical-imaginative faculty 

uniquely confers upon him and has no need of "facts": 

32Stikhotvoreniya (iz sbornika "Mechty i dumy", 1900 g. ). Rukopis'N. Ya. Bryusovoy: E 259, op. 3, ed. khr. 

2,1.59, where the piece is undated. However, it is coupled with the sketch K kharakteristike Shelli, the 

original of which is included in the archive together with articles of 1900-1901 (L 259, op. 3, ed. khr. 16). 

33 In particular, Carl Du prel's scientific study of paranormal phenomena: see, Pisma < ... > Bilibinu, A. Ya., 

E 259, op. 3, ed. khr. 17,1.13 ob. 
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flpeHe6pe)IKCHHe K <<ýauam>> < ... >- ily-mmH npH3HaK camo6blTHOr'O 14 BePJIWePO B CBOe iviume 
co3epuaTeim M ymo3pilTeiig < 

... 
> JJIJI TaKHX )IejlTeilef4 BCA 3M B03HJ9 C <<ýaKmmw>, c Tem, ITO 

<<)IeJTaJIOCb>> F)le-TO H KOr)ja-T0 - MeJlKme APMrlt JJIJI BCeX TaKHX Jim ropa3)10 MHOro 3HaqjiT(ý. jLfi(-, t, 
TO, ITO <<)IeJlaeTCJI>> B HMX camm, a euie 60JIee, 'ITO OHM XOTJIT M Ha)lewcg OlIlyWaTb m cje. iaTb. 34 

A letter from Oreus to N. M. Sokolov of December 1900 further confirms that 
Oreus now asserted the tripartite act of "mystical knowledge" - of "faith", "imagination" 
and "creativity" - as a'mode'for living: 

npe)jMeTbI CO MHOA -B COnpHXeHHH, RC HHMH - KOopamHaTbI, OITPe)iejmiowme rlojio)KeHHe HeKOTOI)OrO 
e)114HOI-0 6blTMJI. 14TaK, 

35 
TioAo(5aeT AC14Tb B MHpe, KaK B cBoeM Wo6paxeHm, mo6paxeHHH, 

BbIpaXeHI414, OTpa)KeHI414. 

Notably Sokolov in turn wrote a letter to Bryusov after Oreus' death in which he 
identified the deceased's incomplete article of 1900, "Misticheskoe chuvstvo v russkoy 
lirike", as an expression of this primacy that poetry seemed to enjoy in his system towards 

the end of his life: 

H3 6ecej co 6cemu )jP_V3HMH Opeyca R BbIHec rio)ITBepx4eme Tomy, qTo IleHTPOM MHTepeCOB 

HOKOAHOFO apýTa 6blJIO nowmemoe TBOVieCTB0 B iuHpoqafiiuem cmibiciie cuma, 'ITO Oco6eHHO pe3KO 

BbIPUHJTOCb B eI'O npe)lcmepTHom r[liCbMe K CemeHOBY 14 o6be)li4HeHlil4 Bcex ero iiHTepeCOB B 

HeOKOHqeHHOfl pa6OTe o JIHPHKe Hamm HOWOB nepBoR r[OJ-IOBHHbI BeKa. 
36 

Certainly "Nfisticheskoe chuvstvo v russkoy lirike" might be construed as shedding 
light upon own Oreus'poetic development during 1899-1900. 

Oreus identified two poles in Russian mystical poetry in the article. On the one 

hand, there was the contemplative branch represented by Fet, Baratynsky and F. I. 

Tyutchev, whose poetry Oreus saw as the best of this type of mysticism, it being a perfect 

intuition of the unitotal Absolute. On the other hand, there was Pushkin, whose world- 

view was centred in the opposite pole of action and strong volition. The mystical moments 

in his poetry were profound but essentially incidental. flis nature was too protean to 

devote itself to unravelling their meaning: 

B TO Bpem)l KaK Tiovm BCer)la 0111YMaJI BeqHOe Cpe)Ul )IBHXeHl4A, B KaxAom ero MOMeHTe, MA 

flyfflKma camoe BeqHoe 6lbIJ10 KaK 6bI OAH14M H3 MOMeHTOB )jBmxeHwq. 
37 

34Pis'ma < ... > Bilibinu, A. Ya., L 259, op. 3, ed. khr. 17,1.13 ob. - 14. 

35piS'ma < ... > Sokolovu, L 259, op. 3, ed. khr. 22,1.3. 
36Ln 98 (i), p. 520. 
37Sip, p. 208. 
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Notably, however, "Msticheskoe chuvstvo v russkoy lifike" also included an analysis of a mystical poet who seemed to marry the antithetical, but equally indispensable, principles represented by Tyutchev and Pushkin: A. V. Kol'tsov. Moreover, 
Oreus himself evidently identified with what he perceived as Kol'tsov's attempt to 
reconcile action and the passivity of mysticism. Significantly, he discerned in Kol'tsov the 
same spirit of stormy 'rebellion' which we have shown emerged in his own work in 1899. 
Oreus maintained that Kol'tsov had been deeply enamoured with the physical world but, 
precisely for that reason, also became locked into a furiously rebellious struggle against its imperfection. However, Oreus continued, perhaps echoing his own experience, the poet 
had had to recognize that given unconditional rein, unmediated, the active force of will 
was ultimately futile in itself. - 

<<qTO MHe )iejiaTb>>, BOnpouiaii 14 Bomiamaii macrine-abHbIl-4 )IYx F[oaTa, <<c 6yfm0iý BOJ]efi, C 
MeUIHOR MbICJIIbIO, C riblJIKOR crpacrbio? >>38 

Oreus identified Kol'tsov's salvation as the contemplative aspect of his nature. He 
stressed, however, that in contrast to the contemplatives, in Kol'tsov this intuition of the 
individual's unity with the universe did not precipitate an abandonment of will, a swing to 
passivity, but an intensified assertion of the power innate in him. Kol'tsov mystically 
sublimated his desire for action and transfiguration in a process of poetic self-divinization: 

B cBoem npo. 3paqHO JIBCFBeHHOM 14 HeOTCTYllHom cTWmjieHHH <<nepecrpoVTb BOO flpmpoAY>> OH 
npixo, aw cnepBa K iiii4paqaAmeR 14 oirycroitiaioijjefi IIPOHH14 HaJ BGRKOA TaKOfl flOFIbITKOR iejlOBeKa K 
TIP14MHPeHI410 C He OT eM PYK BOMMIU14M, KOTOpaJq OrlpaB)IblBaffCJI TIOJIHbM Y)IOBJIeTBOPeRHeM OT 
KpaCOTIbI wpwjamm- Pa3 C AeMOH14qMKOf4 ycmeLiiKof4 oH yamma ary M14PHY10 C, 4eJIKY B 6eCUM1414 14 
Hemoium pa6a, HeBOJIbHMKa BpemeHi4-ril)ocFpaHcrBa, - RPOHCX0414T POKOBOA riepexo)l K G03HaHmo 

ycaoBmf4,6e3 KOTOP1blX aejiy nepeco3, jaHMq He 61biTb. ja 6yaeT 'qeJIOBeK - Zmxia cm, mefl>>, <<BCe, 
OZHH H BCJO)ly>> - O)jH14M CJIOBOM <<6orN> Ho yx emi4 IICJIOBCK ROMbicimn BCeeaMlioe cyweCrBO, To, 

'ITO eGrb, 14 BCe MHOAeGrBO, 14 TOJIbKO O)IHO, KaK xe H emy camomy He 6blTjb 3TO Xe CyWeCrBO? 
Bexb Koma OH He eCTb OHO, Tom Bcer'O BO BCeeAHHCFBe HeT, OHO yxe He Bce. TaK, nWH3BOJIHB 
6blTb 60F, 'qeJIOBeK r[oMbliuj-[eHHem coBepLtiaeT Kpyr, y3HaeT, ITO KaK PU eCJ114 OH qejiOBeK, OH He 

MOAeT He 6b]Tb 14 60r'. <<BCe, 'qTo ecrb, Bce 6oxibe, 14 RpeMYAPOCTb Hawa - 60)KbJl>>. 39 

Significantly, in Oreus, opinion the outcome of this reasoned self-divinization was 
Kol'tsov's assertion of a poetic sovereignty not dissimilar to that which he himself affirmed 
in his own poem, "Osennie golosa 11", as an alternative to the unrealizable love ideal: 

381bid., p. 213. 
391bid., pp. 214-15. 
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... JIHIIO < 
... > He xeiiaeT Gojiee 6blTb HMqeM H3 Bcero, qTO BHe ero; OHO OCTaBajicl eAmcTBeHHo camo COGOA, CBoefi eAHH14uefi, llpOkl3BO: IjieT 6blTb BeUecyme, BeqHO 11 Bcemoyywe. H e. 1ty coo6, lqael7wff MO nOHU. 4faHue, /mo maicooo OHo 6o, 7ee aceoo mooo9a, h-oa9a OHO 6nO, 7He u eaUHCnweHHO 

no3m. J, 7, g nogma HeM HUicaKoCL 6-, 7acmu y Afupa Ha(9 HUAI. MooyiqecnWo maoptech-o,? o uoo6pawceHUR u caNOGHyuieHUH, xyo3o; KecnweHHOOO U MbIC. 7UnW, 7bHO,? O, 6e3npeae. 7bHo. 40 

Notably, shortly before his death in 1901, Oreus appeared to echo "Osennie 
golosa 11" and this Kol'tsovian formula again in his final reflections on poetry to be 
published: "Nauka i poeziya": 

KTO xe JIBJIqeTCH t4mnepaTOPOM, BjiaCTHTeiiem M FlOBe. qHTejieM HaA mepTBbIM NiaTepma. 'IONI BHeWHero 
mHpa, a He pen4CTPaTOpom eFO BbIGPOCKOB? KTo rOBOP[IT MUPY <<)Ia 6y)IeT>>, 4blTh flo cemy>>, KTO 
B)IblxaeT <<)IYWY ýKMBY>> B erO KOMbfl rjil4Hbl, iierm H BOoGpa2Kaq mx no cBoemy 06pa3y 11 IIOAOC)IiIO? 
He ROM AH < 

... 
>? 41 

This final statement in "Nauka i poeziya", seeming confirmation that after 
"Blednaya vesna" Oreus adopted a new creative ideal and subscribed to it to the end of 
his life, again begs the question of whether the contemporary critics were not in fact 

ultimately justified in neglecting "Konevskoy's" metaphysical development and the place 
of the love ideal in it. Has the analysis in this chapter not shown that Bryusov was correct 

after all to claim that Oreus' "first and last love" was to pass without appreciable 
influence upon him? Although the evident 'poeticization' of Oreus' personal philosophy 
had its basis in Solov'evian "mystical knowledge", did not the disproportionate emphasis 
that he placed upon that knowledge again far exceed the relevance that the Russian 

philosopher accorded to it, departing from the essential objective of his system: true 

transfigurative synthesis? In sum, was not Oreus' metaphysics overwhelmed by his 

celebration of poetic inspiration and creative license? 

401bid. Italics mine. 
41 "Nauka i poeziya", Sip, p. 23 L 
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CHAPTER SIXTEEN 

Positive continuity 
11 

'True love' or 'true patriotism' .9A Solov'evian dialectic 

-IFOPAble JIIOJ14 MAYT BcLM Ha cmeHy: 
He Me'qyT OH14 B03MYUJeliHYIO Tleliy, 

He JTe3YT Ha creHy, 
N BHyTpb oGpaiueH y HMX B30P. 

qTO 'qYIOT OHH, TO B ce6ji npmimmaior. 
B ce6e i4m npocrop. 

1. Konevskoy. "K sluzhitelyamo'. 

Chapters Sixteen and Seventeen of this study now continue to pursue the case 
against the thesis that Oreus' pursuit of a positive, all-embracing metaphysical credo lost 
momentum in the last two years of his life. The chapters propose that in order to 
understand Oreus' later development it is in fact necessary to acknowledge that another 
previously unrecognized Solov'evian ideal runs throughout his later poetry of 1899-1901. 
This ideal, the chapters argue, was pivotal to a final stage in the ultimately positive 
dialectical process of Oreus' Solov'evian development. 

The present chapter firstly concentrates upon identifying the ideal as that which 
Solov'ev termed "true patriotism" - the vision of a perfect cultural syzygy of individual and 
society. The particular significance that Solov'ev accorded the poet as the prophetic 
instigator of this positive cultural process is also identified. 

The analysis continues to show how although Oreus experimented with these 

secondary themes from early 1898 they would in fact particularly emerge in his poetry of 
1899, when he asserted "true patriotism" as an alternative to the theurgic love ideal. The 

chapter explores how, as a reaction against the love ideal, Oreus' vision of cultural 

transfiguration championed the "mystical knowledge" of the poet as the only power 

capable of producing a unitotal society of true individuals. The study then proceeds to 

argue that Oreus' undue claims that poetry alone would effect this theurgic change 

resulted in him cornering himself into advocating a paradoxical future collective of 

individually enlightened poet-solipsists. It was this, the chapter concludes, that actually 

emerged from the polyphony of 1899 in "Osennie golosa 11" and its assertion of poetic 

sovereignty. 
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Chapter Seventeen proceeds to contend, however, that this poem was in fact a 
dead end rather than a definitive basis for the future. The chapter reveals that 
paradoxically Oreus'final poem of love, "Otrechenie" (November 5 1899), which followed 
shortly after "Osennie golosa 11", was definitive. Despite its title, this poem confirmed the 
fact that the love ideal remained a point of reference for Oreus and that it compelled him 
to redefine his cultural vision of the individual within its terms. Indeed, reassessment of the 
poem shows that it was an answer to the solipsistic trend that is apparent in "Osennie 
golosa 11". The analysis shows that although Oreus acknowledged himse4fto be unable to 
effect the love ideal in "Otrechenie", in the process he also reaffirmed it as the only 
genuine theurgic power. In doing this he discovered and reconciled himself to the true 
relationship between the poet, "true patriotism" and theurgic love in the Solov'evian 
aesthetic. He freed the poet from theurgic pretensions and came to understand the full 
implications of the Solov'evian vision of the poet as a "prophet" of cosmological and 
cultural change in the service of the love ideal. It was an understanding of the poet as 
prophet which, the chapter finds, Solovev's article "Znachenie poezii v proizvedeniyakh 
Pushkina" fortuitously helped Oreus to reach. Indeed, the definition of the "poet-prophet" 
in that article is shown to underlie and positively explain Oreus' general poetic theorization 
of 1900-1901 and, in particular, his later references to the poet's "sovereignty". This 
interpretation of Oreus' later Solov'evian development is corroborated by an analysis of 
Oreus' neglected poems of historical and cultural vision of 1900-1901 which confirm that 
he ended his life as a poet-prophet of Solov'evian "true patriotism". 

I 

On 12 October 1899 the poet A. A. Lang wrote a letter to Oreus in which he gave 
his impressions of their first meeting, in Moscow, a month earlier: 

rlo3HaKOMHBIU14Cb JIMHO c Baw, q y6eamim, qTo Bbl TaK Ae, KaK H JI, CBJITO li MOIIJHO Be-PHW B 

U033HIO < 
... 

> KaK A yxe Bam r'OBOPMJI B Hainefi 6eCeae, TBOP'qecrBo BalUe MeT COBepUleHHO 

o6oco6JIeHHIbIM TryTeM: 6 HeA o2Ku4yaem Bapffe, nenpeKAotinbid 2OCnOaUH ceoepHbIX yopeCl, Ho 

ne o apeeneCt OU3UVeCKOa, MYCKYAbHOiL- cuAe, a oi)yxoi7? RopejiHbid apff, )yzquRu 6eKamu, 

cmo, azqua na moa cmyneHU Hazaeoo cywecnwo6aHUff, Kooda vezo6eK nepecmaem 6bIMb 

ve., 7o6eKom u c)eAaemcff <<noAyi)yxom)). BoT 9TO-TO peaqaRH14e B Bammx crmxax TaK 6JIH3KO, TaK 

juo6mo moemy cepay. 14 R y6eAczeH, wo Auzub 6 3mo-m -mo2Kem 3aKAmam6cq yo-metim 

6yayu4eeo pa36Umuff no33uu. 
1 

IYampol'sky, I. G., "Pis'ma A. Miropol'skogo k 1. Konevskomu, ', Pamyatniki kulltury. Novye otkn, tiya, 

1988, p. 23. Italics mine. See also p. 21 for details of Oreus'vislt to Moscow of September 1899. Italics 

mine. 
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The evident content of the "conversation" to which Lang referred here suggests 
that the two poets had discussed a distinct sub-genre of Oreus' poetry that has been 
generally neglected, but was actually to assume increasing importance in 1899. This 
genre had its basis in the Solovevian ideal of historical and cultural progress and the 
poet's pivotal role in effecting it. 

Lang's reference to the "Varangian" spirit that Oreus had revived in his poetry 
indicates where our discussion of his treatment of this cultural ideal should begin, as it 
alludes to his first attempt to explore it in verse, "S Konevtsa" (spring 1898): 

H-Bap, qr i43-3a CHHero mopji, 
Ho YCBOHJI rlpOT, 9Afflblfi RAW, 
4TO, CTeRHOMY pamojiffiO BTOPH, 
Pa3meTaBUICf4CH Heroh BeJIHK. 

14 BejiHK TOT HAW, 14 0614JIP-H: 
qTO HII CJIOBO-yBaJIOB pa3max, 
A 3a cnorom, qTO B CJIOBe ycHiieH, 
BbIOTCJq BcfijiecKii HB CWýKHMX cjiorax. 

ýleFKOKPbIJIO TOR pe'114 napeHbe, 
14 HcHa ce cmeRan IUHpb, 
A 6eCr[YTHoe c borom 60peHbe 
B HeR cmtipneT HPOCTOR MOHaCTblpb. 

HO Ha)i 3TO10 UIHPHIO POBHOfi 
FIPHMOMYCb Ha YCTylle cKajibi, 
YueRl4BIU14C, q C qf)OCTbIO KPOBHOA 
3a KOPHBbie cýoceH CTBOJ]bl. 

qy. 40--03epo, xmypo ceaoe, 
FIYCTb Y HOr ee 6beTCH, IUYMHT, 
A 3a H14M 6blTi4e mojioaoe 
PyCb B 6e3neqHbie mam CTPeMl4T. 

M He )iamcq R THXOR RCTOme, 
ToAbKO OqR Bnepio RB RPOCTOP. 
Bce, lqTO eCTb B HeO6119THOM 06-beme- 
Bce Brll4TaeT MOR BFIHBW14f4Cfl B30P. 

14 B Jlylqe H Bce COJIHUe r[OCTHrHy, 
AB Ilf)OCBeTax 6epe3 - He6a 3paK. 
Ha ycTyrie YCTOA CBOR B03JIB14rHy, 
fl H3-3a mopq xmypbifi Bapqr. 

2 

The immediate insPiration for "S Konevtsa" was actually the first lecture of 

Thomas Carlyle's On Heroes, Hero Worship and the Heroic in History, which Oreus read 

Mid, p. 571Sip, p. 37. 
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3 directly before writing the poem. In "The Hero as Divinity. Odin. Paganism: 
Scandanavian Mythology", Carlyle significantly attributed Odin's divinity to primeval 
wonder at this heroic mortal's exploits as a catalyst of cultural enlightenment. Indeed, 
Carlyle depicted Odin as being distinct among the warrior class as the originator of the 
written word and poetry: 

Odin's Runes are a significant feature of him. Runes, and the miracles of 'magic' he worked by them, 
make a great feature in tradition. Runes are the Scandinavian Alphabet; suppose Odin to have been the 
inventor of Letters, as well as 'magic, ' among that people! It is the greatest invention man has ever made, 
this of marking-down the unseen thought that is in him by written characters. It is a kind of second 
speech, almost miraculous as the first < ... > If Odin brought letters among his people, he might work 
magic enough! < ... > Snorro tells -us < ... > that Odin invented Poetry; the music of human speech, as well 
as that miraculous runic marking of it. Transport yourselves into the early childhood of nations; the first 
beautiful morning-light of our Europe when all yet lay in fresh young radiance as of a great sunrise, and 
our Europe was first beginning to think, to be! Wonder, hope; infinite radiance of hope and wonder, as of 
a young child's thoughts, in the hearts of these strong men! Strong sons of Nature; and here was not only a 
wild Captain and Fighter; discerning with his wild flashing eyes what to do, with his wild lion-heart 
daring and doing it; but a poet too, all that we mean by a poet, Prophet, great devout Thinker and 
Inventor, - as the truly Great Man ever is < ... > This Odin, in his rude semi-articulate way, had a word to 
speak. A great heart laid open to take in this great Universe, and man! s life here, and utter a great word 
about it < ... > He worked so, in that obscure element. But he was a light kindled in it; a light of Intellect, 
rude Nobleness of heart, the only kind of lights we have yet; a Hero, as I say: and he had to shine there, 
and make his obscure element a little lighter, - as is still the task of us all. 4 

Indeed, Carlyle considered that Odin's task of enlightening the world was still 

relevant and still essentially the preserve of poets. He apprised a fundamental truth in the 

primitive Norse receptivity to the universe that had been stifled by the religious and 

scientific dogma of his day, and he exhorted his readers to rediscover this 'wonderment' in 

poetry: 

We do not worship in that way now: but is it not reckoned still a merit, proof of what we call a 'poetic 

nature', that we recognise how every object has a divine beauty in it; how every object still verily is 'a 

window through which we may look into infinitude itself ? He that can discern the loveliness of things, we 

call him Poet, Painter, Man of Genius, gifted, lovable. 5 

Oreus' Norse poet-warrior of "S Konevtsa" undoubtedly embodied the general 

properties that Carlyle attributed both to Odin as a heroic cultural innovator and to the 

poets throughout the ages who succeeded him. However, as we shall see, Carlyle's vision 

of Odin was in fact only the final prompt for Oreus to explore and celebrate his own 

30reus read On Heroes in January 1898: Spkis, L 259, op. 1, ed. khr. 6,1.51. 

4Carlyle, T., Sartor Resartus. On Heroes, Hero Worship and the Heroic in History, Dent, 1926, pp. 264- 

5. 
51bid., pp. 246-7. 
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Scando-slavonic background. The broad ideas that this heroic figure epitomised in 
Carlyle's lecture were already familiar to Oreus from the writings of Vladimir Solov'ev. 

On a general level we know that S010v'ev too celebrated the vision of poets such 
as F. I. Tyutchev and A. K. Tolstoy as being free from, and a valuable challenge to, the 
cultural myopia of a modem scientific life. Moreover, the philosopher-poet himself 
championed this vein of atavistic sincerity- a fresh eye upon the universe. Indeed, the ray 
in which the poet-warrior of Oreus' "S Konevtsa" apprehends the sun was in all 
probability not only inspired by Carlyle's "window through which we look into infinitude 
itself'. The image was also redolent of Solov'ev's "Oko vechnosti", in which the 
philosopher apprised infinity in a single star. 6 

The Varangian's contemplation of nature in "S Konevtsa" is, however, incidental 
to the historical ethos which he embodies. This in particular confirms the distinctly 
Solov'evian character of the poem. This historical ethos reflects Solov'ev's definition of 
the "poet-patriot". Solov'ev explored this concept with perhaps greatest clarity in his 
article on A. K. Tolstoy, "Poeziya gr. A. K. Tolstogo", which we know made a profound 
impression on Oreus in 1895. There Solov'ev defined "Patriotism" not as an unconditional 
celebration or defence of nationality, but in terms which reflected his unitotal 
metaphysics - as a free synthesis of whole and parts, of individual and society: 

fiCTHHHUR naTpHOTH3M 3aCTaBJ]HeT xeiiaTb CBOeMy Hapo)iy < 
... 

> Hal46OJlbLuero aocrotmcna, 

HaH6OJlblllero HpM6JlHACeHHJi K npaBAe 14 COBepiueHCTBY, T. e. K no)IJI14HHOMY, 6e3yCJIOBHOMY 6. iary. JTO 

Giiaro, cornacHo MHPOC03epuaHI110 Hauiero wWa, Oflpe)IeJlJleTCH OKOHqaTeJ]bHO KaK eal4HCTBO B 

CB060)JHOR TIOJIHOTe XIMIX CHJI. CBOC)WUiOe )IOCTHAeHHe TaKOrO coBepiueHHoro COCTOHHIM ecTb CMbICJI 

qeROBe4eCKoro CYLUeCTBOBaHHfl. 

Significantly, Solov'ev proceeded to identify A. K. Tolstoy's "true patriotism" in 

that poet's championing the principle of individuality in the face of Slavonic 

'impersonalism': 

Y PYCCKOFO Hapo)ia eCTb BaAHbie Ao6po)jeTejn4 npeiimyweCrBeHH0 nepe)i Hapoaam" 3ana)ia, - -)TO 

HMeHHO Te, KOTOpble OGUIR Ham c 6RR3KMM Ham BOCTOKOM: C03epUaTeJlbHOCTb, nOKOPHOCTb, Tepr[eHHe. 
3THMM JO6pOAeTejinmH )Iojjro )iepxauaCb Hawa AYXOBHaa meTportoinin - Bwaffiv, ojHaKO OHII He 

mor. fui cnacni ee. 3Ha'ql4T, OAH14X 3TNX BOCTOqHblX CBOf4CTB 14 flpemMyLijeCTB cammx no ce6e - mano. 

OHII He MOFYT y6epeqb BeJIIIKYIO Haumio, ecTili K HHM He iipHcoeAl4Hl4TCJI TOT apyrofl ). iemeHT, 

KOTOpblf4, KOHeqHO, He qyXj H POCC14N, KaK CTpaHe eBponef4CKOf4 M XPHCTHaHCKOfl, HO 110 

li 14 UC HCTOpHqeCKHM YCJIOBHHM mmeii )ioceiie y Hac (KaK NB Bit3aHT14 )AIb jia6oe pa3BHTtie -q pa3ymeio 

C03HaHue 6e3yCj7O6HOOO newaenecw2o (90CMOUHCm6a, nPUMU77 cavocmoRl7w., 7bH0CL U 

ca, vode, qme. 17bH0CI . 17UMHOCMU. 
HOM, KOTOPOFO Mbl Tenepb ROMRHYfu4,6bl. 1 OJHH 113 oqeHL, pewt. \ 

6 Oreus read "Oko vechnosti" in the March edition of Knizhka nedeli, 1897, and listed It "NB": Spkis, f. 259, 

op. 1, ed. khr. 6,1.29 ob. 
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y HaC HOC14TeJ]efl 3TOFO HCFIIHHO-'IeJIOBeqMKOFO )KH3HeHHOI'o HaqaJTa, B pa3BHTml4 KOTOPOPD raaBHoe 
ymoBme 6y)lymocrii Kax-AOrO Hapoa&7 

This emphasis upon a patriotism of true individuality not only accorded generally 
with Oreus' own early interest in Christian individuality and D. ostoevsky's insistence upon 
a society of enlightened individuals. Oreus echoed Solov'ev's above-cited reflections on 
national character in his essay of 1897, "Dve narodnye stikhii", which we have already 
briefly examined as an expression of his metaphysical 'faith'. In that work, we recall, Oreus 
favourably contrasted what he discerned as a heightened sense of self in the Teutonic 
people with Slavonic self-effacement. That theoretical exposition of his ideas on 
nationality was to be a preliminary sketch for "S Konevtsa" in which Oreus attempted to 
adopt the mantle of Solov'evian 'ýpoet-patriot" fully for the first time. 

In translating the patriotic ideal into verse, moreover, Oreus showed that he had 

also absorbed Solov'ev's observation in "Poeziya gr. A. K. Tolstogo" that the poet's 
patriotic verse exemplified what we might term "prophetic atavism". The author idealized 
the exploits of his nation's past in order to inspire cultural progression in the present and 
future: 

Vý 
XcLK RaTPHOTýROW TojicTofi 6blJl BiipaBe m6paTb He 14CTOP141qeGKyio, a WOPO'qeCKYIO TO'4KY 3pefflflq. 
OH He ocraHoBiTi4Bmcx Ha maTepmaJTbHLIX Heo6XOal4MOCrqX 14 YCJTOB14JIX npoinexuero, a mepmn ero 

c6epxy - HpaBCrBeHHbIM14 r[OTpe6HOCTRM14.8 

It was thus that in "S Konevtsa" Oreus embodied his patriotic vision of Russia's 

new metaphysical enlightenment in the figure of the Varangian poet-warrior which was 
inspired by Carlyle's Odin and his own Scandinavian ancestry. FEstorically the Varangians 

had been a dynamic ruling power in Russia who had introduced a new order to disparate 

Slavonic culture. The Varangian of "S Konevtsa" embodied the Teutonic spirit of 
individuality and metaphysical understanding that Oreus anticipated would bring about 

new and meaningful cultural change in Russia. Indeed, the poet-warrior of the poem is 

depicted as one who has mastered and is ready to impart a new message in the 

monastically tamed language of the Russo-byzantine cultural landscape over which he 

towers. 

Shortly after "S Konevtsa" Oreus was to employ the atavistic idiom again to 

promote the freedom and power that he believed "mystical knowledge" of unitotality to 

accord the individual. In W rody i rody" he was to represent this mystical understanding 

7SOlOV'eV, VI., "Poeziya gr. A. K. Tolstogo", SELk, p. 317. 
81bid., p. 315. 
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in the magical powers of the world of prince Igor and the hyfiny, which he wished to 
summon up in Russia anew: 

F)je Bbl, KOjieHa C COKOJIHHbIM OKOM, 
KoTopbim fWHmuajiaCb JaRb HE&O 

However, it is notable that Oreus was abruptly to abandon his experiment in 
"prophetic atavism" and "true patriotism" in 1898. It seems probable that he suddenly felt 

that the poems were compromised by the same contradiction that we identified earlier in 
the metaphysical faith of the Teutonic forest dwellers of "Dve narodnye stikhiP- his 

metaphysics was purelyformal, he did not have the active or creative means to realize his 

ideal. Indeed, Oreus' work on Kraeugol'nye kamni moego miroponimaniya no doubt 

compounded his sense that any celebration of man as the agency of universal 
transfiguration at this stage was premature. The poet-warrior of "S Konevtsa" was a 
brilliant metaphysician and dialectician, but he was ignorant of how to transfigure the 

moral complexion of his culture directly and actively. The miraculous vision guiding the 

heroes of W rody i rody" in the desert was as insubstantial a basis for action as the 

unqualified dialectic of the Absolute. 

Oreus' interest in "true patriotism" was further displaced by his subscription to the 

love ideal, the seeming resolution of his problems in Kraeugol'nye kamni moego 

miroponimaniya. It is all the more important then to recognize that this interest was to re- 

emerge in 1899, precisely at the time he became disillusioned by the love ideal. Indeed, he 

asserted "true patriotism" and the power of the poet to effect it as an alternative theurgic 

principle. 

Il 

Notably, when at the height of Oreus' intellectual and emotional enthralment by the 

theurgic ideal of "true sexual love" the heroic principle did find renewed expression in W 

rody i rody 11" (January 1899), the Wagneresque knights of that poem did not embody the 

promise of ideal self-deliverance. The order that these knights snatch from the jaws of 

chaotic forces was deliberately stressed as being ephemeral, their achievements - cyclical: 

Tam iioa cKaRaml4 KPYTOrO PHýefl, 
MHOFO juoaefi y)iaabix. 

Wid, p. 61 ISip, p. 3 7. 
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PBYT oHii )Kemqyr H3 nacm y 3mea, 
Y KapaHKOB 3JIlbIX. 

flocite )Ke BbIfiAYT B 3aropHbiji cTeTim 
C HP06blJTIbIO IjeHHOA B PyKax. 

Bo3ABMYT OHH CBOA xpam 611arojimitifi 
Ha 3bl6KMX iiecKax. 

Xpam nomaTHeTa, m aajibtue HanpaBAT 
BHTR314 BojibHbift cBofi 6er. 

TaK OH14 BceA cBoefi xmHbio caaBqT 
Te6a, qejiOBeK! lo 

This was not the heroism of the poet-progenitor of truths, allegedly capable of 
transfiguring reality, but heroism deriving from an unflagging sense of duty in the struggle 
for an unattainable ideal, This dutiful faith also underlay the defiant disdain of mortality in 
"Prezrenie" (February 1899) and "Iz daleka" (February 1899), a variation on the same 
theme, which was redolent of V. Vasnetsov's Posle poboishcha Igorya Svyatoslavicha s 
polovtsami: 

3)lpaCTBYA, HO'qb menaii m rjiyxaq! 
PbIXJIO.. C-bIPO CblflJleTCR JTeCOK- 
J11060 )KHTb TIOA H14M MHe, H3)lblXaJI. 
0 KYPraH MOM, FOPAO TH BbICOK! " 

Oreus' final admission in "Blednaya vesna" (March 1899) that it was folly 

automatically to equate the theurgic love ideal with its realization might have been 
expected to give impetus to this atavistic ideal of the dutiful but relatively disempowered 
hero. Indeed, such defiance of the unattainability of the love ideal accorded well with the 
elemental rebellion against the world's imperfection with which Oreus identified during the 
following months in such poems as "Radonitsa" and "Poryvy". That, however, he did not 
in fact pursue this application of prophetic atavism any further, but instead abruptly 
renewed his idealization of the atavistic hero as a font of active theurgic power, indicates 
his growing inclination to affirm Solovev's "true patriotism" as an alternative to love. 

The above-cited letter from A. A. Lang to Oreus of 12 October 1899 seems to be 

symptomatic of this shift of emphasis. It found systematic expression, however, in the 

modifications that Oreus made to "Dve narodnye stikhii" in mid-late 1899 for publication 
in Mechty i Amy. Indeed, the section of that essay that he added in 1899 indicates that 

1OMjd, p 1661Sip, p. 57. 
"Mid, p. 1651Sip, p, 62. The poem is dedicated to the aspirant artist Ivan Bilibin, who was strongly 
influenced by an exhibition of V. Vasnetsov's work in early 1899 (see LYa. Bilibin. Stati. Pisma. 

Vospominaniya o khudozhnike, p. 8) which Oreus also attended (Spkis, f. 259, op. 1, ed. khr. 6,1.88). 

Also indicative of the interest in Vasnetsov within Oreus' circle at that time was his friend P. P. Konradi's 

article on him: W. M. Vasnetsov", Zhivopisnoe obozrenie, 1899, No. 12. 
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even as he championed the theurgic power of Eros in another revised sketch of 1897, 
"Styd pered mater'yu zemley", he was devising alternative strategies to answer his needs 
for an immediate source of action. 

The earlier pages of "Dve narodnye stikhii" of 1897 had been a static definition of 
the Slavonic and Teutonic national ethos. Notably, in the addendum of 1899 the emphasis 
immediately shifted to thefluidity of cultural change: 

TaK 6blJIO AO CHX HOP B CyllleCTBOBaHMH ABYX BeiiHKHX fijiemeH. 'ITO 6yaem C HIIMII - mo. -ýreT ()-b[Tb, 

KOHeqHO, npjimo o6paTHO. 
12 

Significantly Oreus now affirmed the powerful but impracticable "mystical 
knowledge" with which he had identified the Teutonic principle in the earlier section of 
the essay as the active means to attain positive cultural transfiguration. He now identified 
"mystical knowledge" of the unitotal Absolute as the key to "true patriotism", as his 
definition of culture as a proportional relationship of whole and constituent parts 
intimated: 

HaPOZWblf4 
xapaKTep jimuieH BCJIKHX HeH3meHHbIX (popm, oqepTaHlif4, eFO OlltiCblBalOtUt4X: jTO HeqTO KaK 

CblpOf4 COMB H3 BCeX CBOfiCTB, IIPHCYMHX BUKOMY qe. FlOBeqeCTBY Ha TOR impt moo cTyneHH 

KyAbTypbl, H H3 KOTOPOFO AeTIHTb MOACHO Bce, qTo yromo. TO HeYJIOBlimoe, qTO co(-, TaB. IfleT e-Nl. \" 
o, aHomy npi4cyLuiif4 apomaT, ero oco6eHHOCTb, mwKeT CBO)IHTbCJI ARM K HeKOTOpofl [1014CTIlHe 

13 
Hel4CHbITyemofi IIPOROPUHH BO BHYTpeHHem cmeiueHI414 ero cocTaBHbIX qaCTeH. 

Oreus now maintained that the unitotal relationship between individual and whole 

intuited in "Mystical knowledge" could in itself be introduced into Slavonic culture to 

balance the disharmony between individual and whole within it. It was a proposition 

notably accompanied by a striking return to his previous, original use of "prophetic 

atavism": 

MoxHo ripe)IBH)ieTb, qTO HHITO He nomewaeT B03HHKHYTb B cpe)ie PYCCKoro Ae c. iiaB2H(-, TBa TaKONIý' 

M14f)OB033peHHIO, KOTopoe 6Y)IeT AiiaMeTpaJlbHO ITPOT14BHO npeo6AaAaBWeA B Hem AoceAe camo3a6BeHHOf4 

flOKOHHOCTH M r[OKOPHOCT14 < 
... 

> PaCHPOCTPaHHTCH HeyCbIflHO npeAycmaTPHBaiowee ii xHj, poymHO 

)Ief4CTByioLuee HaCTpoeHile: <<060POTJIMBbjf4>> 
BOJIbra CBHTociiaBHq B03bMeT Bepx Hu <<yrpfl3WIJ. Nl>> B 

- 
14 

3emjie CBRToropom H HeHOBOPOT. qHBbIM MHKYJIOH. 

12 Mid, p. 120ISip, p. 156. 
13 Ibid. 
14 Ibid., p. 122/158. 
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oreus invested his hope in Volga Svyatoslavich (altematively, Volkh Vseslavich), 
the individualistic bogatyr-magician of the early Russian epos, using him as an atavistic 
expression of the innate divinity attainable to the individual through "mystical 
knowledge". 

Notably, magic was also the atavistic symbol of "mystical knowledge" as a means 
to effect cultural change in Trizyv" (3 May 1899) and "Slovo zaklyatiya" (June 1899), 
poems inspired by the Russian epos and, more particularly, the Finnish epic, the 
Kale vala. 15 "Slovo zaklyatiya" in particular focused upon the incantatory "word of ongin" 
in Kalevala as a deliverance from evil and chaotic forces. Below the poem Oreus noted: 

B oMHCKHX Hapoxibix TIOBepbJIX ; 3arOBopHoe citoBo no6exAaeT japbj cTmxHfi Tem, qTO PaCKpblBaeT i4X 
IIPHWAY9 JIP014CXOAAeHl4e. TaKOBbI BCP, 3aFOBOpbi Kaiie&-Mbl. 16 

The concluding stanza of "Slovo zaklyatiya" in particular helps to elucidate that 
this atavistic, magical metaphor for "mystical knowledge" that Oreus now used in his 

advocation of "true patriotism" retained a SoloVevian basis: 

0 CJIOBO BelljeC, CJIOBO - cwia, 
0 mbicaH meHopa3AeJTbHbIA 3BYK! 
TbI BOO BCeJTeHHYIO )jOJTpOCJ4JI0. 
Ho3HaHbe - MOWb Hamm cita6bix PYK. 

113 Tbmbi 6bijToro 
CnaCJTO Hac CROB0.17 

In the "word of origin" Oreus celebrated the power of language as a channel for, 

and building block of, knowledge, just as Carlyle had in Odin's "runes". Notably, in 

"Smysl lyubvi", Solovev had also explored the power conferred upon man by language, 

which he defined as a "divine gift" in the terms of his system. It is language, the 

philosopher held, that actually empowers man to communicate the rational concepts 

150reus read the Kalevala from April to June 1899: Spkis, C 259, op. 1, ed. khr. 6,1.78. The entry in ES 

on the Kalevala (Vol. 14, bk. 27, p. 11) gives a succinct list of the supernatural powers possessed by its 

denizens, who, it also notes, are not simply a metaphor for collective or national consciousness, but, not 

unlike Vol'ga, distinctly individual: 
THRbi 6oraTbIPeA Haxo)IJITU B CBR311 C APeBH14MM fl3bIqeCKRMH B033peHHflMH ýHHHOB: OHli coBepwaeT 

IT04BAM He, CTOJTbKO JIP14 ITOMOIU14 ýWIMCKOR CHJTbl, CKOJTbKO 110 GPQACrBOM 3aF)DBOPOB, KaK wamaHm. 

OHH moryT ripmmmaTb PUMA BHA, o6opaqmBaTb apynix JTIO)Ief4 B )KMBOTHbix, RePeHOCAMC-9 

vaecHbim o6pa3om c mecra Ha MOM, BbI3blBaTb aTMOCftI4qeCK14e qaReH14H - MOPOM, TýNlaftl H 

Rp0qb. 
16Mid, p. 1821Sip, p. 242. 
"Mid, p. 1821Sip, p. 91. See also "Slovo" in "Mysly i zamechaniya", Sip, pp. 226-7 which complements 

this stanza. 
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which transcend subjectivity and immediate temporal-spacial conditions that are 
fundamental to the social, artistic and scientific transfiguration of reality. 18 

However, if Oreus' new advocacy of language as a tool of "Mystical knowledge" 
with which to effect cultural or "patriotic" change was in itself not at variance with 
Solov'evian thought, the precedence that he evidently accorded to the "magical" powers 
of language in 1899 was. Indeed, disillusioned by the remoteness of the love ideal, Oreus 
now came to advocate poetic language, the adjunct of "mystical knowledge", as the one 
true theurgic force. 

That Oreus placed these inordinate hopes in the fusion of "mystical knowledge" 
and the power of poetic language is ironically evidenced in the tensions which quickly 
emerged in his atavistic works. His stance was obviously a vulnerable one. Poetry's 
'magic' could act indirectly in external reality through the vicarious agency of others it 
inspired. In itself, however, poetry could never effect the definitive perfection that was 
reserved for truly ego-negating love. 

The poet-hero of "Slovo zaklyatiya" was accordingly quickly reduced to the 

crest-fallen figure of Tesn' izgnannika" (18 July 1899), which also freely played on 
motifs from the Kalevala. Oreus identified himself there with Lemminkdinen, the 

reckless adventurer-sorceror of the Kalevala, and with the failure of this hero's 

incantatory powers to protect him in his quest in the underworld - evidently a metaphor 
for Oreus' life in Petersburg - where evil forces tear him apart: 

Bce - noxi3aJib6a Gbljia RYCTaa: 
He Yjaiieu ji, tie repofl. 
H camoro PeKa ryCTafl 
CmaHHjia B TOM rjiy6H CbIPOA: 

HeqHCTblfl BHHJIHCH CHJTbl 
14 B I'PyAb, 14 B niieqH MHe, HB ANK. 

HCTep3ajiH ACH3HH ACHAbl, 

Bemi4f! OKOCHe. 1 RAW. 
19 

18 For Solov'ev on language in "Smysl Iyubvi", see Soch., Vol. 2, pp. 514-15. See also the fuller exposition 

of his theory of the integrity of rational thought, language and action in his article "Dostovemost'razurn", 

which Oreus read on its appearance in Vftp in May-June 1898 (Spkis, L 259, op. 1, ed. khr. 6,1.55 ob. ). 

That it was Solov'ev's thought which underlay this atavistic interest in language as magic is corroborated 

by passages from Oreus' letter to Bryusov of 2 October 1900, which gives an important later assessment of 

the philosopher. There he is described as a Finnish magician: 
B HOBOm eBf)0neRCK0M wpe emy GJIHAe Bcero CKaH)IHHaBCKiie fI0B0JIbHIIKH, (PHHCKIIe K0. UYHbI. 

repmaHCKHe YM03PHTeJII4 (KaK xopoma ero 6axiam npo KojUyH-KameHb! ) 

Oreus also alludes to Solov'ev's understanding of reason and language as properties that confirin 

man to be a denizen not only of the material world but the "celestial" dimension of the Absolute in itself 
3TO He6eciioe uapCrBO - caaBa puyma, ciiatia Lie. ieC006Pa3H0F0,30PKOrO 3aNibic--ia, ciatia GioBa. 

KOTOpan 0CIIHeT Bce 6uTmwoe, 6e3o6aaqwe, 6eMpHoe. 

(Ln 98 (i), pp. 512-13) 
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Significantly Lemminkdinen's resurrection in the Kalevala was wholly dependent 
upon maternal love. 

However, despite this frustrated concession to the power of love, Oreus did not 
immediately desist in his bid to assert the parity or primacy of poetry as a medium of 
universal transfiguration. He proceeded to assert the power of poetic inspiration or 
"imagination" to transfigure the inner life of the individual poet. He contemplated the 
possibility that "true patriotism" could be effected through such an inner poeticization of 
reality. His poem "Stansy lichnosti" (August 1899) bears testimony to the inner debate for 
and against this commitment to the theurgic power of poetic inspiration. 

In the first part of the poem he lamented the fact that although the "spirit of 
beauty" inspired a vision of perfection within the poet, its realization demanded action. 
Poetry was only capable of translating this inspired vision into "semblances and shadows 
of being": 

-ýko cmx nop ji 6biocb CPýAb KpaCOK, 
rloao6mfl, TeHefi 6blTHq, 20 

However, in the second part of the poem, by contrast, he eschewed conventional 
notions of action and contemplated the possibility of a hero-poet who could wage the 
battle for absolute perfection literally within and through the sphere of creative inspiration: 

H TaK, Y)Japbl HaiipaBJIRJI, 
B ýWiiie BOCrOpXeHHO BOHMY, 
KaKOIO POCKOWHO CHJU, 
OHH rpeMJIT MeqTaHbIO moemy. 21 

It was on the basis of this debate that Oreus went a step further in his claims for 

the magic of poetic inspiration as a means to transfigure cultural reality. Indeed, the very 

solipsistic principle which was identified in the preceding chapter in such examples of 

Oreus' poetry of late 1899 as "Osenniye golosa 11" was in fact symptomatic of this 

process. The ideal of the solipsist "poet-tsar" was in fact an extension of Oreus' bid to 

overcome failure and disillusionment with theurgic love by asserting himself as a "poet- 

patriot". Significantly the poet-solipsist of "Osennie golosa 11" was not alone. The poem 

19Sip, p. 93. For Lemniinkainen's deluded descent into the underworld to slay the swan of Tuonela, see 

Kalevala, runos 14-15. 
20Sip, pp. 95-96. 
211bid., p. 97. 
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envisaged others, similarly empowered with the magic power to transcend "reality" and 
transfigure their inner worlds: 

A TYT iKe, 6J1143 meHn - fl Maio - eCTL CO6paTbfl 
KOTOpblM HCM 10, IOJIH flOKaHHHbiii riiiali. 
OH HeGbijimua: B Hac Bea - 6bIT14il 3aKJlflTie. 
143 CMepTH0f4 cefi 3emi[i4 Bnepea! Haiii CBeT rOpfl11.22 

"K sluzhitelyam", Oreus' next poem (I October 1899), confirms that the 
solipsistic self-divinization of "Osennie golosa 11" was the issue of his poetic 
"patriotism". "K sluzhitelyam" anticipated a future race or culture of solipsistic 
individuals: 

... ropme momi H)jYT BaM Ha CMeHy: 
He MeqyT OH14 B03MYMeHHYIO fleHy, 

He Jle3yT Ha CWHY, 
14 BHYTpb o6patueH y HHX B30P. 

'ITO IIYIOT OHM, TO B ce6n HPHHtimalOT: 
13 ce6e iim HPOCTOP. 

23 

Significantly "K sluzhitelyam" also gives us strong grounds to suggest that Oreus' 

analysis of A. V. Kol'tsov's poetry in "Misticheskoe chuvstvo v russkoy lirike" (1900) was 
in fact an extension of the thinking behind his own bid to assert solipsistic mysticism as 
the principle of "true patriotism". We recall that in "Misticheskoe chuvstvo v russkoy 
lirike" Oreus stressed what he perceived to be Kol'tsov's dismissal of passive 

contemplation and assertion of his poetic sovereignty over that which he intuited. 

Notably, in "K sluzhitelyam", Oreus rebuked himseýf for his own appeal to passive 

contemplation in his polemic with his "peers" during the student disturbances of early 
1899. Then Oreus had distanced himself from the fray and, contemplating life, had 

announced in "Na raspev": 

R- c3y; Kume3b A143HH < 
... 

> 

)KI43HH g cjiywy, a CyLueCTBaM He BepeH. 
24 

By contrast, in October, in "K sluzhitelyam", he responded to himself and mystics 

in general: 

22 
Ibid., p. 99 

23 
Ibid., p. 99-100. 

24Mjd5 
p. 200ISip, p. 70. My italics. 
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Bbl B30POM TOHYJIII B 6e36peXHbIX HPOCTOPaX, 
Ce6fl He ROHRB B COKpymeHHbIX YKOpax 
Ce6e H COrlyl'HHKam )iHeH-. 

25 

Oreus confidently acknowledged that unqualified contemplation of perfection was 
as ineffectual in the face of life's imperfection as the directionless action of his student 
"peers". He now championed the same brand of poetic self-divinization that he would 
identify with Kol'tsov in the name of "true patriotism". 

Indeed, on the one hand, in the course of this chapter we have established that the 
aesthetic principle of self-divinisation which replaced the theurgic love ideal in Oreus' 
thinking in late 1899 in fact itself had a Solov'evian basis: "true patriotism". On the other 
hand, however, we have also had to concede that Oreus attributed a primacy to the 
cultural or "patriotic" importance of individuality which contradicted Solov'ev's emphasis 
upon the positive transfiguration of reality attainable exclusively through theurgic love. 
In order to prosecute to its end our argument that Oreus' development was one shaped by 
his indefatigable need for a positive credo, we must now ask whether he reconciled the 
"patriotic" and "erotic" Solov'evian principles of "true patriotism" and "true sexual love", 

and, if so, how. Clearly, in doing this it is imperative that we now turn to Oreus' last "love 

poem", "Otrechenie" (November 1899). We must ask ourselves: did this poem not mark 
an unequivocal renunciation of love as its simple title suggests? Our analysis of 
"Otrechenie" in Chapter Seventeen will attempt to show that it did not. 

25 sip, P. 99. 
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CHAPTER SEVENTEEN 

Positive continuity 
III 

Reconciliation of principles: the emergence of the Solov'evian 
poet-prophet 

Tbi RpaB - He BeKa Cblli, A 'qyfO JIMUlb OnBylqblf 
Ha MePTBYIO TOCKY R. 4b Ha A14BY10 CFPaCFb. 
Hff, CbRi lIBeTylUeFO, KaK caa, 61tarorianyuji 
Cya6am HeBeaombm o6peK ce6ff Ha iacrb. 

1. Konevskoy. "Ty prav - ne veka syn... " 

* 

0 juiew o6opoTHefi 'qy)lHbIX, 
Bcemy 'qy)KMX, BCeMy POXibIX, 
Kay. qacro, Cpeab MrHOBeHmA CKYaHbIX, 
R 6pe)114JI 0 XHTbJIX 14HblX - 

0 )iHqx Tai4HcrBeHfiofi cBo6oabi 
14 B FOPHHX, Tam, 14 fioA ; 3emjiek, 
14 K Bam, jipeiTbcTHTejim npHpoabi, 
CTPeMl4JIC, q )IYX HMTOACEMA MOA. 1 

Oreus' above-cited poem, "Prizyv", was a definitive moment in his development. 
He chose this "atavistic" poem, which was not a "call" to the mythical past of the Russo- 

Finnish epos, of course, but to the future self-divinization of man, to conclude the 

prologue to Mechty i Amy. Notably it followed, and thus by implication qualified, the 

poem there in which Oreus had marked his discovery of the love ideal, Iz 'vechnykh 

svodov... "'. This chapter will attempt to show, however, that the precise nature in which 

"Prizyv" qualified "Iz 'vechnykh svodov... "' changed positively in the course of 1899- 

1900. Oreus' poem "Otrechenie", the "renunciation" of his love for A. N. Gippius, is 

pivotal to our understanding this process of change. The poem is the basis for our 

reinterpretation of Oreus' new poetic aesthetic of 1900-190 1. 

I 

I "Prizyv", 3 May 1899, Mid, P. 91Sip, p. 85. 
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In order to understand the full meaning of "Otrechenie", which belies the apparent 
obviousness of this poem's title, it is necessary firstly to draw attention to the context of 
the work. Oreus' letter to A. Ya. Bilibin of June 1899 seems to have definitively confirmed 
the doubts that the poet had already voiced in "Blednaya vesna" regarding the hopes that 
he had attached to his relations with A. N. Gippius. 2 If the exchanges between them 
alluded to in "Otrechenie" had therefore occurred at least four months earlier, then the 
question arises as to why this poem was only written in November. Was the poem not 
perhaps the by-product of more complex processes which followed in the wake of 
"Blednaya vesna" and the letter to Bilibin? To answer this question we must look firstly 

not to "Otrechenie" itself, but to certain poems preceding it. 

In the period between "Blednaya vesna" and "Otrechenie" Oreus wrote two poems 
which marked his continuing preoccupation with the rationale of Solov'ev's defirution of 
truth in "Smysl lyubvi". "Spor" (April 1898) reflected the philosopher's arguments in 
"Smys]. lyubvi" that corporeality was essential to the definitive incarnation of absolute 
truth; that hopes in the immortality of the soul, the "angelic" self of sexual asceticism and 

so called "spiritual love" were all ultimately denials of the truth, being capitulations to 
death. 3 

Indeed, "Spor" notably echoed one of Oreus' own love poems of February 1899, 

"Davno i nyne". There the poet had imagined himself to be entranced by the plaintive pipe 

of a tree nymph, the "idealization" of his beloved, and had run towards the sound: 

-)KaJlo6Hblk 3BYK HPOTJIHYJI 
HeBe)joMO KTO Ha m"im. 

AporHyjio cepme HeBOJIbHO- 

FlycrHjic, q 6exaT]b A TpeBOXHO 
Ha 36YK 110 OTKOCY xojlma. 

4 

In "Spor" Oreus alluded to this sound again and intimated that corporeality was 

essential if the path of "true sexual love" - the call of the dryad's pipe - was to be 

followed. In an apostrophe to his own body Oreus declared: 

bm Te6ji 6e3wuxieHiio--6ojzeH, 

be3 Te6A TOPAeCrBeHHO-YHbIJI, 

... KaK o6pa. 3y fi me6e ff paa, 
KaK AK 36YKY i)aAbiievy cmpewAOcbl5 

2See Ln 98 (i), p. 486. 
3 See Solov'ev, VI. S., " Smysl Iyubvi", Soch. , 

Vol. 2, pp. 519,528-9. 

Wid, p. 180ISip, p. 67. My italics. 
Wid, p. 206ISip, p. 83. My italics. 
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"Genius" (10 June 1899) was again resonant with the ideas from "Smysl Iyubvi". 
The poet negated a corporeality which at present shackles man inexorably in the service of "Aphrodite Pandemos" - the power of the genus. However, this negation was not 
absolute. He echoed the philosopher's assertion in "Smysl Iyubvi" that man, possessed of 
absolute Truth in consciousness, can also possess it in fact without transformation or 
transcendence of his physicality: 

He xoqy iie6bBailoro, HOBOrO CYHJeCTBOBaHl4JI. 
J9 BJ1106JIeH HB 3eMH]ble r[opo)lbl, 14 B 3eJ[eHb )IepeB. 6 

Notably the poem concluded with the ideal vision of the poet positively 
empowered to transfigure "Aphrodite Pandemos" - the "bondmaid" of bad infinity. 7 

"Otrechenie" was also one of these poems that reflected that the logic of "Smysl 
lyubvi" had set an ideal standard for Oreus which continued to challenge him even after 
he had retracted his excessive claims for the love ideal. However, unlike in "Spor" and 
"Genius", in "Otrechenie" Oreus did not simply question his general recourse to "mystical 
knowledge" as an alternative to the love ideal. In "Otrechenie" he questioned and rejected 
the specific solipsistic formula that, as a "poet-patriot", he had devised on the basis of 
"mystical knowledge". 

Indeed, "Blagodarnost"' (17 October 1899), the poem which immediately preceded 
"Otrechenie", intimates that the poet's reason had risen up against and subdued the 
disproportionate pretensions of his Will and personality to have found absolute power in 

solipsistic self-divinization. The poet recounts how he had been compelled to revisit the 
"sepulchre" of reason that he had abandoned on first embracing the creative ideal in "lz 

'vechnykh svodov... "', and to rethink all the ensuing developments: 

MHe Bac J114 He, 6jiaroAapmTb, 
0 aeMOHbl mjiTe)KHbix pa. 3mibumemifi! 

Cyme3u 6bi yHe oovo, /7UVHOCMb nOICOPUMb, 
0'rBepi, iiyB 6iiara Bce, co miami4 npilmi4pim, 

HafiTI4 B ce6c y6eximie romnemift. 

14 BoT, ilociie Toro, qTo y-3HaBaA J1 TbMy, 

610 June 1899, Mid, p. 205ISip, p. 89. See SoloVev, VI. S., "Smysl lyubvi", Soch., Vol. 2, p. 502. 
71t is worth noting here that the above interpretation of these poems, like that of W krovi moey -velikoe 
boren'e" in Chapter Thirteen, obviously counters A. Smirnov's contention in "Poet bezploti)-a" that Oreus 

unequivocally rejected the life of the "Flesh". Indeed, Bryusov used "Spor" in "Mudroe ditya" precisely to 

counter Z. N. Gippius' argument that Decadence was ultimately world-denying (Sip, pp. xai-xvh), 

although he did not, of course, explore thefull metaphysical implications of the poem. 
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MePTBbIM XOJIOAOM Ha rpyab mojo ), OxHyjlo, 

Jq 4OBePJIJIU BHOBb RyKaBomy ymy. 
KPOBb 3aCTbIBIUYIO ojiqTb 6e)KaTb TJIH JTO, 
XaP RP14CaGbIBaJICJI K cepay moemy. 

W 

"Otrechenie" (November 5 1899), which we introduce in full below, expressed the 
modified course of action that the logical deliberation described in "Blagodamost"' 
yielded: 

, 
ja, Bce 6eFYT 'qaCbl, HO YX He TaK, KaK IlpeA2e. 
14 CBeTbl Pa2LY1OT, 14 BOJIHbl JYM paCTyT; 
Ho MeCTa HeT B ZVlUe eJHHCTBeHHOÜ HazeAje. 

B0CrOPrH 11ePBOfl CrpaCTI4 He B30figyT. 

Tbl Tam xe Bce BAaJI14,0 JlerKafl, KaK TIJIaMJI, 
14 mowall, KaK rUIOTb FYCFbIX, cbipibix )W6paB. C T060A paccraiiHGb MLI IH14POK14MI4 CJIOBaMI4, 

14 MbICJ114 30B 14 BORM Cya MOA npaB. 

J9 He co3AaTeJT]b, HeT - JI TOJIbKO cTpacrHbif4 rojioc. 
Mory ff )Kapom o6agTejijbHbm aoxHyTb. 
Ho XM3Hb MOA, yBbI! Ha qacri4 pacKojiojiacb, 

H HHor)la He ýtblWHT rpyAb HM llyTb-9 

This poem was undoubtedly a systematic "renunciation". However, it can be 
argued that it did not renounce the love ideal per se, but only the possibility of Oreus' 
personally realizing it. The very intensity of the final stanza confutes the view that Orcus 
had actually renounced the ideal here per se. Indeed, the stanza suggests that this poem 
marked his rediscovery of the love ideal's definitive importance for him. In the final stanza 
Oreus significantly disqualified his own recent claim to be a "creator" ("sozdatel"') of 
absolute perfection in "Osennie golosa 11". He recognized that he would only be truly 

worthy of this distinction if he could transfigure reality injact -a property exclusive to 

ego-transcending love. 

Oreus' awareness that he himself could not fulfil this ideal had, he now confessed, 
"shattered" his life and left him "scarcely breathing". "Otrechenie" was not wholly devoid 

of consolation, however. The poem also evidenced new conviction, presumably founded 

upon the reasoning of "Blagodarnost"' which had, we recall, set the poet's heart beating 

anew. The parting from his beloved, in whom he had invested false hopes, was, he 

confidently claimed, justified- 

T060iý paccraj-[Hcb mbi WHWKHM14 cjioBamH, 

8Sip, p. 100. Italics mine. 
91bid., p. 10 1, 
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II 
. 4fb]C. 17U 306 U 60, IU Cyo 4foa npao. 10 

What was the basis for this confident reaffirmation of the love ideal on the one 
hand and personal retraction from it on the other? It was obviously not the unqualified 
self-divinization of "Osennie golosa 11" and "K sluzhitelyam" which he disavowed in the 
final stanza of "Otrechenie". 

We find the answer to our question in the opening passages from the fifth article 
of SoloVev's "Smysl Iyubvi" of which the reference to the "call of thought" and 
"judgement of will" in "Otrechenie" was certainly redolent, if not a direct allusion. There 
SoloVev addressed the problem of the present impossibility offuýfllling the love ideal: 

HeBOJIbHOe H HeFIOCPeACTBeHHoe qyBCTBO OTKPbIBaeT Ham CMbIC. Tl . 1106BH KaK BbIcLuero HPOHB. 7teHlill 
IIHA14BiuyaJlbHOf4 AH3HI4, Hawifluieft B COe)IHHeHHH c apyri4m CyLHeCTBOM GBOIO C06CTBNIIIý10 
6eCKOHe'IHOCTb. He AOBOJIbHO AN Moro MrHOBeHHOFO OTKPOBeHl4fl? < 

... 
> C03HaHue UCMIlHbI 11 60-IR 

WU3HU PeELIMTeJlbHO Ha 3TOM IIOMHPHTbCJi He moryT. beCKOHeqHOCTb TO. IbKO MrHOBeHHafl ecTb 
HPOTHBOpewe HeCTepiu4moe A. ifl yAfa, 6naxeHCTBO TOJIbKO B npouieaniem eCTb upaaaffiie -ýt. u 60311 
< 

... 
> ECAH TO, qTO JIOTePRHO, 6bljlO HCTHHHbIM, Torja 3adava co3HaHUq U 603U He B TOM, qTO()bl 

RPHHHTb ROTePI0 3a OKOHqaTejibHyio, aa mox, 'llmo6bi n0HffMb U ycmpaHUMb ee npu, 1uHbi-11 

Oreus' confidence in the " call of thought" and J udgement of will " in " Otrechenie " 

marked his commitment as a poet to the fulfilment of the "task of consciousness and will" 

as defined in "Smysl lyubvi" which challenged the vision of future perfection in his 

solipsistic poems. There, as we know, poetic self-divinization enjoyed unqualified 

primacy as an alternative to the love ideal. The logic of the "task of consciousness and 

will" set out in "Smysl lyubvi" showed that this was a fundamental misunderstanding and 

misapplication of the individual principle that was central to Solov'ev's "true patriotism". 

Unqualified poetic self-divinization was a capitulation, an abrogation of the 

responsibilities incumbent upon a cultural collective of truly free individuals. The goal of 

such a society was actively to understand and overcome the objective reasons for the 

present failure of the love ideal and to provide that ideal with the conditions for its 

realization in fact. In "Smysl lyubvi" Solov'ev certainly allowed that the apprehension 

and affirmation of man's higher or divine self was essential to the realization of the 

unitotal idea: 

BCee)114Hafl i4. aeji MO)KeT OKOHqaTe. IbHO peaJIH3OBaTbCq HJIH BOF1.10TUTbCq TO. IbKO B 

COBepLueHHbix MHAHBHaya. ibHocTef4.12 

101bid. Italics mine. 
II Solov'ev, Vl.,,, smysl lyubvi", Soch., Vol. 2, pp. 535-6. 
121bid., p. 540. 
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However, the assertion of that individuality in itself was not the moral and 
creative feat presupposed for the realization of the unitotal idea. As Solov'ev made clear 
in his exploration of the "task of consciousness and will" in the final article of "Smysl 
Iyubvi" even the mutual affirmation of absolute individuality by a pair of lovers was of 
limited value if they remained disengaged from the objective universe and the its need for 
positive transfiguration: 

Aef4CTBHTejibHo cfiaCTHCb, T. e. B03POAHTb H yBeKOBeql4Tb CBOIO HHAMBHAyaJlbHYIO AH3Hb B W-111filiolt 
J-110613H, e)IHI-11414libih qejioBeK moAeT TOJIbKO coo6ma IIJIH Bmecre C BCP-MH. OH i, niee, r iii'mo it 
o6. q3aHHOCTb OTcTaHBaTb CBOIO HHAHBHAyaAbHOCTb OT AYPHOFO 3aKOHa 0611leh AH3HH, HO fie ol'JeJifil 
cj3oe Gqaro OT HCTIIHHoro 6-qara BCeX X14BYMIIX < 

... > Hawe nepepoxuefime Hepa3phlBliO G13113clHO C 
fiepepoxAeHHem BceiieHHofi, c npeo6pa3oBaHliem ee ýopm FIPOCTPaHCTBa Ul Bpemef-114. I]CMUHHaq ; Kl13Hb 
UHdUOUdya. 17bHOCMU B ee ROAHOM H 6e3yCAOBHOM 3HaqeHmm OCYLUeCTB. IfleTCfI " ý`BCKoi3eqHBaei, cii 
TOJlbKO B COOTBeTCTBYIOLLIeM pa3BHT14H Bceml4pHOfl WH3HH, B KOTOPOM WbI Afowex U dO. 7; h'Hbi 
y,, IacmeoeaMb HO iromopoe He Hamu co3daemcfl. Hawe FitiqHoe 'Rem. nOCh-0.17bh-0 OHO IICMIIHHO, 
eCTb o6iijee )ieJIO Bcero mmpa - peajiH3auHq m MHJHBHayajiH3aUl4fl BceeaUIHOfi "iteii 11 OAýAOTBOpeliflC 
maTeP14H. OHO RO)IrOTOBJIJieTCfl KOCMfiqecKHm npoueccom 13 npHpoAHom mHpe, npoao. jiýKaucii n 
COBepiuaeTc, q HcTopHqeCKHM HPOUeCCOM B qejiOBeqeCTBe. 13 

"Otrechenie" marked Oreus' admission of the illogicality of his assertion of 
poetical self-divinization as the moral basis for constructive cultural transfiguration. 
Essentially he had accepted the limitations of poetry; that poetic genius was a means to a 

universal and objective end, not an end in itself as he had claimed on asserting it as an 

alternative to love. He had realized that the maximalist solipsism of poetic self- 
divinization was a moral cul-de-sac. However, the particular importance of the "task of 

consciousness and will" which we identified Oreus as accepting in "Otrechenie" was that 

it allowed him to retract his claims for poetic self-divinization in a positive fashion. The 

acceptance that the poetic intuition of the ideal did not equate with its realization did not 

discredit poetry but rather redefined its function within the terms of the love ideal. 

Indeed, the "task of consciousness and will" would free Oreus from the untenable 

obligation of matching the love aesthetic that he had made incumbent upon poetry. No 

longer burdened by impossible demands, the "poet-patriot" could now accept his true 

stature and definition as the agency of love rather than its rival and realize that the true 

power and value of his words was their unique capacity to inspire the moral ideal in 

others to be enacted in the objective world. 

11 

131bid., p. 538,540. Italics mine. 
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Oreus was almost immediately to find a positive model for the redefinition of the 
poet to which he had embryonically commited himself in "Otrechenie". This AN, as the 
ideal of the poet in VI. Solovev's article "Znachenie poezii v proizvedeniyakh Pushkina" 
which coincidentally appeared and Oreus read at precisely this time in Vestnik evropy. 14 
Certainly the analysis of the poet's true role in this article as a "prophet of love" elucidates 
the positive meaning of much of Oreus' later poetic theorization, revealing it to be the 
thought of one who had accepted the "task of consciousness and will". 

In approaching this article it is imperative firstly to stress that its subject was not 
Pushkin's poetry per se. Regardless of Oreus' intense admiration for Pushkin's poetry, as 
"Misticheskoe chuvstvo v russkoy lirike" corroborates, it could not exercise an 
appreciable or sustained influence upon him as a thinker. However, as its title intimates, 
"Znachenie poezii v proizvedeniyakh Pushkina" used Pushkin's poetry as a platform for 
broader discussion. Solov'ev maintained that the rare verses in which Pushkin treated his 

craft were of particular value as expressions of the essential meaning of poetry in general. 
Significantly, he identified Pushkin's most perfect intuition of the nature of Poetry in his 

poem "Prorok". 15 

It is notable that in identifying the prophet of Pushkin's work, Solov'ev firstly 

moved emphatically to disassociate him from historical and scriptural prophets - the 

concept of the prophet as a medium for exclusively external impressions visited upon him 

at the whim of extraneous forces. Pushkin's prophet was a proper definition of the poet 

as prophet. Indeed, Solov'ev's analysis of this prophet's vision clearly echoed his views 

on Tyutchev and A. K. Tolstoy: it was a mystical revelation of the universal integrity of 

which the poet-prophet is intrinsically a part, the disclosure of his true, unitotal selfbood. 

Pushkin's "six-winged seraph" - the genius of pure Beauty according to Solov'ev - does 

not reveal unprecedented miracles and mysteries to come, but amplifies the prophet's 

awareness of that which is eternally: 

<<Ha flepeflyTbe>> <--. > qBl4J]Cq MHOFOKpblAblfl AYX BeqHOfJ CBO6OAHOfl F103314H < 
... 

> HOBbIX llý'BCTB He 

)iaeT reHIM BOXY; OH TOJIbKO younaeT, B03BOA14T Ha BbICIUYIO CTyfleHb fipexHiie qyB(-riki. -ie. 
ia(, i 

RO3Ta Gojiee 30PKHM N 6o. qee IIYTK14M. H qTO Ace OH BOCFIP14HIlmaeT JTOlO HOBOIO ll\'TKOCTbK)? 

0HIM-TaKil HHqerO He6blBajioro; HOBbliueHHbie, FlepepWUeMbie qyBCTBa He nomoralOT CNIý' CoqHHHTb W. 

qerO HeT, B3)IyMbiBaTb qTO-HI46y)lb HOBoe, a TOJIbKO nomoralOT emy jlyqiiie BlijeTb H GlbliiiaTb TO, qTO 

Bceraa eCTb. 16 

14Solov'ev, VI., "Znachehie poezii v proizvedeniyakh Pushkina", Ve, 1899, pp. 660-711. Recorded as read 

by Oreus: Spkis, f. 259, op. 1, ed. khr. 6,1.82 ob. 
15 Oreus' knew the poem well. He used a line from it as an epigraph to his poem "More zhIteyskoe" in 

1898: See Sip, p. 239. 
16 Solov'ev, VI. S., "Znachehie poezii v proizvedeniyakh Pushkina", SELk, p. 419. 
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It is notable that the concepts of "poet" and "prophet" became interchangeable iii Oreus' later poetic theorization too. Moreover, his definition of the "prophet" there 
accorded with Solov'ev's analysis of the prophet figure in Pushkin's poem. Indeed, that 
Oreus in fact had the Solov'evian concept of the poet-prophet in mind when he wrote 
"Nauka i poeziya" (1901) explains why, having asserted the poet's sovereignty there, he 
immediately proceeded to the question of the historical prophet's true identity and power: 

Hpwia, 'ITO 11POPOK, ecim OH YTBepx)taeT, qTO OH opyame, COCY)l BHeillHefi (-)oAe(-TBeHHOfl MarTit. 
KOHeqHO, < 

... 
>eCTb )iyluman tabularasa< 

... 
> Ho, K cqaCTb[O, Ma Mbl(---]L He i"waeT meHR \BaACIIIDI 

HK BejiMKI4M RPOPOKam, ecim pa3ymeTb fIO)l HHMH r[POI]OBelUiHKOB HpaB(-rBefillb[X It 
iipe)icKa3aTeitefi-11PO30PJ114BLIeB; K cqaCTblO, HX e)IHHCrBeHHblfi He)jocTaTOK Gbl. 'I B TOM, 'ITO OHII Hf' 
HP143flaim CBOef4 CHJlbI 3a CBOlO, RPOBOMi-tacmim ce6.; i mepTBbIMI1 HPOBO)iamm, TOraa KaK CaNlit (-)bl. 'Ill 
HOCIlTeimm H COCTaBaMM BOJlaie6HbIX qyAOTBOPHbIX MOWefl; HeAopa3ymeHiie 1101-111THoe, pa3 tie. ioiwK 
Bcer)ta GbIBaeT CAMIUKOM owejiomjieH pa3Hl4Uefi Me)K)ly CBOHM FlOBce)tHeBHbl. Nl COCTO)Iffliem 11 CWHamiev 
Be, J114KorO BOCTOPFa, B)IOXHOBeHHfl N FIP03peHHH; H AO TOM AOXOAMT, qTo emy HaqHHaeT Ka3aTbC. Ji, - ax. 
YAC 3TO H He q CaM. 17 

Notably, N. M. Sokolov recommended to Bryusov that, together with 
"Misticheskoe chuvstvo v russkoy lirike", Oreus' last extant letter, written several days 
before he died to S. P. Semenov, was also a good basis for understanding his later writings 
on poetry. 18 Significantly, in that letter Oreus again paralleled poets (whom he described 
in familiar atavistic terms as "enchanters" - "zakfinateli") and prophets, as redefined by 

Solov'ev: 

B nocr[men 6eceAe C Bamm q<... > caejiaJI K KOHUY yKnafflie Ha T14H 3aK. IMHaTeJlefi - BpaieC)HbIX . [H. 

pemeciieHHb[X AN, paTHblX, win meqTaTeJlbHbIX - BCe 3TO 143)ipeBJle AefiCTBOBaJI0 B BexiKIIX . -IIO)IHX 

Boe)wHO, - qTO6bl OC015eHHO HBCTBeHHO 14 9pKO OTTeHl4Tb flPOTHB BaweFo llptwepa TaAHOBtuUeB, 

06-bJIBJlfllOW14XCfI HOC14TeJlflMH 14 HOCJIaHH14Kamn qy2KOM BOA14, qy. Xoro )iyxa, <ukazanie na> TaKIIX AHU, 

KOTOpbie c oco6eHHOR co3HaTeJlbHOCTbIO BbICTyriaJ]14 B KaqeCTBe 60pbUOB CO BUKKNIII llý'ýKIINIII 

cya6amm H BJIHHHHqMI4, BO BceopyxHii cooe, -o ooo6paxeHUR u 3a-4fbic. 7a 3THX lipeameTOB < 
... 

> 

60.17blilylO 'liacnm npopoKoo, C1114TalO, KOHeqHO, TaKl4MH xe TBOpuamm, KOTOpbie TO. TlbKO BC-AeAcrBlte 

oco6eHHOrO H06Y)KAeHl4J] BbIHecjim H3 ce6fl BOH ueHTP TRAcemi CBoero )Ief4CTBI4, q. 19 

17Sip, p. 232. 
18Ln 98 (i), p. 520. See also above, p. 194. 
19From a copy by N. M. Sokolov of an unsent, incomplete letter written in Nyslott, 21 June 1901: Pisma 

< ... > Semenovu, L 259, op. 3, ed. khr. 21,1.23. Italics mine. Notably, Oreus proceeded to compare the 

"poet-prophet" and the scientist in this letter as he had done in "Nauka i poeziya". Again the Solov'evian 

definiton of the prophet as mystic is apparent: 

... <<yqeHb1f4>> BOGIP11MmaeT BHeWHHe BeWH B HYCTbie K. ieTKII CBoero r[03HaHHH, 11 TaK OH11 it o(-. raK), i, cii 
I- 

AAH Hero MePTBOR 6YKBOfi. HaRPOT14B TOM BO BCRKOM <<OTKPOBeHHVI>> HPOPOKa ii(' NloAeT He ObiTb 

FIPOHHKHOBeHHH B CaMY10 BHYTpeHHIOIO CeP)1UeB14HY, B CaMbie HeApa BHeIllHero 11pe-INP'Ta. 03 N [let 

HmT HCT14HHoe KPOBHoe vi 3a)lyweBHoe coo6wefflie C JTHM itpe-weTOM. 
(Ibid., 1.23-24. ) 
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Oreus' later definition of the poet was therefore evidently informed by the 
Solov'evian concept of the poet-prophet. What, however, was the nature and the objective 
of this poet-prophet's mystical insight? Did it endow the "zakhnatefill whom Oreus had set in opposition to the love ideal in 1899 with a positive role in relation to it? 

In fact Solovev's systematic exploration in "Znachenie poezii v proizvedeniyakh 
Pushkina" of the properties that the six-winged seraph instils in Pushkin's prorok must 
have seemed highly pertinent to Oreus. Indeed, the philosopher's analysis of the gradations 
of poetic perfection that he considered to be represented by these properties appeared to 
confirm that "Otrechenie" did mark the resumption of Oreus' positive Solov'evian 
development. In examining the implications of the prophet's heightened sensibilities in 
"Prorok", Solov'ev turned to the seraph's violent extraction of his tongue and its 
replacement with a "sting" and asked what the meaning of this act was. The philospher 
found justification for the seraph's act in the concluding half of "Prorok", in which he 
considered the prophet's vision of absolute Beauty to be identified with absolute Truth 
and Goodness. The tongue is extracted, Solov'ev therefore contended, as a sign of the 
moral essence of absolute Beauty. The seraph of poetic genius demands that the poet- 
prophet's intuited vision of universal Beauty convey the absolute Truth invested in it. Nor, 
however, will the seraph tolerate a contemplative passivity, which in abstraction belittles 

the poet. The "sinful", "idle" and "perfidious" tongue of human passions and weaknesses 
had thus to be replaced in the genuine poet by the concentrated "serpent's sting" of divine 

wisdom of which poetic language is the medium. Oreus' own recent advocacy of the 
"magical" intuition of poetry seemed to be in part vindicated here; notably, however, so 
too were the doubts that had resulted in his effective acknowledgement in "Otrechenie" 

that in itself this "magical wisdom" was insufficient to qualify him as a genuine poet. 
Indeed, in Solov'ev's reading of "Prorok" the ultimate meaning of the seraph's 

transfiguration of the prophet's senses and communicative faculties was held to be 

revealed only in the final, fatal extraction of his heart, and its replacement by a burning 

coal. This fire, Solov'ev argued, was crucial if the poet's vision of Beauty and 

proclamation of Truth were to scorch the hearts of people as the God of Pushkin's 

prophet exhorted him to do. The coal was the fire of "divine love" which completes the 

'fatally life-giving" (i. e. ego-transcending) process of true poetic inspiration and alone 

defines poetry as a heroic deed ("podvig"): 

Mbl 110 CRPaBJle)jJ114BOCT14 ITPeKJIOHJIeMU r[epe)l lqeJIOBeKOM, My)KeCrBeHHO li NINIAW 

CBHAeTeJllbCTBYIOII114M 0 )KI43HeHHOA IlPaBAe., Mbl OXOTHO nPH3HaeM TaKOF)D lqeJIOBeKa Hcnowm"Kom il 

flf)01)OKOM RpaBAbI; HO ecim cKaxem, lqTO B MM - BeCb maeaA COBepWeHCrBa, 6CR KpaGOTa, TO B 

TaKOM yTBepxAeHtil4 He 6yaeT HH IWBAbI, H14 MY)IPO(7rl4, H14 MY)KeCFB& ECMb eWe BbicLijaii CTý[IeHb 

ripopo, qec, KOFO, T. e. HAeajTbHOrO-1103TMeCKoro,, ciiyxeHmq. MyApoe ii 6ecc-rpallIHOe C. JIOBO npaBJbl 

eCTb < 
... 

> Aef4CrBi4e H IIOABIT, Ho eWe He coBepitieHHoe AefICTBiie, He BbICWHA HOIBliF < 
... 

> Jeno 

Bbiciuef4 ripaBAbi o6m6AffemcH CA060N npaB)Ilbl, HO coeepwaeuicq ootieA Aio6eu < 
... 

>y 
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M36paHHIiKa oxio CPeAGrBO - CJIOBO. Ho ýwff Tor, % qro6j, CJJOBO upaB)Ibl, lic)(OARwee M3 Ama MY)II)OCrH, He R3BMO TOJIbKO, a xrjlo CeP)Wa juo)jeh, HYXHO, qTo6bl CaMO 3TO Aajo 6bLjO 
P&30XXeHO CeP)je'qHbIM orHem RaB14.20 

These words had a clear relevance for one such as Oreus who had attempted to 
assert the "mystical knowledge" of his atavistic poet-magician as an alternative moral and 
creative ideal to love. 

Notably, moreover, Solov'ev's analysis did not conclude here and it had further 
relevance for Oreus. He proceeded to show in "Znachenie poezii v proizvedeniyakh 
Pushkina" that Trorok" embodied an ideal which was not only at variance with Pushkin's 
personality, but transcended the achievements of any living poet. Accordingly, while the 
ideal of the poet-prophet remained an abiding presence in all Pushkin's other poems on 
poetry, it receded from direct view as they confronted complicated questions of the poet- 
prophet's "down-going". 

This section of Solov'ev's analysis of the meaning of poetry in his article is germane 
to our understanding precisely how Oreus would approach fulfilling the "task of 
consciousness and will" that he had tentatively accepted in "Otrechenie". Certainly the 
terms in which Solov'ev explored the nature of the poet-prophet's proper relationship with, 
and obligations to, the "crowd" allow us to suggest that the "sovereignty" which Oreus 

attributed to the poet in his later poetic theorization was no longer the solipsistic 
imperiousness of "Osennie golosa Il". 

Solov'ev maintained that in Pushkin's later poems, "Poet" (1827) and "Chern'" 

(1828), the ideal poet-prophet of "Prorok" has descended from his "poetical Sinai" and 

serves society as a "high priest". However, in both works he reacts against the 

misconceptions that his performance of this office has encouraged in the "crowd". Indeed, 

Solov'ev interpreted the poet's renewed yearning to return to the wilderness in "Poet" as 

the result of his despair on re-entering society that he is unequal to realizing the absolute 

ideal visited upon him in "Prorok" and of his consequent frustration with the satisfaction 

that the "crowd" derives from his fallibility. The "crowd" deludes itself that, as the priest 

is reduced to its level in his personal failings, the suprapersonal ideal with which he alone 

is truly inspired is equally a commonplace. The predicament of the poet-prophet which 

Solov'ev identified in this analysis must have seemed familiar to Oreus whose 'polemic' of 

1899 had left his ideals similarly compromised by the demands of the "crowd". Notably, 
I glv-f i hi 

moreover, Solov'ev's analysis of the poet-prophet s extr cation of mself from this 

problem must have struck Oreus forcibly. 

20Solov'ev, VI., "Znachehie poezii v proizvedeniyakh Pushkina", SELk, p. 427. 
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Solov'ev proceeded to demonstrate that Pushkin's poem "Poetu" (1830) marked 
his inspired realization that the genuine poet-prophet's true powers lie i0thin him 
regardless of his milieu; that he exercises hisfull power precisely when he accepts his 
absolute autocracy within his inner poetical domain, its complete inviolability* 

Tbi Liapb: AMB14 0)114H. jOpOI-OIO CB06oaHofi 
14)114, Kyaa BJ-Iel]eT Te6JI CB060)lHblfi YM, 
YCOBeplILIeHCFBY, q T[J-[Oalbl aIO614M]blX AyM, 
He Tpe6yll Harpa)l 3a nOJBKr 6JlaFOPO)IJibIf4. 

The poetic podvig is, the philosopher contended, accomplished within and is 
impervious to external approbation or censure. Significantly, however, as the above 
citation from "Poetu" intimates, Solov'ev did not advocate the inner sovereignty of the 

poet for its own sake here, as Oreus had done in his solipsistic poems. Solov'ev advocated 
it as the basis for accomplishing the poetic podvig in the name of love. Indeed, it was 
precisely this inner sovereignty that Solov'ev judged to be essential to the poet's final 

reconciliation with the "crowd" in Pushkin's poem "Pamyatnik" (1836). 

It was Solov'ev's opinion that the poet's confidence in the inviolability of his inner 

vision allowed him to disengage from the futile polemic of "Chern"' and to dismiss the 

crowd's "childish raillery" in "Pamyatnik". The poem envisaged a positive, if still 
imperfect, posthumous relationship between the poet-prophet and the people. Although 

Pushkin knew that he could not meet the ideal of "Prorok" in his lifetime, he looked to the 

future and saw a nation unified in its receptivity to him as the very poet whose 

inspirational integrity had remained uncompromised by immediate extraneous demands 

and interests. Indeed, these future people find that their demands that poetry bring some 

practical benefit are satisfied by the moral content which is always intrinsic to all such 

truly pure poetry. The poet-prophet's task is to remain true, regardless of his 

circumstances, to the unalloyed inspiration that will lead to this future convergence of 

interests between poet and people: 

BeacHibio boxwo, o mym, 6yab ITOCJIYWHa: 
M14)lbl He, cTpaLtiaCb, He Tpe6y3l BeHua, 
XBajiy 14 KaeBeTy T[pHeMJ]14 PaBHO)IylllHO 
14 He ocnopmBaA rnyfuja- 

According to Solov'ev this vision of poetry's power to effect future cultural 

change, the poet's true guerdon in "Parnyatnik", marked Pushkin's realizatlon of the 

genuine practical meaning of his craft: 
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3TO CTMXOTBopeHi4e ecrib lie IIOOTHqecKoe, a RPaKTllqecKoe (B XOPOUIeM (NIAMe C-IOBa) Credo flylllKHHa, - HenocrbIAHoe comameme ero c yjOTOmcTBOm. 21 

This was precisely the balance of inspiration and action that Oreus had so long 
sought to attain. It was this balance which was to find reflection in his later poetical 
theorization. Indeed, the self-affirmation and exclusive "sovereignty" of the artist which Oreus celebrated in "Nauka i poeziya", elevating him above the humdrum world of the 
scientific "collegiate registrar", was not an assertion of the unqualýfied "sovereignty" over 
a solipsistic universe of "Osennie golosa 11". It was in fact a metaphor for the very 
qualities essential to the poet-prophet if he was to serve society in the unique way in 
which he alone in the human hierarchy was empowered to do. The "poet-sovereign" of 
"Nauka i poeziya" was the poet-autocrat of Pushkin's poem "Poetu", which Solov'ev 
identified as the essential basis for the compact with futurity in "Pamyatnik". It was 
precisely for the sake of this cultural compact, the poetic podvig, that Oreus defended the 
same artistic autonomy and integrity in "K delu o poete i narode"22 and the inspirational 
free play of pure poetry in K svobodnomu ucheniyu prekrasnogo. 23 This cultural context 
also qualifies the meaning of Oreus' exhortation to live life "as in the imagination" in his 
letter to N. M. Sokolov of December 1900.24That it was the ideal of the poet-prophet's 
cultural task that Oreus had in mind in his last year finds corroboration if we look again at 
the letter to A. Ya. Bilibin of 5 June 1900 which we cited in Chapter Fifteen, There, in 

advocating the vision of those who eschew scientific "facts" for "self-revelation", Oreus in 
fact equated their disclosure of true selfhood with the intrinsic unitotal &vinity of 
Solov'evian "mystical knowledge": 

TaKOBbi 6bIJIH H CyTb, H 6YýLYT BCe co3)IaTejil4 TaAH03PHTejibHbIX, cBepXC03HaTejibliblx H 

CBePXTIPHPOAHbIX mi4poco3epuamik, C01030B c 6o)KeCrBOM - religionum: 14M HeT aejia ao Tex zeii, 

KOTOpibie 6b]BaioT iii-m 6bIJ114 Fae-TO 14 Kor)la-To. OHM yBepeHbl B TOM OAROM, qTO B CBOeM eCreCTBe 

co3HaioT. Co6bimfl 14 J]BjieHilq npeacTaBJlflIOT )JAR HHx 6oabinyto npHro)uiocrb JIHWb KaK fIOlo6lifl, 

KaK o6pa: 3bi mx C06CrBeHHb]X meqTaHmfi m ; 3aMbIMOB. 
25 

Does our analysis in the present chapter not now allow us to suggest that Oreus 

had in mind the very "divinity" to which Pushkin's poet-prophet had urged his muse to pay 

heed ('Velenýu bozhiyu, o muza, bud'poslushna") in "Pamyatnik", his celebration of the 

211bid., p. 439. 
22Sip, pp. 222-25, where, notably, Oreus refers to Puslikin's Them". 
23 See above, p. 192. 
24 See above, p. 194. 
25piS'ma < ... > Bilibina, A. Ya., C 259, op. 3, ed. khr. 179 1.14. Cf above, p. 193. 
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poet's power to change cultural reality? Certainly Oreus went on in his letter to exhort Bilibin to abandon reading one catalyst of cultural change, Marx, for another, in his view 
much worthier: the Russian poets. Indeed, he observed, it was of a poet, Tyutchev, of 
whom the majority of cultured Russians were in his opinion unforgivably ignorant, that the 
following quatrain had been written: 

BOT Ham naTeHT Ha 6iiaropoacrBo: 
Ero Bpy-qaeT Ham nwT. 
3, aecb )Wxa momoro rocnoacrBo, 
3, aecb YTOH'qeHHOfl AH3HI4 , BeT. 26 

Oreus' plans for "Misticheskoe chuvstvo v russkoy lirike" were also perhaps 
indicative of his commitment to the ideal of the poet-prophet as a positive cultural force in 
1900-1901. Significantly, "Misticheskoe chuvstvo v russkoy lirike", with its emphasis 
upon the self-divinization of A. V. Kol'tsov, was in fact only a preliminary for an 
unrealized study of A. K Tolstoy. Oreus wrote to Bryusov on 20 November 1900: 

B HbiHeIUHeM Ae MAY R XOTea 3uammBaTlb xapaKTepl4CFIIKY TBopqecrBa A Towmooo < ... > 4jul 
HeFO y MeHJI CAeJlaHO MIlOrO Ha6pOCKOB, OTAeJlaHbl OKOHqaTejTbHO BCryniiTejibHbie qacrm (aae pelib 0 
MUP06033petiuu Tiommeea, HywKuiia, Eapambiticicooo, KoAbl4o6a, (Perna, KaK o Oa3acax 
mbicAa, npel)6apumeAbHbIX aAff ou, 7ocooau ToAcmooo), iio 3To, cpaBHmTeJibHO, KOHeqHO, o4eHb 

HeMHOFO, 14 B pa3pa6OTKe )la)Ke OCHOBHbIX IIOHJITlif4 xapaKTepmcTHKI4 moAmo rW)IBHAeTb MHOF)D 

cyijjecTBeHHbix npeo6puommih 14 HOBbIX o6opoTOB. 27 

it seems highly probable that this plan to identify A. K. Tolstoy's philosophy as the 

ftuition of the Russian poetic tradition described in "Misticheskoe chuvstvo v russkoy 
lirike" marked the fact that Oreus had finally come to understand the proper 

interrelationship of "true patriotism", love and poetry that Solov'ev actually set out in 

Toeziya gr. A. K. Tolstogo". Indeed, let us look again at this article which, as we recall, 

had in fact inspired Oreus, when still unversed in the full Solovevian aesthetic of 161'e, to 

explore the love ideal (in "Mnogim v otvet") and the patriotic principle (in "S Konevtsa") 

separately. 

In "Poeziya gr. A. K. Tolstogo" Solov'ev had in fact defined the place and purpose 

of the individual in the universe in terms not dissimilar to those which he used in his 

formulation of the "task of consciousness and will" in the fifth article of "Smysl lyubvi` 

261bid., 1.14 ob. Oreus quotes Fet's "Na knizhke stikhotvoreniy Tyutcheva" which Solov'c"' cited in the 

introduction to the original variant of "Poeziya F. I. Tyutcheva" (Ve, 1895, No. 4). 

27Ln 98 (i), p. 518. Italics mine. 
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4eJIOBeK eCFb, BO-fiepBbIX, camocroneimaji oco6b, HJ114 HliýWBH)WUMOM, It. BO-BTOPbIX. 
HePa3)lejibHa, q tiacrb BCeMHPHOrO IJeJTOPO. COOTBeTCTBeHHO 

3Tomy e)114HCrBeHHblfi 4e. ioBeK NIOAeT He TOJIbKO COBepUleHCrBOBcLTb camom ce6. q (a qPM 3TO KocBeHHO 14 OKpywaiow3-K) Cpe-]ýVý- HO It rq)RNIO CO)Ief4CFBOBaTb o61uemy rIpOrpeCCy TOM ueJlOrO, K KOTOPOMY OH upmaxieAHT, C03HaTe. IbHO craBfl 
el, o Ilpe), MeTom cBoefi )jemjmocrmý8 

The philosopher had then identified sexual love as the natural condition of such 
positive individuality: 

Ek; TecrBeHHoe YCJIOB14e AJTJf CaMOCOBeplUeHCrBOBcLHHJI eCrb IIOJIOBaJI A10606b, BOCHWlH9K)LLjan 
IleJIOBelleCKYIO 14H)jHBi4)WajibHOCTb. 29 

However, the "true patriotism" of the poet-prophet of "Pamyatnik" was shown to 
be the precondition for the realization of the universal transfiguration to be effected by 
love: 

-peajibHoe Tto6ywaeHme K yqaCTHIO B aejie o6wero rpoijema eCrb nampuOMU3-m < 
... 

> T. C. 'IYB(7l'BO 
GojjHAapHOCFH C H3BeCFHbBI co6HPaTeJlbHbIM IJeJlblM < 

... 
>B 6JIaM KOTOf)OM ILCf7IOPUliCCh'U 

Qn 
BOTmoiuaeTcfl aim OTZejlbHOrO qeJTOBeKa 611arO BCeMHPHOe. -'" 

It was this understanding of the patriotic principle, qualified by his understanding 

and acceptance of the precedence of the love ideal, that Oreus came to comprehend and 

affirm in the final year of his life. 

However, this concept of the patriotic poet-prophet which we have proposed 

Oreus came to adopt in the course of 1900-1901 was aformal construct. On concluding 

"Znachenie poezii v proizvedeniyakh Pushkina" Solov'ev noted: 

y3HaTb 3TO 
, 
*i4m 

)IocraTO'qHO onpeAejmeTU 3tiamenue iTO33MI4, HO He cuepxamie ee. qTO6bl 6JIMAýC 

CO)Iep)KaHl4e, BCerO jiyqiue rioc. Tie)IOBcLTeJlbHO IIPOHT14 'qepe3 BeCb PRA HYIIIK14HCKIIX TBOPeHHý1.31 

Similarly, in order to understand how the concept of the poet-prophet was actual1j, 

relevant to Oreus' personal development as a poet it is necessary to turn to his poetry, of 

1900-1901. The first thing to note in doing so is that Oreus' planned study of A. K. 

Tolstoy, together with the majority of his later poetic theorization, was to come only 

28 Solov'ev, VI. S., "Poeziya gr. A. K. Tolstogo". SELk., p. 308. 

29 Ibid. 
30 Ibid. 
31 Solov'ev, VI., "Znachehie poezii v proizvedeniyakh Pushkina", SELk, p. 440. 
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several months after he wrote "Otrechenie" and accordingly his modified concept of 
patriotic poetry did not filter into his own verse immediately. Indeed, it is to the process 
of transition that followed "Otrechenie" that we must turn now. 

III 

The first works that Oreus wrote after reading "Znachenie poezii v 
proizvedeniyakh Pushkina" in fact indicate that initially the article constituted an 
ultimatum for him, challenging him to prove in practice his tentative acceptance in 
"Otrechenie" of the poet's subordination to the remote love ideal and indirect role in the 
process of its realization. He vacillated, asking with renewed vigour in "Otkuda sily voll 
strannye" (December 1899) whether there really was not in fact a more direct and literal 

means to satisfy the 'eternal self s' volition to thwart the genus' monopoly over true love 

and preclusion of universal SyZygy. 32 In "Grani poeta" (23 December 1899), he reacted 
against the poet in him for empowering him with an inner vision of unitotal perfection 
when he was cruelly incapable of changing things theurgically in reality: 

B qem )Ke CB060AY HCKaTb, 
JlMqHOfl TBep)IbIHH HCXOA? 
BetIHOR rop)IbIHH 3anpeT, 
KaK MHe Ce6, q BbIrlyCKaTb? 

Giamcn, MHe TOAKO B 6010, 

ToAbKO B YCHAMH CHA. 

3peTb caMO6bITHOCTb CBOIO - 

, 
JYX JIHWb 06 ATOM IIPOC14JI. 

<... > 

Aa, q OAHH Ha ABOHX: 

KTOxe r[pH)teT BbipyqaTb? 
33 

The tensions underlying Oreusl attitude to poetry were further marked In his letter 

to Bryusov of II March 1900.34 On the one hand, in this letter Oreus discussed poetry in 

general in a way which suggests a renewed interest in perfecting the balance between the 

poet's individual and universal vision: 

32See Sip, p. 102. 
33Sip, p. 103. 
34Ln 98 (i), p. 485. 
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Aa, BCe 6oaee HCIIOAHHK)Cb C03HaHHJi, qTO LjBeT H033ffii eCTb 30_jqe(, -rBO Bblmmc-ia. KOTOPOe BMemmo f-)bi B ce6e H BaaHHe JIHIIHbIX BOJIb 14 XIIBOIIIICb 6e3BOIbHOrO C03epuaHHji. 35 

In marked contrast, however, on the other hand Oreus also disclosed in this letteF 
that for him personally it was still impossible to see poetry as anythincy tý other than of 
secondary importance, a shadow of true theurgy. 

In response to Bryusov's requests for new poetry Oreus claimed that throughout 
the winter he had been deprived of his two main sources of inspiration: nature and Iiis 
love of the preceding year. Now, however, in the wake of "Otrechenie", he awaited the 
approaching summer with impatience. He intended to lose himself anew in balmful 
visions of perfection intuited in nature: 

B HbiiieMHee Ae rOPOACKoe iipeGbiBaHUe y meHH HeT 3a C060f1 llIOAOTBOPHI"Ilero Jefl(-, THilil -leTHIIX All('fi 
<> 13c ... 

ero AAy OT «paAyr'M 14 DAaMeHE AeTa» (KaK 1109T CMepTfl B MIX CAOBaX 11,3b11B11.1 CH. (bl 
J]eTa B iiojinx m iiecaX): TOJILKO CKB03L JTY KpaCOTY, KaK OH, HaAeioci yBi4AeTb CHOBa «OC)IÄI3 11H0fi 
KpaCOTbl, Hel43meHHO--C. f10K0f4H0il>ý>. 36 

In expressing this hope in the way he did, however, Oreus in fact indirectly 
disclosed the sense of dissatisfaction and disappointment with poetry that persisted after 
his renewed acceptance of the demands of the love ideal in "Otrechenie". It is not 

unimportant that the "poet of death" to whom Oreus referred, Golenishchev-Kutuzov, was 

awarded that appellation by Vladimir Solov'ev. 37While Solov'ev undoubtedly valued 
Kutuzov's contribution to Russian poetry, he notably defined its buddhistic ethos as 
"despairing". Oreus' allusion to Kutuzov here strongly suggests that in taking tentative 

steps back to contemplative poetry he was still profoundly haunted by a sense of personal 
inadequacy. Despite the assurances of "Znachenie poezii v proizvedeniyakh Pushkina" 

that the poet-prophet was the paramount agency of love, in the literal terms of the 

Solov'evian ideal of transfigurative love this desire to lose himself in the contemplation 

of nature seemed to be a capitulation. Indeed, almost in dispute with himself, lie 

proceeded to reveal a sense of guilt in his evident endeavour to justify himself. With an 

allusion to "Otkuda sily voli strannye", he confessed that he could not bridge the gulf 

between his 'eternal' and phenomenal being, that he was exhausted and it was only thus 

that he resorted to the role of poet-prophet: 

351bid. 
361bid. 
37See ibid., p. 486. 
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He B ainax XRTb GOJIbWe <<cmjiaMM BOAH>>, KOTOpbie <<He OT AMBbIX II. -I0Teii>>: ec-tit OT (1; (111\ <<nJIOTefl>> He, X14Tb, TO B AMBOTBOPHOM lefiCTBRI4 OTPaAeRHbIX FIPOHB. ieHHA IiX TeNt 60, ItY HNA-11,1 < 
... 

> Tenepb nWJbKO C03epuaHMIO 14 BOCTOpry 14Hbix AYIIJ mory iipeAaBii, rbcji Oe33aBeTHO. 38 

This was no unequivocal endorsement of the power of the poet-prophet in the 
service of love. 

IV 

In fact, Oreus'positive acceptance of the role of poet-prophet began properlY only 
with his trip to Finland of May-June 1900. Notably, the choice of this setting for his 
"recovery" had a particular significance for Oreus as his letter to S. P. Semenov of 4 May 
1900 makes clear: 

Ilepe3 HeCKOJIbKO He)leq e)ly C OTUOM B (DIIHARHAH10, Ha 6eper Caftbl B 143AK)6. ieHHblfi B.; i. CO. 'IOBbeBbINI 
naHCHOH Payxxa. 39 

Oreus evidently made a 'pilgrimage' specifically in order to catch the spirit of 
Solov'ev's muse. As he would inform Bryusov in his letter of 2 October 1900, lake 
Saimaa was the inspiration for Solov'evian poems of universal love. 40 He intended to test 
his own poetic capacity to act as the agency of this love. Certainly this perspective on 
Oreus' Finnish sojourn allows us to identify the otherwise mysterious infant-god of his 

poem "Vzryvy vod" as Eros: 

HB 60P FlylHl4CTbifi, B 6op KOPHHCTblfl 

MeHil F[pl4BeJl 
-m, 7aaeHew6oo. 

14 Tam pacnejicq rojiOCHCTblf4 
UJHPOKOJ]eHHCTblfi nopor. 41 

381bid., p. 485. Oreus appears to have voiced his continuing perplexity with the dichotomous self to A. A. 

Lang at this time. See Lang's answer of 24 March 1900: Yampol'sky, 1, G., "Pisma A. Miropol'skogo k I. 

Konevskomu", Pamyati kul'tury. Novye otlaytiya, 1988, p. 26. 
39pis'ma < ... > Semenovu, S. P., L 259, op. 3, ed. khr. 21,1.20. See also the account of Solov'e-v's later 

years by Oreus'ftiend S. Makovsky in Na Parnase "Serebryanogo veka", (p. 37). There Makoýsk-ý 

describes how at 18 he made Solov'ev's acquaintance while summering at the Pension Rauch in 1895 at the 

same time as the philosopher. Makovsky undoubtedly discussed the time that he spent in Solov'eý's 

company there with Oreus. 
40Ln 98 (i), p. 512. 
4130 May 1900, Sip, p. I 11. Notably, "Vzryvy vod" was inspired by the waterfall Imatra - eponýTnous 

subject of one of Solov'ev's Finnish poems. 
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Creatively transported in this poem by the "World Soul's" vital beaut3,. Oreus had 
forgotten his disaffected view of poetry as a last resort for one who had conceded his 
incapacity to act. He was personally absorbed by the power of poetic inspiration as an 
active force revealing a preludial vision of universal love - the harmony of that which 
eternally is - in the imperfect domain of the "World Soul". 

Notably, Oreus sent "Vzryvy vod" to Bryusov in a letter of I June in which he 
announced his "recovery" and made a significant allusion to "Blednaya N, esna If . tile 
pivotal poem of 1899 in which he had confessed his profound disenchantment with the 
contemplative ideal: 

19 Ae RPHXWKY B Ce6fl Ha no-npexHemy mHAom mHe rpaHHTe. Hubm c. Ka3aTb, qTOC)bl ATO (-)bi. -ia T-a 113 
MeCTHOCTefl Kpag (PHHHOB, KOTopaq flBJI. 9Jia Gbl BCJO HOJIHOTY erO XBOAHoro ie(-z: npeo(-). -iaiaHlIC 
eAHHC, TBeHHO COCHOBoro m 6epe30Boro meJIKOJiecbq mmeT OLUYTIITe. IbHee Heio(-, raTOK T11H. 11111-11111 B 
3emjie)IeJlblleCKHX 14AH naCTytueCKHX FIPOCTOPaX, KOTOpble cTa. iH MHe Tenepb He meHee POJCTBeHHbl. 'IeNI 
<<)je6piv> (<<mbi abiadellib /7U Ha 60.1710 U3 ., 7eCO(?? >>): 3)IeCb 3peHme OTqac, i, il B03HaiNAýme'roi 3a 
OTCYTCTBme 3eMHoro roPI430HTa AOBOJlbHO WMPOKHMH jaARM14, KaKl4e OTKpblBalOTCH 3HallllTeAbHbl\lll. HO 
He3aMeTHbIM14 BOMblmeffliflMli F[OqBbl. Ho qTO 6bl TO HN 6b[JIO, B03mewaeT GJII130C'I'b HNia'r[)bl 11 )IBHOC 
flp[iCYTCTBHP- HpHqy)l. qHBef4Liiero H3 03ep: B Hemic. -aimbix H ii. ia(, -r"qeCKH--OT'ie, i,. ýiliBb[X ý30JXIX CVO 
6eperOB H OCTPOBKOB, 14 CTpOf4HbIX 14 COMKHYTbIX CTeHax tix . 'ieCOB - BU W. KAR)IIIITC. 1bliam npupom 
CYOMM, KOTOpafl Tal4T FIO)l ROKPOBOM OAHOO6pa3l4fl caMble H30LLIPeHHbie H 'I'Bep)lble 11SNIbILL1.11elli Ill. . 

3aKa'rw 

14 6eJlble HOqH Ha)i 3TI4MI4 KaK 6bl MCKYCTBeHHbIMM Boiioemamm H oapoBamit - BII0. IHe e, miio. umnam 

TpeBOXHO--CKa3OqHafl OKpacKa. 42 

Oreus' use here of the image of escaping the "forests" from "Blednaya vesna" in 

fact marked a subtle but extremely important shift of emphasis in his thinking. He noNv 

introduced it into a discussion of the freedom and action that he accepted to be possible 

within the terms of the poetic-contemplative life. He found freedom from the "forests" in 

the intuition of the Absolute in the vistas and reservoirs of the landscape of Suomi. 

Moreover, he accepted that this intuition, individual poetic creativity, was in itself action. 

Indeed, in a poem which appeared to mirror this Finnish landscape, Not opyat' uzl1 vy 

obyali, o vesenniya dali" (spring 1900), Oreus notably eschewed the doubts in t1le 

contemplative life to which he had succumbed in the previous year after the criticism of 

his own aloof, mystical stance in "Zeitgedichte". Although he clearly remembered the 

'polemic', he now paid no heed to the "crowd's" calls to account of 1899 and he plunged 

unrepentantly into the "life-giving ocean" of Tyutchev's vision of eternal spring: 

BOT OMITL YA Bbi oftinki, o BeceHHbie AaAki, 

Cep, aua GejiHoro 3aHbIBaiomyio 1'PYCTL. 

AX, qTO paHbiiie Bbi mHe aa. r114, qTO paHLiiie HOIICKa3a. ikt. 

il Bellb Maio yA aaBHO Hal43yCTb. 

42Ln 98 (i), pp. 502-3. The italicized text is the concluding line of "Blednaya vesna 
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'ITO AC, FiPOCT14 - maýKy IICTOMe; KaK B CB, 9TOM BO)ioeme, 
B nyqe3apHbIX HCKynaw-a c-rpyfix. 
B )KH3HH cAaBieHHOM ofteme, B )TOM 3aMKHYTOM aome 
BYAY A14Tb H, KaK B BOJ]tuei5HbIX KpagX. 43 

This poem was Oreus' answer to "Blednaya vesna". As the presence of Eros in 
"Vzryvy vod" suggests, he had accepted that poetry, wielded by the true poet-prophet. 
was not merely a formal expression of "universal love", but a vital force promoting its 
future realization. 

Notably, in his poem "Vskhlipyvaniya" (8 June 1900), Oreus appeared to alludc 
to the metaphor of escape from the "forest" again. There, moreover, he reintroduced 
atavistic motifs which indicated a re-emerging interest in portraying the poet as a 
visionary "magician", but on new terms - accountable to the Absolute or God. The poet 
evoked an image of himself as a disillusioned 'pilgrim' who praises Jumala, the god of tile 
heavens in the Kalevala, for a barely discernible, but promising revelation of the country 
beyond the "forest" of introspection in which he is presently lost: 

HO Tponam 14 HO OMYTam, 
FIO JIRANHam q 6peii. 
flpo6tipajic, q HK APOMY Tam 
HjjqerO He o6peii. 

CmepTb MHe! cepaue no)iymajio, 
3)tecb, rZle KaMHN M XJlfl6b... 
Cmiiiiocepiunq 10maiia: 
F, ae-TO TPOHY. Tiacb pq6b. 44 

By the time that Oreus wrote "Zatish'e" eight days later (16 June 1900), his poetic 

vision had expanded panoramically as his confidence and conviction in his newly defined 

role grew. Notably, that vision incorporated a human dimension: the poet alluded to the 

Chinese expedition of 1900: 

B CTPaHax 6e3BecrHbIX, He6blBaJIbIX 

14)IeT BOfitia, ry. TifieT MOP - 
CTPacrefl, apmamfl, CTPaXOB wa. flblX, 

Jlio6BH ii rHeBa )IpeBH14f4 C110p. 45 

43Sip, p. I 10. 
44Sip, p. I 11. 
45Sip, p. 112. It seems possible that the "stones" referred to here alluded to those of SoIoN'ev's Finnish 

poem, "Koldun-kamen"', which Oreus admired profoundly (see Ln 98 (1), pp. 512-1 
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This was the first poetic intimation that, having put the poet's role and potential in 
perspective, Oreus now found himself able to resume writing as a poet-patriot on new 
terms. He was no longer concerned with the poetic self-divinization of other indiN, iduals, I 
but rather applied his mystical insight to intuiting the transfiguration of the topographical 
and cultural landscape of the world at large that others would effect. In "V ezde 11. written 
three months later in the environs of lake Seliger (8 September 1900). the poet-prophet's 
vision was that of the world as it eternally is. The vision was not the purely internalized 
intuition of ultimate perfection that Oreus had advocated as the solipsist's prero(_, ative. 
The poet-prophet projected himself into a future in which dis iII tinct topographical, national 
and historical boundaries that seem in themselves so insuperable in the present would 
become positive integral facets of the same unitotal perfection. Notably, Oreus hel-C 

reintroduced the juxtaposition of the "forest" and the "steppe" which he had first used to 
describe the Slavonic and Teutonic cultural principles in "Dve narodnye stikhii". He 

anticipated the positive fusion of these principles in a harmonious world to be inhabited 

by theurgic "free creators" for whom the plough , symbol of man's battle to control 

nature, has become redundant: 

Pa3mepbl )taJlbHHX paCCTOqHl4fl, 
MHe 3PHM Baw 6ejiocHeAHblf4 CMbICA. 
Bbl COBepweHHefi WBammft, 
flf)OCTOP H Bpemfl, Gem qliCq! 

AeTHT Hpo6erm 11 RpOrOHbl. 

3a CTpe: [KOf4 qaca )IYX CJle)IHT. 
Ha)i POAHHKamH Taf4F-HKOHbl, 

14 naxapb naiumo 
60P03AHT. 

flyCKaf4 rieca IIOPOIO TOWH, 
MeiieCT FIOJIHblfi ryji jy6paB- 
B HYCTbIHHX pa3paCTYTC-q POWH, 

3emji, g HaCbIT14T BBOJIIO HpaB. 

Beju4qbe )ie6pef4 caMOPOAHbIX 
BOCCTaHeT B poweHHOA Kpace, 
14 mac XHBOA TBOPUOB CB060)lHbIX 

FIO)ITJqHeT FIJIYFY 14 Koce. 46 

"V ezde" indicated that Oreus had now returned to motifs and ideas that he had 

I explored in his addendum to "Dve narodnye stikhii" of the previous N, Car. 47 The poeni 

46Sip, p. 113. 
ipated this development. In it Oreus expounded a 

470reus' letter to A. Ya. Bilibin of 5 June 1900 antic of 
theory of language and nationality which essentially echoed the addendum to Dve narodnýe sti 

" 
11 

1899. Cf. Mid, pp. 120-123ISip, pp. 156-9 and Pis'ma < ... > Bilibinu, . 4. ya., f. -),; 9, op. 3, ed. khr. I'/, 1.9- 

11 ob. The views expressed in the letter have an additional interest, however, as they illustrate the degree 

to which Oreus had personalized them by 1900, indicating the processes of his development. See, for 

example, the citation in Ln 92 (iv), p. 177). 
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"Starshie bogatyri" (October 1900) certainly marked the complete re-emergence of the "prophetic atavism" which had typified Oreus' patriotic or cultural vision in that essay. The poem panned in from the wider landscape of W ezde" and focussed upon the specific historical forces at work in it. These Oreus embodied in the very bogatyri that he had 
identified a year earlier in the revised "Dve narodnye stikhii". 48 Evidently he now felt 
able to renew his earlier exploration and advocation of the heroic principle which had led 
him into the cul-de-sac of championing the solipsistic poet-magician the yez before 
because he had retracted from the excessive claims that he had then made for "Illystical 
knowledge" and the "word". The bogatyri of "Starshie bogatyri" certainly had a positive 
metaphysical, cosmological and cultural context. Svyatogor and Volkh were now 
depicted as embodiments of the "sacred dream": 

14 B roAbi cepbie 6ecciumn HPOCTOrO 
Bbi MHe BCTpeqaAl4Cb Ha paCtlYT14,9X AylUH, 
CTOJInbi rpomaAHbie Me, qmaHUR CoqnWeo! 49 

In the first part of the poem, in Svyatogor, Oreus evoked the chaotic, titanic 
struggle of the elemental forces of the cosmological process. The "mountain king", was a 
bastion towering over the monotonous nihility of the steppe and sky and a poignant 
reminder of the positive power of universal "becoming" in the earth. Man was not onlý' 
the extension of this creativity, however, shackled by natural necessity to a life of tillage. 
He was potentially its agent and master. This Oreus proceeded to explore in his atavistic 

embodiment of the individual with universal vision: the Varangian wizard Volkh, a 

shape-shifter who knows the secrets of the universe of which he is part. The solutioll to 

the Russian riddle, Oreus intimated, lay in the reawakening of Volkh's spirit in rnoderriltY 
in order that it might make the huge but benighted and misapplied power of the peasant 

bogatyr, Mikula, obsolete. As in W ezde", Oreus foresaw the superfluousness of the 

if plough" in a world transfigured through Volkh's insight into the unitotal essence of 

things: 

K qemy Torja coxa? flpiicoiueK FlyCrb CBepKaji, 
flyCTb aem He TBoe TqraTbCfl C THFOTOIO - 
Ha)i PyCbIO BAaCTb BOCTopr jYUJN Te6e CH14CKa. 1.50 

48 See Mid, p. 1221Sip, p. 158. 
49Sip, p. 114. Italics mine, For J. D. Grossman's analysis of "Starshie bogatyri", see her "Ivan Kone\ sko,: 

Bogatyr of Russian Symbolism" in The Silver Age in Russian Literature. Selected Papers ftolit the Fourth 

World Congress ofSoviet and East European Studies, pp. I- 10. 
50Sip, P. 116. This "Ecstasy" (" Vostorg") was in all probability the same property that Oreus identified in 

"Dve narodnye stikhii" in the "vostorg i isstuplenie" of the starets Zosima's vision of universal integrity, 
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In "Varyagi", also an "atavistic" work of this late period (autumn 1900). Oreus 
explored his Scando-Slavic genealogy. The poem evoked the proud individualism of the 
Vikings, Swedish imperial prowess and its degeneration and eclipse by the Russian 
expansionism of Peter the Great. Oreus' blood contained a mixture of these national 
principles and he was proud of the path that his antecedents had trodden. HoNve%-er, 
although he invoked his ancestors' spirit for its bravery, he was not satisfied with the 
hereditary process per se. His concluding admission in "Varyagi" of his own mortality, of 
a unitotality attainable only in death, was a prophetic exhortation to others to prosecute 
the task of cultural and universal syzygy to its end. 

It is, however, perhaps the two poems of the city that Oreus wrote durIng th's late 
period that particularly confirm that he now understood his role to be that of the poet- 
prophet of positive cultural syzygy. These poems, "Veduny" (9 August 1900) and "Sreda" 
(winter 1900-1901), explored atavistic motifs in a distinctly modern cultural context 
which Oreus had previously eschewed. 

In a letter to Bryusov of 28 August 1899, a year before he came to write 
"Veduny", Oreus had acknowledged the "Prophetic" power of the urban drama and poetry 
of the Belgian Modernist, Emile Verhaeren. Notably, Oreus' interpretation of Verhaeren's 

poem "Les Idees" had a distinctly Solovevian air, making reference to divine Beauty and 
its objective manifestation in cosmological and historical processes- 

KTo 6bi mor noaymaTb, ITO GITOT HCCFyflJleHHblfi 14 oxecroqeMblk co3epuaTeJlb COBPeNl('11Hl)IX PaBHPIH, 

I'OPOAOB, pumbiLuileHmA H TOMaemift 3aBeplIJ14T IjeJlblk IlepHO)j CBOer'O BAOXHOBeHHH TaKHNI 

npopo, ieCrBOM! < 
... 

> 3aBeT ero 6aarocm < 
... 

>B 3aKJUoqi4TeabHom aKKop)le FlOaMbl Fopo)ia, B Olt' 06 

14)le. qx, iiapjiWl4X HaJ HHM. OHa yKa3biBaeT Ha 04ay il FlpaB)i_v-Jlio6OBb, )IehcrBylOWlie COBmecro noa 
BePXOBHbIM npawiemem 6o)KeCFBeHHOf4 KpaCOTbl, KaK Ha ABH)KYWHe Haiuefi AH3HbIO CrIA1411 "ý ... 

> 

KPaCOTa < ... > pacnpoeTpaHeHa mm Tenepib 143 o611aCF14 MCKJWqmTenbHo xy)ioxecrBeHliOfi Hif BCIO 

KYJIbTYPHY10 AeATeJlbHOCTb BeK& 51 

At the time that Oreus wrote this letter, however, he was evidently so preoccupied 

with his pursuit of a solipsistic theurgy that he neglected the Possibility of himseýf looking 

outwards and exploring the urban milieu around him from the perspective of the modern 

prophet exemplified in E. Verhaeren. It was this exploration that it would notably and 

suddenly occur to him tentatively to undertake in "Veduny", which he wrote on his return 

which he contrasted with the negatory selflessness of Orthodoxy and Tolstqan moral fa, th: AM, p 

121ISip, p. 157. 
5ILn 98 (i), pp. 467-8. Notably, Oreus translated Verhaeren's Les Idýes on 24 MaN, 1899 (Z. k. Ao. 10, f. 

259, op. 1, ed. khr. 28,1.15-18) on reading it (Spkis, E 259, op. 1, ed. khr. 6,1.77). 
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to St. Petersburg from Finland in the summer of 1900, a year later. 52 I Significantl, y. the poet did not seek mystically to escape the city's confines in "Veduny" as previously. He intuited and joined mysterious, magical presencesq lisorcerorsil 
, which, like \, "erhaeren's 

eternal "ideas". hovered above the city, guiding it towards posItIN, e cultill-al transfiguration, inspiring industry and craft within it: 

Mbi (veduny) 11P0fl)leM Ha)1 KOCHelOMM ropo)lom n., iaBHOfi CTollofl, 
KaK riapbi, mm iipof4, jeM Ha)1 HeMblMH, rJ]YXHMH )iomamm. OH HaBeK J114 KHprlHtlHblfl, Gyllbl)"b1f4 3acTofi? 
HeT 

. [114 Tai1H0f4 11 T0qH0f4 Geceiii me. A Him m Hamki? 

Aa, HX CTPOHJ114 mepTBble JIIOAH, C rlyCTOIO AYIIJOA. 
Ho 3a6wimb cepua 3a TyllbIMH, ciieflb[MH CTeHamH. 
IICIIOAHHCKafl 3aBOJb, 3aupyaa, o ropoA 6ojibwof4, 
14cnapJieTc, n neCHb HaA 3AOBOHHbIMM MYTH Bomiam". 

Ecall Tam, 3a iiamnaaofi, yGoroe cepue r0plIT, 
14 erO He RPHHHTb AH Ham B BeAeHbe Hatue c HPMBeTOM? 

<... > 

flYCTb ri)oxoqyTb fIO)IBOllbl, ROB03KH HO 3JIbIM MOCTOBbIM, 
FIYCTb CBeTHYIbHble ra3bl GeryT HeAHBOA BepeHmuefi - 
BeLUYHbl YJIeTJIT B HeGeca 110 Tpy6am )IbIMOBbIM, 

, TO. 1141, bl. 53 T4TO6 B14TaTb ii raaaTb Haa MeqTam", cyAbGamti c 

In "Sreda", Oreus again used the city as a basis for prophesying cultural change. 
Moreover, although this piece likewise reflected Verhaeran's insights into urban 
modernity, it also evidently had a distinctly Solov'evian subtext. The simple title of 
"Sreda" is not unimportant. In the final article of "Smysl lyubvi", which we identified as 
informing Oreus' pivotal poem "Otrechenie", Solovev argued that the "task of 

consciousness and will" in the name of true syzygistic love must transfigure the 

environment (sreda): 

Ecim KopeHb iloxHoro cyweCTBOBaHHH COCTOUT B HeFIPOHliuaemOCTII, T. e. BO MWNIHONI lICKAMINIMI 

cyweCTB Apyr Apyrom, TO 14CT14HHaq )KI43Hb P-CTb TO, qTO6bl ACHTb B )Ipyrom. KaK B Ce6e. 11.111 iiaxomm, 

B )ipyrom f]OJIO)Kl4TeJlbHoe n 6e3yCJIOBHoe BOCfIOJIHeHi4e CBoero cytuecTBa. OcHowmem if "11110%, )"OH 

HCTHHHOH )KI43HH OCTaeTCJq H BcerAa OCTaHeTCJq . 1106OBb jiommji, mut Ilo oc 

CO6CTBeHHOe OCYWeCTBJIeHme lieBO3MOABO, KaK Mbl Btue. w, 6e3 COOTBeT(-, fB, Ntotiiei-o ipýo6pa3mamm 

Men 6HelilHeu cpeabI, T. e. UHmeepai4ufi ", KU3HU UOUWava. MHOII Heo6xoali. yo rripeuvel7l 

maKou we UHnW? pauuu a coepax ; KU3HU o6iqecnweHHOCL u 6cemupHOli. 
54 

521t was an abrupt shift of perspective, suggesting just how rapidly his realization of the Implications of tile 

if poet-prophet" for himself gave him a new sense of meaning and purpose. In his letter to A. Ya. B, Ibn of 5 

June 1900 he had unequivocally attacked the city as uninhabitable for one of his sensibilities. See Ln 92 

(iv), p. 176/ Ln 98 (i), p. 503. 
53Sip, p. 112. 
54SOlov'ev, VI., Soch., Vol. 2, p. 544. Italics mine. 
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Moreover, Solov'ev's description of the ideal means of effecting such change in the environment corresponded with the message of a poet-prophet of "true patfiotisnill: 

... CBfl31, aKTHBHoro iejiOBeqeCKorO Haqa: ia (., IHqHOFO) C BOnjioweHliOlO B COUMALHOM IN \OBIiG-Te. leC)10%j opraHI43MP- BceeAMHO10 wteefl )iojuma 6bITb )KIlBbIM CUMlectru. it OTHoiueHHeNi. He 1'10TlllllflTbCJl CBO('11 
oGLueCTBeHHOfi cq)epe m He rocnOACTBOBaTb Hal Heio, a 6blTb C HeK) B 

. -IK)GOBIIONI wainiomfici-mm, 
CJIY)KIlTb AAH Hee )IeflTeJlbHbIM, ORAO)IOTBOPRIOLU14M Haqajio. Ni ABIIAýeffilfi it Ha\OAIITL 13 Wil 110.1110IN 
AH3HeliHb[X YCJIOBHfi 14 B03MOXHOCTefi - TaKOBO OTHOweHiie HCrUHHOfi qe. ]OBeqecKofi llli-IlfBlt-iya. -iim(-)Cm 
He TOJIIKO K cBoefi 6nHAcaf4wefl comiaAbHok cpe)ie, K cBoemy Hapo)iy, HO 11 KO BCeNIN' lle-IOBOWCTBý. ýi 

Oreus' vision of his envirom-nent in "Sreda", of St. Petersburg, was precisely that 
of a historical crossroads and confluence of nationalities where the transfigurative 
processes of the Idea were palpably concentrated in a knot of suffering, catastrophic 
change and enlightened renewal. Its issue, moreover, was new, free forms of being which 
transcend genealogical boundaries: 

Ha, a ROPO)IOR CBCPLUmjiacb no6ezia; 
3, aecb ee He ciiaraAM BeKa: 
CbIH Pycm 3a6blBaeT 3)ieCb mm, 
Ay LUBeAa HO PYCH TOCKa. 56 

This vision of cultural syzygy was indicative of a poet who had made a compact 

with futurity in a bid to aid the realization of the cherished ideals that he defined 

succinctly in an appropriately entitled note of 1900, "Zavet russkornu cheloveku": 

PYCC-Kl4f4 lqeJIOBeK TaK 3ai3opo. AleH 14 3apa)KeH CBOI4Ml4 Heo6-bHTHbIMM, HeomflAHMMN aetinNiti. it 

M peK. amH qTo emy He FlOBePHTb, qTO6bl B qeAOBeqeCKOf4 jimmoc-ni, eAllffliue 3aKJIK)qa. iacb \1111-)OBCX' 

Bemime < ... > Aa 6y)ieTxe nepBOe 14 rjiaBHoe Aejio ero OTHbIHe - C03HaTb pa3 HaBcerja. iro Hitim - 

Hf)OCTPaHCTBO, BpeMq, o6-bem, pa3mep, macca, KOJIHqeCTBO, qHCjlo, qTO HeT BejiliKoro ti lieT ma. -ioi (). Aa 
Yql4TCJi OH BCJJKYIO BeJlt4ql4HY Rpe, 314paTb, 14 aa HOqTeT 14 IlOqTl4T, KaK eAMHoe Heq, 1,0. CýIjjee. 

e)114HYIO 14CTHHY, KpaCy H pa)IOCTb - Ka'IP-CTBa, CBOficTBa, oco6emoaii, xapaKTepbl, POAbl. BlUbl, 4)jXl3bl. 

Bce 3TH COCTaBHbie CTMxHm eCTeCTBa XH3HI4, KOTOpble CB060AHbl H JPYF OT )ipyra ii Kaýuan oi coom 

camon < ... > mo Imo ecMb, JMO He eduHcnwo nycmombi u 6e3O6'. 7U'Illfl, -0710 

nO. 11HOMbI U pa3HOJUYUff, ; Kuaoe eceeduHcmeo. 
57 

551bid., p. 545. 
56Sip, p. 120. 
571bid., pp. 227-28. 
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It was with this vision in view that in his penultimate poem, "K P. P. Konradi` (7 April 1901), Oreus made it clear to his friend that he was now reconciled to play the role of poet-prophet: 

Tbi npaB - He BeKa CbIH, fl VIO ANIlIb OT3BYqbq 
Ha mepTBYK) TOCKY HJlb Ha AHBYIO (,, TpaCTb. 
HeT, CbIH UBeTYLLIerO, KaK caa, 6Aarono. iyqbfl 
Cy)ibGaM HeBe)IOMbIM o6peK ce6, q na qaCTb. 58 

This, then, was the context in which Oreus wrote his final poem, "SoIntse lia 
vershine machty", discovered in his notebook on the banks of the river Aa in ýNrhich he 
drowned on 8 July 1901: 

COJIHUe Ha Bepujl4He mallTbl. 
Mbl 3a HHM MUM 
BeTp, 3a: IIIBIICTblf4 Tpy6all Tbl, 
BeTpa Mbl XOTHM. 59 

Notably, in Valery Bryusov's opinion, it was to be considered a bitter irony that 
only in this, Oreus' last poem, did he re-emerge from philosophical entanglement and 
rediscover something of the spontaneous creativity, happiness and promise of former 

summers amid nature. 60 By contrast, a critic such as A. Smimov in all probability 
considered this final poem simply to corroborate the view that Oreus' later poetry was 
turning in ever diminishing circles of contemplative abstraction and had no future. 

However, as the above analysis suggests, this last natural-philosophical poem had 

a distinct Solov'evian context within a highly complex, dialectical poetic development. It 

was written by a poet who could neither unconditionally regress to being the innocent 

wayfarer of 1897, nor, intellectually bankrupt, simply recycle old themes. 

587 April 190 1. Ibid., p. 12 1. 
591bid. 
60For these details of Bryusov's reaction to Oreus' death, recalled by his sister, see Ln 98 (1), p. 551 
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CHAPTER EIGHTEEN 
Godman or Ubermensch? 

The question of Nietzschean influence 

KTO Mbl? HeBeAomofi IIOPOAbl flepeXoAbl. 

to 1. Konevskoy. "Kto my?... 

In his significantly extended, heavily revised article on Konevskoy of 1917 
Bryusov advanced the following thesis: 

C14JIbHOe BneqaTjieHHe HPOIUBeaa Ha KOHeBCKOFO HAeq CBepXqeiOBeKa Hiii-twe. K<KTO Nlbl? - tieBumi()ii 
RPI4PO)JbI nepexO)Ibl>>, FOBOPHT KOHeBCKOf4, H TaKýKe IIOCBHLuaeT PHI CTIIXOTBOPHb[X kq, ij 

, 
\. N111fl. 41-orim 

nOKa3aTb, qTo qe. qOBeK - TOJ1bKO nepexoman aamn meAAY HH3LUHNI opi-aHII3. NIONl It I-P'11ý11111N' 
< 

... 
>B CBH3H C JT14M (H, B CYLUHOCT14, TOAe KaK riOBTOPeHme mjeH Himme) CTOI1T ý' Kollf'Br-Koh) 

OTPHuaHHe <<14CTHHbI>>. 11eAoBeK 
- nepexoman aamu; ero HHTe. ueKT - lie COBePLHelleH < 

... 
> 

qe. r[OBeqeCKafi HCTI4Ha moAeT 6bITb TOJ-1bKo qaCTjjqHofj NCTHHOfi. 1 

We turn to this emphatic assertion of Nietzschean influence in conclusion 
precisely because it constitutes the most exacting test for the whole ethos of this thesis. 
An analysis of the validity of Bryusov's claim that a philosophy with which Solov'c\' 

polemicized was of definitive importance to Oreus will either fundamentally compromise 
or conclusively affirm our argument that the Russian philosopher's "unitotal" vision was 
the constant lode star of the poet "Ivan Konevskoy" 

I 

There is certainly a strong case for the assertion of a Nietzschean influence upon 

Oreus that demands to be answered. In a letter to Bryusov of April 1899, having 

commented upon works by Nietzsche that he had been translating, Oreus noted: 

... a(POPHCT14qeCKOe CTIIXOTBOPeHue "An Hafis" q m6pa. ri aaAýe jwrpaýOM KO B(7, ('Nl. \ VIII 01 W. 

JIU)MM, o6Hmmaiomemy COGOIO BeCb nepHo)t c fipoiujiof4 ocem (1898 0<... >: 

Bist Alles und Keins, bist Schenke und Wein, 
Bist Phönix, Berg und Maus, 

Fällst ewiglich in dich hinein, 
Fliegst ewig aus dir hinaus. 

Bist aller Höhen Versunkenheit, 

lBryusov, V. Ya., "Ivan Konevskoy (1877-1901)", in Rus 

misquotes "Kto my?... " 

Lit. XX ,., Vol. 3. bk. viii, P. 16 1, Brý usoý 
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Bist aller Tiefen Schein, 
Bist aller Trunknen Trunkenheit, 

Wozu, wozu dir -- Wein? 2 

In fact this citation was not only to be the epigraph of a section of Afechty i dllml% 
but to the whole collection. As Oreus' letter to Bryusov suggests. however, it more 
specifically typified an interest in the Nietzschean dialectic of power which manifested 
itself from late 1898 onwards. This initially influenced the poetry of that period in Works 
embodying the Dionysian-Apollonian dualism that Nietzsche explored in Die Geblirt (ki- Trag6die. Notably, while these works recognized the interdependency of the two 
principles, they stressed the triumph of Apollonian order in its dialectical interplay with 
the intoxicating Dionysian revelation of formless power. In "Peregar" (Novernber- 
December 1898), at a Dionysian feast Oreus anticipated the rising of the sun, with which 
Nietzsche identified Apollo in The Birth of Tragedy: 

EcAH HeT Ha CBeTe cnaBbl, 

Bepb, 'ITO CBeT B30kaeT. 3 

In "K plastiku" (4-9 December 1898), he aspired to a Hellenistic vision of the 
consummated Apollonian ideal: 

Cama ceGH cHemiomaji mia, 
He Maio H CROKORMIX KOjioiiHa)i, 

Fae yx He pa3 ayiua TBOR BKyctma 
, 
JblxaHbe Bewo liCT14HHbIX OTpa),. 4 

Notably, however, the emphasis of Oreus' Nietzschean works was suddenlý, to 

shift to the Dionysian end of the spectrum of the German philosopher's aesthetic values, 

which he maintained to be the essential prerequisite for the perfection of Apollonian 

genius. Moreover, this apparent volte-face significantly corresponded with the search for 

action that resulted from Oreus' increasing disappointment with the love ideal. 

2Ln 98 (i), p. 459. For Oreus' own prose translation of the citation, see p. 461. Oreus read "An Harls" in the 

Nietzsche anthology of 1898, Gedichte und Spriiche (P. 121), which he purchased in Heidelberg in the 

summer of that year (Spkis, L 259, op. 1, ed. khr. 6,1.55). This poetical introduction to Nietzsche in the 

original evidently cut a swathe through the critical clamour surrounding the more antagonistic and 

sensationalist aspects of his work, and inspired Oreus to read Die Geburt der Trag6die and Also Sprach 

Zarathustra in December 1898 (Spkis, L 259, op. 1, ed. khr. 6,11.72 ob. ). 
3Mid, p. 1681Sip, p. 52. 
4Mid, p. 1961Sip, p. 53. The epigraph to the poem was from Nietzsche's "Aus hohen Bergen" which Oreus 

first read in Gedichte i Spriiche (p. 125), but also concluded Beyond Good and EvIl. 
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"Prazdnichnaya kantata", its epigraph drawn from the "The Intoxicated Song" in Zarathustra, was a Dionysian bachanalia in which Oreus identified a potential means to thwart mortality: 

Apym, 6blCTpef4! 
)IeBbl H IOHOIUH, 13 TIJIHCKe Kpy, KHTecb! 
Ecam ROPOR Bbl H Ha 3eMb AO)KHTeCb, 
KIIHbTeC, b Tem paAOCTHef4 B BOJlHbl MOpef4. 
Mbl -y CBfILueHHbIX ABepefl. 

, 
apyWHO AOMHTecb, FIAOTHee APYAMTecb. 
14 BCe cmenek, BCP- OTqanHHef4 Mql4Tecb 
CTaRM14 BOAbHbIX 3Bepef4.5 

"Prazdnichnaya kantata" was still a love poem. Oreus' next Nietzschean poem. 
I'Variatsii na 'Pominki' Kol'tsova" (2 February 1899), was not. The power of the 
rebellious youth regaled in Dionysian ivy garlands whom Oreus extolled there for flicir 
inexhaustible vitality was innate in them: 

14 Bce npeB03MOF qYAHOA IOHOCT14 60F, 
14 B f1paXe - HaW BeK YIPOA14TOfi. 

FloGema, q CTpaCTb Haa IIYCFbiHefl B30IUjia. 

Mbi Bce 3aTaftni j3 cepauax. 
14 Maem - CTpaaaHbRM He 6y)ieT qHcjia, 

Ho Bce mbi -B niioweBb[X BeHuaX. 6 

The rising sun of Apollonian genius was now evidently deemed secondary to this 

superfluity of innate power, its issue rather than its essential qualification: 

TaK BCTpeTHM Mbl YTPO RO)l fleffile qaLu, 
TaHHCTBeHHofi AH3HI4 Haryto 3apio. 
14 )KH3Hb He CTpaLlIHa, ecim MIA WOT - Ham: 

Yrpo3a OH POKY - uaplo. 7 

In Oreus' next poem, "Iz drugogo mira" (February 1899), the tolling midday bell 

which transcends the understanding of the wise (and therefore Apollonlan) man was 

redolent of the twelve transfigurative peals that mark Zarathustra's resurrection and 

affinnation of life in "The Second Dance Song" in Zarathustra. 

5Mid' p. 203ISip, p. 55. 
6Mid' p. 1981Sip, p. 63. 

sed with the Apollonian "K Plastiku". 
71bid. Notably, in Mid the poem was juxtapo 
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This spirit of affirmation undoubtedly contributed to the knot of tension which underlay the clash of mystical contemplation and the need for action in "Blednaý, a N esna". indeed, Oreus appealed again to Zarathustran "overcoming" at the time that he wrote that despondent work in an apparent attempt to reconcile contemplative passivitN- and the urge 
to act. In "Sobomaya duma" (March 1899) he elaborated the theme of Nietzsche's "An 
Hafis", claiming that, like Zarathustra in "At Noontide", the fulfilled man has no need of 
various intoxicants to transport him beyond his empirical self He eschewed crude, 
illusory and destructive intoxication for the true Dionysian power to experience the 
eternity abiding within -a well spring of creativity: 

']TO Ac )ieqaTb? yAejim HPOKARCTb MCCTyllAeHLe? 
IleM K ACH3HH JHO6OBb YTOAHM? 

Jlio6fl ee, KaK )10flyCT14Tb iiape6jiffibe 
MHHYT en BpemeHeM 3JIbIM? 

<... > 

0 BHHKHI4Te... Hac co jiHR Ha jieHL KOJ1b1WilT 
14 T14XHfi, 14 GLICTpblf4 fIOTOK. 

HO BHYTpeHH14f1 MI4P - OH COGOIO AHLLIL AbILLMT, 

Bcem nojioH, a CaM OAIIHOK. 

<... > 

CTPOHTe. vit4 - Mbl. 8 

This sublimation of latent emotional energy, the apogee of Zarathustran influciicc 

upon Oreus, reverberated throughout his ensuing attempts to define the poet's primacy 

and right to a solipsistic vision of inner universality. 
It was, however, Beyond Good and Evil, the aphoristic exegesis of the moral 

implications of Zarathustra's prophetic vision, that inspired Oreus' most overt 

Nietzschean works of 1901, "Gnomy", "Prisloviya" and "Kto my? nevedomoy porod), 

perekhody". "Gnomy" and "Prisloviya" attacked modem man for his failure to equate 

"happiness" with the will to power, rather than "pleasure" - an absence of physical or 

spiritual suffering. This was an abrogation of the stature that the true Dionysiac amorfiili 

could offer man: 

Ce6ji Mbl HYAHM K pa)IOCTH iieTyllefl, 
liyTbeM JIYKaBOff rOPAOCTH BAeKOMbl: 
C Tem, qTo6 OTBbIKHYTb OT TOCKH niiaKyqefi, 

8Sip, pp. 81-2. 
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3aGblTb 
Haw POK, 3apaHee 3HaKOMbifl. 

<... > 

CTbIAMTec, b FOBOPHTb: Hejib3, q! B3biBafiTe: MOýKHO! 

<... > 

<<Bce moxeT 6b[Tb! >> 14 TaK 6blTb Bcemorym mory q, 
<<HeJlb3fl He 6blTb>> - TO AAR HeBoJlbHHKOB 3aKOH. 9 

A Dionysian "festival" of true freedom and creativity was pivotal to the pronuse 
of "Kto my? ": 

14 BOT BjieqeT M Hac cBeT npa3)1H14qH02 CBOGOALI. 10 

This, then, was the Nietzschean. vein in Oreus' poetry, culminating in thc,, c 
powerful poems of 1900. What, however, were the implications of this clearly maturing 
interest in the Dionysian philosopher? To answer this question it is imperative to examine 
closely Oreus' own interpretation of Nietzsche's philosophy, which Bryusov clearly 
identified as a basis for asserting his friend's progression from metaphysics to unqualified 
aesthetic dynamism. It is necessary to explore what Oreus meant when, in "Grionly", he 

proclaimed: 

<<HaBeKI4>> - 3TO cmepTb, a BjiaCTb - <<BCe AO flOpbl! >> 
BeAb Henpem. )KHoe TaK HYCTO 14 HHqTOACHO, 
BHe BCHKOR BOAbHOCTH H I)OCKOLUM iirpbl. 

<... > 

Jlio6ilto H 14CTHHY, HO TaK Xe MHAO MHeH-be, 

14 BeqHOCTb xopowa, JIHLIJb KAM Bpema eCTb. 

HOA KaAQIbIM MHeHi4em 3ajio-? iKeHO 
COMHeHbe, 

KaK 3allOBe)tHbif4 Kam: TO AHqHOA BOAH qeCTb. " 

Was this not, as Bryusov argued, the position of one who had converted to the 

later, purely Dionysian philosophy of the will to power? Had Oreus not submitted to the 

power of a philosophy which, subsuming reason as an incidental feature of its 

sublimational aesthetic, was popularly held to offer the freedom of an uncompromised 

monistic irrationalism, a dialectic of volitional dynamism? Was not Beyond Good and 

9Sip, pp. 107-8. For the Nietzschean background to "Gnomy", see Sip, p. 243 an d Ln 98 (j), p. 478. 

1 Osip, P. 10 9. 
1 ISip, p. 108. 
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Evil (the inspiration for "Kto my? ", the poem which Bryusov identified as the explanation for all Oreus' works on the destiny of man) a book written b), a philosopher who 
embodied Truth as a wanton sphinx at its beginning and unequivocallý- extolled Dionystis 
at its end? 

In fact a closer reading of Oreus' Nietzschean poems in association with his 
occasional, unpublished writings on Nietzsche reveals that he made no concessions to 
unqualified irrationalism for all the attraction that he felt to the doctrine of xvill to power. 
Long before Oreus read Beyond Good and Evil he had presumed what Nietzsche 
actually revealed at its conclusion: that the Dionysus of this book bore only a superficial 
resemblance to the antithesis of Apollo of The Birth of Tragedy; this Dionysus was a 
philosopher-12 Indeed, Oreus understood the subsumption of the Apollonian within the 
Dionysian doctrine of the will to power in Zarathustra and Nietzsche's later works 
revealed him to be a dialectical monist with a positive cosmological vision of being. '3 If 
Nietzsche continued to peddle his advocacy of the "untrue" and revelled in the tension 

created by his loyalty to the ambiguous figure of Dionysus, then these iconoclastic 
tendencies were not to be considered unconditionally negative, but to be understood in 
terms of the philosopher's increasingly positive system. 

11 

Significantly, Oreus' earliest recorded view of Nietzsche of any length was 

unequivocally critical. This opinion appeared in reflections on Germany's slide into 

Prussian militarism that were inspired by Oreus' brief stay in Berlin in the summer of 

1897. Notably these reflections focused upon Nietzschean atavism. However, this was no 

celebration of healthy Norse valour or the unsullied vision of primitivistic pantheism, but 

of the spirit of the landsknecht, the surfeit of instinctive energy driving the venal Cesare 

Borgia: 

B rjiyGoqafiiuem POACTBe c<... > )iyxom bepjil4Ha, pacuieBaiouitim 11 BOO COBPeNteHHYIO FepmaimK,. 

CT014T yBjieqeHi4e ee B006tue H moAoAoro bepjii4Ha B OC06eHHOCT14 HpaBC'I'BeHHOfi III)OROBe, 11)10 lilt[llll('. 

Ta Bejh meqTaeT 0 BOABOPeHHM B UeJIOM Mllpe TOM Ae 6e3wa6alUHOrO BoeHHOI-o nall'I'lOpluma 
KyjiaqHoro npaBa, KOTOpoe IIBJlneTCH 3aKBaCKof4 6epjiHHCKOrO Hace. ieHIM. 

OHa (-i, aBll'l' COW 

12See Beyond Good and Evil, aphorism 295. 
13A view not entirely unfavoured today. See, in particular, Walter Kaufmann's contention that although 

there were profound differences in emphasis between Hegel and Nietzsche, the fon-ner's absolute, the 

formal basis for Solov'ev's, was much closer to the monistic will to power than Schopenhauer's monism of 

will: Kaufinann, W., "Sublimation, Geist, and Eros", Nietzsche. Philosopher, Psychologist, Antichrist, pp. 

235-46. 
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Be: imliahwero B HCTOPHH H3Bepra - KOHIOTbepa, mmal-la RaeMHbIX Jpý halH, Ue pq BHOJIHe ecTeCTBeHHo HP14XOAMTCH . 3a )Op-lýmia. it )to HO HYTPY CbIHOBbHM nOK. IOHHHKOB <<RjjjKepcKOrO>> Be. nvulil bmcmapKOB n BiijibreAbMOB 1, ewe maCKHPOBa]3wHX CBOH Fpy0ble 
-iaHICKHexj, cKjj, ý H3peqeRHHM14 <<sprUche>> AlOTepaHCKoro Gaarotter-THR BPO)ie 4i -IýWll 110-1 IMINNIII 
Ur Gott, Kaiser u. Vaterlandw.. 

_b. HpaBC, TBema, q TIPOJIOBeAh Himue, 
- camoe npKoe HPOIIBAeHHe AHKOI-o_aTaBI13. Nta, BOeHHOll O-Bp4a. j(X-. rjj. BOuapHBwef4Cfl B COBpemeHHofi FepmaHH14 nocie BoeHHbIX TOpAe(-, FB 18jo I, OM. 14 

Oreus had not in fact read Nietzsche at this point. This view of his philosophy Ivas formed on the basis of received ideas, in particular the critical reaction of . 4671 
Volynsky. 15 On personal acquaintance with Nietzsche's philosophy Oreus was to niodi ýv 
his opinion of it substantially. Even so, however, he did not relax that critical acunien 
which Volynsky's writings had generally fostered in him. His opinion of Zarathustra was 
far from unreservedly positive as his letter to A. Ya. Bilibin of July (-August) IS99 
testifies: 

flpe)jynpe.? KAalO Te6fl, qTO, ec-qii cTaHeiiib 3HaKOMHTbC, 9 c <<3apaTyC'TP0H>> B 110-11-10NI B 
HeM Hafbeiub mecT, JOCTOfIHbIX cpaBHeHHH C H3BeCTHbIMII Te6e ABYNIfI rmmmit IV tiac-i'm bmbfflam 
)IaAe qaCTb Bcero OCTaY1bHOFO HeCpaBHeHHO HHAe, mM KaK Bce BOO(-)Iiie I, Bopqe(. I'Bo HIIIII-Ife, no 
moemy, OTKpbIBaeT J114ILlb KaK 6bI BOBce mnmoxOAOM R HettaimHo Bemvmbie NIIIPOBble I'OpliMMIN. lak 
KaK o6wee TeqeHme ero - He TOJIbKO 6eCTOJIKOBoe, T. e. 6e3 BCHKOA rapMOH1111 B pacii1wic. if, mm tiicieti, 
HO, xyxe Bcero, BpaWaioweeCH TO 11 MAO B KPYFe KpaflHe HeoC)wtix H KaKI4X-TO IIpIIKAa-mw\ -i, (oiek 
3peHl4fl 14 MKMnaiowee caMbIM11 fmowambIMH BbIXOAKam, KOTOpbie TaK 11 IIPOCHTCII B 

. \c-ra imn. mwii. 

bjiaro)lap. q BCHK14M TaKI4M )ieiueBO 3anommatOmmcq C. IOBeqKam timn it piewie [hiume N, Aýv it 
Tenepb )iejiaeTCH )IOCTOHH14eM N KaTaXH3MOM MHOrI4X qjieHOB TOAMI. Eyo 11POBO3i-., iawaK), i, pmwýicm 

)IeflTeJlbHOCTH, Ha qTO OH K coxaAeHHR H 6H. 1, H He 6e3 rpeXa TCaTPI. IbH0fi 1103b[ (ý A 0-11fif el () 

fUHPOKOBeMaTeAbHblf4 HPIMB: Also Sprach Zarathustra ii rioAAeJIKY no)i Niec(, maHCKOfl TOH, (-1'0.11) It(' 

flO)IXOA, qMl4f4 K ero 6eCCBfl3HOCTH H HePOBHOCTM, He moyy emy HPOMIT0, M oAHaKo MeHee 11CCIO OH IINI 

Gbin m moxeT c)iejiaTbCfl, meqTaTeJlb 0 HeiiCJIOJIH14MOM 14 HeBbIpa314MOM, Bcer)ia BiniaBlIllift B 

npomaXI4, Kor)ja CBOR COH <<CBepXqenOBeqecTBa>> XOTeii o6paTHTb B Herro, IIPCO(-)I)a. 3. NK)111('(' 

COBpemeHHyI0 BHeIUHIOIO, 06IUeCTBeHHYIO AefiCTBHTeJlbHOCTb. 16 

Clearly, then, even at the time Oreus wrote his series of "Zarathustran" poems his 

attitude to Nietzsche was still the highly discretionary approval of one who evidently 

held his own position to be superior. We can establish from exactly what perspective 

Oreus was judging Nietzsche's work if we focus upon the redeeming sections of 

14Z. k. No. 8, E 259, op. 1, ed. kh r. 20,11.2 ob. -3. 
15For reference to Cesare Borgia in Volynsky's critique of The Antichrist, see "Literatumye zametki". Sv, 

No. 10,1896, otdel 1, pp. 248-55. See also "Apollon i Dionis", Sv, No. 11,1896, otdel 1, pp. 232-2155 (both 

recorded read: Spkis, L 259, op. 1, ed. khr. 6,11.20). Other early reading on Nietzsche included Soloý'e%'s 

"Pervyy shag k polozhitel'noy estetike"; Lou Andreas-Salomd, "Fridrikh Nitsshe % svoikh 

proizvedeniyakh", Sv No. 3,1896 (read March 1896: Spkis, E 259, op. 1, ed. khr. 6,1.10), Preobrazhenský, 

V. P., "Fridrikh Nitsshe", Grot, N. Ya., "Nravstvennye idealy nashego vremeni (Fridrikh Nitsshe i LeN 

Tolstoy)" and Astafev, P. E., "Genezis nravstvennogo ideala dekadenta", all three of which appeared in 

Vfip bk 1 (16), 1893 (also read March 1896, Spkis, E 259, op. 1, ed. khr. 6,1.10). 

16pis'ma < ... > Bilibinu, A. Ya., L 259, op. 3, ed. khr. 17,1.7. 
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Zarathustra which he recommended to Bilibin. Although Oreus did not speciticaliv identify which passages from Part Four of Zarathustra he had in mind in his letter to Bilibin, he did indicate which they were in a letter to Bryusov: 

143 Hiluwe nepeBe�leH0 MHOIO ma HaliGojiee FeHiiaJlbHblX OC)pa3ua ero -iipHKI,. 3aTepliiiiiiA. \ 8 IV-ofi qacTi4 «3apaTYCTpbl»: "Mittags" ii "Das trunkne Lied". 17 

"At Noontide" and "The Intoxicated Song", in which Oreus dentified the definitive expression of themes in Zarathustra that appealed to him, concerned the 
overcoming' of the Ubermensch and the accompanying credo of "eternal recurrence". 
The exact implications of what Nietzsche meant by "eternal recurrence", a coivllarý, ot- 
the amorfati, remain obscure. 18 He never systematically expounded the "doctrine" that he 
so lyrically voiced in Zarathustra, and of which he swore himself to be the devoted 
teacher at the conclusion of Twilight of the Idols. Its undispelled obfuscation has 
popularly been seen to contrast unfavourably with the acute psychological insights that 
inform the concept of the Ubermensch, and these two affiliated teachings have been 
disassociated, the "recurrence" neglected. Why Oreus, by contrast, focused precisel), upon 
the eternal recurrence as the definitive moment of Nietzsche's principally existential 
aesthetic of the will to power is intimated in the language in which it is couched in the 

chapters he admired. In "At Noontide" Zarathustra intuits eternity in a dream and 
wonders at his relationship with the universe and how it shall be resolved: 

... who are you then, 0 my soul? (and at this point he started, for a ray of sunlight liad glanced down froni 
the sky on to his face. ) 

0 sky above me, < ... > are you watching me? Are you listening to my strange soul? 
When will you drink this drop of dew that has fallen upon all earthly things - when will you drink 

this strange soul 
- when, well of eternity! serene and terrible noontide abyss! when will you drink my soul back 

into yourself? 19 

Zarathustra's subsequent appeal to the doctrine of "eternal recurrence" - the 

apotheosis of life affirmation - in "The Intoxicated Song" suggests an answer to these 

questions in terms clearly arresting for one with Oreus'Solovevian background: 

17Letter to Bryusov of April 1899: Ln 98 (i), p. 459, where other select translations firom Njetzshe are also 

listed. See also the more extensive list of passages from Zarathustra of particular interest Nvhich Oretj,, 

drafted on listing it read: Spkis, E 259, op. 1, ed. khr. 6,1- 72 ob. 
18For a comprehensive discussion of "eternal recurrence", see Kaufmann, Yiet: sche. Philosopher. 

Psychologist, Antichrist, pp. 305-333. 
19Nietzsche, F., Thus Spoke Zarathustra, translated with an introduction bý- R. J. Hollingdale, Pem-, Lan, 

1974, P. 289. 
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Joy < ... > does not want heirs or children, joy wants itself, wants etemit"'. wants recurrence. %%ants everything eternally the same < ... > All things are chained and entwined together, all things are in love. if ever you wanted one moment twice, if ever you said: 'You please me, happiness. instant, moment! ' then you wanted everything to return! 
you wanted everything anew, everything eternal, everything chained, entwined together, everything in love, 0 that is how you loved the world, 
you everlasting men, loved it eternally and for all time: and you saý' even to woe: 'Go, but return r For alljoy wants - eternity! 

< ... > 
all joy wants itself, therefore it also wants heart's agony! 0 happiness! 0 pain! Oh break, heart! you higher men, learn this, learn that joy wants eternity, 

joy wants the eternity of all things, wants deep, deep, deep eternity! 20 

Indeed, in a more explicit exposition of the same idea in an earlier chapter. "The 
Seven Seals (or: The Song of Yes and Amen)", Oreus read: 

Oh how should I not lust for eternity and the wedding ring of rings - the Ring of Recurrence! 
Never yet did I find the woman by whom I wanted children, unless it be this woman, NN Will I 

love: for I love you, 0 Eternity! 
For I love you, 0 Eternity! 21 

"Joy" - life lived fully, overcoming ego - was a creative Eros, ultimately attaining 
a universal love in the "recurrence" in which everything was eterrially and 
unconditionally interlinked. Was this formula associating creativity and the absolute ideal 
not familiar? Indeed, could not the "woman" of "The Seven Seals" be more particularly 
construed as being Nietzsche's personal revelation of the "Divine" or "Eternal Feminine". 

God's "other"? It seems that Oreus took his devotion to "her", or universal love, to be an 

acknowledgement that the aesthetic dialectic of the will to power in fact had a definite 

metaphysical context. Was not the inevitable corollary of Nietzsche's assertion that the 

Dionysian will to power was monistic his realization that it could only be the extension of 

an Absolute in relation to itself in a state of "becoming"? A monistic force could 

positively overcome itseýf without logical contradiction only if it had the dialectical 

dynamics of the Absolute principle. Oreus' choice of passages from Zaralhustra was 

determined by the echoes he found in them of his Solov'evian metaphysics of the 

Absolute and its corresponding aesthetic of erotic love. 

This interpretation of Oreus' Nietzscheanism can be corroborated bN,, even a 

cursory review of his "Zarathustran" poems. Indeed, if read from this perspective certain 

201bid., pp. 331-2. italics mine. Oreus took the concluding line of the above as an epigraph to 

"Prazdnichnaya kantata". 
211bid., p. 244. The chapter was one of those Oreus marked "N. B. " on readin-, -, Zarathustra: Slikis. f. 259, 

op. 1, ed. khr. 6,1.72 ob. 
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ostensible thematic inconsistencies in these poems can be immedlatelý, dispelled. The works no longer represent an abrupt, seemingly inexplicable shift of emphasis. antithetical to the Apollonian principle. The monistic Dionysian Nvill to power posim-41. subsumed it as its zenith. Thus the fact that "Prazdnichnaya kantata". with its epigraph from "The Intoxicated Song", was also a Solov'evian love poem dedicated to A. N. Gippius becomes wholly admissible. The divine nature of the Zarathustran bell tolling in "lz drugogo mira" puts the task of the higher men of "Variatsii na'Pominkl' Kol'tsova" 
and the intuition of eternity in "Sobornaya duma" in context. 

However, it is in Oreus' systematic reflections on Beyond Good and EW1, in whi ch his Solov'evian inclination to positive synthesis took precedency over his Volýýnskian 
instinct to deconstruct, that his metaphysical contextualization of Nietzsche finds its, 
clearest expression. Notably these reflections were written in the wake of Solov'ev's 
article, "Ideya sverkhcheloveka" (1899). 

In this article, Solov'ev distinguished the doctrine of the U13crmensch trom 
Marxist and Tolstoyan teaching as a valuable basis for a debate on the fitill-c of man with 
the Nietzscheans of Mir iskusstva: 

He ciie)iyeT All pa)IOBaTbCq y), Ke m npocTomy ýaKTY, qTO < 
... > 3a6fleMe it <> Nia. ioaYumoc 

rlpHMHPeHme c )teHCTB14TeJlbHOCTbIO r1pHXOAHT K KOHUY, 'ITO pa3AafOTCJ1, XOTH 6bl it ro., iocAommw noKa. 
3aHBJAe, HHH: <<H CBepxtieJIOBeK>>, <<Mbl cBepxtiej-lOBeK14>>. TaKHe 3aHBJIeH11Fl, cHa, ia., ia B036ý')K-1,1 1011 Ili'' 
JOCaAy, B CYLIIHOCT14 )IOJUK. Hbi paAOBaTb y-Ac-e FIOTOMY, tITO OHN OTKpblBaK)T B03MOAHO(-I'b 

pa3rOBOpa, qerO H14KaK HeJlb3fl CKa3aTb 0 HeKOTOPb1X HHbIX TO1lKaX 3peHHjj. 22 

Solov'ev approached the question of the Nietzschean "sverkhchelovek" with his 

customary objective: to assimilate abstract principles that were in themselves erroneous 

and misleading within the terms of his positive system: 

H )iymalO, HeT cfiopa, qTO BCHKoe m6jiyAueffile - HO KpaflHefi Mepe BCAKoe 3a6jlyýUefflie, 0 KO'I()I)O%l 

CTOHT rOBOPHTb, - coAep)KHT B ce6e HecoMHeHHYIO l4CTHHY H eC-rb ainul, 6o. -iee mii, t Nteiiev i-iy6oKoe 

ticKaxeHHe 3TOR 14CT14Hbl; eio OHO )JePAýHTCH, eio HPHBAeKaTeJlbHO, eio onaCHO, H qpe3 Hee Aýe -n). IbKo 

moAeT OHO 6blTb KaK crieayff IIOHHTHO, oueHeHO 14 OKOHqaTeAbHO OfIPOBept'HN'To. 23 

However, Solov'ev abruptly discontinued this "conversation" with the 

Nietzscheans, perhaps unconvinced that they had the philosophical credentials to engauc 

in meaningful debate, perhaps troubled at the prospect of associating himself aný- further 

22SOlov'ev, VI., "Ideya sverkhcheloveka", Soch., Vol. p. 634. Oreus read the article on ts appearance in 

Mi, 1899, No. 9 where it was intended to initiate a debate with the "Nietzschean" coterie running the 

joumal: Spkis, L 259, op. 1, ed. khr. 6,1-76 ob. 
23Solov'ev, VI., "Ideya sverkhcheloveka", Soch., Vol. 2, p. 628. 
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with the idea of the Ubermensch, which could be confused with his "Godmanhood". Oreus, however, saw the possibility of continuing the argument and satisfactorik resolving it in favour of Solovev by focussing upon what he saw as Nietzschý! 's o%vil acknowledgement of man's need for a positive metaphysics - the doctrine of "eternal 
recurrencell. It was thus that Oreus wrote K delu svobody i mogushchesti. a. X" "' .1, S1, Nitsshe o 'vole k mogushchestvu'(Jenseits von Gut u. B6se). Indeed, this sketch confirnis that far from being the negation of his Solov'evian affiliations, Oreus' "Nietzscheanisni". 
was the crowning moment of their positive influence. Oreus went be, vond Solov'cv here 
in the prosecution of his duties as an adherent of synthesis. It was Oreus' thesis that 
Nietzsche's nihilistic mockery of man's endeavours to entrap and possess the sphinx-like 
Truth of Beyond Good and Evil was implicitly qualified by his own doctrine of the xvi II to 
power. The monistic dialectic of the will to power was perforce ultimately the will to an 
unconditional (and thus unitotal) Truth: 

CHOCO6HOCTb NAH - TO Ae - B03MWKHOCTb 6blTb BCe, ToqHee OTCý7(71'131, le HeB03NIOAHO(-FII 6blTb IICNI 1-)14 
TO HH 6blJ10 

- BOT HOAHOTa Toro morymecTBa, K KOTOPOMY - cor: iamo Hitutne 
- I] WT BO. DI A1131111. 

GbITHJ9. MoryLUeCTBO aTO, HCTHHHO, 60JIbUle, qeM HPOCTO XH3Hb, HOTONI 
,N 

qTO A11311b 06031NITH'I 10('111 
AMIllb COCTORHHe, HaCTOHLI-lee BHe 6yAymero H 6bIBLUero: moryll[eCTBO Ae ecib it CoCl'ofifille it 
HaCTORLI-tem, 14 B03MOACHOCTb Rpe6blBaTb B 6YAyWeM, HB l5blBinem, 3HaqHT - itpe()bltkll'b Bcerja, B( 

I10,91nOXY OnO. IlHe acye mem we yxom om(? ep,? Hyma 6bI. 7a (3o. 7, q lk- 11C1711me. 11(jIlIM - 
3TO xe eCTb TO, Wo eCTb Bce, Bcema, BCIOAY, HOJTOMY -m e(, Tb, H He e(-rb. lh'aK. 11( imia ivii, 
HeorpaHl4qeHHoe HIjqeM, 6eCKOHeqHoe 11 BeqHoe moryLueCTBO < 

... > To. nKO H(-rtiHa xim, imeHHo 'i-o 
morymeCTBO 15blTb N He 6bITb BCe, mmeHHO HOTOMy qTO B AO CAOBO BmAeHO 61,1111C 11IN(N IW 

orpaHl4qeHHoe. HOWOMY BROAHe HPOTHBHO BOjie K MOryHIeCTBY YB. ieqeH"e <<. IOAbK)>> A1131111. KOI()IXI\I. \ 

OT)iaeTc, q H141-Rue: Bub JTo eCTb ripe)taHHOCTb TOMY, qTO He moxeT GbITI. 
) BCC. Bcer-ia it io io-i. \ <. 

- 
B03MOAHOCTb, MOryMeCTBO <<He 6blTb>> Bcerm HPOCTO MOrYH-ieCTBO <<6bITb>> 'ITO TO 11C TO. 'W) \Ibl 

moAcem 6blTb, omywaTb < ... > BCHKOe wmefi[eflme, OTPHuaH"e qero 6bi TO HH ('WAO eCl'b 10-11, K0 110'1'01ýý- 

qTO <<JP> He mory BH)ieTb I4Hor0 B TOM, qTO cTajio FIOClle Toro, qTO Gbl. lO, He \101' 
*\ 

He kn, wliaii, 

<<O, jHOF0>> OT <<. apyroro>>. Ecjm6 q mor qyBCTBOBaTb, qTO Bce OAHO, He FWAO 6bI HHKaKoro 113NICHeIllifl, 

T. e. OTPHLiaHHq qero 6bl TO Hm 6blAO, To eCTb HHqTO He O6-bJlB. -IJ`lAOCb GbI. He OKa3a: ioci 6w KaK 

<<. T[O)Kb>>. fJOJlHoe OTPHuaHme <<j-iAH>> T. e. H3MeHeHHJq, nepemeHbl, cmeHbl ABRAeHHfI HPOI, 130111.10 ON, 

KOHeqHO, H3 60JIbWero morymecTBa. 
Ho Woro morytuecTBa camoro He 6bljio 6bl, He 6bIJlO 6bi B03MOWIOClJl 0-111()* 

ecrin 6 He 6bIJlO C03HaHHfl <<)ipyroe>>, <<MHoroe>>. RTaK, moryweC`TBO C03HaTb 11.111 01411, ()AHO 

TaKACe moryMeCTBO 6blTb MHoroe, 6bITb B3aRMHO orpaHtfillBaioweecii, 
Gb[Tb nepecntoinee it HaCMI(Allo'. 

14TaK, WO 11 eCTb - BcemoryLueCTBO. 24 

24K delu svobody i mogushchestva, L 259, op. 3, ed. khr. 9,1.30. Italics mine. Oreus appears to have read 

Jenseits von Gut und B6se during two visits to Bryusov in Moscow in September 1899 and January 1900 

(see Bryusov, Dnevniki, p. 76,80). These were the dates given on the MS., which Nýas also marked 

"Moscow". It seems probable, therefore, that Bryusov was aware of Oreus' qualified opinion of this %%ork 

and, to keep his ideal of the dynamic Oreus intact, elected to omit it from his anal-'-sis of the poet's 

'Nietzscheanism', perhaps considering it to be the issue of the doctrinaire ý'outhfulness he noted in Oreus 

during that September visit. 
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In Oreus' opinion the ultimate implication of Nietzsche's philosophy. if properly 
understood, was "unitotality". 25 Indeed, it was precisely this view that underlav Oreus, 
pithy description of Nietzsche in a draft foreword of about this time for his translations: 

be3yMHblfi flopox, npoxxeHHblfi iuaTYH, 160COMbira? ] BCAO Xkf3Hb CBolo 1101-opeAeU I, 110JAlti"l It ý I[,. I, 
TafiHHKax CBOerO cepua Taqwmfi mellTY 0 B03)lYUlHo. ierKOfl " HellOKOAeFitimo (ýIOHKOH It3f][111](111 11 
rapMOHHqeCKOfi )KI13HH, 6e. jieiowefj q14CTbimm mPamOPaml4 H oceHeHHOfl TOHKII. Nill it 6. j(, 

_jIjj, jNjj1 
OJIHBaM". 26 

Oreus' "Nietzschean" poems of 1900 can also be reinterpreted in the li-ght of K 
delu svobody i mogushchestva, and their arguments clearly be shown to be in phase witil 
his Solov'evian credo. In "Prisloviya" and the first part of "Gnomy", "Vechnye muki", 
Oreus focussed upon the true role and nobility of suffering in Nietzsche's dialectic of tile 
will to power. 27 "Vechnye muki" echoes Nietzsche's attack upon the moral "castration" 

of asceticism, arbitrarily deemed to be the highest manifestation of "suffering" by 

conventional morality. This part of the poem also alludes to Nietzsche's critique of that 

morality's indulgent pity for the "herd's" weakness and desire for a "pleasure" which 

retards its understanding of the true "happiness" of the will to power. In this Wechnyc 

muki" in no sense contradicts the general ethos of the truly exacting, universe-affirming 
"erotic paths" which Solov'ev exhorted man to pursue in his article on Plato and in 

"Smysl Iyubvi" -a step beyond asceticism. 
In the second section of "Griomy", "Bytie i edinitsa", Oreus echoed Nietzsche's 

unmasking of the "will to non-knowledge" and the Deus ex nihilo behind whom man has 

historically hidden, paralyzed by his fear of pessimism: 

HeT, He 6bijio y cmepTHbIX 60JIbI. Uefi Bepbi, 
qemfior, qTO Bce TBOP14T M Hliqero. 28 

Nietzsche contended that the non-knowledge of conventional moralitý' is a 

compact with ignorance which perpetuates the deception of inexplicably antithetical 

values, obscuring the possibility that these might be but degrees of the same force - will 

to power. 29 The zealous Socratic exposure of "blind faith" was, of course, also a 

251t is perhaps not unimportant in this connection that Oreus was prompted to draft his most comprehensiN e 

exposition of the metaphysics of the Absolute since 1897 precisely in January 1900: Bytie velikogo Td, f. 

259, op. 3, ed. khr. 9. 
26Zk No. 11, L 259, op. 1, ed. khr. 29,1.1.5-6,202,225,270 

and 29' 
yond Good and Evil, aphorisms 5 27See, for example, Be 

28SjP' p. 107. 
29See Beyond Good and Evil, aphorisms 2,24 and 59. 
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technique used consistently by SolovIev. Indeed, his call for progressive creanvitý , and the 
usurpation of arbitrary values was also wholly compatible with the final section of this "Nietzschean" poem, W nebyvaloe". When this section of "Gnomy" is qualified by the 
positive Solovevian stance that Oreus adopted in K delu svobody i mogushchestva. its 
otherwise problematic celebration of Nietzsche's rebellious disregard for "Truth"30 is 
resolved. Solov'ev's campaign for the absolute self-perfection of man shared the 
Nietzschean zeal in the face of shibboleths and "Rubicons" that Oreus displayed in 'T 
nebyvaloe". Indeed, Solov'ev held that it was man's highest obligation perpetually and 
painfully to recreate himself Only then would he perfect the values of the universal body 
worthy of his true dignity - the church: 

Ha qeM ACe YTOJI14TCH HaiEa xax)ta IIOJIHoro )IOBePHJI, 6e33aBeTHOfl npual-IHOCI'll. oKowiaTC. Ibll()l() 
yCfIOKOeHHH? He Ha HeA . 114, Ha < 

... 
> I)O)IHOfi H CBepxpo)iHofi, HCTopl4qeCKofi it cBepxit(-i-opwiecXofl. 

BCeiieHCKOf4 UePKBW Ho XOPOLUO AM C Haiuefi CTOPOHbl CMOTPeTb Ha Hee TOAKO KaK Ha 
*\ ('110KOCIiiie. - 

3TOA H36paHHHLle RP14HOC14Tb OAHY TieHOCTb yma 14 BOAH, yCb1n. 7iewie COBe(-, r", 11 Ha 'raKONI 11.10M)NI 

Aape OCHOBbIBaTb Haiue coe)114HeHl4e C HeIO? H pa3Be 01-la B Ca. NIONI )ie. -ie llpllNl("l' OT iiac )TOll -lill)' *I lia 
qTO OH ef4? He FIPHMYT jui ero fioa ee HmeHeM ApyrHe, KOTOpbie iimeK)T IIH, rel)e(-. ii iv\i. rllo6w 
aTP0ý14POMICH Hain pa3yM m ornoxiia Hawa COBeCTO Hem, HUKo.? aa He 6. yaetn u tie oo. u-no 
6bIMb ycnoKoeHUR ', 1e, 7oaeliecKoAiy ayxy a gmoAf -yupe. 

Hem, He ttowem it tie )(). 7, h-uo 
6bIMb maicow aamopumema, KOMOPbIa 3ameHU., 7 6bI Haiti pa3_)*, If 1L co(lecint, 11 coc. ia. 7 ObI 

HeHYWHbIAi C6O6OaHoe ucc, 7eaoaaHue. IjepK. 06b < 
... 

> aO., 7XHa 6bimb a. 7H Hac atlyinpell/lev 
CU. /7010 HeycmaHHOOO a(? u; KeHUg tr t7e'qHoa i4e. 17u, a He noapinfoo vcnotcoetiufl. 31 

On the one hand, this passage by Solov'ev suggests why Oreus felt himself 

licenced to champion Nietzsche's critique of conventional values without contradiction: 

an uncompromising battle for the precept est Deus in nobis was common to both these 

philosopher-poets. Yet, on the other hand, the passage also reminds us of the Solov'c\'ian 

emphasis upon the absolute synthesis of man's interests in a truly universal "church" 

which was pivotal to Oreus' interpretation and acceptance of Nietzscheanism. 

III 

In this concluding chapter of the thesis we have again attempted to show that IA 

Oreus consistently subscribed to a positive metaphysical ideal throughout his life, and 

that recognition of this fact is essential if his true identity is to be understood. Before 

finally resting our case here, however, it seems only appropriate to turn to one of OreLis' 

30See Beyond Good and Evil, aphorisms 42,210-13,227,231,289. 
31Solov'ev, VI., "Mitskevich", SELk, p. 379. My italics. Oreus read the article in earlý 1899 when it N%, is 

published in Mi, No. 5: Spkis, L259, op. 1, ed. khr. 6,1.74 ob. 
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last essays of any length to be published5 "Mirovozzrenie poez" N. F. Shcherbin. y", to see whether the ideas it contains correspond with the identity that Ixe have reconstructed in the course of this work. Certainly familiar motifs reverberate in the concluding passage of' the article, where Oreus praised the poem "Vesenniy gimn". as Shcherbina's hi-ollest 
achievement: 

B JIHKoBaHl4H BeceB[Hero pacuBeTa, 14 TOVO TaK Ae B fliaAeHHOM come qeTbl < 
... > ýý(mepwaei(ýn BeJlHKoe 14 rOpHee OTKPOBeF[He eAl4Horo GoAecrBeHHoro )iyxa, KOTOpbl. Nl coc-raB-Ifli'MI it IHOCT]b MHP03)iaHmg. aTa )KI43Hb BeCJibi N JIIOGBH e(-, rb It OKOH, iaT('. IbHOC 11 If('(, 

GTPOf 
Komarmw 

oGorOTBOPeHMe qejiOBelleCKOrO jima, npmo6wel-Ille erO K J114KY ii iaity Nup-mon Kjgj(ýo, rj)j (Koc. Nj(xý, ), 
< ... > npociaBneflHe eAl4HHqHoro oGpa3ua AýeHCKOA KpaCOTbl, cocpejOTOqeHHe Brero NIHOV006)[KIAMI B IWNI 
OAHOM < 

... 
> aTa"Mb CYJIMT 14 o6eTYP-T BO me He CHUBLUMCH aa. v 11 FOP1130HIN Bile[X,. m. elilt, 11 

ewe, m oyrorO He meHee yxe 14CfIOJIHeHa, coBepweHHa, AOBO. -IbHa 11 BOAbHa. B )IONI 130CMIX-t'. 
BAOXHOBeHI4M ii 6jiaxeHCTBe-o6eTbl 14 B03MOXHOCTH HeBOOF)pa3l4MbIX HOBOO(-)pa3OB, It ycrallOBM'11116111 
ycTaB, CTPOA, BeHUeHOCHbifl, 3AaTomallb1h xpa m. TaKOh rMMH BeLUHefl H B(: ('Bb[WHefi A1,131-111 (-)bl. -]. O. Tb 11 
6y)ieT BO BCeM TBOpqeCTBe F103Ta : OH--Cpe)IOToqi4e ero CBeTa H OFHR. 32 

Here, in clear references to the Absolute and the theurgic power of love, ývas a 
final affirmation not only of Oreus' abiding subscription to these ideals, but also of Ills 

strong affiliation with that tradition of Russian poet-thinkers which included such figures 

as Shcherbina, F. I. Tyutchev, A. K. Tolstoy and, in his own day, Vladimir Sergeevich 

Solov'ev. 
However, in "Mirovozzrenie poezil N. F. Shcherbiny", Oreus also notably d\vclt 

upon that poet's intuitive sense of the "negative pole" of infinity - the chaotic flux of 

phenomenal being. This was, of course, symptomatic of his preoccupation with tile 

"abyss" of which his generation, the generation of modemity, was acutely conscious. 

Indeed, to use the terminology of Aleksandr Blok's paper of 1910, "0 sovremennom 

sostoyanii russkogo simvolizma", ten years before it was written Oreus was profoundly 

aware of the need to address and experience the "antithesis" as well as to celebrate the 

ideal "thesis". It was thus that in one of his last poems, "Sreda", he had recognized that 

the future of man did not lie in regaining the romantic pastoral idyll in which his father's 

generation sought solace, but in traversing the bleak urban landscape of Emile 

Verhaeren's modem vision: 

OT KaMbl, OT TOPrOB, OT 3aBO)IOB, 

He OT 6. riar, 'ITO 143 IlOqBbl 14)IYT... 

TaK KoHqalOTCH ima HaPOAOB - 

32Konevskoy, I., "Mirovozzrenie poezii N. F. Shcherbiny", Severnye tsvet v na 1902 g., P. 21 -3 3- See also the 

Berkeley reprint of Mid (where the essay is included as a supplement), p. 239. For details of publication see 

Ln 98 (i), p. 537. 
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CaMOPOAlibie juma FPH)IYT! 33 

In thus championing his ideals in the modern age Oreus not only contributed to 
the continuity of the tradition of Russian literature and thought to which lie subscriýcd. 
but also to its future development. Indeed, Oreus' fusion of nast ide2k, nnci mniiorn 
concerns in a Solov'evian credo for the future foreshadowed the emergence of a 
"generation" of poets to come, of Aleksandr Blok and Andrey Bely, of Vyacheslav 
Ivanov and Osip, Mandel'shtam. The work of "Ivan Konevskoy" can indeed be judged 
prophetic when one considers that a decade after Oreus' death, in "0 sox, reiiiennom 
sostoyanii russkogo simvolizma", Blok would write: 

14CKYCCTBo eCTb Ao. Hempom B. BPIOCOB 3aBeiiia. Ti XYAO)KHIiKy: <<KaK jawý. 110-13eNIHOe itiawi 
AOMKHO Te6e LUeKI4 oGxeqb>>. flo 6eccqeTHbIM Kpyram Am moxeT HPOIITII, He 1101'11()Hý11,1'(). II. Ko 101, 

Y KOI'O eCTb CJIYTHHK, yqliTeJlb 14 PYKOBO)IHTejibHa. 9 NieqTa o Tofi, KOTOP, 111 -rym. Ký., ia He 
cmeeT BOATH 14 YqHTeJlb. 34 

The "teacher" to whom Blok referred was Vladimir Solov'ev, the "dream"' - quite 

patently the ideal of I'Smysl Iyubvi". 

33Sip, p. 121. 
34BIok, A. A., Soch. v dvukh tomakh, Vol. 2, p. 155. 
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